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ABSTRACT
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This dissertation analyzes Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen’s and Kevin J. Vanhoozer’s
theological method, in order to understand its structural elements, and thereby to facilitate
comprehension of their missional doctrinal hermeneutics, and the ramifications of those
hermeneutics for the construction and development of Christian theology. Missional
doctrinal hermeneutical models conceive the missional dimension of doctrine in various
ways. Some privilege the maintenance of theological identity cohering with the
foundational sources of theological authority. Others privilege theological constructions
that assimilate the context and the missional situational framework of understanding. This
dissertation strives to examine the diverging missional hermeneutics of Kärkkäinen and

Vanhoozer, the foundational assumptions and presuppositions of which hold significant
implications for conceptualizing the interconnections between the notions of God,
eschatology, and mission.
The results of this study demonstrated that Kärkkäinen’s doctrinal formulation is
comparative, integrative, and ecumenical. It privileges the contextual/dynamic pole of
missional doctrinal hermeneutics, assimilating the macro-hermeneutical assumptions of
the targeted missional situation. Vanhoozer’s doctrinal formulation is confessional,
directive, participatory. It privileges the source theological authority as a fixed pole. In so
doing, it establishes the direction of dependency from the canon as theological authority
to the missional situation.
The contribution of this analysis to missional doctrinal hermeneutics is to
establish missional theology as reflecting more than simply the contextual theological
reflection of a particular community, and as more than providing theological
generalization by formulating doctrine/dogma/fundamental beliefs (or its equivalent). On
the one hand, the contextual nature of missional theology leads to the fragmented and
perspectival nature of knowledge. On the other hand, the generalist nature of doctrine
maintains consensus, agreement, and catholicity/universality. Both concreteness (locality,
context) and generality (universality/constant) ought to be in dialectical tension. That
would enable the hermeneutical non-linear processes for making the Christian message
both intelligible and faithful to the theological normative sources while also relevant to
the missional situation.
The introductory chapter defines the problem, purpose, method, and delimitations
of the study. It delineates the meaningfulness of the doctrine of God, eschatology, and

mission as it relates to missional doctrinal hermeneutics. Chapter 2 provides a conceptual
overview of selected missional doctrinal hermeneutical models in the twentieth century,
namely, representative models of contextual theologies (translation and
cultural/anthropological) and doctrinal development (fixed and dynamic theological
formulations). Chapters 3 and 4, respectively, presents a description and analysis of
Kärkkäinen’s and Vanhoozer’s missional doctrinal hermeneutics through a structural
methodological analysis of their theological construction as it relates to the doctrines of
God, eschatology, and mission.
Chapter 5 critically compares and evaluates Kärkkäinen’s and Vanhoozer’s
missional doctrinal hermeneutics. It then offers synthetic considerations in reference to
the previous discussion, pointing out possibilities for habilitating the missional
dimensionality of doctrinal formulation and development. Finally, the conclusion of this
study provides a summary, implications, and further areas of research.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Background to the Study
Whereas some have claimed that the mother of theology is apocalypticism,1
others have claimed that its mother is mission.2 Claimed, then, as a child of two mothers,
theology may benefit from the generative power of both loci for the theological task. Yet,
these loci until recently were often unrelated systematically.3
1

Ernst Käsemann, New Testament Questions of Today, The New Testament Library
(London: SCM, 1969), 102, famously posits that “Apocalyptic was the mother of all Christian
theology—since we cannot really class the preaching of Jesus as theology.” For the historical
background of this claim, see Adela Yarbro Collins, “Apocalypticism and Christian Origins,” in
The Oxford Handbook of Apocalyptic Literature, ed. John Joseph Collins (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2014), 331–34; George Eldon Ladd, “Apocalyptic and New Testament
Theology,” in Reconciliation and Hope. New Testament Essays on Atonement and Eschatology
Presented to L. L. Morris on his 60th Birthday, ed. Robert Banks (Carlisle, UK: Paternoster,
1974), 285–96. For the reintroduction of apocalypticism in theology, see Joshua B. Davis, “The
Challenge of Apocalyptic to Modern Theology,” in Apocalyptic and the Future of Theology: With
and Beyond J. Louis Martyn, ed. Joshua B. Davis and Douglas Harink (Eugene, OR: Cascade,
2012), 1–48.
2

David J. Bosch, Transforming Mission: Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission,
American Society of Missiology Series (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 1991), 15, translates Martin
Kähler favorably by saying that “Mission is ‘the mother of theology.’” Cf. Martin Kähler,
Schriften zur Christologie und Mission (Munich: Kaiser, 1971), 189. Also, Christopher J. H.
Wright, “Mission as a Matrix for Hermeneutics and Biblical Theology,” in Out of Egypt: Biblical
Theology and Biblical Interpretation, ed. Craig Bartholomew et al. (Grand Rapids, MI:
Zondervan, 2004), 102–43, contends that mission can be considered a hermeneutical framework
for the Bible and its derived theology.
3

In regard to missiology and systematic theology, Jason S. Sexton and Paul Weston,
“Introduction,” in The End of Theology: Shaping Theology for the Sake of Mission, ed. Jason S.
Sexton and Paul Weston (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2016), xxii, document the obvious lack of
interconnection between these disciplines in contemporary theological dialogue. Richard
Bauckham, “Mission as Hermeneutic for Scriptural Interpretation,” in Reading the Bible

1

Various theologians and biblical scholars have reinterpreted these two loci—
apocalypticism and mission—as occupying a new theo-centric position in twentiethcentury systematic theology.4 These theologians had previously understood
apocalypticism5 within the eschatological locus,6 whereas mission belonged to the realm
of ecclesiology; however, with this new theo-centric emphasis mission has shifted under
the doctrine of God, making it a subset of the broader, and logically previous, missio
Dei.7 Similarly, apocalypticism no longer refers only to an eschato-centric literary genre,

Missionally, ed. Michael W. Goheen (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2016), 29, also observes the
same lack of connection in regard to the self-generated agenda of academic theology and biblical
studies as it excludes matters related to the church and mission. These observations prompt the
reader to avoid a kind of static, timeless theology that does not take missional contexts into
consideration.
4

See, for instance, the apocalyptic turn in theology and biblical studies that attempts to
rehabilitate talk about God under the modern condition and its historiographical limitations. As
Samuel V. Adams, The Reality of God and Historical Method: Apocalyptic Theology in
Conversation with N. T. Wright (Downers Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2015), 125, observes,
“Apocalyptic theology . . . takes the apocalyptic motif into the realms of theology, ontology,
metaphysics, politics and mission.” See also Nathan R. Kerr, Christ, History and Apocalyptic:
The Politics of Christian Mission (Eugene, OR: Cascade, 2009), 161–96, who posits a politics of
Christian mission—within the in-breaking of the apocalyptic kingdom of God—portrayed as
dispossessed and diaspora (exilic), with a liturgical missionary orientation.
The greek noun apocalipsis has the semantic range of “making fully known, revelation,
disclosure” (Bauer, BDAG, s.v., “apocalipsis”). However, scholars categorize “apocalyptic” in
diverse ways, among which it could be understood, arguably, as “a genre of revelatory literature
with a narrative framework, in which a revelation is mediated by an otherworldly being to a
human recipient, disclosing a transcendent reality which is both temporal, insofar as it envisages
eschatological salvation, and spatial insofar as it involves another supernatural world.” John J.
Collins, “What Is Apocalyptic Literature?” in The Oxford Handbook of Apocalyptic Literature,
ed. John J. Collins [New York: Oxford, 2014], 2.
5

Eschatology is the study of the “last things,” and relates in theology to finality, the telos
of history. It is important to differentiate apocalyptic from eschatoi, as there are non-apocalyptic
eschatologies throughout history. Although the terms are related in biblical theology, they are not
interchangeable. For secular kinds of eschatology, see Jacob Taubes, Occidental Eschatology,
trans. David Ratmoko (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2009), 125–90.
6

7

Bosch, Transforming Mission, 390, argues this despite the controversial departure from
the original meaning of missio Dei coined by Karl Barth and Karl Hartenstein, and its later usage

2

but refers to the in-breaking of God (divine action), a feature of theology proper, i.e., the
doctrine of God.
These primary observations make the systematic loci of eschatology and mission
interconnected and mutually conditioned by theology proper.8 This interconnectivity
makes God and eschatology more than simply the framing boundaries—the starting point
(God)9 and end point of theology (eschatology). Rather, they interpenetrate all loci by
conditioning all the architectonic features of the theological in-between.10
The systematic loci of eschatology and mission are also interconnected through
the apocalyptic expectation as it relates to the global expansion of the Christian
message.11 With the passing of time, this unfulfilled apocalyptic expectation of Jesus’s

in ecumenical missiology that simply excluded the mission of the church. This notion is helpful
for establishing that mission is a work of the triune God in which the church participates.
I agree with Markus Mühling, who posits that eschatology “is not so much a single
locus or theme among others, but rather a dimension of theology as such. . . . from the
relationship between everyday expectations and ultimate hope.” Markus Mühling, T&T Clark
Handbook of Christian Eschatology (New York: Bloomsbury T&T Clark, 2015), xiii.
8

9

John Webster, with Thomas Aquinas, states that theology starts with deliberating about
God and all things in relation to him. John Webster, “What Makes Theology Theological?” JAT 3
(May 2015): 17–28. This starting point has suffered a monumental attack with the modern shift
from theology as the study of God to theology as the study of the morals of man. John Webster,
The Domain of the Word: Scripture and Theological Reason (New York: T&T Clark, 2012), 144.
See, for example, Ludwig Feuerbach’s claim that all theology is a human projection, a kind of
anthropology spoken aloud, as Barth described. See, also, the accommodative modernist
theological rationale of Karl Rahner, who uses anthropology as a stepping stone to reach the
divine through a kind of transcendental anthropology.
10

As A. N. Williams, The Architecture of Theology: Structure, System, and Ratio (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 4, puts it, “Christian theology cannot help but trace
connections, since they exist by divine will as a consequence of the very act of creation, and the
connectedness that systematic theology expresses is as much its subject as the content of any
discrete doctrine.” This is not to say that systematic theology seeks a forced coherent system, but
that systematicity recognizes “the possibility that systematic theology represents the attempt to
trace the divine ratio subsisting within the Bible.” Ibid., 18.
11

For the account of the fact that eschatological consciousness informed the missionary
impulse of the church from early on in Church history, see Stephen Neill, A History of Christian

3

parousia may have promoted a series of mutations of Christianity itself. 12 Hans Küng
interprets doctrinal change not simply as theological mutations, but as a series of
paradigmatic shifts of explanatory models of Christian theology in new categories
sensitive to the cultural milieu, without the loss of the essence or substance of the
Christian faith.13 Küng posits the first paradigmatic change as being the loss of early
Christian apocalypticism in the shift to the Hellenistic paradigm of the early church. In

Missions, 2nd ed. (London: Penguin, 1991), 16, who connects the matrix of Christian mission
with a strain of universalism, world-wide responsibility, and the rehabilitation of Jewish
apocalyptic expectations. See also, Jaroslav Pelikan, The Emergence of the Catholic Tradition
(100–600) (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1971), 122–132, who demonstrates the
transformation of the apocalyptic vision in early Christianity as influential to the development of
other doctrines as a missional attitude toward the intelligibility of the Christian message. Cf.
Kenneth Scott Latourette, A History of the Expansion of Christianity, 7 vols. (New York: Harper
& Brothers, 1937), 1:64, who also links the expansion of Christianity—regardless of its many
early expressions—as connected to the mission of transformation of society in the Graeco-Roman
world with the missionary intention fueled by an apocalyptic impetus.
The collateral effects of the delay of Jesus’s Parousia, from Rudolf Bultmann’s
perspective, justifies the rationale of his demythologizing program. He says “mythical
eschatology is finished basically by the simple fact that Christ’s parousia did not take place
immediately as the New Testament expected it to, but that world history continues and—as every
competent judge is convinced—will continue.” Rudolf Bultmann, “New Testament and
Mythology: The Problem of Demythologizing the New Testament Proclamation,” in New
Testament and Mythology: And Other Basic Writings, ed. and trans. Schubert M. Ogden
(Philadelphia: Fortress, 1984), 5. For a theological analysis of the delay of the Parousia in relation
to the message and mission of the church, see Elmer A. Guzman, “The Collateral Effects of the
Delay of Jesus’ Parousia on the Message, Mission, and Worship of the Church,” in Scripture and
Philosophy: Essays Honoring the Work and Vision of Fernando Luis Canale, ed. Tiago Arrais,
Kenneth Bergland, and Michael F. Younker (Berrien Springs, MI: Adventist Theological Society,
2016), 475–90.
12

13

Hans Küng, Christianity: Essence, History and Future (New York: Continuum, 1995),
1–9, identifies this development in theology using the conceptual framework of theological
paradigm changes in the history of Christianity. He posits that Christianity had six major
paradigm shifts, always maintaining the abiding substance of faith: (1) early Christian
apocalyptic; (2) early church Hellenistic; (3) medieval Roman Catholic; (4) Reformation
Protestant; (5) Enlightenment modern; (6) contemporary ecumenical or postmodern. Küng uses
Thomas Kuhn’s conceptual idea of scientific revolution to explain the accommodation and
development of theology as paradigm shifts of macromodels in Christian theology. Hans Küng,
“Paradigm Change in Theology: A Proposal for Discussion,” in Paradigm Change in Theology: A
Symposium for the Future, ed. Hans Küng and David Tracy (New York: Crossroad, 1989), 3–31.

4

this account it was the loss of apocalypticism that generated the first paradigmatic shift in
theology. All subsequent shifts, with their historical contingencies, allowed new
possibilities for missionary engagements to fulfill the universal impetus of the Christian
message,14 and had a diminished apocalyptic emphasis. The basic point is that the
unfulfilled apocalyptic expectation of Jesus’s parousia generated paradigmatic shifts in
theology—and doctrinal change—to make its message intelligible to the missional
context.
Even if the interpreter does not adopt the Hellenization hypothesis—which posits
that Christianity baptized Hellenistic conceptual metaphysics into its theology—it is clear
that the end result of the forms of theology that followed the earliest forms of Christianity
carries substantial modifications in response to the cultural milieu.15 Here, I do not intend
14

Some missiologists interpret these changes in doctrinal frameworks as due to the
diverse contexts in which Christianity has to engage in its missionary vocation. See Stephen B.
Bevans and Roger Schroeder, Constants in Context: A Theology of Mission for Today, American
Society of Missiology Series 30 (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 2004). See also Cambridge missiologist
Paul Weston commenting on how theological traditions originate and develop biblically: “Here is
the making of theology, understood as response to God’s divine actions in an historical context.”
Paul Weston, “A Missiological Appropriation of Tradition: A Response to Brad Green,” in The
End of Theology: Shaping Theology for the Sake of Mission, ed. Jason S. Sexton and Paul Weston
(Minneapolis: Fortress, 2016), 68. In this way, Bevans, Schroeder, and Weston understand that
the historical context is determinative in shaping doctrine.
15

Adolf von Harnack proposes a theory of the Hellenization of Christianity in which he
argues that the Catholic Church is the last great production of the Hellenic spirit (History of
Dogma 1:39, quoted in Wendy Helleman, ed., Hellenization Revisited: Shaping a Christian
Response within the Greco-Roman World [Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 1994],
77). However, von Harnack’s fundamental error is that he assumes Christianity is universal and
Judaism particularistic. Ibid., 72. Many scholars have attempted to debunk the Hellenization
hypothesis, particularly recently, and the issue is the matter of some dispute. See, for instance, the
extended discussion of the issue in Rob Lister, God Is Impassible and Impassioned: Toward a
Theology of Divine Emotion (Wheaton, IL: Crossway, 2013), 41–63. Cf. Paul Gavrilyuk, The
Suffering of the Impassible God: The Dialectics of Patristic Thought, Oxford Early Christian
Studies (New York: Oxford University Press, 2004), 21–46.

5

to evaluate the Hellenization hypothesis, only to highlight the existence of different
modes of explanation for the phenomena of doctrinal changes.
While missiology depicts and interprets these doctrinal modifications by using
some metaphorical explanations16 such as translation,17 inculturation,18 and
contextualization,19 systematic theology conceptualizes these modifications as the
development of doctrine,20 in reference to a missional intentionality. This missional
16

Consider other conceptual and metaphoric explanatory options for describing the same
phenomena, without the need to provide a genealogy of the terms: “accommodation,”
“indigenization,” “incarnation,” “hybridity,” “interculturality,” “transculturality,” and the more
recent, less colonial category of “dialogue.” See Henning Wrogemann, Intercultural Theology:
Intercultural Hermeneutics, 3 vols. (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 2016), 1:311–98.
17

Andrew F. Walls, The Cross-Cultural Process in Christian History: Studies in the
Transmission and Appropriation of Faith [Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 2002], 80, uses the missional
translation of the gospel by means of the transposition of categories for communicative purposes;
Also, Michael Barnes, Interreligious Learning: Dialogue, Spirituality and the Christian
Imagination (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 91–112; Michael P. DeJonge and
Christiane Tietz, ed., Translating Religion: What is Lost and Gained? (New York: Routledge,
2015); Lamin Sanneh, Translating the Message: The Missionary Impact on Culture, 2nd ed.
(Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 2008); Langdon Gilkey, “Cosmology, Ontology, and the Travail of
Biblical Language,” JR 41, no. 3 (July 1961): 203–4, also uses translation, in his case, as a way to
shift ontological categories.
Christoph Markschies uses the term “inculturation,” previously known as
“acculturation” in the Jesuit model used originally in the context of interaction between mission
and non-Christian cultures. Christoph Markschies, Christian Theology and Its Institutions in the
Early Roman Empire: Prolegomena to a History of Early Christian Theology, Baylor-Mohr
Siebeck Studies in Early Christianity (Waco, TX: Baylor University Press, 2015), 333.
Markschies assesses this notion as imprecise and problematic as it relates to theology for its basic
assumption that it is possible to have a complete separation of “‘pure gospel’ and an equally ‘pure
culture.’” Ibid., 335.
18

19

Bevans and Schroeder claim that sensitivity to diverse contexts is already noted in the
New Testament. Following James D. G. Dunn’s Unity and Diversity in the New Testament: An
Inquiry into the Character of Earliest Christianity (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1997), they
identify the Christian identity in the New Testament in a context of early plurality, and yet with
the constant aspects of the tenor of the Christian message, the church was able to be consistent
with its own missionary nature (Bevans and Schroeder, Constants in Context, 10–72).
20

Rolf J. Pöhler presents a helpful taxonomy for interpreting development of doctrine in
general, and Seventh-day Adventism in particular. Rolf J. Pöhler, Continuity and Change in
Christian Doctrine: A Study of the Problem of Doctrinal Development, Schriftenreihe, Reihe A:
Theologie 2 (Berlin: Peter Lang, 1999); Rolf J. Pöhler, Continuity and Change in Adventist
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intentionality has affected biblical studies and theology with “missional hermeneutics,”21
that is to say, an interpretative approach that recovers the missional dimension of the
biblical texts. In regards to theology, this missional intentionality expands the concept
into the missional hermeneutics of doctrine or “missional doctrinal hermeneutics,”22
which emphasizes the missional dimension of doctrinal construction and development.
Accordingly, the analytical emphasis of this doctrinal hermeneutics is not primarily on
the biblical text (the micro-level), but on concepts and doctrines (the meso-level).23

Teaching, Schriftenreihe. Reihe A: Theologie 3 (Berlin: Peter Lang, 2000). Nonetheless, he
tackles the issues from a historical-philosophical perspective only, without connecting with the
missional perspective of development.
“Missional hermeneutics” is a proposal for biblical interpretation that takes into
consideration the narrative of the mission in the Bible, including its intended purposes, the
locatedness of the readers, and engagement with cultures. George R. Hunsberger, “Mapping the
Missional Hermeneutics Conversation,” in Reading the Bible Missionally, ed. Michael W.
Goheen (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2016), 45–67.
21

22

One could oppose the coinage of this term by saying that doctrine is by its nature
missional, and so a missional doctrine is a tautology. However, just as missional hermeneutics
rediscovered a lost dimension of the biblical text within the academy, so too the same could be
said about the doctrinal realm. Therefore, this usage of the term gains conceptual currency as a
contention for the rehabilitation of a lost aspect within the dogmatic task that often has entrusted
its missional dimensionality to missiology and other applied disciplines.
23

I use two sets of distinctions: levels of hermeneutical principles and levels of
theological disciplines. First, Fernando Canale posits three levels of hermeneutical principles:
micro-hermeneutics (exegesis of biblical texts), meso-hermeneutics (doctrines and concepts), and
macro-hermeneutics (ontology, epistemology, articulation). In this system, this research primarily
resides on the meso and macro levels. See Fernando Canale, “Interdisciplinary Method in
Christian Theology? In Search of a Working Proposal,” Neue Zeitschrift für Systematische
Theologie und Religionsphilosophie 43, no. 3 (2001): 382–87, who adapts the “macro, meso, and
micro” paradigms from Hans Küng, Theology for the Third Millennium (New York: Anchor,
1988), 134–35; cf. Fernando Canale, Creation, Evolution, and Theology: An Introduction to the
Scientific and Theological Methods (Libertador San Martin, Argentina: Editorial Universidad
Adventista del Plata, 2009), 112–14. Also, John C. Peckham, Canonical Theology: The Biblical
Canon, Sola Scriptura, and Theological Method (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2016), 213–17,
refines its usage. Second, Canale also posits three levels of theological disciplines: foundational
(hermeneutical principles), theoretical (biblical and systematic theology), and practical (life,
mission, ministry). This research navigates through these three disciplinary levels, and intends to
refine a conceptual/systematic tool for missional purposes. Cf. Fernando Canale,
“Interdisciplinary Method in Christian Theology?” 382–84.
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The term “missional” as it relates to doctrinal hermeneutics points to the
generative dimension of mission on the formation of doctrine, without which the
development of doctrine might be confined to historical theology instead of also factoring
in the missional judgments made in order to transmit the message of Christianity. In this
regard, the terms “missional” and “missiological” may be used synonymously. While
they may refer to the hermeneutical dimension described above, these terms may also
refer more broadly to the applied theological disciplines24 and other missiological
features that impinge on spirituality, ethics, and social justice.
This concept of “missional doctrinal hermeneutics” can be analyzed further by
focusing on the doctrinal loci of God, eschatology, and mission in the writings of two
leading evangelical theologians within different camps of the Protestant tradition: Kevin
J. Vanhoozer, research professor of systematic theology at Trinity Evangelical Divinity
School, and Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen, professor of systematic theology at Fuller
Theological Seminary.25 At this stage, I turn to an overview of the positions of these two
theologians in order to establish the viability and fruitfulness of this choice.26
Ralph D. Winter and Bruce A. Koch, “Finishing the Task: The Unreached Peoples
Challenge,” in Perspectives on the World Christian Movement: A Reader, 4th ed. (Pasadena, CA:
William Carey Library, 2009), 538, portray missiology of three kinds: intracultural (church
growth); interchurch (cross-cultural or intracultural); and frontier missiology (mission to
unreached groups.
24

25

See below the criteria justifying the selection of these two exemplars for this study.

26

I will interact with the secondary literature on Vanhoozer and Kärkkäinen as I judge
valuable. Both scholars are alive, and at the height of their professional capabilities, so the
reception of their works in the form of specialized dissertations on their texts is still beginning. In
contrast, many contemporary authors dialogue, use, amplify, or react, making my choice of
authors privileged dialogue partners in the systematic terrain.
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Vanhoozer is a North American evangelical theologian who proposes a canonicallinguistic, theo-dramatic approach.27 He reacts to and modifies George Lindbeck’s
cultural-linguistic theory28 by adopting Lindbeck’s linguistic insights but rejecting the
communitarian emphasis in which culture is determinative. However, by modifying this
postliberal approach, Vanhoozer somewhat detaches himself from the propositionalistcognitivist camp where some conservative evangelicals reside, calling his theology
postpropositionalist, postconservative, and postfoundationalist.29
Vanhoozer calls his doctrine of God “communicative theism.”30 Indeed, he uses
dialogical and other communicative and dramatic metaphors abundantly throughout his
writings. Although Vanhoozer attempts to nuance some of his ideas from relational
theism, he achieves a variegated notion of divine impassibility31 in a nuanced classical
27

Kevin J. Vanhoozer, The Drama of Doctrine: A Canonical-Linguistic Approach to
Christian Theology (Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox, 2005). Kevin J. Vanhoozer, Faith
Speaking Understanding: Performing the Drama of Doctrine (Louisville, KY: Westminster John
Knox, 2014).
28

George A. Lindbeck, The Nature of Doctrine: Religion and Theology in a Postliberal
Age (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1984); George Hunsinger, “Postliberal Theology,” in The
Cambridge Companion to Postmodern Theology, ed. Kevin J. Vanhoozer (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2003), 44, posits that “the neoliberal elements in Lindbeck's thought
can be seen in his ‘cultural-linguistic’ theory. This theory is really three theories in one: a theory
of religion, a theory of doctrine, and a theory of truth. The theory of religion is ‘cultural’; the
theory of doctrine, ‘regulative,’ and the theory of truth, ‘pragmatist.’” For a critical evaluation of
Lindbeck’s program, see Alister E. McGrath, The Genesis of Doctrine: A Study in the
Foundations of Doctrinal Criticism (Oxford: Blackwell, 1990), 14–34.
29

Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 265–306.

For an in-depth analysis of Vanhoozer’s communicative theism and usage of Scripture,
see Kevin Storer, Reading Scripture to Hear God: Kevin Vanhoozer and Henri de Lubac on
God’s Use of Scripture in the Economy of Redemption (Eugene, OR: Pickwick, 2014).
30

31

Kevin J. Vanhoozer, Remythologizing Theology: Divine Action, Passion, and
Authorship, Cambridge Studies in Christian Doctrine (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2010), 387–433.
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theism.32 In his latest normative proposal for evangelical theology (with Daniel J. Treier)
he refers to the “God of the gospel” and the “gospel of God” as theological ontology, and
to Scripture and the subsequent development of doctrine as theological epistemology.33 In
other words, despite his postmodern sensibilities, he affirms reality as preceding the
knowledge of it.34
Vanhoozer’s notion of postcanonical development is the object of his most recent
attentions,35 and was the object of evangelical theologian Rhyne R. Putman’s published
32

Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 199, 205, 207.

33

Kevin J. Vanhoozer and Daniel J. Treier, Theology and the Mirror of Scripture: A
Mere Evangelical Account, Studies in Christian Doctrine and Scripture (Downers Grove, IL: IVP
Academic, 2015), 45–130.
34

Vanhoozer and Treier, Theology and the Mirror of Scripture, 45–130, posit
“theological ontology” as preceding “theological epistemology.” This claim is meaningful in
times when theology is considered interpretation all the way down, or when individuals avoid
speaking about metaphysics at all. Cf. Kevin Hector, Theology without Metaphysics: God,
Language, and the Spirit of Recognition, Current Issues in Theology (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2011); Jean-Luc Marion, God without Being: Hors-Texte, Religion and
Postmodernism (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991). Vanhoozer attempts to find a kind
of subterranean metaphysics within the grain of the biblical text (Vanhoozer, Remythologizing,
51, 190, 349). For a similar project that verifies the possibility of a biblical ontology, see
Fernando Canale, A Criticism of Theological Reason: Time and Timelessness as Primordial
Presuppositions (Berrien Springs, MI: Andrews University Press, 1987), 404–9; Fernando
Canale, Back to Revelation-Inspiration: Searching for the Cognitive Foundation of Christian
Theology in a Postmodern World (New York: University Press of America, 2001), 54–55. Also,
Peckham, Canonical Theology, 254–57, is more moderate without being unassertive about the
possibility of achieving minimal theo-ontological implications from the biblical text, with the
condition of always recognizing the ongoing hermeneutical spiral.
35

Kevin J. Vanhoozer, May We Go Beyond What Is Written after All? The Pattern of
Theological Authority and the Problem of Doctrinal Development, in The Enduring Authority of
the Christian Scriptures, ed. D. A. Carson (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2016), 747–92; Kevin
J. Vanhoozer, The Apostolic Discourse and Its Development, in Scripture’s Doctrine and
Theology’s Bible: How the New Testament Shapes Christian Dogmatics, ed. Markus Bockmuehl
and Alan J. Torrance (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2008), 191–207; Kevin J. Vanhoozer,
“Improvising Theology According to the Scriptures: An Evangelical Account of the Development
of Doctrine,” in Building on the Foundations of Evangelical Theology: Essays in Honor of John
S. Feinberg, ed. Gregg R. Alliston and Stephen J. Wellum (Wheaton, IL: Crossway, 2015), 15–
50; Vanhoozer and Treier, Theology and the Mirror of Scripture, 81–127.
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dissertation.36 Putman tackles the development of doctrine mainly through the angle of
hermeneutical theory as it relates to the question of authority in hermeneutics, tradition,
and philosophy of language. Putman interprets Vanhoozer’s notion of development as a
combination of contemplation of Scripture’s theo-drama (scientia) and performance
(lived knowledge, i.e., sapientia).37 He claims that this canon-guided church praxis,
aligned to an eschatological ethos, makes the idea of development “theology’s central
task and the church’s mission in the world.”38
The missional dimension of Vanhoozer’s hermeneutics is twofold. First,
Vanhoozer calls mission a “connecting link.”39 He understands mission not as an
afterthought (or application), but as a central principle of articulation in doctrinal
hermeneutics, composed of God’s communicative initiatives such as the sending (missio)
of the Son and the Spirit in the theo-drama. In this communicative initiative, Vanhoozer
36

Rhyne R. Putman, In Defense of Doctrine: Evangelicalism, Theology, and Scripture
(Minneapolis: Fortress, 2015). He compares the theological hermeneutics of Kevin J. Vanhoozer
with the theological hermeneutics of Anthony Thiselton. Cf. Anthony C. Thiselton, The
Hermeneutics of Doctrine (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2007).
37

Putman, In Defense of Doctrine, 174. Cf. Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 243–306.

38

Putman, In Defense of Doctrine, 186.

Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 68–69 says: “It is now time to draw together the
various elements involved in doing theology—gospel, theo-drama, the triune God, the Scripture
principle—and to make their connection explicit. The connecting link turns out to be mission. The
theo-drama is essentially missional . . . These prior missions [of the triune God and Scriptures]
define the mission of theology” (italics his). He also considers mission as a “connecting link,”
which is a concept similar to “the principle of articulation” in systematic theology. For a
discussion of such a principle in theological systems, see Timothy Watson, “The Meaning and
Function of System in Theology” (PhD dissertation, Andrews University, 2012), 95–100, who
posits articulation as that which connects/unites the parts to their whole in a system, and is called
by various authors “affinity,” “blueprint,” and “joining powers.” This principle operates in the
internal structure of a system.
39
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understands Scripture as “missional.”40 Second, he understands the task of theology as
mission, both in its commission and transmission. In particular, he interprets transmission
using the missional model of translation.41 In sum, Vanhoozer’s doctrinal framework is
inherently missional, as a subset of the divine missions of the Son and the Spirit, while
the notion of eschatology functions in the background as an ethos.
The second interlocutor of this study, Kärkkäinen, is a Finnish “evangelicalecumenical-world theologian”42 who proposes “a constructive Christian theology for the
pluralistic world.”43 He established himself as an ecumenical theologian44 and then
40

Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 68–69.

Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 73. See also Kevin J. Vanhoozer, “Improvising
Theology According to the Scriptures,” 39, who states that “doctrine develops as missionaries
restate the gospel in new languages, cultures, and conceptualities.” Later he calls this act of
thinking theologically and biblically “missiological improvisation” (Vanhoozer, “Improvising
Theology According to the Scriptures,” 44).
41

Amos Yong, “Whither Evangelical Theology? The Work of Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen as
a Case Study of Contemporary Trajectories” Evangelical Review of Theology 30, no. 1 [Jan
2006]: 61, characterizes Kärkkäinen as an evangelical-ecumenical-world theologian. Despite his
Pentecostalism, Kärkkäinen finds diverse dialogue partners and generative sources for his
theology outside of his confessional boundaries.
42

This is the title of Kärkkäinen’s five-volume series. Cf. Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen, Christ
and Reconciliation, A Constructive Christian Theology for the Church in the Pluralistic World,
vol. 1 (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2013); Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, A
Constructive Christian Theology for the Church in the Pluralistic World, vol. 2 (Grand Rapids,
MI: Eerdmans, 2014); Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen, Creation and Humanity, A Constructive Christian
Theology for the Church in the Pluralistic World, vol. 3 (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2015);
Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen, Spirit and Salvation, A Constructive Christian Theology for the Church
in the Pluralistic World, vol. 4 (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2016); Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen,
Community and Hope, A Constructive Christian Theology for the Church in the Pluralistic
World, vol. 5 (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2017).
43

44

See, respectively, his doctoral and postdoctoral published dissertations on the
Pentecostal-Roman Catholic ecumenical dialogue. Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen, Spiritus ubi vult
spirat: Pneumatology in Roman Catholic-Pentecostal Dialogue (1972–1989), Schriften der
Luther-Agricola-Gesellschaft 42 (Helsinki: Luther-Agricola-Society, 1998); Veli-Matti
Kärkkäinen, Ad ultimum terrae: Evangelization, Proselytism, and Common Witness in the Roman
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transitioned into systematic theology, interacting with a broad range of other disciplines
and four world religions—Judaism, Islam, Buddhism, and Hinduism—and maintaining
an inclusive, dialogical, and hospitable theological vision.
As is Vanhoozer regarding method, Kärkkäinen is not satisfied with truth-claims
being validated only intratextually (post-liberalism): he investigates the question of truth
using extratextual referents as well.45 And yet he negotiates his postfoundationalist
project with a nuanced coherence theory of truth.46
Kärkkäinen characterizes his doctrine of God as “classical panentheism.”47 He
assesses classical theism as a postbiblical development influenced by Greco-Roman
philosophy, and unacceptable in a current pluralist context.48 So, following Jürgen
Moltmann, he uses panentheism as a helpful avenue for rejecting divine impassibility in
the light of human suffering. He further elaborates a kind of relational theology in his
doctrine of God.49 Although Kärkkäinen’s work on eschatology appears to be scattered

Catholic-Pentecostal Dialogue (1990–1997), Studies in the Intercultural History of Christianity
117 (New York: Peter Lang, 1999).
Kärkkäinen attempts to adopt the “stated goal of the canonical-linguistic approach” in
contrast to Lindbeck’s project (Kärkkäinen, Christ and Reconciliation, 11), yet this study will
analyze whether or how this stated goal is reached.
45

46

The prolegomena of the series A Constructive Christian Theology for the Pluralistic
World is established in the first volume, Christ and Reconciliation, and is further adjusted and
developed in the beginning of each subsequent volume and epilogue.
47

Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 227.

48

Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 226–38.

49

Kärkkäinen, The Trinity: Global Perspectives (Louisville, KY: Westminster John
Knox, 2007); Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 250–82.
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throughout his writings, a fuller and more unified account is found in Community and
Hope.50
The missional dimension of Kärkkäinen’s hermeneutics is rooted in his
comprehensive global vision for theology. His purpose is to go beyond any kind of
parochial theology toward a development of theology that has full ecumenical breadth.
Amos Yong characterizes his theology like this: “Kärkkäinen does not shrink back from
the speculative aspects of Christian theology of religions[;] his motivation from the
beginning has been more missiological and concerned with Christian selfunderstanding.”51 In fact, his missional hermeneutics is well established by his own
experience as a missionary in Thailand, by his voluminous writings on missiology itself
and on ecumenical theology, and by the scope of dialogue partners (e.g., world religions)
in his five-volume series entitled A Constructive Christian Theology for the Pluralistic
World.
This brief description of Vanhoozer’s and Kärkkäinen’s theological projects
points to the fact that both authors are missional, though each has different notions of the
term. Other dissimilarities are found in the sources of their theology, the scope of their
interlocutors, and their doctrines of God (nuanced classical theism and classical
panentheism, respectively). All of these features illustrate why they are viable options for
a fruitful study.
50

Kärkkäinen, Community and Hope, pt. 1.

51

Yong, “Whither Evangelical Theology?” 76.
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Statement of the Problem
Missional doctrinal hermeneutics holds massive ramifications for the construction
and development of Christian theology. However, theologians conceive of missional
doctrinal hermeneutics in various ways. This dissertation addresses the problem of the
diverging missional hermeneutics of Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen and Kevin J. Vanhoozer, the
foundational assumptions and presuppositions of which hold significant implications for
conceptualizing the interconnections between the notions of God, eschatology, and
mission.
Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this dissertation is to identify, compare, contrast, and critically
analyze the missional doctrinal hermeneutics of Vanhoozer and Kärkkäinen as they relate
to God, eschatology, and mission, in order to ascertain how the missional impetus of each
approach shapes the inner logic and interconnection of their doctrinal framework.
Justification
This study is justified on two different grounds: its contributions to Christian
theology in general and the commensurability of the chosen interlocutors despite their
differences.
First, in regard to Christian theology in general, this research project attempts to
articulate systematic theology and missiology together,52 using systematic tools with a
52

This interdisciplinary relation is being developed by practitioners on both sides of the
disciplines, moving toward many forms of missiological hermeneutics. See Shawn B. Redford,
“Innovations in Missiological Hermeneutics,” in The State of Missiology Today: Global
Innovations in Christian Witness, ed. Charles E. Van Engen (Downers Grove, IL: IVP Academic,
2016), 38–61; also, John R. Franke, “Intercultural Hermeneutics and the Shape of Missional
Theology,” in Reading the Bible Missionally, ed. Michael W. Goheen (Grand Rapids, MI:
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missiological purpose. The value of this resides in the interdisciplinary nature that brings
together fragmented theological disciplines.53
Second, the choice of Vanhoozer and Kärkkäinen as interlocutors is justified on
the basis of their missional emphasis on their systematic theology projects. Both are
Protestants (Reformed evangelical and Lutheran/Pentecostal, respectively). Both are
mission-minded. Kärkkäinen wrote a constructive theology for a pluralistic age series
(2013–2017), and advocates for global theology; both envision their own versions of
ecumenism. They differ in that Vanhoozer holds a nuanced classical theism and
Kärkkäinen a classical panentheism; Vanhoozer is more canonical and Kärkkäinen seeks
broader conversational partners, such as science and world religions. All of these
similarities and differences will provide sufficient complexity to meet the requirements
for the nature of this study.
Scope and Delimitations
The scope of this study are the three theological loci—God, eschatology, and
mission—as they relate to the missional doctrinal hermeneutics of Vanhoozer and
Kärkkäinen. Other aspects of their theology, and other authors, will be taken into
consideration only in so far as they intersect with the primary sources.
Eerdmans, 2016), 86–103; Jason S. Sexton, “Missional Theology’s Missing Ingredient: The
Necessity of Systematic Theology for Today’s Mission,” Mission Studies 32 (2015): 384–97.
53

Edward Farley, Theologia: The Fragmentation and Unity of Theological Education
(Philadelphia: Fortress, 1983). Regarding the solution for this fragmentation, Canale,
“Interdisciplinary Method in Christian Theology?,” 382–87, proposes a way of reversing it by
means of setting up a hierarchy among disciplines, dividing them into foundational, theoretical,
and practical levels.
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This study is limited to missional hermeneutical models in the twentieth
century—the immediate historical background of the selected authors. I do not intend to
provide a complete historical genealogy for each model; I intend only to recognize the
basic components—for later characterization and comparison with the missional
hermeneutics of the chosen interlocutors. Although both interlocutors have written
voluminously, I survey mainly their books and articles that relate to the subject-matter of
this research. Also, I do not survey Kärkkäinen’s writings in the Finnish language.
Moreover, this study does not seek to evaluate the contents of changes in doctrine;
neither does this study seek to ascertain the orthodoxy or correctness of such changes
according to some confessional standard (or otherwise).54 Rather, this study seeks only to
explore the rationale for the doctrinal judgments that validate such theological changes,
and their warrant, justification, and basis—in other words, the mechanics of such
paradigm shifts as they relate to God, eschatology, and mission.55
Methodology
The methodological procedures for this interdisciplinary study will be
descriptive/analytic, followed by systematic analysis of the concepts and presuppositions
of the selected writings. And yet, it seems useful to offer the reader a brief reflection on
54

This study does not imply doctrinal relativism or any notion of communitarian
verification of truth claims, where that which makes something true is the consensus of the
community. Rather, the present study is interested in exploring the elements, logic, and
procedures of these doctrinal judgments, and the coherence between the missional hermeneutics
of doctrine, with emphasis on the inner coherence among God, eschatology, and mission.
55

This development of doctrine is not a problematic issue for some traditions of
Christianity, due to their emphasis on tradition and the pneumatological guidance of the church
securing correctness in the developmental process.
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theological methodology,56 attempting to disclose my methodological assumptions for
my audience, the reader.57 The question of audience raises the question of whether
method is particular and only useful to its own tradition, because any observation of the
theological marketplace will attest that the present discourse on method is varied and
depends on religious tradition, epistemological choice defined by the horizons of the
56

Theological methodological remarks have been addressed in many ways: (1) Prolegomena: It does not mean “before” saying something, but first of all: it refers to first principles.
Norman R. Gulley, Systematic Theology, 3 vols. (Berrien Springs, MI: Andrews University Press,
2003), 1:xxv–xxviii; Karl Barth, Church Dogmatics I/1,2. (2) Meta-theology: It is considered a
third-order religious activity as contrasted with faith (first-order religious experience) and
theology (second-order religious activity and language). Metatheology means the philosophy of
theology, or discourse on the nature, function, sources, and methods of theology. Fritz Guy,
Thinking Theologically: Adventist Christianity and the Interpretation of Faith (Berrien Springs,
MI: Andrews University Press, 1999), 77. (3) Fundamental theology: it replaced apologetic
concerns by grounding theology as a scientific discipline vis-à-vis scholarship in general, thus is,
in a sense, a more inclusive than metatheology and prolegomena. Canale, “Interdisciplinary
Method in Christian Theology?,” 380.
57

The theological methodological discourse seeks to make public the procedures to a
community which shares a similar research agenda. So, method assumes a research community
that has things in common. This commonality forms socially constructed paradigms with
resistance to alteration and replacement. Küng, Theology for the Third Millennium, 138; See also
Thomas S. Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, 2nd ed. (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1970). Bernard J. F. Lonergan, Method in Theology (New York: Herder and
Herder, 1972), 5, generally describes method as a “normative pattern of recurrent and related
operations yielding cumulative and progressive results.” (italics removed).
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historical context (pre-modern,58 modern,59 or postmodern epistemology60), and more
recently, after the Second Vatican Council61 and the great wars of the twentieth century,
58

Pre-modern methodologies could be exemplified by Augustine and Thomas Aquinas.
Augustine’s On Christian Doctrine puts forth the view of Christian doctrine as wisdom. His
methodology seeks to interpret the sign of the words of Scripture toward their transcendent
referent. Aquinas’ Summa Theologica contends that sacra doctrina is obtained by means of the
discussion of the first causes by both theology and metaphysics. Both Augustine and Aquinas
exemplify this pre-modern period marked by explorations in metaphysical thought. Francis
Schüssler Fiorenza, “Systematic Theology: Task and Methods,” in Systematic Theology: Roman
Catholic Perspectives, ed. Francis Schüssler Fiorenza and John P. Galvin, 2nd ed. (Minneapolis:
Fortress, 2011)10–27.
59

Modern theological methodologies are marked by dealing with the constraints of the
Kantian metaphysical embargo. The modernist turn to the subject (Descartes) naturally leads to
the turn to epistemology (What can we know? How we establish that we know what we know?).
This age was characterized by the liberal (e.g., Schleiermacher and followers of Harnack and
Bauer) and reactionary fundamentalist methodologies (e.g., the Old Princeton school, B. B.
Warfield). Between these two poles of the spectrum there were many plausible proposals using
philosophical mechanisms to habilitate the possibility of contact between God and man59 and
discourse on theology and religion. Dan Siver observes that theology in modernity faces a catch22. On the one hand, there is the risk of sacrificing the mystery of God through the objectivism
found in fundamentalist usage of the correspondence theory of truth. On the other hand, there is
the risk of sacrificing belief in God through a method free of fideistic and private belief, as found
in Schleiermacher, Lindbeck, and the Yale school. Dan R. Siver, “Theological Method,” in The
Cambridge Companion to Postmodern Theology, ed. Kevin J. Vanhoozer (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2003), 170–85.
60

Postmodern theological methodologies are marked by a turn to language and toward
minimizing the importance of methodology. Nonetheless, the postmodern condition levels the
field by habilitating all kinds of approaches in an ecumenical and tolerant mindset. Postmodern
methodologies are skeptical of the positivism found in liberalism and fundamentalism in asserting
their truth-claims. They emphasize tradition (Gadamer) and historical situationism.
61

Boeve argues that the pastoral constitution Gaudium et spes, the last of the documents
of Vatican II, set the agenda for theology in current times. He first expands on the post-conciliar
reception of the document among anti-modernist and progressive thinkers. Then, he uses Metz’s
category of interruption to describe a theological method that is open to divine interruption in
culture and world that emphasizes continuity and discontinuity. Boeve highlights that the shift
from modern to postmodern times is marked by detraditionalization, pluralization, and sensibility
for the other. He further argues against anti-modern theology on many grounds. He says that
Gaudium et spes does call the church to interpret the signs of the times according to the gospel.
He asserts that a theological recontextualization should be conceived in broader terms than
adaptation or capitulation, and has to have profound theological grounds. Lieven Boeve, “Beyond
the Modern-Anti-Modern Dilemma: Gaudium et Spes and Theological Method in a Postmodern
Context,” Horizons 34, no. 2 (2007): 292–305. Cf. Second Vatican Council, “Pastoral
Constitution on the Church in the Modern World, Gaudium et spes, 7 December, 1965,”
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toward an attitude of tolerance and ecumenism with other Christian denominations and
world religions. In general, pre-modern or classical theology is characterized by
metaphysics; modern theology is characterized by epistemology, as seen in
fundamentalism and liberalism; and postmodern theology is marked by the turn to
language and hermeneutical rehabilitation of all sorts of approaches—hence the
ecumenical spirit.
It is in acknowledging this spirit of amicable cross-confessional, cross-cultural,
and cross-historical dialogue that this study will describe its objects, aware of its own
contextuality62—the writer of this dissertation is a Brazilian clergy educated within the
western educational system, part of a theologically conservative community of faith
(Seventh-day Adventism)—and of its epistemological limitations.63

in Vatican Council II: The Conciliar and Post Conciliar Documents, ed. Austin Flannery
(Collegeville, MN: Liturgical, 1975), sec. 4 (hereafter cited as GS).
62

The context (or contextual) refers to the fact that human activity is always performed in
a finite location and historical time. So, all theological deliberations are formed within a
community where the processes of reasoning are settled. Alasdair MacIntyre argues that
rationality is culture- and tradition-constituted. See Alasdair C. MacIntyre, Whose Justice? Which
Rationality? (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 1988). Also, Hans-Georg
Gadamer, in his philosophical hermeneutics, rehabilitates tradition as an intrinsic part of the
horizons of the interpreter. Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, 2nd ed. (New York:
Crossroad, 1989). This reasoning is always offered to someone, and never written to no one in
particular. Mike Higton, “Reason,” in The Routledge Companion to the Practice of Christian
Theology, ed. Mike Higton and Jim Fodor (New York: Routledge, 2015), 18. However, the
question that follows from this concept of context is: is the context determinative? The answer
will depend on methodological choice established a priori, and a preunderstanding of the nature
and role of revelation vis-à-vis ecclesiastical authority that constitutes the horizons of tradition
(Peckham, Canonical Theology, 48–108). One thing is clear: the interpreter is always found
within a tradition (context), so his/her interpretation is never without presuppositions. Bultmann,
“Is Exegesis Without Presuppositions Possible?” in New Testament and Mythology, 145–53.
Consequently, interpretation is always conditioned to a certain degree by tradition (context). At
the same time, the hermeneutical spiral permits continuous attempts to refine the interpreter’s
presuppositions depending on the prioritization of the sources of theology.
63

This epistemological delimitation is due to the provisionality of theological claims to
be verified only when God bring his end, and we shall see face-to-face the fullness of God in the
future (1 Cor 13:12); meanwhile claims will be conditioned by an eschatological subordination.
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These personal acknowledgements, however, do not hinder my attempt to explore
systematic theology, in a positive way—by making assertions about things and their
relations. So, this systematic study begins by assuming the possibility of systematicity.64
However, the notion of system does not necessarily have to capture comprehensively the
entire reality detached from life and existence.65 Otherwise, it might tend toward
metaphysical violence in the name of a particular ideology,66 or worse, idolatrous

This subordination differentiates between a historical minimum and an eschatological maximum
of theological understanding. Canale, Creation, Evolution, and Theology, 90; Cf. Colin E.
Gunton, “A Rose by Any Other Name? From ‘Christian Doctrine’ to ‘Systematic Theology,’”
IJST 1, no. 1 (March 1999): 21). However, it does not simply transfer the Platonic chorismos
(ontological gap) from above to ahead in the future: rather, eschatological subordination is a way
to promote epistemic humility in regards to theological claims.
Watson, “Meaning and Function of System,” 86, defines a system as “a cognitive
whole of articulated theological doctrines.” He considers that the genius of a system is that the
unitive whole is greater than the sum of the manifold parts. Ibid., 243.
64

As expressed by Søren Kierkegaard in two theses: “(1) A logical system is possible,
and (2) an existential system is impossible” (Reidar Thomte, Kierkegaard’s Philosophy of
Religion [Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock, 2009], 107). Cf. Søren Kierkegaard, Concluding
Unscientific Postscript to Philosophical Fragments, vol. 1 (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University
Press, 1992), 99–107; Anthony C. Thiselton, Systematic Theology (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans,
2015), 1–6.
65

66

One of the extreme consequences of such metaphysical skepticism is nihilism as
portrayed by Friedrich Nietzsche. He portrayed a degeneration of meaning, truth, and morals and
any knowledge of absolute values. Friedrich Nietzsche, The Will to Power, ed. Walter Kaufmann,
trans. Walter Kaufmann and R. J. Hollingdale (New York: Random House, 1967), 12–39.
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claims.67 Rather, the notion of system—despite incompleteness and limitations—is
shaped in order to value coherence despite historical contingency.68
And by coherence, I mean the attempt to describe and analyze systematically the
articulation and mutual conditioning of the three loci: God, eschatology, and mission.69
A. N. Williams describes this kind of coherence as a kind of “theological writing in
which the treatment of any one locus indicates, at least in some measure, how it is
informed by other loci or how it will itself determine the shape of others [loci].”70
Finally, after the analysis and comparison between the interlocutors is completed
in light of the conceptual grid provided by the components of twentieth-century missional
hermeneutical models, the results of this study will be conceptualized with a heuristic
function in order to cast further light on issues of construction and development of
doctrine as they relate to its missional dimension.
67

Although my own approach does not favor negative theology, Marion exemplies
contemporary apophatic tendencies that claim that the entire project of religion as ontotheology is
under suspicion of idolatry. By claiming that God does not have a being, Marion attempts to
reshape the metaphysical conceptualization of God. Such a God without a Being does not mean
that he is not; on the contrary, “God is, exists,” but the human-God distinction does not reside on
the position on the hierarchy of being but on divine love that precedes being. Marion, God
without Being, xix.
As Webster, Domain of the Word, 145, puts it, “the construction of theological system
is an activity within this unfinished history, undertaken at one point in the unfolding economy”
and “panoramic perception is unattainable to those still in via, not in patria.”
68

69

The choice of these three loci is justified by the attempt to articulate the disciplines of
theology proper and missiology. Eschatology was included due to the fact that some models of
missiology are inherently eschatological, as in the case of Seventh-day Adventism. Cf. P. Gerard
Damsteegt, Foundations of the Seventh-Day Adventist Message and Mission (Grand Rapids, MI:
Eerdmans, 1977).
70

Williams, Architecture of Theology, 2, understands type 1 theology as a comprehensive
system of doctrines ordered locus by locus. This type 1 meaning is found in theological giants
such as Origen, Aquinas, Scheleiermacher, and Barth. Yet, Williams proposes that the state of the
systematic theology discipline should not be judged by the scarce type 1 theology tested by time.
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At this stage, it seems useful to present the outline of this study. After the
introduction, chapter 2 surveys select missional hermeneutical models in the twentieth
century in which our interlocutors will later be contextualized. The following models will
be surveyed: the contextual-cultural models and the fixed-dynamic theological
orientation. In the analysis of such models I seek to provide the missional rationale
behind the many metaphors, types, mappings, and schemata in reference to missional
doctrinal hermeneutics.
Chapters 3 and 4 respectively describe and analyze the theological projects of
Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen and Kevin J. Vanhoozer, attempting to provide thorough
descriptions and analysis of the selected loci (doctrine, God, eschatology, and mission)
without being atomistic in reference to the rest of their doctrinal corpus.
Chapter 5 takes the results of previous chapters and critically compares and
evaluates the major concepts of their missional doctrinal hermeneutics, followed by
constructive trajectories in missional doctrinal hermeneutics. Chapter 6 concludes this
study, providing a summary, implications, and suggestions for further research.
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CHAPTER 2

A DESCRIPTION OF MISSIONAL HERMENEUTICAL MODELS
IN THEOLOGY: THE CONTEXTUAL-CULTURAL AND THE
FIXED-DYNAMIC APPROACHES

Christian theology developed in history paradigmatic changes or rearticulations in
order to communicate its message meaningfully to diverse geographical and historical
audiences.1 These mutations rearticulated theology for the sake of clearer
communication. Bernard Lonergan asserts that “communication” is the outcome of
theological reflection, which is the practical nature of theology. The communication of
theology assumes the previous formulation of meaning, which, Lonergan claims, is
cognitive (something that you believe), constitutive (something that you become), and
effective (something that you ought to do). In this way it is a comprehensive kind of
communication. So, these dimensions of meaning refer to a view of reality (ontology)
that is constituted by common meanings, shared by individuals in the context of a
community. Without common or complementary shared fields of experiences,
1

Küng, Paradigm Change in Theology, 3–31. The etymology of theology comprises
Theos and logos, or the genitival relation between God (Theos) and word/reason (logos). This
word of God could be read as a subject genitive meaning “God’s own discourse” or an objective
genitive meaning “human study about God.” Currently the meaning is understood as “human
study about God.” So, the term theo-logy is indefinite and unclear, depending on the conditions
and parsing of ideas behind Theos and logos. Whenever the term theology is used in this
dissertation, it will not be used abstractly in a vacuum, but for reaching understanding of selected
formulations and theological judgments of interest. Often, I will use theo-logy interchangeably
with “doctrine,” meaning “teaching.”
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understandings, and judgments, neither community formation nor communication of
meanings would be possible.2
The communication and reception of theology is followed by continual
reinterpretation, a phenomenon one observes with any classical text that attracts attention.
This theology remains alive and relevant only by being apprehended anew by a receptive
audience whose situation—and whose landscape of meanings—is different from those
who first articulated it and who therefore do not necessarily understand the original text
or theology in its original articulation.
This chapter examines some ways of conceptualizing these receptions of
theology—understood in different terms, models, and traditions—, and their consequent
shifts, mutations, and doctrinal changes through the lenses of two approaches, namely,
the contextual-cultural and the fixed-dynamic theological approaches.3 The chapter
analyzes terms, at times used metaphorically, to achieve a certain theological meaning.4
2

Lonergan, Method in Theology, 355–68. I do not want to discuss further the proper
location for the constitution of meaning, or debate whether language is descriptive or constitutive
of meaning; here, may it suffice to say that Lonergan’s view of communication as the outcome of
theology makes theology public—open and sufficiently commensurable—within societies other
than the church.
These two hyphenated compound terms remind us of George Lindbeck’s categorization
of the “cognitive-propositional” and the “experiential-expressive” models as cutting through the
issues of preliberal and liberal theologies, and finally proposing a “cultural-linguistic” alternative
that makes religion a cultural-linguistic system, and interprets doctrine as a regulation of
discourse of a certain community. Lindbeck, Nature of Doctrine, 19. Whereas Lindbeck seeks to
describe the arguably irreconcilable impasse of objectivist propositionalism and subjective
experientialism, I use “contextual-cultural” and “fixed-dynamic” to highlight a different
intersection of issues, namely the axis that balances the permanence of identity (that privileges
the source-text and fidelity to the origins (e.g., authorial intent) and change (that privileges the
historical and contextual contingency).
3

4

Metaphorical language is no less appropriate a way to denote reality for its lack of
literalness, objectivity, or correspondence. Rather, metaphors are constitutive of human language,
thought, and culture, and they also may function as an expressive tool to enter into some
experiential dimension by extension, connection, and conceptual creativity, which otherwise
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Also, at other times these terms are used as theological models in these approaches, that
systematic theology and missiology employ to explain the dynamics of the Christian
message (doctrine) vis-à-vis its historical-geographical diversified reception (context).5
While such rearticulations have been going on for two millennia, the following
survey of concepts is limited mainly to the twentieth century6—the theological-historical
horizon of interest of this research on doctrinal hermeneutics. With this in mind, I elect
Vanhoozer’s and Kärkkäinen’s missional doctrinal hermeneutics as my main

would not be possible. For more on the conceptual usefulness of metaphors, see George Lakoff
and Mark Johnson, Metaphors We Live By (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1980). For the
critique of views of language that disfavor metaphors, represented by Hobbes, Locke, Condillac,
and mainstream analytical post-Fregean thinking, see Charles Taylor, The Language Animal: The
Full Shape of the Human Linguistic Capacity (Cambridge, MA: The Belknap Press of Harvard
University Press, 2016), 129–76. Perhaps Jorge Luis Borges is not far from the truth when he
claims that “It may be that universal history is the history of a handful of metaphors,” in “The
Fearful Sphere of Pascal” in Labyrinths: Selected Stories & Other Writings, ed. Donald A. Yates
and James E. Irby (New York: Penguin, 1964), 189.
5

The usage of models as applied to theology has a pedagogical capacity to see the main
similarities and group them together despite marginal differences. On the other hand, it also can
bring an artificial and forceful homogenization to the material at hand. For proponents of models
in the task of theology, see Avery Dulles, Models of the Church, 2nd ed. (Garden City, NY:
Doubleday, 2002); H. Richard Niebuhr, Christ and Culture (San Francisco: Harper, 1951). For
the usage of models within contextual theologies, see Stephen B. Bevans, Models of Contextual
Theology, Faith and Cultures Series (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 1992), 24–28, who agrees with
Barbour and Sallie McFague that models are not to be taken literally, in this way affirming the
metaphorical nature of this construction.
Hans-Georg Gadamer in his 1962 essay “The Philosophical Foundations of the
Twentieth Century” argues that the twentieth century is not a clearly bounded historical period
but rather begins at the world wars. The philosophical foundation of this period is characterized
by decreased naïveté—of positing (the subject no longer controls the discourse), of reflection
(historicity of understanding), and of concept (dependence of philosophical language on ordinary
language). All of this diminished naïveté generated what Gadamer considers “the most powerful
foundation of our century,” which is “its skepticism over against all dogmatism, including the
dogmatism of science.” Hans-Georg Gadamer, Philosophical Hermeneutics (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1976), 129.
6
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interlocutors.7 However, before I analyze and compare their hermeneutics, it seems useful
to survey the field of missional doctrinal hermeneutics and uncover its main conceptual
and semantic features and possibilities. In this survey, I explore two paradigms: the
contextual-cultural and the fixed-dynamic. These paradigms articulate doctrinal
formulation/development differently, by taking into consideration both theological and
non-theological factors with variegated and, at times, even contradictory meanings.
In this chapter, first, I engage in a conceptual analysis of contextual theologies in
which I look for elements both of identity-oriented formulations and contextual-oriented
formulations. The identity-oriented theological formulations seek to construct and
develop theology that favors the source text instead of the target text or receptor. It is
concerned with continuity and faithfulness to the text and/or tradition, while the
contextually-oriented theological formulations seek to construct and develop theology
that favors the target text or receptor in such a way that it revises theology based on the
appropriation of cultural and experiential elements.8
For an analysis and evaluation of Kärkkäinen’s and Vanhoozer’s missional doctrinal
hermeneutics, see chapters 3 and 4, respectively, bellow.
7

8

I selected from the possible models of contextual theologies the two that characterize
the extreme poles of available options, namely the “translation” model, which emphasizes the
identity of the message, and the “anthropological” model, which emphasizes the context (Bevans,
Models, 57–64). Yet, I describe the pole favoring the context as “anthropological-cultural” model
by factoring in aspects of “inculturation,” because of their similarities. For a survey of some of
these terms, see Wrogemann, Intercultural Theology: Intercultural Hermeneutics, 1:229–310. I
am aware that other models are suggested by Bevans and Schreiter, among other contextual
theologians.
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Second, I engage in conceptual analysis of selected rationales of how to reach
doctrinal formulations and theological development, in reference to both the fixed and the
dynamic theological orientation of theology.9
These two paradigms—the contextual-cultural and the fixed-dynamic—relate to
each other in terms of affinity. The question in consideration is how can one justify
doctrinal change and sameness? How do some of these missional terms and doctrinal
hermeneutical presuppositions impinge on the theological rationale behind the assumed
missional doctrinal hermeneutics?
As a signpost to the reader, the discussion in chapter 2 of these missional
hermeneutical models are beneficial due to the fact that doctrinal hermeneutics is
conditioned by its view on how theology—an explicit discourse on God and other related
topics—is received in the missional situation. I have pointed out that the eschatological
dimension of theology has been correlated to mission since its earliest formulations. Once
this mapping is surveyed in this chapter, I will thus further establish the interconnections
and relevance of the loci God, eschatology, and mission as they relate to missional
doctrinal hermeneutics.
9

I selected for examination two poles of doctrinal formulation. On the one hand, the
theological views that deal with doctrinal formation that privileges the canon, however
conceptually defined, views that theological groups aligned with the protestant slogan sola
Scriptura (that emphasizes the identification of the theological formulation with the source text)
often adopt. On the other hand, I selected for examination theological views that subscribe to
theological formulation/development that emphasizes a more dynamic or evolutionary
justification of the development. These exemplars do not intend to function through a binary
structural conceptualization. Deconstructionists would argue that such fixed-dynamic polar
opposition still maintains the structure of power and dominance. Rather, my intended goal
charting the map of options intend to provide a useful categorization in order to analyze how
doctrines are constructed. I do not intend a synthesis of thesis and antitheses, neither I intend to
provide a better option. Rather, I intend to show the complexity of the constructions and the inner
logic of the theological choices.
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Contextual-Cultural Models in Relation to
Missional Doctrinal Hermeneutics
Although the concept of contextualization is ancient, it appeared with renewed
emphasis among western expression of Christianities as a post-second Vatican Council
development with the goal of prioritizing local expressions of theologies.10 Since then,
many different conceptual expressions of contextualization have been formed that depend
on theological-epistemological presuppositions11 and local missiological needs of the
context.12 Although religious groups that think “contextualization” will compromise the
biblical message and/or ecclesiastical tradition have resisted usage of the term,13 the term
For a brief history of the usage and development of the term “contextualization” within
missiology, see Charles Kraft, “The Development of Contextualization Theory in Euroamerican
Missiology,” in Appropriate Christianity, ed. Charles Kraft (Pasadena, CA: William Carey
Library, 2005). See also David J. Hesselgrave, Contextualization of Theology, Evangelical
Dictionary of Theology (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2001).
10

11

These theological-epistemological presuppositions in theological methodology
encompass issues as large as revelation and inspiration—how theological knowledge is obtained,
transmitted, and validated. These issues of theological methodology, also known as fundamental
theology, have generated divergent views of contextualization, as noticed in Charles Kraft’s view
of contextualization that takes into consideration a dynamic process of revelation. See Charles
Kraft, Christianity in Culture: A Study in Dynamic Biblical Theologizing in Cross-Cultural
Perspective, 25th Anniversary Edition (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 2005).
12

Such contextual needs—oppressions, asymmetries, biases—are highlighted by
theological formulations that emphasize orthopraxis for the benefit of the liberation of marginal
communities. This liberational approach uses the theological formulation in aid of its own
immediate contextual needs—in a sense a kind of an inward turn of its theological resource
allocation. This attitude could possibly be interpreted within the broader context of modern
theology that turns attention to the subject (e.g., Schleiermacher). And just as within one’s own
experience whenever one is hurt or feeling pain one’s emergency mental order prioritizes critical
issues saturated with pain over other cognitive or meta-social concerns, it seems to me that
liberation theologies could not operate within the western theological agenda unless they adopted
a kind of stoic apathetic attitude toward their own hurts.
13

This negative assessment assumes, and is based on, a negative viewpoint of the relation
between gospel and culture toward a syncretic result. See Bruce Fleming, Contextualization of
Theology: An Evangelical Assessment (Pasadena, CA: William Carey Library, 1980).
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eventually became a kind or type of theology that factored in, and even privileged, the
cultural context—or the cultural-sociological horizon of the interpreter who is the agent
of theological construction.14
These theologies are “contextual,” “local,” and “indigenous,” among other
adjectival qualifiers that intend to express similar ideas. Nonetheless, despite the different
explanatory options, there are basic features of these particular theologies that have been
shaped by their distinct contexts and that ought to be uncovered for further elucidation of
its methods,15 particularly concerning two points: first, the regulating factors for the
correct employment of a particular model and, second, the spectrum of conceivable kinds
of models.16
The term “contextualization” is diametrically distinguished from “contextualism.”
While the former emphasizes the present context, the latter emphasizes the past context. The
canons of historiography privilege contextualism as “a kind of ideological consensus” (Peter E.
Gordon, “Contextualism and Criticism in the History of Ideas,” in Rethinking Modern European
Intellectual History, ed. Darrin M. McMahon and Samuel Moyn [New York: Oxford University
Press, 2014], 32). This consensus indicates that the meaning of an idea is contained and properly
understood within the original context of the initial articulation. Gordon asserts that this robust
meaning of contextualism is founded upon the premises of legitimation of the original articulation
(e.g., authorial intent), which is based on the fact that there is only one native context of an idea.
This emphasizes the premise of provincialism that delimits the object to its time and space, hence
a narrow conception of context. The meaning of such an original, holistic, provincial object of
intellectual history—in such a narrow definition of contextualism—is exhausted within the
unique context of the initial articulation, which is a problem for any critical appropriation of an
idea in the present (Ibid., 32–46).
14

15

The theological commitments of the interpreter will inform the degree of fluidity of
contextualization as the message and embodiment of the gospel is related to the culturalanthropological context. See for example, how Paul Hiebert, following Jacob Loewen and John
Geertz, conceptualized “critical contextualization” in four steps: exegesis of the culture; exegesis
of the Bible and the hermeneutical bridge; critical response; and finally, new contextualized
practices. Paul G. Hiebert, “Critical Contextualization,” IBMR 11 (1987): 109–10.
Theologians and missiologists use the device of “models,” “types,” and “mapping” in
order to establish an interpretative frame for these different contextual approaches. It is important
to observe that often the same model is used with different meanings among authors.
16
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First, the regulating factors for the correct employment of a model have to take
into consideration that there is a multiplicity of “models” among the diversified
contextual theologies.17 These models are constructions or ideal types. Although they do
not intend to reproduce reality, they do nonetheless communicate some reality.18 Bevans
distinguishes two categories of theoretical models: the exclusive/systematic and the
complementary/descriptive. Whereas the former is normative,19 the latter is inclusive and
does not mutually exclude any other model. In this way, the validity of the
complementary/descriptive model is not established by its intrinsic merits, but by the
By way of example, see Bevans’s six descriptive models of contextual theologies—
translation, anthropological, praxis, synthetic, transcendental, and countercultural—which do not
mutually exclude each other due to the current theological pluralism and different circumstantial,
contingent contexts that frame the task of all theology (Bevans, Models, 59). See also Dean S.
Gilliland, The Word among Us: Contextualizing Theology for Mission Today (Dallas: Word,
1989), who provides the varied conceptual mapping of models (adaptation, anthropological,
critical, praxis, synthetic, and translation). Somehow different, Charles E. Van Engen, “Five
Perspectives of Contextually Appropriate Missional Theology,” in Appropriate Christianity, ed.
Charles H. Kraft (Pasadena, CA: William Carey Library, 2005), 183–202, provides three
categories of models (indigenization, communication, translatability); see also Robert J. Schreiter,
Constructing Local Theologies, 30th anniversary edition (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 2015), who
articulates the models of translation, adaptation, and contextual. Finally, observe how evangelical
missiologist A. Scott Moreau, Contextualization in World Missions: Mapping and Assessing
Evangelical Models (Grand Rapids, MI: Kregel, 2012), provides a different mapping according to
the flow (linear, dialogical, cyclical, organic, unclear). These examples suggest that different
ways of mapping may be possible depending on one’s theological and epistemological
commitments.
17

18

Bevans, Models, 25, correctly interprets this way of accessing reality as requiring a
certain form of realism. He claims that “understanding models in this way requires that one
subscribe to a philosophy of critical realism.”
19

It seems that Bevans understands the exclusive/systematic model in a classical/strong
foundationalist manner, namely as making a claim on reality that displaces its alternatives by
disputation based on the premise that one may have access to the truths of facts and values.
Lonergan claims that systematics seeks “an understanding of the realities affirmed in doctrines.”
The interpreter, therefore, has to deliberate, evaluate, and reach a decision about reality, even
though such a conclusion be imperfect, analogous, and probable. Lonergan, Method in Theology,
349. Conversely, the complementary/descriptive method is able to uphold judgment being
agnostic to conclusive generalizations that exclude plausible alternatives.
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contextual situation.20 The interpreter chooses the contextual model depending on the
circumstance. If the circumstance change, the missional contextual model may change as
well.
Conversely, the evangelical theologian Marc Cortez contends that the justification
of the usage of a contextual model is best understood through its correlation to a
particular theological discourse. In this way, Cortez shifts the deliberative decision from
the situation/context to the “theological discourse” itself.21 Thus the theological discourse
orders and orients the viable contextual tool. This ordering establishes a hierarchical
arrangement of theological discourse (e.g., assertions, inferences, and speculation) with
conceptual discourse (e.g., paradigm, model, and theory), its goal being to regulate
hierarchically the contextuality by using the appropriate theological discourse.22
This brief description of the dispute about who possesses the autonomy to
determine what model is to be used highlights that the choices of starting points, the
20

Bevans, Models, 112, subscribes to the complementary/descriptive model which makes
it possible to make the circumstance the norming criterion for adopting a mode, in such a way
that one may recognize “the complex reality of theological pluralism.”
21

In opposition to this contextual control determining the correct employment of
different models, Marc Cortez shifts the control to the appropriate usage of contextualization to
the theological discourse. Whereas Cortez uses discursive analysis to assess the contents of
Scripture as it defines the contextual strategy, the Gadamerian use of the “horizon” is also
helpful: the first horizon is the biblical, the second horizon is the interpreter, and the third horizon
is the one of the target people. As D. A. Carson, “Church and Mission: Reflections on
Contextualization and the Third Horizon,” in The Church in the Bible and the World: An
International Study, ed. D. A. Carson (Exeter, UK: Paternoster, 1987), 218, writes: “Indeed, the
greater the cultural gap between the evangelizing church and the target people (or, otherwise put,
between the second and the third horizon), the greater the potential for massive distortion of the
message.”
Marc Cortez, “Contextual Theology and the Nature of Theological Discourse,” WTJ
67, no. 2 (2005); Marc Cortez, “Creation and Context,” WTJ 67, no. 2 (2005).
22
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hierarchization of theological sources, and other criteria besides the immediate
situation/context may determine the models’ conceptualization and usage.
Second, the spectrum of conceivable kinds of models extends between two
poles—one that emphasizes the identity of the message, and the other that emphasizes the
contextuality in which that message is embedded.23At one end of the spectrum is the
“translation model” and at the other the “anthropological model.” The model of
translation privileges the source-text (Scriptures) and the maintenance of the identity of
the basic features of the message to be communicated.24 By contrast, the anthropological
model emphasizes human experience “as the place of divine revelation and as a source
(locus) for theology that is equal to scripture and tradition.”25 It presupposes a definition
of divine revelation that is broader than the biblical text, and expands towards human
nature and culture. At the same time, it may subscribe to doctrinal historical relativism.26
23

Bevans describes six models of contextualization framed by Scripture and tradition, on
the one hand, and present experience and context on the other. In other words, Bevans
understands contextual theology as a theology of mutual critical dialogue between the past
experience as recorded in Scripture and preserved in the tradition of the church and the present
experience (a particular context). This conceptualization privileges experience as a theological
source. Stephen B. Bevans, “What Has Contextual Theology to Offer the Church of the TwentyFirst Century?,” in Contextual Theology for the Twenty-First Century, ed. Stephen B. Bevans and
Katalina Tahaafe-Williams (Cambridge: James Clarke, 2012), 3–17.
24

The translation model accommodates a notion of divine revelation that grounds
normative authority in Scripture rather than in tradition or experience, vis-à-vis the context
(Moreau, Contextualization, 49–102).
25

Bevans, Models, 48.

26

Doctrinal historical relativism is constituted by the belief that theological stances are
subjected to sociopolitical Eurocentric concerns, while at the same time promoting a perspective
of theological universality, considered a-historical and a-geographical, with the result that this
privileged perspective becomes normative to all kinds of theological construction regardless of
the contexts. As a result, the skepticism of such narratives paved the way for contextual
theologies and its regionalization of reflection that privileges “experience, culture, social location,
and social change.” Bevans, Models, 117. In other words, Bevans claims that contextual theology
is a theology of dialogue which attempts to articulate one’s context and experience with the
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At this stage, I will describe these two poles of the spectrum of contextual-cultural
models, namely, (1) the concept of “translation” that refers to the identity-oriented
theological formulation, and (2) the concept of “anthropological/cultural approach” that
privileges the context-oriented formulation.27
The Identity-Oriented Theological Formulation:
The Translation Model
Formulations of contextual theologies that emphasize the identity of the message
typically privilege the source rather than the target text or audience. The translation
model best exemplifies this contextual model.28
The concept of translation most obviously belongs to the field of applied
linguistics,29 but it is also used in other fields, such as cultural30 and religious/theological
experience registered in Scripture and the Christian tradition. Bevans, “What Has Contextual
Theology to Offer the Church of the Twenty-First Century?,” 9.
Although Bevans call this pole “anthropological,” I will instead emphasize the
“cultural” dimension of the “anthropological,” which is the collective dimension of
anthropological model, though arguably they may be interchangeable or overlapping.
27

Bevans, Models, 35, argues that “the emphasis [of the translation model] is on
Christian identity as more important than, though not exclusive of, cultural identity.”
28

29

Juliane House, Translation as Communication across Languages and Cultures (New
York: Routledge, 2016), 3, writes: “Applied linguistics is a broadly interdisciplinary field
concerned with promoting our understanding of the role that language plays in human life. . . .
Translation is indeed an important part of Applied Linguistics—today more than ever before.”
The field of cultural studies has debated the meaning of the term “cultural translation”
as used to mediate cultural observation into linear text. For any kind of cultural observation is
necessarily conditioned by the observer’s language and culture, generating a potential
incommensurability and the danger of ideological bias toward the observer’s culture.
Nonetheless, for all practical purposes, cultural translation is inevitable in inter-cultural
understanding and relations. Kate Surge suggests that cultural translation should be understood as
a process of “hybrid identification,” a process of “mutual contamination” instead of the clear
movement from “source” to “target” text movement. Kate Surge, Routledge Encyclopedia of
Translation Studies, s.v. “Cultural Translation.”
30

34

studies.31 Christian theology in particular has used translation since its inception when the
ascending, resurrected Christ commissioned his disciples to “Go therefore and make
disciples of all the nations . . . baptizing . . .[and] teaching” (Matt 28:19–20; See also
Mark 16:15; Luke 24:47; Acts 1:8).32 Such an imperative to “disciple” abroad—thus in
different contexts and languages—made Christianity inherently translational.33
Nonetheless, the usage of translation as applied to Christian theology does not
come without its conceptual difficulties, as translation is used as a model of contextual
and intercultural theology.34 The following analysis of the elements of the model will
address the basic components, the processes, and the intended goals of the models
described below.35
31

See, for example, DeJonge and Tietz, Translating Religion. According to Bevans, the
translation model of contextual theology is “probably the most commonly employed.” Bevans,
Models, 30.
32

Unless otherwise specified, for Scripture passages I refer to the New American
Standard Bible (NASB).
33

Sanneh, Translating the Message, 9–48, argues that the translation logic of the
Christian message resides in the attempt to differentiate the letter from the spirit of the law as an
exegetical principle. See also the connection between the notion of translatability and the mission
of the church. Andrew F. Walls, Cross-Cultural Process, 80; Bosch, Transforming Mission, 447–
48; Darrell L. Guder, “A Multicultural and Translational Approach,” in The Mission of the
Church: Five Views in Conversation, ed. Craig Ott (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2016),
26–40.
34

Wrogemann, Intercultural Theology: Intercultural Hermeneutics, 1:328, argues that
translation models are very American in orientation. Representatives of this model are Eugene
Nida, Paul G. Hiebert, Charles H. Kraft, David J. Hesselgrave, Edward Rommen, and Lamin
Sanneh. Nonetheless, the broader issues and elements of translation should be analyzed in studies
about translation itself.
35

These elements remind one of the material, formal, and teleological causes or
conditions of method (a certain activity/way to reach a certain goal). The material condition
corresponds to the nature, shape, reach, sources (what?)—what I call the basic components. The
formal condition is the pattern, or the process of the action (how?); the final condition is the goal
of the action (purpose). Since the efficient condition for the activity is the interpreter (who?), each
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The Basic Components of
the Translation Model
The basic components of the translation model focus on the nature, sources,
shape, and reach of the model. The translation model assumes a two-step mechanism.
First, the interpreter assumes that it is possible to distinguish what are essential from what
are contingent features in the Christian message.36 Second, once the essential features are
recognized, the interpreter attempts to discard the contingent cultural elements by
transferring only the essential elements into the new translation within the target
language.37
Proponents of this model portray this two-step mechanism as affirming the supracultural core of the Christian message. That is to say, they understand there to be an
“unchanging message” within a changing cultural wrapping, and it is this “unchanging
message” that they promote.38

interpreter has to uncover his or her own socio-locations. I will use the first three categories
loosely. Fernando Canale, “Interdisciplinary Method in Christian Theology?, 371–75.
36

Aristotelian language is used in this task to differentiate what is essential, that is to say,
necessary, non-contingent. Aristotle explains that whatever is essential belongs to the nature of
things. Although authors use this language of distinction, they do not necessarily assume
Aristotelian ontology. See, Aristotle, “Metaphysics,” Book I (A).3, 3350–54.
37

In particular what Harnack attempted to do towards the de-Hellenization of Western
Christianity is currently under heavy dispute because of its impossibility. Still, some argue that
this separation between a pure core and the Hellenized kernel is possible to separate. Arguments
with this de-Hellenized direction tend to come from theological rather than historical proponents.
See Adolf von Harnack, What Is Christianity?: Sixteen Lectures Delivered in the University of
Berlin During the Winter-Term, 1899–1900 (Folcroft, PA: Folcroft Library Editions, 1978).
Bevans, Models, 30, writes: “What makes this particular model specifically a
translation model, however, is its insistence on the message of the gospel as an unchanging
message.”
38

36

In regards to the first step, the model reminds of the disposition of classical
ontology to search for what is unchanging, or essential—the old dilemma between
Heraclitus and Parmenides, which Plato attempted to solve by finding a compromise—
and in response to which Harnack argued that Christianity’s Hellenization created
dogmas so that now one has to search for and strip these dogmas back to Christianity’s
core—its essence, its pure de- or pre-hellenized form.
This search for the core or essence of the message is exemplified with attempts
similar to Walter Kaiser’s “principlize” approach, 39 along with other exegetical
alternatives that consider insufficient the historical-linguistic exegetical part alone
without its “application.”40 Such theological application is what remains as a timeless
Kaiser’s principlize hermeneutics states that “to ‘principlize’ is to [re]state the author’s
propositions, arguments, narrations, and illustrations in timeless abiding truths with special focus
on the application of those truths to the current needs of the Church.” Walter C. Kaiser, Toward
an Exegetical Theology: Biblical Exegesis for Preaching and Teaching (Grand Rapids, MI:
Baker, 1981), 152. See also the way that Kaiser defines the principle by means of using the
“Ladder of Abstraction”—that differentiates and connects the parts from the specific to the
general. Walter C. Kaiser Jr., “A Principlizing Model,” in Four Views on Moving Beyond the
Bible to Theology, ed. Gary T. Meadors, Counterpoints: Bible & Theology (Grand Rapids, MI:
Zondervan, 2009), 19–50.
39

40

See, for example, the NIV Application Commentary published by Zondervan that
intends to connect the ancient message to a modern context with contemporary significance.
David E. Garland, Mark, NIVAC (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1996), 7–10. This theological
application seems to assume that the exegesis of the text is performed, and that the normative
core can be detached from the historical wrapping and communicated. Eric Barreto brought up in
a personal conversation the idea that sometimes the way that “application” is done almost looks
like applying sunscreen—there is evidently more to it than simply applying. Contrary to this
theological agenda of theological significance from the ancient text, see Krister Stendahl, Paul
among Jews and Gentiles, and Other Essays (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1976), who argues that the
task of the exegete ends at the interpretation of the historical part by answering the question
“what it meant.” This tendency was adopted by liberal theology, exemplified as an “ugly great
ditch” between faith and history, as Gotthold Lessing (1729–1781) put it. He claimed that
“Accidental truths of history can never become the proof of necessary truths of reason.”
Alternatively, for a proposal of the plausibility for a theological reading and a response to
Stendahl, see Daniel Patte and Eugene TeSelle, Engaging Augustine on Romans: Self, Context,
and Theology in Interpretation, Romans through History and Cultures Series (Harrisburg, PA:
Trinity, 2002), 2–6.
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theological nugget applicable to the contemporary audience of an ancient text. Although
these approaches are criticized as static41 (that is to say, they do not take into account the
fluidity and trajectory of the text in reference to the audience), they do have in common a
concern for normativity—namely, they attempt to distinguish the negotiables (accidents)
from the non-negotiables (essence) of such theology.42 Theologians who defend this
possibility of supra-cultural theology use metaphors of nature (e.g., kernel-husk) and of
geometry (centered or bounded approaches), to attempt to explain the values which they
judge to be supracultural and able to attain normative status, and therefore worthy to be
transmitted/translated.43
41

These static approaches are those that attempt to frame the translation model by
separating the core essential from the cultural. Often in the missiological literature, the OT laws
are used as an example of how they are no longer valid by discerning their supracultural core.
Hesselgrave, Contextualization, 294–95. In contrast to this essentialist approach in finding a
supracultural core, William J. Webb, Slaves, Women & Homosexuals: Exploring the
Hermeneutics of Cultural Analysis (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 2001), posits the argument
of hermeneutical trajectory in going beyond the Bible. See also Roy Gane, Old Testament Law
for Christians: Original Context and Enduring Application (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic,
2017), who provides a dynamic development of biblical teaching with fluidity resulting in moral
wisdom, instead of a core-essence-principle extracted and then followed by its application.
42

Here, complexity arises once again. What would be the non-negotiables of
Christianity? Should this non-negotiable be considered? Proposals abound (e.g., Christ, the
Trinity, the apostolic confession), or see, alternatively, the exhaustive effort of biblical
theologians, as found in Gerhard F. Hasel, Old Testament Theology: Basic Issues in the Current
Debate, 4th ed. (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1991), who attempt to find a coherent center of
the Old Testament (e.g., covenant, holiness, Lordship, Rulership, Kingdom, Communion,
Promise). This so-called center or these non-negotiables are based on the application of
hierarchization of ideas with the elaboration for criteria to define which constellations of ideas are
central and which are marginal.
Benno van den Toren, “Can We See the Naked Theological Truth?,” in Local Theology
for the Global Church: Principles for an Evangelical Approach to Contextualization, ed.
Matthew Cook et al. (Pasadena, CA: William Carey Library, 2010), 107, posits that the view of a
supracultural core and its universality is maintained mainly by a classical foundationalist
epistemology interested in reaching universally valid conclusions. The normativity and
universality of revelation is received within the contingent context as adequate instead of absolute
knowledge of God. This claim of the possibility of access to this supracultural core is disputed as
naïve and with a homogenous notion of what culture is. So, it would be possible to arrive at
universally valid conclusions as long as these conclusions are adequate, corrigible, justified.
43
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The second step is that of transmission.44 It assumes that the cultural wrapping of
the message is disregarded because of its accidental nature, and then repackaged within
the new cultural wrapping in which the message is given.45
These two steps—the distinction of what is core from accidental followed by the
transmission—constitute the mechanics of translation. However, such distinctions are
difficult to make without serious reductionisms. For in regard to the core, making the

Some who recognize this impasse have put forward alternative ways to maintain translation
without going this far as endorsing classical foundationalism with its certainty for a supracultural
norm. As an example, Matthew A. Cook, “Unchanging ‘Truth’ in Contextual Exegesis,” ERT 31,
no. 3 (2007): 199, attempts to replace the exegetical step of finding a supracultural norm (i.e.,
principle, proposition) for an interpretative summary. He claims that the attempt to find the kernel
or the essence is reductionistic, for if one has a plenary view of inspiration such an attempt does
not honor the nature of the Scriptural text. Cook grants the fact that such kernels are
ecclesiologically useful to define doctrinal non-negotiables, and yet, he does critique the
exaggeration, “the boiling down,” instead of simply the attempt to find a conceptual, condensed
claim. As he puts it, “scripture, and how we learn from it, has been over-simplified, overdistilled.” So, Cook’s claim is not about the unavoidable intention of conceptualizing different
genres, but that such reductions are insufficient for communicating the fullness of the text. And
yet, human communication is never precise. Whereas Cook correctly argues that a text cannot be
boiled down to a principle, application, or a proposition by stating that “a single proposition is not
capable of summarizing a passage” (Cook, “Unchanging,” 201), at the same time, it does not
deny that texts have intentions, points, claims, main emphasis, and these claims may be
summarized in ways other than repetition of the text. Any explanation by uncovering an aspect,
covers another (Heidegger)—so the explanation or understanding of the text, while it may not
correspond completely, is nonetheless compatible.
44

Andrew F. Walls, The Missionary Movement in Christian History: Studies in the
Transmission of Faith (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 1996); Walls, Cross-Cultural Process.
This translation is at times explained using Nida’s terminology of “dynamic
equivalence.” See the discussion of meaning formation in Kraft, which occasioned a multitude of
criticism from conservative evangelicals (Kraft, Christianity in Culture). Paul Ricoeur, On
Translation, trans. Eileen Brennan (New York: Routledge, 2006), talks about adequacy without
equivalence by indicating the absence of this third language (universal language) which mediates
between source and the target. What is assumed when translatability is accepted is that
translation—the crossing of meaning from one setting to another—happens despite of its
imprecisions and theoretical problems. For an illuminating analysis that favors the translation
model in the light of the discussion of permanence and change in theological formulation, see
Henri Blocher, “Permanent Validity and Contextual Relativity,” in The Task of Dogmatics:
Exploratios in Theological Method, ed. Oliver D. Crisp and Fred Sanders (Grand Rapids, MI:
Zondervan, 2017), 107–30.
45
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distinction assumes that it is possible to reduce the authoritative text of scriptures to
reductive propositions and to reduce the scriptural authority to a theological construct.46
In regards to culture, it assumes a universalistic, supracultural point of view, and then it
assumes commensurability, which is under attack by postmodern or late-modern
sensibilities. Consequently, the reduction is expressed in the second step of transmission,
as a way of acknowledging that the translator may find adequate categories in order to
transpose the essential elements of the message. Again, the assumption of transposition of
meaning is operative here.
Despite the fact that the translation model is received in circles that privilege the
source (canon) as controlling the meaning of doctrinal formulation, the metaphor itself
may have a large enough semantic potential to accommodate theological proposals that
are dynamic and fluid.
The Processes of the Translation Model
The formal condition of the translational model focuses on the patterns or process
of “translation.” The mechanism of translation as used in theology and missiology has to
be uncovered to indicate how exactly this translational crossing takes place and what is at
stake in this process. Yet the criteria to define what it is that has to cross, what
components deserve to be included and what elements discarded are indeterminate.47
Carson, “Church and Mission,” 248, argues that authority should be extended to the
entire Scripture instead of making a distinction between a normative, authoritative supracultural
core. He says, “I have argued, because it reduces the locus of non-negotiable truth to one or two
propositions such as ‘Jesus is Lord’ or ‘Christ died and rose again’, when in fact the corpus of
non-negotiable truth embraces all of Scripture.”
46

Blocher, “Permanent Validity and Contextual Relativity,” 117, asserts: “The question
of application to other components of contexts than language, and of criteria to be used, has
generally been left in the shade. That weakness limits the helpfulness of the translation model.”
47
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Even so, I observe two possible kinds of translational crossing: (1) the crossing of
cultural boundaries toward the vernacular, and (2) the crossing of religious metaphysics
toward a universally acceptable secular language.
The former—the crossing of cultural boundaries toward the vernacular—has been
a characteristic of Christianity since its inception. 48 Thus, the continuation of the task of
translating Christianity (and its theology) across cultures follows the pattern of the
original formulation.49 Lamin Sanneh— former professor of World Christianity at Yale
University—argues for translatability on the basis of the relativization of the Judaic roots
and the destigmatization of the Gentile culture.50 He opposes the common assumption
that missionary efforts were essentially a colonizing instrument, instead favoring the view
that missionaries prompt and promote cultural renewal through their emphasis on the
vernacular language and translation.51 In his analysis, he emphasizes the New Testament
Pauline logic of letter versus the spirit, and how this became a pattern from the early
Christian period onwards.
48

Sanneh, Translating the Message.

49

This original translatability of Christianity is highlighted when one observes how
Christianity appears in a multiform fashion, shaped by its vernacular adaptation, as compared to
other faiths that tend to be restricted to a certain language and cultural form. Sanneh, Translating
the Message, 212.
Sanneh’s thesis is that since its origins, Christianity has “identified itself with the need
to translate . . . [and] to exert a dual force in its historical development. One was the resolve to
relativize its Judaic roots . . . [t]he other was to destigmatize Gentile culture and adopt that culture
as a natural extension of the life of the new religion. This action to destigmatize complemented
the other action to relativize. Thus it was that the two subjects, the Judaic and the Gentile, became
closely intertwined in the Christian dispensation, [yet] both crucial to the formative image of the
new religion.” Sanneh, Translating the Message, 1.
50

Andrew F. Walls, “A Salute to Lamin Sanneh,” in A New Day: Essays on World
Christianity in Honor of Lamin Sanneh, ed. Akintunde E. Akinade (New York: Peter Lang,
2010), xi.
51
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British historian of missions Andrew F. Walls also deems the concept of
translation—among other concepts such as “conversion” and the “Ephesian moment”—to
be central in missions.52 He interprets Christian history not as progressively evolving in a
movement of expansion in a Hegelian sense, but as a repeated movement of advance and
retreat as part of the historical process.53 Walls justifies theology’s appropriation of
cultural forms as a means to translate the gospel—the transposition of categories for
communicative purposes.54
This model of translation into the vernacular has generated some suspicion. Some
scholars think that those who translate (or those who authorize translation) are already
exercising discursive power by choosing the translation-application of the “universal
gospel.” It follows that this hermeneutical monopoly not only decides which are
authorized and which are unauthorized translations, but also assumes a static view of
culture, which the translation-application is not able to address.55
52

Walls contends that once the cultural materials, diversified as they can be, encounter
the gospel, they are “translated” or “converted” to Christ. This encounter has been attested as a
modus operandi of the history of missions. It is in this light that he evaluates the adoption of
Greek theological creativity when faced by Greek neo-platonic questions; “translation [of these
concepts] did not negate the tradition, but enhanced it.” Walls, Cross-Cultural Process, 80. For a
recent and comprehensive overview of his work, see William R. Burrows, Mark R. Gornik, and
Janice A. McLean, Understanding World Christianity: The Vision and Work of Andrew F. Walls
(Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 2011), 109–26.
Walls, Cross-Cultural Process, 12, critically appropriates Latourette’s insight that the
Christian expansion of missions have a serial nature, advancing and retreating. Ibid., 10, 13, 30,
34, 66, 194. See also Latourette, A History of the Expansion of Christianity, 1:7.
53

Walls, Cross-Cultural Process, 79, writes: “The purpose of theology is to make or
clarify Christian decisions. Theology is about choice; it is the attempt to think in a Christian way.
And the need for choice and decision arises from specific settings in life. In this sense, the
theological agenda is culturally induced; and the cross-cultural diffusion of Christian faith
invariably makes creative theological activity a necessity.”
54

55

Wrogemann, Intercultural Theology: Intercultural Hermeneutics, 1:328, criticizes
translation models as claiming a monopoly on interpretation. More positively, Guder, “A
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Second, the crossing of religious metaphysics toward a universally acceptable
secular language is characteristic of the way that modernity conditions theology and
looks at what is plausible. It is under this modern condition that some theologians—
without rejecting their ancient sacred texts and traditions—accommodated their thinking
to these epistemological and ontological constraints.56 This shift forced those using
religious parlance either to update its meaning to be in agreement with the modern
scientific worldview57 or to retain the biblical parlance and its ancient worldview, or a
plethora of possible theological stances in-between these options.
Some have applied the metaphor of “translation” in order to respond to this
modern predicament of theology, which conditions its meaning and public usage, as
exemplified in the selected writings of systematic theologian Langdon Gilkey and
Multicultural and Translational Approach,” 21–39, understands the church’s mission as
translational and as done by the whole (catholic) church—hence his emphasis on the Nicaean
marks of the church, in which “apostolicity” is prioritized. Barnes, Interreligious Learning, xiii,
91–112, justifies his usage of translation as a “primary metaphor” for the interreligious
engagement though not in the sense of extracting universal paradigms from a Christian template
or from other’s religious experience. Rather, he understands this translation as tentative crossings
between cultural boundaries, as occurring in a dialogical manner, and as creating what Charles
Taylor calls a “social imaginary,” even though these crossings may have irreducible differences.
56

Even though the crossing into the vernacular assumes the metaphysical landscape in
which the language operates, the difference between this section (dealing with metaphysical
crossing) and the above section (dealing with the vernacular) is one of emphasis. Whereas the one
above is focused on the language common to the people and assumes metaphysics, the present
section deals with the metaphysical framework that corresponds to the major assumptions of
reality that anchors language, and all the range of possible meanings.
57

Among the many factors that catalyzed the modern period, one is the shift from realism
to nominalism, which led not only to the development of modern empirical sciences, but also
provided a secular foundation for politics. Consequently, the modern condition intensified the
contrast between faith and knowledge and provided new conditions for theological reasoning
under modernity. See Michael Allen Gillespie, The Theological Origins of Modernity (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2008).
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philosopher Jürgen Habermas.58 Gilkey resignifies religious language in the face of the
secularization of society, Kant’s metaphysical embargo, and the death of God movement.
He articulates the Christian faith in terms of general human experience as compared to
Christian symbols, attempting to renew religious discourse by enlarging secular
theological starting points.59
Gilkey’s classic article “Cosmology, Ontology, and the Travail of Biblical
Language”60 describes the crisis of biblical theology. Gilkey argues that the verbs in the
Bible that have God as a subject should not be interpreted univocally (here meaning in a
literal sense), but analogically in partial correspondence to the referent. For example, the
modern cosmology of evolutionary science emptied the categories of divine deeds and
58

Let me clarify what the writings of theologians and philosophers have to do with
“missional doctrinal hermeneutics.” Mika Vähäkangas, “The Future of Missiologies ” in Walk
Humbly with the Lord: Church and Mission Engaging Plurality, ed. Viggo Mortensen and
Andreas Østerlund Nielsen (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2011), 219, assesses missiological
studies in a setting where society is postsecular and plural by saying that “there is no commonly
accepted definition of mission but rather competing views which might be as well complementary
as they could be irreconcilable.” Within such terminological ambiguity, I use “mission” broadly
to signify the language of faith—spoken and enacted—outside of the community of faith by
engaging, dialoguing, proclaiming, witnessing, and resisting. In contrast, I convey the insider
aspects of the language of faith with concepts such as “worship” (adoration/liturgy) and
“discipleship” (education). With such an extrovert understanding of “mission,” therefore, I
document attempts to communicate religious concepts within a secular society that a priori
rejects these transcendental footings.
59

Langdon Gilkey, Naming the Whirlwind: The Renewal of God-Language (New York:
Bobbs-Merrill, 1969), 24, acknowledges the influence of Paul Tillich’s “method of correlation,”
namely, the correlation between questions of existence and Christian answers. He claims that the
task of theology “on the one hand, [is] to thematize the ultimate questions that existence raises,
and, on the other, to explicate conceptually, in the light of these questions, the Christian answers
to them” (Ibid., 456–57). See also Langdon Gilkey, Religion and the Scientific Future:
Reflections on Myth, Science and Theology (London: SCM, 1970).
Langdon Gilkey, “Cosmology, Ontology, and the Travail of Biblical Language,” JR 41,
no. 3 (July 1961): 194–205.
60
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speech as recorded in the Bible.61 The challenge, then, is to explain to what the analogical
reading points if not to achieving equivocity (a different sense). Gilkey’s bottom line is
that the language of the Bible and its meaning (systematic theology) do not coalesce.
They are not univocal; hence, by adopting a critical ontology, theological ontology has to
interpret the symbolic text in a different way or using a different category. This
hermeneutical method of “category translation” deconstructs the cosmological meaning
of the biblical text, and reconstructs the previous biblical symbolic categories using
available modern cosmology.62
The second example of this kind of translation, one that deals with issues of
bracketing the metaphysical framework of discourse, is found in Habermas, whose
proposal assesses the relationship between secular and religious reason in post-secular
societies.63
Habermas recognizes that religion is important in societies, even secular ones.
Even though laicity is a western constitutional essential in the formation of democracy, a
considerable proportion of society continues to be religious, even in, or despite,
modernity. Instead of proposing the privatization of religion by reducing the validity of
61

Gilkey, “Cosmology, Ontology, and the Travail of Biblical Language,” 202.

Gilkey, “Cosmology, Ontology, and the Travail of Biblical Language,” 203–4, claims
that “we are translating the biblical view into our own, . . . and so changing these categories from
univocal concepts to . . . analogical categories.”
62

63

To argue this section, I follow particular texts closely, including: Jürgen Habermas,
“Pre-Political Foundations of the Democratic Constitutional State?,” in The Dialectics of
Secularization, ed. Florian Schuller (San Francisco: Ignatius, 2006); Jürgen Habermas and Ciaran
Cronin, An Awareness of What Is Missing: Faith and Reason in a Post-Secular Age (Cambridge:
Polity, 2010); Jürgen Habermas, “‘The Political’: The Rational Meaning of a Questionable
Inheritance of Political Theology,” in The Power of Religion in the Public Sphere, ed. Judith
Butler, Eduardo Mendieta, and Jonathan VanAntwerpen (New York: Columbia University Press,
2011).
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religion to a mere subsystem, Habermas instead recognizes that the democratic
participation of religious citizens is needed for the reshaping of democracy in a liberal
and multicultural world.
However, this democratic participation demands a public and rational logic and
certain rules of engagement, meaning a “translation” of religious discourse into a public
communication that is reasonably comprehensible to a politically acceptable core.
However, this public reason ought to be expressed with the provision that it accepts “the
authority of ‘natural’ reason as the fallible results of the institutionalized sciences and the
basic principles of universalistic egalitarianism in law and morality.” Habermas, adopting
this concept from John Rawls, calls this the “translation proviso.”64
He suggests that this “translation proviso” be used in formal normative discourse
of democratic institutions (e.g., legislative, judiciary institutions), for otherwise it would
interfere with freedom of speech. Such a translation proviso would reserve the right for
citizens to use the religious languages informally, but would translate its ideas into the
political public sphere without any metasocial grounds. Therefore, the religious discourse
would participate in the democratic process by refraining from any metaphysical logic
not attested to by the institutionalized sciences, and do so within an acceptable public
usage of reason accessible to all, in short in a kind of universal language. Habermas
predicts that such a translation might renew the political democratic sphere in a pluralist
John Rawls, “The Idea of the Public Reason Revisited,” The University of Chicago
Law Review 64, no. 3 (Summer, 1997): 783–84. Note that Rawls does not use the term secular
reason, but public reason. He intends that both secular and religious citizens provide their public
reasons without knowledge premised on its own comprehensive doctrines, unless followed by
explanation in terms accessible to all (ibid., 776). Cf. Habermas, “‘The Political’: The Rational
Meaning of a Questionable Inheritance of Political Theology,” 24.
64
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and multicultural world.65 It might also encourage religious traditions to become
participants in the democratic process by articulating its messages in a post-metaphysical
frame.
However, this modernistic appropriation of translation into a rational universal
language toward a sublime, scientific language raises the question of its adequacy: would
a scientific totalization of reality, with its loaded “appropriate” terms and categories,
adequately express the nuances of human life and relations, both in western and nonwestern cultural contexts?66 The so-called proviso that Habermas proposes would have to
answer to questions of the politics already built into such criteria.67
65

In the famous dialogue between Habermas and Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger, the latter
criticized Habermas’s anti/post metaphysical view of reason as claiming that the logos of
theology means both reason and word, making revelation compatible with reason, and positing
that humans through the analogia entis can “engage the whole breadth of reason” of things
related to both God and the world, instead of a narrow reach as understood by a positivist view of
reason (James V. Schall, The Regensburg Lecture [South Bend, IN: St. Augustine’s, 2007], sec.
62). See also, Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger, “That Which Holds the World Together: The PrePolitical Moral Foundations of a Free State,” in The Dialectics of Secularization: On Reason and
Religion, ed. Florian Schuller (San Francisco: Ignatius, 2006). For an assessment of the dialogue
by showing the epistemological controversy, see Andrew Cummings, “The Habermas-Ratzinger
Discussion Revisited: Translation as Epistemology,” The Catholic Social Science Review 22
(2017): 311–25.
Post-colonial historian Dipesh Chakrabarty argues that translation of “water” in
English may have many possible meanings, depending on the context, in the Bengali language,
with a consequent fluidity of possible translations. However, the modernistic paradigm with its
universalization of concepts would suggest that despite these potential semantic possibilities, the
word could be translated into H2O, implying that this molecular formula reflects the best
translation possible as it relates to the properties and relations of the object described. This
implies that the scientific language is a universal, rational language despite the context or locality.
For a postcolonial deconstruction of this universal view of translation taking into consideration
two kinds of histories—an analytical (universalizing) and hermeneutical (localizing) one. Dipesh
Chakrabarty, Provincializing Europe: Postcolonial Thought and Historical Difference, Princeton
Studies in Culture/Power/History (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2000), 73–96.
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See, for example, how critics working on the politics of translation have pointed out
that whenever translation happens it does not debunk incommensurability between contexts, nor
affirm equivalence between asymmetrical contexts in terms of domination, but sustains that
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In sum, religious discourse’s appropriation of translation in theology and
missiology attempts to bring forms of Christianity into the vernacular as something
inherently necessary. Such a Christianity not only appropriates the vernacular’s language
but also the vernacular’s cultural forms. At times the “translation” metaphor is used as an
epistemic-metaphysical tool that crosses historical periods by giving knowability of premodern discourse when reinterpreted and expressed in the public sphere within the
modern epistemic constraints.
The Goal of the Translation Model
The goal of translation is to make communication possible. Translation is
necessary whenever there is a linguistic impediment between two persons due to the
multiplicity of language.68 The entire effort of bridging the source-text and the target-text
is in vain if this bridging is not possible or not done to the satisfaction of the two parties
to convey meaning. Yet linguists question whether true translation is even possible, given
the uniqueness of each language, and its relation to thought, culture, and worldview. In
order to ascertain the possibility of achieving the goal of this model, it is necessary to
ascertain whether the goal of translation is, in fact, obtainable or if it is impossible.
Hence, I will reflect on the goals of translation by assessing (1) the possibility, and its

which is different. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivac, Outside in the Teaching Machine (New York:
Routledge, 1993), 200–25.
68

Gadamer, Truth and Method, 386, argues that the act of translation is necessary
whenever there is a disruption that impedes the dialogue between the dialogue partners.
Otherwise, with no linguistic impediment, there is no need for translation but only speech. The
discussion of the origins of linguistic impediment that generated the need for translation is
immaterial for the present discussion.
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alternative (2) the impossibility of translation, followed by (3) a possible argument for
going beyond this dilemma.
First, the case for the translatability of language is based on the fundamental
assumption that transfer of meaning from one language to another is possible due to a
deep commonality, or universality, of ideas.69 In what follows, I present the viewpoint of
Eugene A. Nida and Roman Jakobson.70
The American linguist and translator consultant, Eugene Nida, coined the concept
of “dynamic equivalence” to emphasize the transfer of meaning instead of the transfer of
grammatical form in translation.71 He proposed that equivalence rather than identity is the
heart of the translator’s task, or that the translator should prioritize the meaning rather
than the words. Nida thus gave weight to the intelligibility of the target-text instead of
reproducing literally the source-text, with the proviso that the translator should attempt to
find the “closest natural equivalent” to the source-text.72
69

George Steiner, After Babel: Aspects of Language and Translation (London: Oxford
University Press, 1975), 73, explains the universalist position: “Translation is realizable precisely
because those deep-seated universals, genetic, historical, social, from which all grammars derive
can be located and recognized as operative in every human idiom, however singular or bizarre its
superficial forms. To translate is to descend beneath the exterior disparities of two languages in
order to bring into vital play their analogous and, at the final depths, common principles of being.
Here the universalist position touches closely on the mystical intuition of a lost primal or
paradigmatic speech.”
70

As a caveat, I describe these positions in order to highlight the main components as far
as they impinge on the object of this study. At this point, I intend to portray the positions, as far
as possible, without making any judgment of the value of the nuances of the selected terms.
71

Eugene A. Nida and Charles R. Taber, The Theory and Practice of Translation
(Leiden: Brill, 1969), 4, famously stated that, “Anything that can be said in one language can be
said in another, unless the form is an essential element of the message.”
72

Eugene A. Nida, Toward a Science of Translating, with Special Reference to Principles
and Procedures Involved in Bible Translating (Leiden: Brill, 1964), 159; Nida and Taber, Theory
and Practice, 12–14.
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Nida assumed the validity of Avram N. Chomsky’s universal grammar. He
posited that language has a surface (grammar, vocabulary) and a deeper structure (basic
semantic categories). His assumption was that there is a kind of linguistic universality
which makes possible the transference of meaning between the deeper structure that all
languages have in common. However, this transference requires the reduction of the
surface structure of the language and increased attention to the kernel or deep structures
of the language.73
He also assumed a kind of universality of human experience, which enabled his
notion of translatability to shape the communication of religion across cultures.74 As
would be expected, criticism of Nida’s “dynamic equivalence” theory is often brought on
the basis of his proselytizing, along with ethnocentric violence and European
colonialism.75
The second exemplar for the case for translatability is Roman Jakobson, who
comes from the structuralist tradition of linguistics. He claimed that cognitive language
can always be translated, even if it belongs to a different semiotic system. Jakobson
categorized the concept of translation into three main types: intralingual (i.e., rewording),
Vern S. Poythress, “Truth and Fullness of Meaning: Fullness Versus Reductionist
Semantics in Biblical Interpretation,” WTJ, no. 67 (2005): 211–27, argues that Nida’s “dynamic
equivalence”—which stresses a full transfer of meaning instead of grammatical form—is
reductionistic in using Chomsky’s generative grammar (the attempt to reduce the sentences into
kernels and then to transfer these reduced kernels into the final language). This approach has a
bias toward formalism and attempts to make of translation a science instead of an art.
73
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Eugene A. Nida, Message and Mission: The Communication of the Christian Faith,
2nd ed. (Pasadena, CA: William Carey Library, 1975); Eugene A. Nida, Religion across
Cultures: A Study in the Communication of Christian Faith (New York: Harper & Row, 1968).
For a major critical interaction with Nida’s view on translation, see Philip C. Stine, Let
the Words Be Written: The Lasting Influence of Eugene A. Nida, Biblical Scholarship in North
America (Boston: Brill, 2004), 153–78.
75
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interlingual (i.e., translation proper), and intersemiotic (transmutation from a verbal
system into a nonverbal system).76
Following C. S. Peirce, Jakobson posited that meaning is a result of the translation
of a linguistic sign into an alternative sign that may further elucidate or describe its
meaning. In this way, the meaning of a verbal sign is always obtained by other verbal
signs. This makes translation necessary because “the cognitive level of language . . .
requires recoding interpretation, i.e., translation.”77
Although this idea—of making translation and interpretation almost equivalent—
gained momentum and gave valence to translation as a concept in hermeneutics,78 it also
opened up the debate regarding the extension of the meaning of Jakobson’s term
“translation,” for the term, if applied to all kinds of communication, should be considered
metaphorical unless the term itself is stretched conceptually.79
Roman Jakobson, “On Linguistic Aspect of Translation,” in On Translation, ed.
Reuben A. Brower (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1959), 233.
76
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Jakobson, “On Linguistic Aspect of Translation,” 236.
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Jakobson posits that translation occurs at all levels of communication and not only in
the interlinguistic exchange of meaning, making all acts of interpretation a kind of translation.
See, for example, Steiner, After Babel, 28, who agrees with this trajectory by making translation
equivalent to interpretation.
79

Umberto Eco, Experiences in Translation, Toronto Italian Studies, trans. Alastair
McEwen (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2001), 71, posits that interpretation is a larger
category than translation and that the terms cannot coalesce unless the term “translation” is used
metaphorically. Hence he uses quotation marks in order to indicate that a literal meaning of
translation is not intended. He contends that “translation,” when used to refer to any kind of
interpretation generates a conceptual stretch that not only does not take into consideration the
form and the substance of the content text (source), but also shows that there may be some kinds
of translation that do not require the interpreter to judge the content, for example, the
transcription of Morse code.
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In sum, whereas Nida supported the possibility of translatability by assuming a
universalist view of language and human experience, Jakobson presupposed a
hermeneutical need for continuous interpretation of a sign by another sign. Both Nida and
Jakobson argued for the possibility of translatability by assuming a “universal system of
knowledge exchange.”80 And yet, the position for translatability does not claim perfect
equivalence between languages.
Second, the case for untranslatability contradicts the simple fact that translation
exists. And yet the rationale for this position can be summarized by two arguments: the
impossibility of adequate transfer of meaning between two languages, and the argument
of linguistic relativity.
The first argument for untranslatability is exemplified in Walter Benjamin’s text
“The Task of the Translator.”81 Benjamin asserts that translatability is a mode. It is an
essential quality of certain (but not all) original texts, namely those texts that attain
“fame” and go on to have an “afterlife” in another language. However, this endurance of
the original is not static,82 given that the afterlife of the translated original cannot be
Robert J. C. Young, “Philosophy in Translation,” in Companion to Translation Studies,
ed. Sandra Bermann and Catherine Porter (West Sussex, UK: John Wiley & Sons, 2014), 47,
observes that such universality may be reminiscent of some of the remaining Enlightenment
ideals that favor precision and universalism.
80

See Benjamin’s 1923 “The Task of the Translator,” in Readings in the Theory of
Religion: Map, Text, Body, ed. Scott S. Elliott and Matt Waggoner, Critical Categories in the
Study of Religion (Oakville, CT: Equinox, 2009). This essay was originally an introduction to his
translation into German of Baudelaire’s Tableaux Parisiens.
81

82

Benjamin uses many analogies in order to describe this dynamic, ever-developing
aspect of translation as referring to the original, such as symbolizing growth (“flowering,” “seed,”
“ripping”), returning to oneness (the recollection of the fragments of the broken vase), biological
existence (“afterlife” [although he says that this should not be considered metaphorically]; “birth
pangs”). All of these analogies point to the fact that the translation continues the original, though
not without change. For an analysis of some of these translations, see Ian Almond, “Different
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considered a duplication of the original in another language,83 because its meaning is
“fleeting” and tangential.
According to Benjamin, the emphasis of the translator’s task should not be on the
reader/receiver, but on the source-text. 84 As Benjamin puts it, “any translation which
intends to perform a transmitting function cannot transmit anything but information.”85
This reduction of the translation to information not only impoverishes the text by making
it less poetic, it also is usually not able to express intentionally ambiguous characteristics.
Benjamin argues that although the task of the translator is possible, in actuality it
cannot be done if one’s translation is to honor the “unfathomable,” “the mysterious,” and
“the poetic” of the original. Hence the translator’s task is doomed because of the
differences between languages and language’s volatile meaning.86
The second argument in favor of untranslatability is linguistic relativity.87 Even
though the phenomenon of linguistic relativity became formalized and popularized as the
Fragments, Different Vases: A Neoplatonic Commentary on Benjamin’s ‘The Task of the
Translator,’” HeyJ 43 (2002): 185–98.
Benjamin, “The Task of the Translator,” 133, claims that “no translation would be
possible if in its ultimate essence it strove for likeness to the original.”
83

Benjamin, “The Task of the Translator,” 131, writes: “No poem is intended for the
reader, no picture for the beholder, no symphony for the listener.”
84

85

Benjamin, “The Task of the Translator,” 131.

Paul de Man, “Conclusions: Walter Benjamin’s ‘The Task of the Translator’” in Paul
de Man, The Resistance to Theory, vol. 33, Theory and History of Literature (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 1986), 74, interprets Benjamin’s intention in this text as a way of
showing that the translator’s task is a failure, making a text impossible to translate. However, de
Man’s conclusion is hard to agree with vis-à-vis “The Task of the Translator,” which itself is an
introduction to Baudelaire’s Tableaux parisiens.
86

House, Translation as Communication, 44, claims that “linguistic relativity is the
doctrine of untranslatability par excellence. See also, Lewis Feuer, “Sociological Aspects of the
Relationship between Language and Philosophy,” Philosophy of Science 20, no. 2 (1953): 95.
87
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Sapir-Whorfian hypothesis in the mid-twentieth century, the core ideas of the debate can
be considered to have been ever-present, as we see in the conundrum between
universality and relativism in western philosophy.88
Although American linguist Edward Sapir understood the relativity of linguistics
to be based on culture and human psychology,89 the hypothesis became much more
cohesive in the writings of his student, linguist Benjamin Lee Whorf.90 Whorf claims:
[T]he ‘linguistic relativity principle,’ [means], in informal terms, that users of
markedly different grammars are pointed by their grammars toward different
types of observations and different evaluations of externally similar acts of
observation, and hence are not equivalent as observers but must arrive at
somewhat different views of the world.91
In a nutshell, the proposed hypothesis follows a three-part syllogism: “Given that:
(1) differences exist in linguistic categories across languages; (2) linguistic categories
determine aspects of individuals’ thinking; then: (3) aspects of individuals’ thinking
differ across linguistic communities according to the language they speak.”92 This
88

The genealogy of linguistic relativism can arguably be traced through Humboldt to
Boas to Sapir and finally to Whorf. For the possibilities and a further discussion on the historical
link, see John J. Gumperz and Stephen C. Levinson, Rethinking Linguistic Relativity, Studies in
the Social and Cultural Foundations of Language (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1996), 2–5. See also, Caleb Everett, Linguistic Relativity: Evidence across Languages and
Cognitive Domains, Applications of Cognitive Linguistics (Boston: De Gruyter Mouton, 2013),
10–11.
89

Edward Sapir, Culture, Language and Personality, ed. David Goodman Mandelbaum
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1958).
90

Everett, Linguistic Relativity, 13.
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Benjamin Lee Whorf, Language, Thought, and Reality; Selected Writings, ed. John B.
Carroll (Cambridge, MA: Technology Press of Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1956),
221.
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Gumperz and Levinson, Rethinking Linguistic Relativity, 24.
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syllogistic logic begins by asserting linguistic difference which, according to Whorf,
generates a different conceptualization or worldview of reality.93
In sum, the case for untranslatability is validated by an emphasis on other
dimensions than the informative aspect of language (such as the poetic). Benjamin’s “The
Task of the Translator” points out that the transfer can convey only information, but is
incapable of conveying the complexities of the original. In a different way, the case for
linguistic relativity insists that languages differ in their categories, and since thought is
constituted by language, then different individuals necessarily see different worlds unless
these views may be calibrated.
Third, the case for going beyond the possibility-impossibility of the translation
dilemma is persuasive because of the lack of precision and difficulty of sustaining some
of the fundamental assumptions of the dilemma. Paul Ricoeur does not frame his view on
translation with the term translatability-untranslatability. Rather, he posits a practical
dialect that measures translation according to the categories of faithfulness and betrayal.94
He asserts that:
There is no absolute criterion for a good translation . . . a good translation can aim
only [at] a supposed equivalence that is not founded on a demonstrable identity of
93

Taylor, Language Animal, 325, argues that it is in the realm of metaphysics that the
“most important and spectacular claims were made.” He posits that there is a degree of severity in
regards to the linguistic relativity—from a mild relativity as expressed by features and relations
among languages to a more robust relativity that reaches a “deep incommensurability” in regards
to the metaphysical level. And yet, the metaphysical incommensurability does not mean the
rejection of no longer sustainable archaic metaphysics, but a conceptual reanchoring—a
transposition into a new register (Ibid., 326).
94

See Ricoeur, On Translation, 22. Similarly, though speaking about contextualization,
missiologist Michael W. Goheen, Introducing Christian Mission Today: Scripture, History, and
Issues (Downers Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2014), 265, asserts regarding the relationship
between the gospel and culture(s) that “[i]t is not a matter of whether the gospel is shaped by
culture; the only question is whether the contextualization of the gospel is faithful or unfaithful.”
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meaning. An equivalence without identity. This equivalence can only be sought,
worked at, supposed. And the only way of criticizing a translation—something we
can always do—is to suggest another, supposed, alleged, better or different one.95
The “equivalence” between the source-text and target-text does not seek identical
meaning; it is simply a supposition with no absolute criteria or theory behind it.96 This
does not mean, however, that the translation is without constraints; rather, it means that
the hermeneutical onus is on the translator to mediate the foreigness of the text to those
who dwell within the translator’s world of meaning.97
This mediation encounters resistance throughout the process. Initially, the
resistance occurs with the presumption of non-translatability. Then, resistance appears in
the midst of the translation task because of portions of untranslatability scattered
throughout the text. And finally, what the translator produces is tainted by the always
remaining dissatisfaction with its incompleteness that naturally calls for a retranslation. 98
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Ricoeur, On Translation, 22.
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Differently, Nida articulates his translation theory as seeking to establish a scientific
proposal with fixed criteria, as exemplified by his title Nida, Toward a Science of Translating,
with Special Reference to Principles and Procedures Involved in Bible Translating.
See Paul Ricoeur, “Reflections on a New Ethos for Europe,” Philosophy and Social
Criticism 21, no. 5 (1992): 3–13; Paul Ricoeur, “Fragility and Responsibility,” Philosophy and
Social Criticism 21, no. 5 (1995). Ricoeur, On Translation.
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In his essay “Translation as Challenge and source of Happiness,” Ricoeur argues that
translation remains an unfulfilled adequacy and equivalency. This makes impossible the full
correspondence and opens a reasonable horizon for “linguistic hospitality,” which allows the
pleasure of linguistic dwelling and appropriating of that which is foreign (See, Ricoeur, On
Translation). Bernard P. Dauenhauer, “Ricoeur’s Model of Translation and Responsible Political
Practice,” in Gadamer and Ricoeur: Critical Horizons for Contemporary Hermeneutics, ed.
Francis J. Mootz III and George H. Taylor (New York: Continuum, 2011), 190–93, argues that
this hospitality involves both cognitive and volitional capacities of the translator in the face of the
foreignness of the other.
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So, this practical task of translation, as mediating between parties, continues with
retranslation toward a better or worse equivalence, yet never managing to claim the
original text’s full identity, and continuing the never-ending hermeneutical circle of
trying to convey the text’s full and original intent.
The Contextual-Oriented Theological Formulation:
The Cultural/Anthropological Model
In emphasis, the cultural/anthropological model stands in opposition to the
translation model. Whereas translation intends a two-step process of communicating a
naked, supracultural, normative message, the cultural/anthropological emphasizes the
continuing conditioning of the message already imbedded in the culture.99 Bevans aptly
suggests that the theological contextuality emphasizes the target instead of the source.
The Basic Components of the Cultural/
Anthropological Model
The basic components of this model are divided into two points. First, I describe
its views on “culture” and its modified contextual theological application (e.g.,
inculturation, acculturation, inter-cultural, cross-cultural), then second, describe the
anthropological dimension as it relates to the notion of “experience” in theological
discourse.
First, any deliberation on the notion of “inculturation” has to assume a view of the
root of the noun, “culture,” which in postmodern times has had an ambiguous rather than
99

Bevans calls it the anthropological model. However, I prefer to include the term
cultural/anthropological because experiences are never raw and therefore are always filtered by
cultures. Also, because of the way in which Lindbeck frames his poles, the term “culturallinguistic” uses culture as determinative of experiential expressivism.
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a consensus semantic meaning.100 Gerald A. Arbuckle argues that whereas the classical
view of culture has a stabilized, homogeneous view of culture as a single entity, the
modern view acknowledges plurality and multiplicity in a diachronic and synchronic
way. Through a conceptual leap, a postmodern view maintains no cultural definitions,
only the existence of fragmented cultural pieces toward a prevalent ambiguity that
functions against coherence, structure, and abstraction.101
Arbuckle argues that postmodern views of culture(s) have a multifaceted
character. He defines culture from a postmodern perspective by saying that, “A culture is
a pattern of meanings.” He then qualifies this in three ways by saying that these meanings
are “encased in a network of symbols, myths, narratives and rituals,” (2) are “created by
individuals and subdivisions, as they struggle to respond to the competitive pressures of
power and limited resources in a rapidly globalizing and fragmenting world,” and are
“instructing its adherents about what is considered to be the correct way to feel, think,
and behave.”102
This cultural assessment based on the conceptual mutation of “culture” is
important for us in trying to understand how the term “inculturation” assumes the nature
100

Raymond Williams, Keywords: A Vocabulary of Culture and Society (New York:
Oxford University Press, 2014), 87, observes that the word “culture” is used in several disciplines
with “distinct and incompatible systems of thought.”
For further characterization of the ambiguous usage of “culture” as a noun or
attributive adjective to another discipline (e.g., cultural anthropology), see William H. Sewell Jr.,
“The Concept(s) of Culture,” in Beyond the Cultural Turn, ed. Victoria E. Bonnell and Lynn
Hunt (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999), 35–61.
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Gerald A. Arbuckle, Culture, Inculturation, and Theologians: A Postmodern Critique
(Collegeville, MN: Liturgical, 2010), 17.
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or the aspects of the culture to which the gospel intends to be communicated.103 Anthony
Gittins observes that often theological writing assumes a naïve or uncritical view of
culture when tackling the crossbedding of theological and anthropological concepts.104
It is with such a multiple view of possible cultural meanings in mind that I turn to
explore the meaning of inculturation.105 Yves Labbe describes “inculturation”106 not as a
method, but as a key concept created as a missiological neologism after Vatican Council
II.107 Inculturation has been implemented by practitioners of contextual theologies that
attempt to make the gospel approachable to cultural expressions. The term has come to
characterize the missionary practices of the Jesuits,108 whose missionary strategy has
103

At this point, it suffices to say that if a postmodern view of cultural fragmentation is
assumed, such a decision makes the concept of “inculturation” more attractive than “translation,”
by which universality of the Christian message is assumed (cf. Nida). For a critique of the
translation model that favors the cultural anthropological model, see Bevans, Models, 49–52.
See Anthony Gittings, “Foreword,” in Arbuckle, Culture, Inculturation, and
Theologians, xi–xviii.
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Even though such a meaning of inculturation would be impossible under the
postmodern definition of culture, Wrogemann suggests that a better way to explore the topic is
through an analysis of the “various dimensions of the inculturation process” (Wrogemann,
Intercultural Theology: Intercultural Hermeneutics, 1:327).
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Basically, the term inculturation refers to a conceptual way of reception of the
Christian message into particular cultural expressions.
Yves Labbé, “Le Concept d’inculturation,” Revue des sciences religieuses 80, no. 2
[2006]: 215, defines it as “un néologisme de la missiologie postconciliaire.” Even though the term
had been used before by systematic theologian Pierre Charles SJ (1883–1954), Labbé grants its
diffusion in the aftermath of the council.
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Mary Ann Hinsdale, “Jesuits Theological Discourse since Vatican II,” in The
Cambridge Companion to the Jesuits, ed. Thomas Worcester (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2008), 299, argues that the Jesuit theological discourse since the Second Vatican Council
has been marked by two concerns: by the inculturation-integration of faith, and by justice. This
emphasis on inculturation remains the trademark of the Jesuits’ activities, although it created
tensions with Rome in the past for its tolerance of and accommodation toward indigenous culture
and religion. However, such an attitude has been reversed since Vatican II by promoting an
agenda of evangelization of culture and dialogue with other religions. Also, Avery Dulles,
“Jesuits and Theology: Yesterday and Today,” Theological Studies 52 (1991): 525, notes that
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been marked by theological accommodation and openness and tolerance to the local
culture,109 while other protestant missionary practitioners favor other metaphors, such as
contextualization.110
The metaphor of “inculturation” is closely related to both incarnation and
culture.111 The former concept, incarnation, originates as a loose extension of a
Christological attribute—God becoming man or “incarnation”—into an attribute of the
Gospel as espoused by the church. The rationale for applying incarnation for the mission
of the church is the understanding of the mystical expansion of the body of Christ—the
church—as regionalized through the nations of the world. So inculturation presupposes
although there is no Jesuit theological core (“Jesuits do not follow any method proper to their
Society”), in fact what holds Jesuits together is spirituality, and this Ignatian spirituality due to its
“practical realism” insists on the necessity of adaptation to the concrete situations, taking into
consideration “times, places, and persons.”
109

These characteristics arguably form a Jesuit corporate culture noted since the 1730s
through missionary efforts in China. Nicolas Standaert summarizes four main characteristics, put
bluntly as: (1) a policy of accommodation to culture; (2) the “top-down” propagation of faith
(high society instead of starting from the periphery); (3) the indirect propagation of faith (through
science, education, and art); and (4) openness and tolerance to local values. Nikolas Standaert,
“Jesuit Corporate Culture as Shaped by the Chinese,” in The Jesuits: Cultures, Sciences, and the
Arts, 1540–1773, ed. John W. O’Malley et al. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1999), 352–
55.
Some theological issues make Protestant theology disfavor “inculturation.” A. Scott
Moreau observes, the issue of church tradition as paralleling the gospel in authority is at the
center of inculturation—the interpretive authority shifts from the text toward the cultural
interpretation of the text—hence to the interpretative community. (Evangelical Dictionary of
World Missions, s.v. “Inculturation”). Karl Müller also suggests another theological issue for
Protestants in regards to inculturation, namely the doctrine of total degeneration of human beings
by sin as posited by Barthian theology, whose influence works against a more positive view of
culture. These two theological issues—authority and human nature and condition—cause
difficulty to the integration of gospel and culture (Karl Müller, Dictionary of Mission: Theology,
History, Perspectives, s.v. “Inculturation”).
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Wrogemann, Intercultural Theology: Intercultural Hermeneutics, 1:315. Cf. Michael
Sievernich, “Von der Akkomodation zur Inkulturation: Missionarische Leitideen der Gesellschaft
Jesu,” Missionskunde und Religionswissenschaft 86 (2002): 260–76.
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that the gospel’s incarnation in regional realities is the way to actualize the catholicity
(universality) of the church.112
The latter concept of culture is related to the plurality and diversity of human
locations in such a way that any discourse on either “inculturation” or “culture” first
requires the unveiling of several determining factors, as proposed by Wrogemann, such
as the contingency of any interpretation is based on the particular cultural circumstance,
the discourse location of the interpreter, the level of engagement (e.g., reflexive or
intuitive engagement in inculturation), and the institutional and power agencies behind
the agent of interpretation.113
In other words, the metaphor “inculturation” is a plausible way to understand how
to relate the reception of the gospel in a particular culture. This practice takes into
consideration both the mimicking and the continuation of the incarnation of Jesus Christ
by the church, and also the view of culture(s) as the environment in which the gospel is
inculturated.
Second, the notion of the anthropological dimension114 in the culturalanthropological model focuses on the human experience as a valid locus for the
Teresa Okure understands inculturation as “ecclesiogenous transculturality,” by which
she means that the transculturality of the church restores cultures to Christ. See Teresa Okure,
“Inculturation: Biblical/Theological Bias,” in 32 Articles Evaluating Inculturation of Christianity
in Africa, ed. Teresa Okure et al. (Eldoret, Kenya: AMECEA Gaba, 1990).
112
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Wrogemann, Intercultural Theology: Intercultural Hermeneutics, 1:327–29.
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Bevans understands the anthropological model to correspond to ethnography, or to
culturally-related nuanced explanations. Robert Schreiter argues that there are two kinds of local
contextual theologies, which are based on the local identity, dynamics, and dominant needs of
their social contexts, namely the ethnographic and liberational approaches. Schreiter,
Constructing, 12–16. Whereas the ethnographic approach is concerned with issues of identity—
like racial and gender theologies—the impetus of the liberational approach is to generate social
transformation. Schreiter highlights the ethnographic approach’s weaknesses as its lack of
dialogue with other contexts, an overly stable view of culture as a consequence of the descriptive
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manifestation of the hidden divine presence.115 So there is a double emphasis: the human
experience as a starting point for theology and a view of the pervasive divine presence in
culture, in other words, an understanding of omnipresence that enables a view of
revelation within human experience.
In regards to the experiential aspect of the anthropological model, the emphasis
on human experience has become paradigmatic during the modern period. 116 Because of
this shift, theological discourse had to take into consideration this modern condition that
favors the access to truth via empirical experience. Proposals had to evaluate how to
respond to Kant’s contention of simultaneously maintaining the truth of theoretical
knowledge (sensory perception conditioned by a priori categories—the a priori synthetic
judgment) and the truths of religion (freedom, immortality, and God), such as the
question of morality.117

nature of ethnography, and its being prey to cultural romanticism because it is unable to recognize
the shortcomings of its own historical experience. On the other hand, liberational approaches
focus on recognizing patterns of political, colonial, economic, and social oppression and on
seeking liberation. Its emphasis is change and discontinuity. The soteriological is immanently
applied in expressions of liberation. Schreiter points out that liberation models do a better job of
listening to the cries of the people than of listening to the testimony of Bible. Schreiter,
Constructing, 15.
Bevans, Models, 48, claims that “this model, more than any other, focuses on the
validity of the human as the place of divine revelation and as a source (locus) for theology that is
equal to the Bible and tradition.
115

116

Empiricism is a larger phenomenon that emphasizes sensorial perception instead of
metaphysical speculation and other rationalist type of knowledge. This school is represented by
Hobbes, Lock, and Hume, among other British philosophers. Marias categorizes the
Enlightenment as being under the heavy influence of empiricism because empirical thought
originated major components of this epoch, such as deism, freedom, representative government,
and tolerance. Moreover, empiricism enabled the advancement of the modern sciences—the
current establishment of normative authority. Julián Marías, History of Philosophy (New York:
Dover, 1967), 261.
In this way Kant was able to uphold “a two-tier system of truth,” one for religion and
the other for knowledge. Garrett Green, “Experience in Theology,” in The Routledge Companion
117
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This two-tier system of truth freed religious truth claims from the realm of facts or
knowledge, and instead located religious discourse in the realm of affections or
feelings.118 However, the narrow epistemological limits of such an empirical view did not
end the quest for meta-empirical experiences, as for example, those found in religious
experience.119 William James argues that although the empiricist criteria for truth is too
narrow to accommodate the divine, this metaphysical assertion of the reality of the object
of religious experience is secondary, or a byproduct of the religious experience itself.120

to the Practice of Christian Theology, ed. Mike Higton and Jim Fodor (New York: Routledge,
2015), 313.
118

Friedrich Schleiermacher, The Christian Faith (New York: Harper & Row, 1963), 76,
famously put it, “Christian doctrines are accounts of the Christian religious affections set forth in
speech.” These affections are somehow related to piety as the consciousness of absolute
dependence. Here one observes the shift from theology being theological—focusing on God—to
doctrines focusing on a subjective affection/God-consciousness. Karl Barth, The Theology of
Schleiermacher: Lectures at Göttingen, Winter Semester of 1923/24, ed. Dietrich Ritschl, trans.
Geoffrey W. Bromiley (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1982), 269, observes that this shift is what
characterizes nineteenth-century liberal theology and twentieth-century existential theology,
namely the anthropological starting point. This, he says, is “an anthropologizing of theology.” In
fairness to Schleiermacher, Brian A. Gerrish, Christian Faith: Dogmatics in Outline (Louisville,
KY: Westminster John Knox, 2015), 7, argues that the starting point as the “Christian way of
having faith” includes the feeling of absolute dependence and comes first in order of presentation
for the sake of “locat[ing] Christian faith on a larger map for the sake of unfolding its distinctive
nature.” Gerrish attempts to justify the fact that the dogmatic starting point has to be an elemental
concept with explicatory power for further unpacking the Christian distinctives.
119

Psychologist William James, The Varieties of Religious Experience: A Study in
Human Nature, Exp. ed. (New Hyde Park, NY: University Books, 1963), 6, offered a study of the
phenomena of religious experience, regardless of the religious object. James looks into human
documents that portray extreme examples and narratives of individuals claiming commerce with
the divine (Ibid., 486). Without going into systematics or dogmatics, or putting forth statements
about metaphysics, he collects and interprets these experiences as a form of diving into human
nature (hence the subtitle of the book). As he defines it: “Religion, therefore, as I now ask you
arbitrarily to take it, shall mean for us the feelings, acts, and experiences of individual men in
their solitude, so far as they apprehend themselves to stand in relation to whatever they may
consider the divine” (Ibid., 31, italics his). He compromises epistemological access to the divine
by validating the mystical experience as authoritative to the individual, but insufficiently
authoritative to others (Ibid., 422–23).
120

James, Varieties of Religious Experience, 504.
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In regards to the divine presence pervasive in culture, one should highlight the
view that culture has the seeds of eternity, following the tradition of Justin Martyr. The
assumption is that God is working within a culture which is inherently good. It
emphasizes a “creation theology” instead of a “redemption theology” (the latter
emphasizing the fall).
The Processes of the Cultural/
Anthropological Model
Gerald A. Arbuckle suggests that inculturation follows a three-step process:
interculturality, liminality, and inculturation.121 He interprets inculturation through the
stages of a social dramas,122 which starts by an initial contact of conversation. Francisco
Claver argues that interculturality is the first moment of the dialogue, where one
recognizes its differences, while inculturation should be understood as the the last step in
which the implementation is performed taking into consideration gospel and culture.123
The step in-between—liminality—is where discernment takes place, and where the
controlling narratives are negotiated and merged.124
121

Arbuckle, Culture, Inculturation, and Theologians, 180.
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Social dramas are understood as part of the transformative nature of rituals. When
approached as a social drama, inculturation assumes that there are differences within cultures
(external intercultural differences), and that the culture that is addressed is not homogeneous
(internal differences). Arbuckle, Culture, Inculturation, and Theologians, 91–97.
123

Francisco F. Claver, The Making of a Local Church (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 2008),
121, reacts to Joseph Ratzinger’s proposal to substitute “inculturation” for “interculturality” and
argues instead that these two terms are two distinctive moments of the inculturation process.
124

At this stage, Arbuckle, Culture, Inculturation, and Theologians, 183, points to the
fact that some argue for an inevitable syncretism without the negative dimension of the term.
Also, Wolfhart Pannenberg, Basic Questions in Theology: Collected Essays, trans. George H.
Kehm, 3 vols. (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1971), 2:85–87, argues that within the history of religions
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The first step, interculturality, 125 means the recognition of an encounter,126 and
the imminent necessity to initiate a dialogue. This dialogue stage is broadly defined. Peter
C. Phan argues for a triple dialogue covering the areas of liberation, culture, and interreligious exchange.127 Wrogemann comments that the dialogue is not necessarily modern
(exchange of rational or theological arguments), but it can also be nonverbal (ritual or
symbolic).128 What is clear is that regardless of how this dialogue is defined, it is a broad
recognition of the other preceding any kind of intervention/action, namely, the third step,
inculturation.
Bevans, speaking of the anthropological model, argues that the hypothesis of this
model is that God’s hidden presence can be found in the situation in such a way that “this
model . . . focuses on the validity of the human as the place of divine revelation,”129 so

the reciprocal and integrative relations are syncretic and the relations are always syncretistic
because of historical conditions that are progressive and not static.
125

Wrogemann, Intercultural Theology: Intercultural Hermeneutics, 1:15–16, argues that
the term “intercultural theology” is observed as “local theologies,” “contextual,” “world
Christianity” among other ways, but basically it corresponds to the plurality of the many contexts.
126

Michael Amaladoss, Beyond Inculturation: Can the Many Be One? (Delhi, India:
Society for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge, 1998), 20, posits that “inculturation is always
interculturation, and they are an encounter of at least three cultures, of the Bible, of the Christian
tradition, and of the recipients. See also Peter C. Phan, Being Religious Interreligiously: Asian
Perspectives on Interfaith Dialogue (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 2004), 242. Bevans, Models, 50,
highlights that the starting point of the anthropological model is human culture. In this way, the
practitioner of the anthropological model uses the techniques of anthropology and sociology to
attempt to listen to the word of God hidden within culture.
127

Phan, Being Religious Interreligiously, 240, follows the definition of dialogue and
liturgical inculturation proposed by the Federation of Asian Bishops’ Conference that suggests
that “dialogue take place in three areas: dialogue with the Asian poor, their cultures, and their
religions. In other words, the three essential tasks of the Asian churches are liberation,
inculturation, and interreligious dialogue.”
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Wrogemann, Intercultural Theology: Intercultural Hermeneutics, 1:18–19.
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Bevans, Models, 48.
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that one has to recognize God’s pervasive activity within the culture and the human
experience. This makes the characterization of the role of the missionary no longer that of
a “pearl merchant” but a “treasure hunter.”130 Whereas this conception of anthropological
model, according to Bevans, recognizes the leap into the transcendent through the
immanent experience/culture, the primary object of study of the discipline is
anthropology as it relates to religion is conceptions of “the world, the self, and the
relations betweem them . . . and of [its] “mental” dispositions.”131 Different than what
one expects from the discipline of theology,132 Geertz excludes God as an object within
the field of cultural anthropology, but he recognizes that metaphysical concepts may be
understood and expressed symbolically in such a way that they provide a wider
framework of ideas impinging on the systems of social-structure and psychology.133
Geertz argues that the anthropological analysis of religion as a cultural system is a
two stage operation: the analysis of the system of meanings and the relating of these
symbols to the social-structural and psychological processes.134 Although Geertz does not
130

Bevans, Models, 49.
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Clifford Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures: Selected Essays (New York: Basic,
1973), 123.
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This claim, however, has to recognize that theology is at times practiced nontheologically, namely when God is not the center or related to the other theological loci. This has
been the predicament of modern theology, namely its transformation of theology into ethics. As
Webster, The Domain of the Word, 143, writes, “the centre of gravity [of theology] shift
accordingly from de Deo to de creaturis et de moribus hominum.”
133

Geertz, Interpretation of Cultures, 119, refers to God-language as a sacred symbol that
synthetizes people’s ethos. What he means is that the meaning of reality that one attains is not
only described by these frames of meaning, but shaped by it, giving a sense or “aura” of factuality
in a realistic fashion.
134

Geertz, Interpretation of Cultures, 125.
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intend to prescribe a theologial/missiological understanding of anthropological contents,
he agrees with Arbuckle by positing the first step of the process as finding meaning in the
manifold symbolic system of religion which one seeks to understand. In contrast, the leap
from the immanent experience to the transcendent one is something that anthropology
does not allow, for it deals only with the second-order effects of the first-order
realities.135
The Goal of the Cultural/
Anthropological Model
The goal of the anthropological/cultural model, considering its starting point
within the culture and human experience, could be divided into two possible outcomes.
The first is to describe human experience and cultures in order to find hints of the divine
with the ethnographic and anthropological tools of social sciences.136 The second is to
135

Geertz argues for the study of ethos (moral and aesthetic aspects of a culture) and the
worldview (cognitive, existential aspects of a culture) as being related to metaphysical beliefs. As
he asserts, “though in theology we might think that a people could construct a wholly autonomous
value system independent of any metaphysical referent, an ethics without ontology, we do not in
fact seem to have found such a people” (Geertz, Interpretation of Cultures, 127). For the dialogue
between various proposals on the topic of ethics and its foundations, and for an alternative view
of Geertz claim—that there is no ethos without ontology—see Michael Ruse, “Naturalist Moral
Nonrealism,” in God & Morality: Four Views, ed. R. Keith Loftin (Downers Grove, IL: IVP
Academic, 2012), 53–74, who proposes a naturalist moral nonrealist argument, using a nonfoundationalist way for justification of beliefs.
Geertz, Interpretation of Cultures, 5, uses the concept of “thick description”—
originally used by Gilbert Ryle—and espouses a semiotic concept of culture with an interpretive
intuition to search for meaning. This is a form of explaning other’s explanations, requiring an
imaginative act. Geertz conceptualizes the ethnographic description as being not in the fact, but in
an interpretation of what is said in the social discourse. He says “The locus of study is not the
object of study. Anthropologists don’t study villages (tribes, towns, neighborhoods . . . ); they
study in villages.” Ibid., 22. His explanation fulfills the first step, but he does not go far enough
into the theological claim proposed by Bevans for finding hints of the divine, although he
recognizes the importance of the interpretation of sacred symbols.
136
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transform human experience with an immanent sense of salvation, namely, a liberational
approach.137
The ethnographic goal intends to provide “thick descriptions” of the issues of
identity, (e.g., racial and gender theologies, of which the main concern is to provide a
contrast with universalist constructs),138 ethos, and worldviews. This descriptive
dimension is obtained with the tools of the social sciences, which by its methodological
nature reduces religion to the immanent framework.139
Schreiter highlights the ethnographic approach’s weaknesses as its lack of
dialogue with other contexts, an overly stable view of culture as a consequence of the
descriptive nature of ethnography, and its being prey to cultural romanticism because it is
unable to recognize the shortcomings of its own historical experience.140
The purpose of the liberational (rather than descriptive) goal is to generate social
transformation. Schreiter characterizes the liberational approach’s focus as recognizing
137

Schreiter, Constructing, 12–16, posits this division as consisting of two possible
dimensions of contextual theology.
Willie James Jennings, “Practicing Black Theologies, or, Challenging the Racial
Matrix,” in The Routledge Companion to the Practice of Christian Theology, ed. Mike Higton
and Jim Fodor (New York: Routledge, 2015), 352, understands this universalist construct by the
merging of the Christian universalism with the early European universal.” See also possible
theological reconstructions of post-Enlightenment thinkers that shaped the notions of religion and
race. Theodore M. Vial, Modern Religion, Modern Race (New York: Oxford University Press,
2016) and J. Kameron Carter, Race: A Theological Account (New York: Oxford University Press,
2008).
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Geertz, Interpretation of Cultures, 73, describes religion as “a system of symbols
which acts to establish powerful, pervasive, and long-lasting moods and motivations in men by
formulating conceptions of a general order of existence and clothing these conceptions with such
an aura of factuality that the moods and motivations seem uniquely realistic.” Geertz never claims
a view of religion as belonging within the divine-transcendent realm. Rather, he interprets
religion as a semiotic system.
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Schreiter, Constructing, 15.
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patterns of political, colonial, economic, and social oppression and as seeking liberation.
Its emphasis is change and discontinuity. The soteriological is immanently applied in
expressions of liberation. 141
Both goals—the ethnographic/descriptive and the liberational/transformative—
have in common the primacy to the immanent reality that is obtained with tools, that tend
to favor an empirical epistemology. However, this primacy functions as a starting point
located within culture and human experience, and then, the leap into divine/transcendent
at the religious moment. William James calls it the “mystical experience”; Geertz the
sacred symbolism; Durkheim discusses it as the nature of the sacred—just to mention
some of the explanations of that which in Christian theology is called God.
Fixed and Dynamic Theological Orientation in Relation
to Missional Doctrinal Hermeneutics
Whereas so far I have described the missional dimensionality of doctrine within
the spectrum of focusing on the identity of the message (i.e., the translational approach)
and focusing on the context (i.e., the cultural-anthropological approach), similarly, and
using a parallel taxonomy, I will describe doctrinal formulation by using the spectrum of
fixed and dynamic orientations.
Rohlf Pöhler conceptualizes development of doctrine with a systematic typology
of three approaches of doctrinal development, namely, the static, the evolutionary and the
dynamic type, favoring the dynamic type as the one which affirms, in a balanced way,
historicity and dogma. The other two—the static and the evolutionary—tend to
141

Schreiter points out that liberation models do a better job of listening to the cries of the
people than of listening to the testimony of Scriptures.
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immutability and relativistic orientation, respectively. And yet the basic contour of the
dynamic and revolutionary is its fluidity and dynamic orientation. The element that will
differentiate the dynamic and revolutionary is in its degree of change, instead of its
nature.142 As a parenthetical note, I understand that there might be other ways of
categorizing development. I decided on these two—the fixed and the dynamic
orientation—in order to have the basic contours of both approaches as a way to organize
doctrinal development possibilities in a didactic way for conceptual understanding.
The fixed approach of conceptualizing doctrine is found broadly within pre-liberal
Christian tradition. This class of theological formulations oriented by the identity of
theology with its sources tends to hold a static view of doctrinal development. It tends to
view all truths or possibilities of doctrinal expansion as already contained within the
primordial texts, namely, the apostolic Scriptures.143 This static view of theological
identity employs a set of criteria and explanatory elements to interpret doctrinal
development and considers the canonical revelation to have been closed with the death of
the last apostle, and the apostolic truths to be complete and final. If this is so, then the
apostolic truth does not change because it is already contained within the primitive
142

Rohlf Pöhler, Continuity and Change in Christian Doctrine: A Study of the Problem of
Doctrinal Development, vol. 2, Schriftenreihe, Reihe A: Theologie (Berlin: Peter Lang, 1999).
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This static kind of theological formulation is embodied by pre-modern types, with the
use of some kind of platonic view of truth that entails an immutable and stationary essence of the
Christian faith, making possible a universal dogma. The Vincentian rule—put forward by Vincent
of Lérins (ca. 445) with the intent of testing catholicity—models this approach to development as
“What has been held always, everywhere, by everybody.” This rule references universality,
antiquity, and ecclesiastical consent. French bishop Jacques-Bénigne Bossuet (1627–1704) is also
an example of such approach. See Owen Chadwick, From Bossuet to Newman (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1957), 16.
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revelation, and if there is any so-called new development in the history of theology, then
it was necessarily already contained within the original text.144
Differently than the static approach to theology, the dynamic approach posits the
view of doctrinal development, which explains the mutability of doctrinal formulations of
church teachings as central to the understanding of doctrinal stances if one does not
consider doctrinal immutability or change as necessarily negative mutations of doctrine.
The paradigmatic essay on doctrinal development is found in John Henry
Newman’s reflection on development—particularly regarding his own transitioning from
the Anglican into the Roman Catholic faith.145 His views on development were
condensed in An Essay on the Development of Christian Doctrine,146 and it set the tone
for all subsequent reflection on development of doctrine in the twentieth century.147
144

This notion of original text varies depending on theological commitments. For
example, Roman Catholicism emphasizes a broadened view of what constitutes the word of God.
Cf. Second Vatican Council, “Dogmatic Constitution on Divine Revelation, Dei verbum, 18
November, 1965,” in Vatican Council II: The Conciliar and Post Conciliar Documents, ed.
Austin Flannery (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical, 1975), (hereafter cited as DV). This dogmatic
constitution portrays scripture and tradition, not as the two-source theory of revelation—
separating the two—but as stating that scripture and tradition “both flow from the same divine
wellspring, merge together to some extent, and are on course toward the same end” (DV, sec. 9).
Both Scripture and tradition are further denominated as a “single sacred deposit of the word of
God” (DV 10), “supreme rule of faith” (DV, sec. 21), and as a “permanent foundation” (DV, sec.
24).
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The secondary literature on Cardinal Newman is overwhelming, and the reception of
his ideas received great attention, due to the power and political sensitivity of the topics that
Newman handled in light of the modernist times in which he lived.
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The book has received enormous attention from commentators in historical theology
and dogmatics, even though Newman asserted that the Essay was not a work of theology but of
philosophy. The book exists in three editions of 1845, 1846, and 1878 to which I refer. See John
Henry Newman, An Essay on the Development of Christian Doctrine (Toronto: Longmans,
Green, 1927).
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Nicholas Lash, Newman on Development: The Search for an Explanation in History
(Shepherdstown, WV: Patmos, 1975), 154, points out that the Essay became a filter through
which many of views of doctrinal development were established. It affected the concept of
tradition, and amplified the notion of “homogeneous evolution” which is claimed as a master
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Given that Newman’s view of development assumed that revelation was closed with the
death of the last apostle, it had to explain what happened with doctrinal mutation and
development. Thus at times his views are quite platonic with a view of “unity of an
idea”148 and organic growth potentially already present at the primitive testimony. This
platonic growth is observed by his call on the regulating power of principles or laws that
allow any genuine development.149
Regardless of how one sees development, whether as a logical inference, organic,
extrapolation of an idea already present, or as something revisionist-revolutionary (to use
the language of Pöhler), a transmutation of semiotic systems (to use the language of
Jakobson). The choice of change or stability characterizes how the interpreter may
understand the formulation of theology, and with such an understanding I will describe
selected cases of fixed and dynamic approaches for doctrinal formulation.
Fixed Theological Orientation
The Basic Components of the Fixed
Theological Orientation
The basic components of the fixed theological orientation are found selectively

concept in the debate. Also, Jaroslav Pelikan, Development of Christian Doctrine: Some
Historical Prolegomena (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1969), 3, observes that the Essay
has been considered the “starting point” for any investigation on the development of doctrine.
Newman’s view on the development of ideas stressed the notion of the unity,
reminding readers of the platonic one and the many components of reality, and also the
substantial existence of the whole idea from the beginning despite development. Newman, Essay,
31–54; see also, Lash, Newman on Development, 101.
148

See, in particular, Newman’s views on the first and second notes of development as
compared to doctrinal corruptions, namely, the preservation of its type and the continuity of its
principles. Newman, Essay, 171–84.
149
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within the canonical models of theology and paleo-orthodoxy. Whereas the first argues
that the data of theological constructions are taken from the biblical canon (however one
defines it), the paleo-orthodox approach limits the formulation of theological constructs
to the consensus of the interpretation of Scriptures by the ecumenical creeds or some
epoch of Christian tradition.
These fixed theological approaches correspond to the selective decision to
establish fixed sources of authority and elements that make the theological construction
fixed with a point of reference. I will begin by describing the canonical approach,
followed by the consensual, paleo-orthodox approach.
First, theological approaches that propose a canonical methodology attempt to
privilege the canon that contains intrinsic canonical authority in contrast to extrinsic
communitarian authority. Canonical approaches are fixed approaches because “canon” by
its nature denotes a “fixed standard or collection of writings that defines the faith and
identity of a particular religious community.”150 The discussion about settling the canon
as the sole authority is found within the Scripture and tradition debate of Protestant
theology that uphold the sola Scriptura approach to theological methodology.151
Systematic theologian Fernando Canale argues that the role of the cognitive
150

Lee Martin McDonald, The Formation of the Christian Biblical Canon, rev. and exp.
ed. (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1995), 13.
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Peckham, Canonical Theology, 1–15; Craig G. Bartholomew, Introducing Biblical
Hermeneutics: A Comprehensive Framework for Hearing God in Scripture (Grand Rapids, MI:
Baker Academic, 2015), 251–78; Canale, Back to Revelation-Inspiration, 54–55; Fernando
Canale, “Sola Scriptura and Hermeneutics: Toward a Critical Assessment of the Methodological
Ground of the Protestant Reformation,” AUSS 50, no. 2 (Autumn 2012): 179–205.
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principle is the material condition of the theological method.152 Canale, by affirming the
sola Scriptura principle, distinguishes between theological sources of special revelatory
data and auxiliary data. With such a distinction, a proper scientific methodological usage
of data for achieving a conclusion has to privilege the data or subject matter of objects to
which one wants to obtain knowledge in a way that if God reveals himself through
scriptures, the interpreter has to take into consideration this revelatory data.
Alternatively, using auxiliary data that does not originate from the object to be
known makes the process of knowing a questionable scientific procedure.153 Theologies
that privilege the canon in a methodological fashion claim that the meaning of the object
has to be provided by the interpretive interaction from the text—due to a view of the
doctrine of the Scriptures—and not from external criteria or conditioning elements. An
example is philosophical naturalistic methodologies that study the text in a historical
fashion. This historical-critical methodologies consider canonical readings as pre-critical
with narrow and naïve assumptions.154 The locus of constitution of meaning is also an
152

Canale, Back to Revelation-Inspiration, deconstructs the current models of revelationinspiration and proposes a historical-cognitive model as a viable option for doing a theology that
is consistent with the material condition of revelatory data.
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Canale, Creation, Evolution, and Theology, 96–109.
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See the critical discussion of the interaction between historical studies and historical
methods and biblical interpretation in Tiago Arrais, “A Study on the Influence of Philosophical
Presuppositions Relating to the Notion of the God-human Relationship Upon the Interpretation of
Exodus” (PhD dissertation, Andrews University, 2015), 88–106.
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object of dispute between history155 or the text itself and its claims.156 Even though within
canonical theological approaches meaning is found within the text as a viable option, the
vast majority of critical scholarship imports assumed ideas of reality into biblical
interpretation.157
It is in such a context that the methodological proposal of canonical theological
approaches attempt to honor the sola-tota-prima Scriptura principles.158 The sola
Scriptura principle does not mean that Scripture is the only source (solo Scriptura),159 but
it argues for its uniqueness as a norming norm in relation to other sources (experience,
history, nature). Sola Scriptura also does not mean the rejection or invalidation of the
study of tradition in favor of private subjectivism. On the contrary, the sola Scriptura
principle seeks to shift the control of authority from the community and creeds to the
Scriptures.
155

If the meaning of the text depends on historical reconstruction through critical
methodology, then the a priori assumptions in the method will influence the final possible
spectrum of meaning. Thus, meaning is outside of the text.
156

If one allows the text to define its own meaning, the claims of the text will receive
primacy and weight in one’s reconstruction and consideration of its meaning. Thus, meaning is
within the text.
Rudolf Bultmann’s demythologization project is a paradigmatic example of a
scientific emptying of biblical categories. He defines his demythologizing as “a hermeneutical
procedure that inquires about the reality referred to by mythological statements or texts. This
presupposes that myth indeed talks about a reality, but in an inadequate way” (Bultmann, New
Testament and Mythology, 155). The cause for the demythologization is clearly stated: “Mythical
eschatology is finished basically by the simple fact that Christ’s parousia did not take place
immediately as the New Testament expected it to, but that world history continues and—as every
competent judge is convinced—will continue.” Ibid., 5. The assumption of Bultmann’s
justification of his project is the delay of the parousia, which makes him refer to Jewish
eschatology as mythical.
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Different denominations have different emphases on the locus of authority. Heiko
A. Oberman160 suggests a helpful taxonomy in which Tradition 1 refers to a ruled or
traditional reading of Scripture (e.g., the magisterial reformers) and Tradition 2 refers to
the authority of extra-biblical authority (e.g., Roman Catholicism), while Alister
McGrath161 adds “Tradition 0,” which excludes tradition completely (e.g., Radical
reformers). Kessia R. Bennett proposes a case for “Tradition 0.5” in which she argues
that it is problematic to make the creeds authoritative for Christians, even if the creeds do
say true things. By this she intends to allow laypeople to be able to study Scripture and
reach conclusions on it by themselves and not necessarily according to authorized
doctrinal formulations.162 Although this view of categorizing the hermeneutics of
tradition is helpful, it is still insufficient to provide a reliable way of how sola Scriptura
methodologies are effectively using the Scriptures in theological methodology.163
The principle of tota Scriptura frames revelation and authority in the context of
the totality of the biblical canon.164 This approach avoids the “canon within the canon”
160

Heiko Augustinus Oberman, The Dawn of the Reformation: Essays in Late Medieval
and Early Reformation Thought (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1986), 280.
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Alister E. McGrath, Reformation Thought: An Introduction (New York: Blackwell,
1988), 106.
Kessia Reyne Bennett, “Tradition 0.5: A Case for ‘No Creed but the Bible,’” paper
presented at the Fall Symposium of the Adventist Theological Society, Baltimore, 2013.
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Peckham, Canonical Theology, 48–72, argues that there are many ways of
appropriating a sola Scriptura methodology, such as a reductionistic and a communitarian way.
The notion of canon is the subject of much debate. One may ask, “Which canon?”
Childs in his canonical method contends for the narrow canon (Palestinian) instead of the larger
(Syrian), later adopted by the western church. Brevard S. Childs, Biblical Theology of the Old
and New Testaments: Theological Reflection on the Christian Bible (Minneapolis: Fortress,
1993). For a survey of the formation of the canon through a critical perspective, see Lee Martin
McDonald and James A. Sanders, The Canon Debate (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 2002).
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problem, or the Marcionite rejection of the OT and emphasis on the NT. This principle
also emphasizes the unity of the Scriptures as a coherent text,165 yet it recognizes the
manifold nature of biblical materials in genre, literary style, and nuances.
The principle of prima Scriptura continues to recognize other sources, but it
insists on the epistemological primacy of Scripture. Martin F. Hanna maintains harmony
between God’s three books by nuancing different kinds of primacies attributed to
Scripture, Christ, and the world. Scripture has epistemological primacy, while Christ has
ontological primacy. At the same time, general revelation has chronological and
contextual primacy, for God revealed himself through nature before the inspiration of the
Scriptures.166
However, the prima Scriptura must be qualified by the sola and tota; otherwise
the control of interpretation will be shifted from the inner coherence of the text to some
aspect of reality outside of the text.167 These three tenets are applied to the hermeneutical
165

See, for example, some proposals of canonical unity and coherence from biblical
scholars in David Noel Freedman, The Unity of the Hebrew Bible (Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press, 1991); Childs, Biblical Theology. From the perspective of the systematic
theologians’ canonical theological method, see John C. Peckham, “The Analogy of Scripture
Revisited: A Final Form Canonical Approach to Systematic Theology,” MAJT 22 (2011): 41–53;
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For an example of the prima Scriptura approach and consequent plurality of sources
in theological methodology, see Guy’s tripolar approach composed of the Christian gospel, the
cultural context, and Christian heritage. Guy, Thinking Theologically, 225. See also Stanley J.
Grenz and John Franke, Beyond Foundationalism: Shaping Theology in a Postmodern Context
(Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox, 2001), 57–130, who understand method as
acknowledging three sources of authority that function as motifs: Scripture (norming norm),
tradition (hermeneutical trajectory), and culture (the embedding context). For Hans Küng,
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endeavor within a canonical theological methodology, and this enables the interpretation
about the realities to which the biblical text refers, namely, God168 and all things in
relation to Him.169
Second, the consensual theological formulation that describes fixed theological
orientation is observed within the paleo-orthodoxy espoused by theologian Thomas C.
Oden. This paleo-orthodoxy is a reaction to modernistic approaches to theology that
privilege theological accomodation by pleasing modernistic sensitivities.170
Basically, Oden’s agenda for theology follows a criticism against modernist and
ultra-modernist theological constrains, followed by a return to the classical sources of
Christianity.171 This return to a pre-modern (or paleo) theological option is granted by
postmodern sensibilities, that leveled up the epistemological field. Oden sets his agenda:
The agenda for theology at the end of the twentieth century, following the steady
deterioration of a hundred years and the disaster of the last few decades, is to
begin to prepare the postmodern Christian community for its third millennium by
168

Roger E. Olson, The Story of Christian Theology: Twenty Centuries of Tradition &
Reform (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 1999), 16, puts it this way: “A person cannot serve
God faithfully without knowing something about God’s nature and will.”
John Webster, “Principles of Systematic Theology,” IJST 11, no. 1 (2009): 56–71,
also argues that the object matter of systematic theology is “God and all things in God.”
Webster’s ontological presupposition sees things in God; hence in some way he conflates the
divine being with the rest of reality.
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This reaction to modernity is described by Oden in an autobiographical way as a
change of paradigm from modernistic interest in religious studies during his first forty years and
toward a shift to privilege the consensus of classical Christianity for the teachings of the faith. In
his own words: “My life story has had two phases: going away from home as far as I could go,
not knowing what I might find in an odyssey of preparation, and then at last inhabiting anew my
own original home of classic Christian wisdom.” Thomas C. Oden, A Change of Heart: A
Personal and Theological Memoir (Downers Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2014), 140.
For the contour of Oden’s agenda, see his Thomas C. Oden, After Modernity . . .
What?: Agenda for Theology (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1990); Thomas C. Oden, The
Rebirth of Orthodoxy: Signs of New Life in Christianity (San Francisco: Harper, 2003); and his
three-volume systematic theology (1987–1992) later edited and condensed in Thomas C. Oden,
Classic Christianity: A Systematic Theology (New York: Harper One, 2009).
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returning again to the careful study and respectful following of the central
tradition of classical Christian exegesis.172
Although there is nothing new in returning to the tradition (cf. Roman Catholics and
Greek Orthodoxy), what makes this proposal relevant is that it intends to be postcritical,
ecumenical, consensual, and at the same time, protestant.173 Although not all agree that
this theological methodology can be held in a formally consistent way, it nonetheless
attemps to ressource theological thinking with orthodoxy.
Oden clarifies the meaning of his proposal as following primarily what he
considers to be classical Christianity or “the Christian consensus of the first millennium”
that is defined as orthodoxy or as the “faith to which Vincent of Lérins pointed in the
concise phrase quod ubique quod semper, quod ab omnibus creditum est (‘that which has
been everywhere and always and by everyone believed’).”174 This Vincentinian criterion
for the definition of orthodoxy makes the criteria communitarian rather than
individualistic.
Oden summarizes the Vincentinian methodology by appealing to universality
(space frame), apostolic antiquity (time frame), and the notion that it is verified by
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Kwabena Donkor, Tradition, Method, and Contemporary Protestant Theology:
Analysis of Thomas C. Oden’s Vincentian Method (Lanham, MD: University Press of America,
2003), evaluates Oden’s agenda and overall theological methodology in reference to the viability
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conciliar consent (an ordered consenting process).175 And in this regard, it is the opposite
of contextual theologies that a priori reject the claim of universality as ideologically
loaded by oppression of the ruling class. In defense of this critique, Oden argues that
orthodoxy was established not by oppressors, but by oppressed martyrs who were willing
to give up their lives for what they considered to be true Christian teaching.176 But at the
same time, one has to recognize that the ecumenical councils were also political—and
that orthodoxy at times was carved by caeseropapism.
As a rule, Oden states that the universal is prefered to the particular as evident in
the history of orthodoxy and heresy, which attested that several heresies (e.g., Donatists)
were a kind of contextualized belief in a major area, a belief that had to be overruled by
the orthodox consensus of the worldwide worshiping community.177
This orthodox consensus is not obtained by the agreement of all, but by the
agreement or consent of the first millenium for its alleged “close adherence to apostlic
faith.”178 In particular, Oden favors a hierarchy of teachers179 and the seven first
175

Oden, Rebirth, 156–76, argues for the viability of the Vincentian consensual
methodology, and claims that his systematic theology “is the first comprehensive attempt to carry
out the ecumenical method proposed by Vincent of Lérins in the fifth century” (Oden, Classic
Christianity, xx).
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Oden also points out that the reference to universalism being a Eurocentric
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Life in the Spirit: Systematic Theology, vol. 3 (San Francisco: Harper, 1992), 488–92.
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Oden, Change of Heart, 144, claims that “eight have been most often designated as
most universally received: the four great ecumenical Doctors of the Church of the Eastern
tradition (Athanasius, Basil, Gregory of Nazianzus and Chrysostom) and the four Doctors of the
Church of the West (Ambrose, Augustine, Jerome and Gregory the Great). They were the ones
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ecumenical councils.180 The criteria for such a choice is the ecumenical consensus that
can only be verified by immersion in what is common, instead of polemical theology.
So although Oden claims that his classic orthodox methodology is not rigid but
flexible, because of its cross-cultural agility and the Holy Spirit intervention in leading
the church to obtain right teaching (orthodoxy),181 in fact he subscribes to a fixed
theological orientation in regards to its sources, namely, Scriptures and its consensual
interpretation in the first five centuries. This decision to establish a settled criteria for
theological authority means the paleo-orthodox method is fixed in its orientation despite
its claims to flexibility.
Paleo-orthodoxy contrasts with the “neo” of modernity in many ways, among
which I highlight two aspects. First, the modern impulse of individualism is overcome by
paleo-orthodoxy’s emphasis on lay consensus. This means that the private exegete has no
superiority other than the collective eclesiastical consensus. This evaluation, however, is
only possible in hindsight, for Oden observes that although at times the consensus of the
church is incorrect (e.g., Arianism prevailed for a century or so in north Africa), it is
corrected with time by the Holy Spirit-led community. Second, the modern impulse of

most consensually remembered, who most accurately gave expression to the faith that was
already well understood” (italics removed).
Namely “the seven councils commonly bound all Christians both in East and West and
were received with universal Christian consent. They are (with dates and chief subjects): (1)
Nicaea (325, Arianism); (2) Constantinople I (381, Apollinarianism); (3) Ephesus (431,
Nestorianism); (4) Chalcedon (451, Eutychianism); (5) Constantinople II (553, Three Chapters
Controversy); (6) Constantinople III (680–81, Monothelitism); and (7) Nicaea II (787,
Iconoclasm). Oden, Agenda for Theology, 37–38.
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the local is overcome by the universal. Oden argues that the consensus does not mean a
majority of opinions as in modern democratic processes, or stances upheld by larger
localities, but that the variegated experiences and theological expressions of the localities
have to be filtered by the consensual orthodoxy of the more reliable authorities.
The Processes of the Fixed
Theological Orientation
The fixed theological orientation approaches have different processes by which
they understand the construction and development of doctrine.
First, the canonical approaches focus on the derivation of doctrine from the
biblical canon,182 to the extent that these doctrinal derivations from the canon may be
achieved with a level of confidence in discernible, demonstrable, and defensible
theological claims.183
This hermeneutical process from the Bible to doctrine employs
microhermeneutical and macrohermeneutical exegesis, starting from the particularity of
the text, but not staying there, by continuing to the ontological dimension of the realities
depicted within it.184 Instead of assuming an ontological framework external to the
182

Although there may be different ways to grant normative authority to the canon,
Peckham demonstrates different degrees of granting canonical authority and yet interpreting sola
Scriptura in a communitarian way. See Peckham’s classification of modalities of the application
of the sola Scriptura principle as applied to theological methodology: reductionistic,
communitarian, and canonical. Peckham, Canonical Theology, 140–65. I will describe in this
section what Peckham calls “canonical sola Scriptura” and its implication for systematic
theology.
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Peckham, Canonical Theology, 219.
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Whereas Peckham, Canonical Theology, 212, understands microhermeneutics as a
kind of historical exegesis pending the hermeneutical value to the text, instead of to the reception
of the text, the macrohermeneutical exegesis correspond to the realities envisioned within the text
(i.e., God, humanity, and the world). See also Canale, Back to Revelation-Inspiration, 148–49.
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particularities of the text,185 it acknowledges that the interpreter will inevitably factor in
their presuppositions to their claims, and seeks to acknowledge and table the
presuppositions in order to refine them through the hermeneutical spiral, avoiding
circularity.
In this hermeneutical process, the authorial intent/textual data receives more
hermeneutical weight than its reception, and yet Peckham does not claim to avoid
hermeneutical plurality or arrive at all-inclusive claims. Rather, the theo-ontological
theological implications are minimal; that is to say, they are open to further correction by
canonical correspondence and coherence.
Second, the constructive processes of the paleo-orthodox methodology in
obtaining doctrinal teaching is achieved through consensus.186 However, this consensus is
not from just any community, but the community constituted by the ecumenical creeds of
the first five centuries, followed by the consensus of a selected number of church fathers
who are considered doctors of the church.187 Oden makes it evident that this criteria of
how to constitute doctrine by consensual orthodoxy is based on Vincentian
185

In this way, the fixity of canonical theology is not only on the material data of the
biblical canon, but also on the hermeneutical framework, namely, supernaturalist theism. In this
way, the doctrinal formation goes against modernistic theological constructs that a priori reject
divine intervention.
Oden, Classic Christianity, xxiv, asserts that “among classical exegetes, those who
have gained the widest consensus are quoted more often than those who have tended to elicit
division, speculation, individual creativity and controversy.”
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Oden claims that the first ecumenical councils hold authority upon the church. In
regards to the church fathers, he does not provide any criteria for their selection other than their
universal authority.
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methodology.188
Oden views the construction of doctrine by means of the critical task of defining
consensus via irenics and polemics. According to Oden, irenics refers to the center of the
consensus, while polemics emphasize the boundary markers. This orthodoxy is the
combination and negotiation of both critical tasks at the same time to negotiate consensus
and avoid hypertolerance.189
In sum, the processes of the canonical and consensual orthodox approaches are
different in regards to the intent. One focuses on the biblical texts, while the other focuses
on how the church fathers and the councils interpret the biblical texts. While for the
canonical perspective the prophets and the apostles themselves hold normative authority,
the consensual approach establishes normative authority through the historical consensus
of the church.
The Goal of the Fixed Theological
Orientation
The goal is the finality of the method, the product of one’s theological activity, or
that which makes everything converge for a given end. I will first describe the goal of
canonical theology’s fixed theological orientation, followed by the goal of paleoorthodoxy’s fixed theological orientation.
First, the goal of the canonical theological approach is to derive minimal theoontological implications about issues of divine ontology and other issues shaping the
Oden, Classic Christianity, xiv, identifies the goal of the method as being: “to express
the one mind of the believing church that has been always attentive to that apostolic teaching to
which consent has been given by Christian believers everywhere, always, and by all.”
188
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God-world relationship.190 In this sense, the canonical theological formulation attempts to
make claims on the divine reality;191 although aware of the limitations of the usage of
analogical language and the limitations of human reasoning, it nonetheless risks itself in
understanding the divine revelation available.192
These claims about divine realities are considered first-order theological
propositions, which are constitutive of the nature of the dogmatic task. For such a
proposition to take place (taking into consideration the epistemological primacy of the
canonical data) it is necessary to obtain the leap from talk about God-talk (i.e., a secondorder historical description) to God-talk (i.e., a first-order dogmatic claim).193 The
Peckham, Canonical Theology, 255. Also, Alan J. Torrance, “Can the Truth Be
Learned? Redressing the ‘Theologistic Fallacy’ in Modern Biblical Scholarship,” in Scripture’s
Doctrine and Theology’s Bible, ed. Markus Bockmuehl and Alan J. Torrance (Grand Rapids, MI:
Baker Academic, 2008), 150, calls these theo-ontological predications “theological insights”,
namely, “the perception of God together with the disclosive ‘success’ of any derivative
theological affirmations.” Torrance further explains “successful” in Gilbert Ryle’s sense of
referencing successfully the predication to the concrete reality.
190

Canale, “Is There Room for Systematics in Adventist Theology?,” JATS 12, no. 2
(2001): 119, describes the discipline of systematic theology from a sola Scriptura perspective by
affirming that “the subject matter of systematics is reality or life, while the salient procedure it
utilizes in searching for meaning of its object is ‘synthesis.’” This realist perspective on theology
makes Canale understand theology as referring to realities outside of the text. He compares the
subject matter of biblical theology as referring to the whole text of scriptures, “while in
systematic the ‘whole’ refers to the manifold reality about which Scripture speaks, namely life”
(Ibid., 121).
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At this point, it should be noted that canonical formulations assume a doctrine of
inspiration that justifies its epistemological privileging, primarily if the inspiration scheme
achieves the words of Scriptures. I am aware about the variegated possibilities of inspiration and
revelational theories within Protestantism. The most cognitive is the inspiration-revelation
construct, the more the canonical justification is validated. By contrast, the most affectiveexpressive is the doctrine of inspiration-revelation, the less warranted is the canonical privileging.
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For an analysis of the leap from second-order to first-order claims present within
dogmatic theologies that intend to describe divine ontology, see Torrance, “Can the Truth Be
Learned?,” 143–64. In contrast, for the critique of first-order descriptions toward a second-order
view of theological constructions, see Lindbeck, Nature of Doctrine, 24.
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difficulty of bridging the gap of these two distinct discourses was crystalized by the
unwarranted leap between accidental truths of history to necessary truths of reason (cf.
Lessing). And yet, the leap may be done with a larger notion of historicity (less
methodologically reductive, cf. N.T. Wright’s redefinition of historicity project), and a
robust view of how the Incarnation of Christ bridges the gap between God and history.194
This transition from the second to the first discursive theological order allows the
truth-claims to reference (some) reality in a universal way, as for example, when
someone claims the Christological proposition “Jesus is the Son of God” as a valid truthclaim, one understands this proposition as valid regardless of the recognition of the
community.195 This kind of realism is necessary if one wants to make first-order truth
claims, unless one may only contextualize its truth-claims intrasystematically and not
with any relation/correspondence to an ontological value.196 In this view, the first-order
discourse becomes inacessible and no longer necessary, thus the truth-claim could be
coherent only intrasystematically, without any necessary correspondence to reality
Torrance, “Can the Truth Be Learned?,” 150–51, uses Athanasius’ notion of
ekklēsiastikon phronēma (the mind of the church) to describe how the Incarnation made it
possible for the ecclesial mind to affirm theologically warranted predications on Christ regardless
of using human terms. Moreover, Torrance argues for the fusion of the two horizons with the
infusion of a third horizon, namely, the mind of Christ that makes it possible to understand
successfully theological insights.
194
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Peckham, Canonical Theology, 40, uses this example in analogy and defense of the
intrinsic canonical authority that posits the functioning and establishing of the canon regardless of
the community that recognizes it, but do not form it.
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This is exemplified by George Lindbeck’s linguistic-cultural approach that cancels the
referent of that which is spoken to in the real world, by denying the ontological truth-claim of the
text assumed in a epistemological realism. See below for further description of the dynamic
theological formulation.
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outside of the grammar of language.197
Nicholas Adams observes that these kind of binary claims (e.g., [1] Jesus is [2]
the son of God) are universals and not useful in promoting the dialogue with the usage of
comparative logic. Rather he suggests a triadic structural claim that contextualizes and
open venues of dialogue, like (1) Jesus is (2) the son of God (3) for Christians. In this
way, the claim is less totalitarian, and leaves open avenues for exchange. This implies
that a Muslim is not offended by the all-inclusive, universal proposition. So while this
previous claim is an axiom for a Christian, it is a hypothesis for a Muslim.198
So, what we have here is that the triadic structure enables contextualization of
universal and totalizing claims with an certain extension of validity. Similarly, the
canonical theological orientation attempts to collect what the prophets and the apostles
state about a theological topic (description), and then it makes claims predicatively about
the divine reality, assuming evidently the possibility of canonical correction upon further
canonical refinement of the evidence.199 So, one can contend the following: (1) God is
like (2) a certain metaphysical or moral attribute (3) within the Scriptural canon
197

Lindbeck, Nature of Doctrine. For a critique of this intratextual hermeneutics, see
McGrath, Genesis of Doctrine, 31.
Nicholas Adams, “Arguing as a Theological Practice,” in The Routledge Companion
to the Practice of Christian Theology, ed. Mike Higton and Jim Fodor (New York: Routledge,
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This theological first-order claim, however, has to face the serious challenge of these
descriptions as being merely a projection that mirrors the social-location and the needs of the
interpreter. And yet, one is released to make this theological predication to the extent that these
predications have some provisionality, because of human epistemological social-location, limits
and recognition of the use of analogical theological language, and the always evolving
hermeneutical spiral (semper reformanda).
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(extension).
Second, the goal of the the paleo-orthodox theological formulation is to provide
second-order theological claims held through consensus by a particular community.200
Donkor claims that the teleological condition of Oden’s theological methodology is that
of a second-order theological claim. Or, it is a reflective communal exercise that “seeks
to reflect on and clarify the particular understanding of God in the Christian community
in such a way as to conserve the traditional Christian self-understanding of God while
attempting at the same time to be progressive.” 201
Oden calls this communal consensus orthodoxy, as defined by the Vincentian
criteria (i.e., universality, antiquity, and consensus).202 The goal of such an orthodox
theology is to enunciate talk about God-talk, or to talk about God within the precincts of
a worshiping community with ecclesiastical consent.203
And yet, this talk about God-talk refuses to talk about truth-claims impinging on
reality using propositions, but instead sees doctrine as rules due to its view of theology as
a second-order enterprise. Donkor argues that this view of truth and propositions as
second order is against the spirit of the theological consensus of the first five centuries,
200

This second-order discourse means that theology, as understood by Oden, is not
primarily a reflection upon God, but “upon God as experienced within the community of faith.”
Charles Ross Brummett, “Recovering Pastoral Theology: The Agenda of Thomas Oden” (The
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1990), 165, 21.
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Donkor, “Vincentian Method,” 243, claims that the conservation of tradition through
the Vincentian method is Oden’s methodological essence. See also, Oden, Classic Christianity,
xiv–xv.
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and yet perhaps this is why paleo-orthodoxy is also postmodern.204
In sum, although both canonical and paleo-orthodox theological approaches are
considered fixed theological formulations, both of them differ in regards to the level of
discourse: the canonical approach assumes a kind of realism and derives from the canon
first order claims, while paleo-orthodoxy develops a second-order theological enterprise.
Dynamic Theological Orientation
The Basic Components of the Dynamic
Theological Orientation
The dynamic theologically-oriented approach is fluid and adaptable to different
historical and theological circunstances. Pöhler characterizes this kind of theological
formulation as progressive-evolutionary and revisionist-revolutionary.205 Whereas the
former understands the development of doctrine in a homogeneous, cumulative, and
irreversible way, the later views development in a heterogeneous discontinuity, being
pluralist and revisionist regarding perspectives of reality and truth.
Pöhler provides this doctrinal mapping in order to understand the phenomenon of
continuity and change by contrasting a pre-modern static theology with
modern/contemporary kinds of theological formulation that privilege the flux of time and
historicity. However, altough Pöhler’s conceptual map is helpful in elaborating a
taxonomy of change and permanence, Francis Fiorenza informs the present discussion by
contending that the hermeneutic of tradition has to overcome a reductionistic view of
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static identity, decay, and progressive development.206 Thus, no traditioning is simply
static or dynamic (with positive or negative change), but the construction and
development of its theological formulations depend on its background theories,
theological warrants, and its community/historical horizon.
Different than Pöhler, what I mean by “dynamic theological orientation” is not the
alternative to a “static view.” Otherwise, I would be implying that canonical theological
approaches are unchanging, which is far from reality given that canonical theology
understands the hermeneutical spiral as necessary for the refinement of its canonically
deduced theology.207 Granted, a fixed theology does not suggest changelessness in its
theological claims and liturgical ecclesiological embodiments, but the settling of the
sources of theological authority.208
And yet, the privileging of alternative combinations of theological sources also
may configure a dynamic view of their theological formulations, such as found in
religious communities that endorse a living voice (viva vox) in adjudicating doctrine.209
This adjudicating authority is validated by means of a notion of revelation that surpasses
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The adjudication about sources of theological authority does not deny the
hermeneutical ways that reason, tradition, and experience condition theological methodology, for
such a conditioning is inevitable. However, the question under consideration is about the way in
which these auxiliary sources carry normative authority in constructing/developing doctrine.
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This view is observed within the two-source theory of revelation endorsed by Roman
Catholicism, and even though Dei Verbum replaces the language of two sources for two streams
flowing from the same source (DV, sec. 9), it nonetheless affirms that “Tradition and scripture
together form a single sacred deposit of the word of God, entrusted to the church” (DV, sec. 10).
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Scriptures, and endorses an extra-canonical criteria for doctrinal construction.210
Similarly, many other forms of ecclesiastical expressions carry this dynamic formulation
as embodied within Spirit-led ecclesiologies, where the pneumatological guidance allows
a broad view of revelation and becomes a functional criteria of verifying theological
development.211
Nonetheless, I choose to describe in this section a kind of dynamic theological
formulation that can construct/develop doctrine in any system without the need of
recapitulation/correction. This view of doctrine is found within Postliberalism as
exemplified by George A. Lindbeck who understands religion as a code (rather than as
encoded) or an idiom that enables the communication of theological meaning in a very
communitarian manner.
The basic components of Lindbeck’s cultural-linguistic approach are comprised
of a “scripture-narrative focused view of Christianity and a grammar based theory of
doctrine.”212 First, this emphasis on honoring the narrative of Scriptures honors the
discursive identity of the foundational texts of Christianity that shape its practices,
worship, and community, instead of the attention given to extra-textual realities in the
210

This external normative criterion is found in magisterial authority, which intends to
safeguard the received revelation against corruption. Avery Dulles, “Faith and Revelation,” in
Systematic Theology: Roman Catholic Perspectives, 123.
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This pneumatological ecclesiology has been embodied within postmodern approaches
that take into consideration a postmodern view of culture, that enables a pneumatological
Christian experience and rhetoric (“pneumaloquence”). Oscar García-Johnson, The Mestizo/a
Community of the Spirit: A Postmodern Latino/a Ecclesiology, Princeton Theological
Monograph Series (Eugene, OR: Pickwick, 2009), 95.
212

Ronald T. Michener, Postliberal Theology: A Guide for the Perplexed (New York:
Bloomsbury, 2013), 63.
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form of ontological/metaphysical realities.213
Second, the basic components of the theory of doctrine understands attempts to
avoid the problem of establishing criteria to verify doctrinal change in ecumenical times,
by overcoming both the view of doctrine as propositions and expressive of symbols.214
For if one understands doctrine in propositional terms, then the proposition always has to
correspond to a reality, and therefore doctrinal change has to happen by means of
recapitulation, which means by asserting the old doctrine as false, the new as true. On the
other hand, the symbolic expressive could use the old doctrinal formulations and simply
infuse in them a new meaning compatible with modern times, even though that might not
be satisfying in elaborating the criteria of how to adjudicate whether or not this new
expression is adequate.
As a way out of this conundrum, Lindbeck proposed a view of doctrine that
functions as a grammatical rule governing theological discourse, just as a grammar
functions for a language.215 Such a view of doctrinal understanding does not imply truthclaims in the same way that a grammar is truthful or not, but it verifies the adequacy of
213

Lindbeck was influenced by the Yale theologian Hans Frei, who proposed a way of
doing theology based on narrative and identity.
214

For Lindbeck’s theological proposal, see his Nature of Doctrine, 112–38.

This regulative view of doctrine is already noticed within Lindbeck’s “dynamic
ecclesiology” in interpreting the impact of Vatican II within Roman catholic theology. William
Danker, “Foreword” in George A. Lindbeck, The Future of Roman Catholic Theology: Vatican
II—Catalysts for Change (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1970), x–xi, claims that Lindbeck’s functional
ecclesiology is primarily focused on the conception of the church in mission. Anne Marie CollierFreed, “Building a Case for the Communicability of Christian Experience in ‘Ordinary’
Workplaces: George Lindbeck, Nicholas Lash, and John Howard Yoder as They Engage Religion
and Experience from Cultural-Linguistic Perspectices,” (PhD dissertation, Fuller Theological
Seminary, 2000), 14, observes that this dynamic understanding of ecclesiology is eventually
further developed as a theory of doctrine and religion.
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discourse by means of the usage of such a language by a particular community of
speakers.216
Whereas the material component of fixed dynamic formulation is made up of the
cognitive propositions found either in Scripture and/or tradition, that make the
proposition always true or false, right or wrong, orthodox or heretical, the culturallinguistic approach is dynamic, negotiating the sense of meaning without necessarily
capitulating in negotiating doctrinal change.217
The Processes of the Dynamic
Theological Orientation
The process of doctrinal formulation of the postliberal approach is composed by
the linguistic and cultural practices of the community being shaped by the scriptural
narrative. This approach does not claim to collect truths from Scripture and make
propositional claims about reality. Neither does it have the urge to translate its message to
other contexts in such a way that its position could be interpreted as endorsing the case
for untranslatability. The cultural-linguistic approach differs from the experientialexpressive ones by not assuming that the diverse forms of symbolizations of the ultimate
reality refer to the same, one, core ground of existence.218 Thus the process of elaborating
The influence of the late Wittgenstein’s philosophy of language is observed in
Lindbeck’s view of theological meaning as being constituted within the practice and preaching of
the church, and not within abstract doctrinal ideas.
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Lindbeck, Nature of Doctrine, 17–18, calls this “reconciliation without capitulation.”
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This same core experience of the Ultimate is seem in examples such as
Schleiermacher’s consciousness of being absolute dependent. Schleiermacher, Christian Faith,
proposition 4; Rudolf Otto’s sense of mysterium tremendum et fascinans (the mystery that is both
awe-inspiring and fascinating) and the expression of the numius. Rudolf Otto, The Idea of the
Holy: An Inquiry into the Non-Rational Factor in the Idea of the Divine and Its Relation to the
Rational, 2d ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1950); and Mircea Eliade’s experiences of
the sacred through hierophanies. Mircea Eliade, The Sacred and the Profane: The Nature of
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discourse does not attempt to reinterpret, accommodate, or translate its message.219
This assumption of the incomensurability of experience holds because it interprets
religion as a framework in which religion is like a language that is constitutive of
experience, in such a way that the view that experience precedes expression is void, for
language works as a Kantian a priori constituting the experience itself.220
Lindbeck claims:
Postliberals are bound to be skeptical, not about missions, but about apologetics
and foundations. To the degree that religions are like languages and cultures, they
can no more be taught by means of translation than can Chinese or French. What
is said in one idiom can to some extent be conveyed in a foreign tongue, but no
one learns to understand and speak Chinese by simply hearing and reading
translations. Resistance to translation does not wholly exclude apologetics, but
this must be of an ad hoc and non-foundational variety rather than standing at the
centre of theology. The grammar of religion, like that of language, cannot be
explicated or learned by analysis of experience, but only by practice.221
What Lindbeck is saying is that the effort to translate and give valence to theological
discourse by accommodating, updating, and developing is, ultimately, insufficient for a
doctrinal taxonomy not primarily interested in ontology. For doctrinal discourse, if it has
a regulative function like the grammar of a language, it is interested in its usage, or

Religion, trans. Willard R. Trask, 1st American ed. (New York: Harcourt, 1959), 11. All of these
explanatory schemes allegedly point to the same core experience of the ultimate, which Lindbeck,
Nature of Doctrine, 21, describes as explanatory manners of nondiscursive symbols expressive of
such experiences.
Lindbeck, Nature of Doctrine, 381, writes: “The postliberal method . . . resembles
ancient catechesis more than modern translation. Instead of redescribing the faith in new
concepts, it seeks to teach the language and practices of the religion to potential adherents.”
219

For Lindbeck’s argument of the linguistic constitutive view of experience, see
Lindbeck, Nature of Doctrine, 30–45. For a full argument of a view of language as not
descriptive but constitutive of expression, see Taylor, Language Animal, 3–50.
220
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Lindbeck, Nature of Doctrine, 378.
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practice.222 This turn into practice is marked by a Wittgensteinian emphasis on a fluid
notion of language for achieving meaning. The understanding of language happens by
using language, embodied in speaking language-games, which are expressed in forms of
life. What Wittgenstein is doing is avoiding any kind of generalization, speaking in
theory (metaphysics). 223 Applied to theology, this dynamic approach also is fluid and is
turned into practices of theology instead of theological systems.
The Goal of the Dynamic
Theological Orientation
The goal of the postliberal project is to envision a kind of doctrinal formulation
that is primarily regulated by intrasystematic truth claims rather than ontological truth
claims, in such a way that this approach envisions theological formulations as a secondorder discourse. This means that doctrinal discourse is intra-textual and finds its
landscape of meaning within the framework of the text (e.g., Scripture). In this view,
coherence with the inner narrative becomes its criteria. This intra-textual, nonfoundationalist hermeneutic proposed by the cultural-linguistic approach differs from
extra-textual, foundationalist theology that attempts to propose first-order theological
discourse, impinging on the translation and correspondence of the claims of Scripture
John Webster, “Theology after Liberalism?,” in Theology after Liberalism, ed. John
Webster and George P. Schner (Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2000), 57, claims that postliberal
methodology is “governed by criteria of appropriateness to the fields of intellectual practice in
which they are used.”
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Tim Labron, Wittgenstein’s Religious Point of View, Continuum Studies in British
Philosophy (New York: Continuum, 2006), 34. See specifically how the latter thought of
Wittgenstein shifted from meaning found in propositions (logical positivism and theory building)
to view of language that finds meaning in forms of life in concrete practices.
223
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with the external world, verifying the truthfulness of the ontological/metaphysical
descriptions of the reference.224
By avoiding extra-textual hermeneutics, Lindbeck’s theological goal becomes
introverted to the community225—for the claims of the narrative become plausible within
the community, without the further claim that corresponds to extra-textual reality.
Summary
In this chapter, I have described ways of conceptualizing the missional doctrinal
hermeneutic, which includes doctrinal formulation, development, and change by means
of metaphors, models, and approaches. I have described the two poles in the spectrum of
contextual theologies (translation and cultural-anthropological models), whereas the
translation model is used as favoring the identity-oriented formulation (Bevans). I have
observed that the metaphor is used in inconclusive ways, depending on one’s perspective
about the possibility of translation. In general, the translation metaphor as applied to
theology points out that translation is inevitable, even if it is inadequate for the
incommensurable human experiences and forms of expressions. The culturalanthropological model assumes that the context, locations, and the plurality of cultures
inform the categories by which one understands the message. The emphasis is on the
openness of the manifold human experiences as the locus for the possibility of divine
224

Lindbeck, Nature of Doctrine, 118. This foundationalist claim attempts to ground the
truth-claim in empirical or rational theory.
Rowan Williams, “Postmodern Theology and the Judgment of the World,” in
Theology after Liberalism: A Reader, ed. John Webster and George P. Schner (Malden, MA:
Blackwell, 2000), 321, claims that the “postliberal use of scripture may reinforce a rather
introverted ecclesiology and spirituality.”
225
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revelation. The goal of this model is to find hints of the divine in ordinary human
experiences and transformation.
The second part of the chapter discussed fixed and dynamic theological
formulations. Within the fixed theological formulations, I surveyed two theological
approaches, namely the “canonical” and “paleo-orthodox.” These approaches tend to
favor the identity of the source. I correlate the fixity of these theological approaches to
theories of translation that favor the source-text instead of the target-text/reception.
However, these fixed theological formulations are not static, because development is
explained by means of the hermeneutical spiral in returning to the canon for further Theoontological minimal implications of its first-order truth-claims (canonical approach), or
its correspondence to the consensus of laity endorsed by the councils of its second-order
claims (paleo-orthodoxy).
Differently than these fixed theological approaches, postliberalism is “fixed” in
the sense that it does not have to translate its doctrinal formulations into other symbolism
(as within liberal expressive approaches), but at the same time it is dynamic for it can be
adequate and valid in any circumstances given that its truth-claims are only valid intratextually, so its dynamism is connected to the reach of its claims as delimited to the
community within which the claim has been made. In a sense, this dynamic theological
formulation can be compared to approaches that posit the impossibility of translation
(e.g., Walter Benjamin and Sapir and Whorf).
Additionally, I observed that the translation model and the fixed theological
orientation have parallel models of explanations. Similarly, the cultural-anthropological
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model and the dynamic theological orientation (i.e., the cultural-linguistic approach) have
theological familiarity and affinity.
This survey provided a useful mapping that will enable this study to understand
more fully our interlocutors and their notion of doctrinal hermeneutics. With the notions
of this discussion—issues of identity, contextuality; doctrinal fixity and dynamic
constructive orientation— and the implications of this taxonomy on missional doctrinal
hermeneutics, I provided a frame for understanding these selected issues related to
doctrinal formulation from a missional perspective.
With such a mapping in mind of ways of understanding missional doctrinal
hermeneutics in these selected examples, we now turn to the description and analysis of
doctrinal hermeneutics of Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen.
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CHAPTER 3

A CONSTRUCTIVE CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY FOR THE
PLURALISTIC WORLD: THE MISSIONAL DOCTRINAL
HERMENEUTICS OF VELI-MATTI KÄRKKÄINEN

In the last chapter, a survey of selected exemplars of contemporary theological
methodologies yielded two missional doctrinal hermeneutical models in theology as
applied to doctrine. First, the contextual-cultural model showed a spectrum of metaphors,
with two theological emphases: at one end, a model in alliance with the source, and at the
other end, a model allied with the target. Second, the fixed-dynamic model showed a
spectrum of theological constructions likewise with two theological emphases: at one
end, the fixed model is oriented to a methodological material condition that is predefined, homogeneous, and cumulative. At the other end, the dynamic doctrinal model
permits heterogeneous discontinuity.
This methodological mapping in missional doctrinal hermeneutics showed that
depending on how one defines their theological presuppositions of basic elements,
processes, and goals, the doctrinal outcome varies in identity, plurality, fixity, and
dynamism. All of these are based on the limits—and possibilities—of theological
language, selection and usage of theological sources, the location of the dialogical
encounter with the other, and the relevance and input from the socio-location. Since this
dissertation is interested in the missional dimension of doctrine, and the elements of how
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one justifies theological judgments in doctrinal construction/development, this mapping
provides a useful taxonomy for missional doctrinal hermeneutics.
With these models in mind, I turn to the doctrinal description and analysis of
Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen’s theological methodology and missional doctrinal formulation.

Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen: The Man and the Theologian
Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen (b. 1958) is a Finnish theologian who has been a professor
of systematic theology at Fuller Theological Seminary since 2000. He earned degrees in
Education (MEd, University of Jyväskzlä), and theology (MA, Fuller Theological
Seminary; doctorate and Habilitationsschrift, University of Helsinki).1 He has established
himself as a specialist in inter-confessional dialogue between Pentecostalism and the
Roman Catholic Church.2 Early in his career, Kärkkäinen emerged as an interlocutor in
evangelical and ecumenical networks, which eventually prompted his appointment to
Fuller Theological Seminary as professor of systematic theology.3 Also, he is lecturer of
ecumenics at the University of Helsinki.
1

I am indebted in this biographical section to Yong, “Whither Evangelical Theology?,”

60–85.
For Kärkkäinen’s doctoral dissertation, see Spiritus Ubi Vult Spirat: Pneumatology in
Roman Catholicpentecostal Dialogue (1972–1989). See also his doctoral habilitation, Ad
Ultimum Terrae: Evangelization, Proselytism and Common Witness in the Roman CatholicPentecostal Dialogue, 1990–1997, which analyzes the Roman Catholic-Pentecostal dialogue held
from 1972 to 1996, and covers a broad array of theological topics, such as glossolalia,
hermeneutics, healing, sources of theological method, Mary, Church, the communion of the
saints, evangelization, and mission.
2

Yong, “Whither Evangelical Theology”, 65–66, argues for the plausibility of affirming
Kärkkäinen’s theological identity as an ecumenist evangelical, attending to the many theological
stances found in his theological positions in interconfessional dialogue, and qualifying
Kärkkäinen as a moderate evangelical.
3
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Kärkkäinen’s theological program or agenda is marked by what he describes as
four conversion experiences: to ecumenism; to global theology; to interfaith or
comparative theology; and to an engagement with science and religion.4
First, Kärkkäinen’s theology is ecumenical thanks to his emphasis on global and
contextual theology. He envisions the theological task with the contributions of thinkers
from the majority world and their many expressions of Christianities. It is interesting to
observe that in the trinitarian trilogy of earlier books he favors interaction with a wide
spectrum of contextual theologies, but that in his latest five-volume constructive theology
in a pluralistic age series he discredits the terminology of contextual theology because it
maintains the distinction between Eurocentric and marginal theologies, with the former
being the standard and the latter the marginal.
Moreover, this ecumenicity of Kärkkäinen’s writings is noticeable even early on
in his doctoral dissertation and Habilitationsschrift, and can be seen throughout his other
writings in his observations on historical interlocutions between Christian denominations,
and in receptive spaces of hospitable dialogue among world religions, yet without him
endorsing the main features of pluralistic relativism.5
These four “conversion experiences” are Kärkkäinen’s self-description of the tenor of
his project as a constructive Christian theology for a pluralistic world. He employed this
“conversion” metaphor at a panel of the annual meetings of the Evangelical Theological Society
in Denver, Colorado in which he participated as an ETS guest. For a similar self-description, see
Jerome Blanco, “Theology for a New Day,” accessed 1/23/2020.
https://fullerstudio.fuller.edu/theology-for-a-new-day/.
4

For Kärkkäinen’s theological assessment of religious pluralism with the affirmation of
the otherness but without forfaiting the distinctive features of one’s theological position, see his
Hope and Community, 450. See also his contra pluralism argument in Christ and Reconciliation,
210–35.
5
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Second, Kärkkäinen’s theology is global.6 This is evident in his recognition of the
theological community at the margins, meaning in non-white, non-Eurocentric
expressions of theology. He critically appropriates voices from the margins, and through
contextuality establishes a more democratic forum for theological truth-claims. After all,
he claims, since every theology is contextual, there is no need to claim contextuality as an
extraordinary idea. The “global” aspect of his project arises not from an empowering of
universalism, a notion that it may be achieved as an objective, non-situationally
privileged point of view, but from his willingness to attend to the many voices of
contextual expressions of Christianity and to put them in receptive and hospitable
dialogue. His own experience as a missionary in Thailand during his formative years as a
theologian fostered this global approach, and his comparative theology efforts developed
it further.
Third, Kärkkäinen’s theology is comparative. He takes a special interest in the
truth-claims of different world religions, without accommodating to the homogenizing
requirement of religious pluralism. Rather, he reacts against strong foundationalism by
maintaining a provisional, non-foundationalist confidence in truth.7 He also attempts to
find an ecclesial location for himself that makes it possible to maintain dialogue among
Christian denominations and world religions. His special emphasis in regards to world
6

See, for example, William A. Dyrness and Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen, ed, Global
Dictionary of Theology: A Resource for the Worldwide Church (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity,
2008).
Or as he says, a proper confidence instead of an “indubitable” one as in the project of
(strong) foundationalist modernity. Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 486.
7
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religions is on the other two monotheistic religions—Islam and Judaism—and on
Theravada Buddhism and Hinduism.8
Fourth, Kärkkäinen’s theology engages science not only in regards to cosmology
but also other aspects of Christian theology and cognitive studies. Among others, he
credits Nancey Murphy for this influence on his research agenda. For him, the sciencetheology dialogue encompasses issues in Christian theology that is interested in broader
concerns than the salvation of the soul, or the individualistic notion of religious teleology.
Kärkkäinen argues that the implications of the Christian narrative have ramifications for
the entire cosmos and universe. Consequently, theological and scientific truth-claims and
burdens of proof and evidence share the same object of interest, namely, reality. Another
aspect of his scientific engagement is his classical panentheism, which he understands as
a view of God that better accommodates current scientific positions.9
In sum, these four self-described “conversion experiences” summarize and color
the major tenets of Kärkkäinen’s theology and establish the agenda for his entire work. I
now turn to the description and analysis of his missional doctrinal hermeneutics, and
explore his affinity to theology—as ecumenical, global, comparative, and engaged with
science—with the intent to see how his doctrinal construction relates to missional
hermeneutics.
8

Despite its already very broad scope, his project does not cover Chinese or African
religions, and it is aware about heterogeneity—that each religion is already plural and not
homogeneous. In this sense, his analysis is general, and only broadly for the sake of comparison
and dialogue.
9

The discussion of Kärkkäinen’s panentheism is analyzed below.
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Description of the Concept of Missional Doctrinal
Hermeneutics in Kärkkäinen’s Theology
Doctrine
The notion of doctrine envisioned in Kärkkäinen’s project is a kind of theological
construct adjusted to a “post-” world, namely, a “postmodern, postfoundationalist,
poststructuralist, postcolonial, postmetaphysical, postpropositional, postliberal,
postconservative, postsecular, [and] post-Christian” world.10 Such a theology, he
contends, is appropriate for a pluralistic world. He repeatedly qualifies his proposal and
notes that:
Systematic/constructive theology is an integrative discipline that continuously
searches for a coherent, balanced understanding of Christian truth and faith in
light of Christian tradition (biblical and historical) and in the context of the
historical and contemporary thought, cultures, and living faiths. It aims at a
coherent, inclusive, dialogical, and hospitable vision.11
This compact statement highlights that systematic theology does not represent a
totalitarian achievement of truth or a comprehensive correspondence to reality as evident
in strong foundationalist epistemologies.12 Rather, it claims to obtain truth, despite its
provisional and corrigible nature. Kärkkäinen parses his statement with the adverb
“continuously,” by which he means that truth claims are processual, perspectival, and
10

Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 2.

11

Kärkkäinen, Christ and Reconciliation, 13; Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 2;
Kärkkäinen, Creation and Humanity, 1; Kärkkäinen, Spirit and Salvation, 2; Kärkkäinen, Hope
and Community, 1.
Kärkkäinen’s definition of truth covers both intratextual (coherence) and extratextual
(correspondence) dimensions. However, the emphasis is definitely on the coherence theory of
truth. So, it goes beyond the postliberal understanding toward an outward predication of the
actual state of affairs. And yet his theory of truth also recognizes that truth claims are conditioned
by ecclesial practices and does not know the totality of the known objects due to the
provisionality and perspectival nature of knowledge. Kärkkäinen, Christ and Reconciliation, 11.
12
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represent ongoing action. This dynamic view acknowledges a coherent understanding of
the realities which the theological texts portray. In addition, his theological methodology
employs qualifiers such as “inclusive,” “dialogical,” and “hospitable vision” to describe
his task, which further emphasize his stance against strong foundationalism, and which
open the way for interaction with others.13
Kärkkäinen conceptualizes Christian theology and doctrine as using a coherentist
understandings of Christian truths instead of the correspondence theory of truth.14 This
view works hand-in-hand with metaphors of strong foundationalism.15 Instead, he asserts
that coherence is a better way forward and does so without the need for foundational
metaphors, instead favoring non-foundationalist conceptual methods such as the notion of
a web.
This way of qualifying his theological project emphasizes three of his “conversion
experiences,” namely global theology, comparative theology, and ecumenical theology.
13

14

The foundationalist project is connected to Enlightenment epistemology and its view of
objective reality, and universalist and absolutist claims. However, it should be noted that
Kärkkäinen uses the theory in an eclectic way. For Kärkkäinen does not want to have his truthclaims within an intrasystematic reach only, but he wants to make truth-claims about reality. OlliPekka Vainio and Sanna Urvas, “Constructing a Global Theology: An Assessment of the
Christian Dogmatics of Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen,” Dialog 57 (2018): 306, observe that Kärkkäinen
“does not explicitly address the question of epistemic justification,” and yet his methodology
leans in the direction of “epistemic internalism,” with a scholastic tone debating arguments and
counterarguments.
15

Strong foundationalism posits that all epistemic justification for beliefs does not
depend on other justified beliefs, on justification that can be attained only through either an
infinite chain of reasoning (regress) or through a circular chain of reasoning. Rather,
foundationalism suggests that “premises and conclusions of the regress are true.” Michael
Bergmann, “Foundationalism,” in The Oxford Handbook of the Epistemology of Theology, ed.
William J. Abraham and Frederick D. Aquino (New York: Oxford University Press, 2017), 254.
It is important to notice that there are different kinds of foundationalisms that take qualifiers such
as strong, soft, minimal, chastened, Reidian, among others. For more information on the different
nuances, see Timm Triplett, “Recent Work on Foundationalism,” APQ 27, no. 2 (1990): 93–116.
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On this point, someone operating from a critical realist perspective could object to
Kärkkäinen by affirming that his coherentist view of theological truth is simply without a
sufficient notion of knowledge apart from the knowing subject. The correspondence
theory of truth may infer that the knowing subject has direct access to theological
knowledge (to know God as he truly is would make God an object among other objects).
And yet, Kärkkäinen’s postfoundationalism understands knowledge of God as mediated
through humanity. Thus humanity’s conditioning as historical and evolving is applied to
theological knowledge.
Moreover, this coherentist view of truth endorses Kärkkäinen’s theological
method, which encompasses comparative theology and theology of religions.16 These
methods provide the scope of his dialogical vision, without falling into the traps of
pluralistic tendencies of universalization and over-generalization of theological truths by
means of hegemonizing of pan-religious experiences. Kärkkäinen agrees with Moltmann,
who posits that “consensus is not the goal of dialogue.”17 This means that world religions
should be approached with specific topics assuming that they can be related in a
commensurable way. This approach should not claim to operate on neutral ground, as
comparative religious methodologies operate; rather, comparative theological
deliberations should assume their own tradition, yet always be open to learning from the
dialogue.
16

Kärkkäinen, Christ and Reconciliation, 28; see also Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen, Doing the
Work of Comparative Theology (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2020).
17

Kärkkäinen, Doing the Work of Comparative Theology, 28.
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Kärkkäinen’s coherentist approach to theology acknowledges ancient creeds and
the great Christian tradition. Kärkkäinen emphasizes that contextual theology does not
start from scratch in a biblicist manner, but starts with the ancient creeds and by asking
critical questions using the best contemporary categories. As an example, Kärkkäinen
argues that currently substance ontology is no longer useful, and that instead the
contemporary establishment, guided by scientific worldview, employs better relational,
processual ontological categories of explanation.
Finally, his doctrinal project is trinitarian. He states: “my conviction in this
project is that what contemporary theology requires ‘is a fully Trinitarian narrative of the
Word and Spirit’s engagement with a world of creatures, a theology of creation,
incarnation and final consummation.’”18 This means that the doctrine of the Trinity will
condition the entire theological architecture of doctrines.
With that in mind, we now turn to explore the main features and implications of
the doctrine of God for theological method.
God
The doctrine of God has a generative aspect that influences other theological loci.
Although technically the doctrine of God encompasses all persons of the Trinity, in this
section I analyze three aspects of the doctrine, namely, the emerging relational theism,
classical panentheism, and the divine creative action.
Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 75, citing Denis Edwards, “Where on Earth is
God?,” in Christian Faith and the Earth: Current Paths and Emerging Horizons in Ecotheology,
ed. Ernst M. Conradie et al. (London: Bloomsbury T&T Clark, 2014), 11.
18
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Emerging Relational Theism. Rejecting substance ontology, Kärkkäinen
privileges a more relational, dynamic, and emerging view.19 However, neither does he
follow process philosophy. Rather, he disagrees with substance ontology, mechanistic
explanation of reality, and materialism.20 This choice he justifies by critically
appropriating the dynamic language of the Bible and the creeds, taking into consideration
an interpretation of the realities described in Scriptures without looking through the lens
of logical dualities.
This theological position embraces the notion of a dynamic, rather than what he
sees as a static view of reality, and it does so in a way that fits classical panentheism.21
Kärkkäinen posits that classical theism was adapted missionally by patristic theology in
order to contextualize the biblical narrative into Greek-Hellenistic thought.22 However, he
argues that panentheism also has a tradition within Christian thinking, and that the choice
of favoring “classical panentheism” intends to provide a “radical middle” ground that
honors both God’s immanence and God’s transcendence.23
19

Kärkkäinen rejects the substance ontology underneath classical theism, and its view of
God that emphasizes perfect being theology, and the God-world relationship in a impassible way.
20

Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 214.

The meaning of “classical” within “classical panentheism is a “radical middle” between
classical theism and panentheism in his doctrine of God. He interprets the inner presence of God
in the world through immanence, while at the same time allowing the transcendence and
otherness of God. Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 228. This conciliatory methodology
attempts to avoid the extremes of classical theism (timelessness, simplicity, non-relationality,
among other attributes) and a panentheist notion that does not distinguish God’s freedom and
ontological difference from the world.
21

Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 229, frames these developments as “necessary and
useful for the purposes of the church’s mission in its then-contemporary world.”
22

23

Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 227–28.
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The motivation to rediscover a dynamic and relational doctrine of God is biblical
and translational. Biblical, because he recognizes that the biblical narrative of God
presents a dynamic, experience-based, open-ended, developing, and contextual view of
the God of Israel.24 At the same time, it is translational because he wants to use categories
that can be understood within the current intellectual milieu.25
This processual view of time and, consequently, this dynamic view of God,
assumes a kind of metaphysics. Kärkkäinen does not shy away from metaphysics but
rather assumes a “re-turn” to metaphysics” that adopts some process theology
intuitions.26 As he states (commenting on Whitehead’s Process and Reality), “while the
current project does not materially follow process philosophy’s direction, its rejection of
substance ontology, mechanistic explanation, and materialism, as well as the discovery of
consciousness, emerging worldview, and dynamic ontology, provide any theology of God
with great resources.”27
This dynamic view of God is evident in his choice of seeing the Trinity
relationally as threeness (a three-self Trinity) taking primacy over oneness (an one-self
Trinity).28 This choice for threeness favors relationality and allows the construction of a
24

Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 244.

25

In the previous chapter of this dissertation, I explore the category of translation as a
model of doctrinal understanding. For more details on the translational model, I refer the reader to
DeJonge and Tietz, Translating Religion, 1–12; Bevans, Models, 30; Sanneh, Translating the
Message, 9–48.
26

Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 208–13.

27

Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 214.

28

This is known as the eastern view of the Trinity posited by the Cappadocian fathers.
The opposite, the view of the oneness of the Trinity, is marked by substance ontology, as seen in
the western view of the Trinity and its neo-platonic influence. It is important to notice that the socalled De Regnon thesis—which posits that the western view of Trinity emphasizes oneness and
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panentheistic understanding, for defining divine essence with the usage of “relations”
instead of “substance ontology” favors a relational understanding of divine essence that is
fully identified in “dramatic coherence.”29
Panentheism. Kärkkäinen proposes a model of “classical panentheism” based on
its presence in the God-humanity relationship as seen in Scripture and tradition. More
recently, several contemporary theologians have also proposed a sharp rebuke of the
classical view of God (timeless, incorporeal, perfect, self-sufficient, immutable).30 Also,
Kärkkäinen argues that panentheism may better connect with some views of deity in
other religious traditions.
He grounds his choice on two arguments: first, taking into consideration its
intellectual world vis-à-vis patristic theology and the Greek-Hellenistic mindset, classical
theism was needed to achieve contextualization and separation from the “confines of the
Jewish faith.”31 Second, he claims that panentheism better fits the current cultural,
worked to explain the “threeness” while the “eastern view” had the opposite direction—is now
being disputed. Stephen R. Holmes, The Quest for the Trinity: The Doctrine of God in Scripture,
History, and Modernity (Downers Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2012), claims that the eastern and
western view of the Trinity are virtually the same, although they use different words, but that in
essence they are the same views.
29

Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 276.

30

Panentheistic theologies and open view theologies target the static characteristics of
classical theism. See, for example, how Jürgen Moltmann presents God as a suffering God,
viewing the notion of divine impassibility as a deficiency rather than a perfection. It follows that
“a God who cannot suffer is poorer than any man.” Jürgen Moltmann, The Crucified God: The
Cross of Christ as the Foundation and Criticism of Christian Theology (San Francisco, CA:
Harper, 1991), 222. Cf. Philip D. Clayton, “Kenotic Trinitarian Panentheism,” Dialog 44 (2005):
250–55; Paul S. Fiddes, The Creative Suffering of God (Oxford: Clarendon, 1988). For the
critique of classical theism from the perspective of open theism, see Richard Rice, God’s
Foreknowledge & Man’s Free Will (Minneapolis: Bethany House, 1985); John Sanders, The God
Who Risks: A Theology of Providence (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 1998).
31

Kärkkäinen, Christ and Reconciliation, 229, assesses this contextualization by saying
that “this development [classical theism] was necessary and useful for the purpose of the church’s
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intellectual and religious environment, and yet panentheism can be traced to the earliest
of Christian tradition as well.32
By using John Cooper’s framework to distinguish different kinds of
panentheisms,33 the one envisioned by Kärkkäinen has the following characteristics:
First, Kärkkäinen’s classical panentheism is explicit rather than implicit. He states
that his view of God is coherent with his constructive Christian theology. He does not
attempt to provide an either-or mentality to choose between classical theism or
panentheism. Rather, he proposes a “seasoned embrace” of “classical panentheism”,
without going too far.34 He adopts this stance given the material condition of theological
methodology35 and missional justification.36
mission in its then-contemporary world.” Hence, the missional dimension of doctrine of classical
theism is clearly noted for the sake of the intelligibility for its message vis-à-vis its original
audience.
32

Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 232.

33

John W. Cooper, Panentheism, the Other God of the Philosophers: From Plato to the
Present (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2006), 29–30, establishes a framework with five
pairs of distinction within the variegated forms of panentheism in history, namely, “explicit or
implicit, personal or nonpersonal, part-whole or relational, voluntary and/or natural, and classical
(divine determinist) or modern (cooperative) panentheism.”
34

Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 226, 232.

35

The argument that the God of the Bible and tradition is better seen through the lenses
of panentheism, due to its dynamic and relational narrative (Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation,
244–45). See also Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen, Christian Theology in the Pluralistic World: A Global
Introduction (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2019), 59–60.
36

Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 229, argues that the missional justification is due
to the contemporary scientific and materialistic worldviews that theology has to respond “to new
contextualizations of the doctrine of God.” He also justifies the usage of philosophical concepts
for the doctrine of God based on the development of doctrine and mission. He says “while going
beyond the ‘economic’ biblical narrative of God, early theologians had a necessary and useful
reason to contextualize it into prevailing Hellenistic philosophical-religious terminology. Both the
development of Christian doctrine and mission to the world needed it.” Kärkkäinen, Christian
Theology in the Pluralistic World, 59.
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Second, Kärkkäinen’s classical panentheism is personal rather than non-personal
(ground-of-being panentheism). He uses the concept of communion in order to
understand the inner life of God. This makes possible non-hierarchical relationships
among the persons of the Trinity, where God relates to himself within a “mutual
relationship of love.”37 So he favors a relational ontology rather than substance ontology
to describe the unity of the Trinity.38
Third, Kärkkäinen’s classical panentheism is relational rather than part-whole
panentheism. This means that the Greek preposition en of its pan-en-theism is not
literalistic, as with the Greek locative preposition, but more a preposition of relation.39
This relationality is seen in two ways within the God-world relationship and intra-divine
modes of relation. The God-world relationship is bilateral and reciprocal. God can affect
and be affected by non-God in a give and take relation, in which God is conceived as a
Kärkkäinen endorses the notion of personhood of the Trinity as a “mutual relationship
of love” from John D. Zizioulas, Being as Communion: Studies in Personhood and the Church
(London: Dartonm Longman and Todd, 1985), and yet Kärkkäinen recognizes the intertwined
relationship between God and the world. The parsing of this relationship I describe below.
37

Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 246–47, writes: “Relationality helps conceive of
the nature and activity of God in a dynamic way.” Relationality instead of aristotelian category of
substance is what defines the divine essence. Kärkkäinen follows F. LeRon Shults, Reforming the
Doctrine of God (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2005), 5–9, who argues for a replacement of the
notion of “being,” as the dominant hermeneutical and metaphysical category within Aristotelian
tradition, towards the adoption of “relation,” which has a more significant role within
contemporary philosophy. Hence, Kärkkäinen refers to “substance ontology” as the dominant
Aristotelian view that defines the essence of things that remains the same despite of change.
Then, Kärkkäinen endorses Catherine LaCugna’s “ontology of relation,” meaning that ultimate
reality is found in a communion theology
38

Ruth Page, “Panentheism and Pansyntheism: God in Relation,” in In Whom We Live
and Move and Have Our Being: Panentheistic Reflections on God’s Presence in a Scientific
World, ed. Philip Clayton and Arthur Peacocke (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2004), 258, argues
that the primary meaning of the Greek preposition en is “with” rather than “in” or “over.” Page
states: “A relationship is close, but not so close that one is overwhelmed by the other.” Ibid.
39
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passible.40 Kärkkäinen endorses a kind of “pathetic” God who is willing to suffer, a
willingness based on divine love. This relationality is evident in the relational Trinity.41
Fourth, Kärkkäinen’s classical panentheism is voluntary rather than natural. Once
again, similar to Pannenberg and contrary to Moltmann, he affirms that “creation is not
necessary. God does not ‘need’ the world,”42 making it possible for God’s creation to be
a result of his absolute freedom.43 The issue of divine freedom is related to the issue of
divine transcendence, or “beyondness.” God is free if he is transcendent to the creation.
He argues that the metaphor of the world as God’s body, placing God and the world
within the same ontological order, does not diminish God’s transcendence. 44 What
Kärkkäinen wants to avoid is using semantics for divine transcendence in such a way that
does not reject immateriality, physicality, and embodiment.45
After mentioning Moltmann’s theological project that strongly affirms divine
passibility through “the crucified God” and his involvement with the pains and joys of the
suffering world. Kärkkäinen, Christian Theology in the Pluralistic World, 61–62; see also,
Kärkkäinen, Christ and Reconciliation, 349.
40

Kärkkäinen follows Pannenberg, instead of Moltmann, when he endorses “the
relational understanding of the divine essence.” Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 270. This
understanding recognizes the “divine essence as the epitome of the personal relations among
Father, Son, and Spirit.” Wolfhart Pannenberg, Systematic Theology, trans. Geoffrey W.
Bromiley, 3 vols. (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1991), 1:334. For a detailed analysis and
comparison of his evaluation of the doctrine of the Trinity in Moltman and Pannenberg, see ValiMatti Kärkkäinen, “The Trinitarian Doctrines of Jürgen Moltmann and Wolfhart Pannenberg in
the Context of Contemporary Discussion,” in The Cambridge Companion to the Trinity, ed. Peter
C. Phan (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 233–34.
41

42

Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 239; Kärkkäinen, Creation and Humanity, 72–73.

Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 239, writes, “while creation cannot exist without
the Creator, God can exist without creation.”
43

44

Kärkkäinen, Creation and Humanity, 63, affirms that this is obtained by means of a
view of creation by means of “a robust creational pneumatology,” which sustains the presence of
the Creator in the Spirit within creation without mixing the two.
45

Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 243.
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Fifth, Kärkkäinen’s classical panentheism is cooperative rather than deterministic.
The God envisioned takes into consideration a nuanced kind of human freedom, namely,
a “Trinitarian-Pneumatological-Monilist” account of freedom.46 The “pneumatological”
stance refers to God’s presence within creation—avoiding any kind of dualism or
external intervention—in such a way that this omnipresence justifies omniscience.47
Divine Creative Action. What can we say about Kärkkäinen’s view on God with
regard to his creation theology? When speaking of a theology of creation one has to
remember that “Christian theology of creation is a statement not only of creation, but
first, and foremost, of the Creator.”48 In other words, the doctrine of God talks about
created reality and its correlation with the originator of such a reality.
In times in which scientific knowledge is tantamount to the current worldview,
Kärkkäinen attempts to reflect theologically upon creation without accepting an
interventionist supernaturalistic model of divine action, but at the same time being
willing to expand divine action from within nature by not interrupting natural law.49
46

Kärkkäinen, Christian Theology in the Pluralistic World, 189. Kärkkäinen, Creation
and Humanity, 362, calls it a “Monilist-pneumatological approach.” Kärkkäinen does not
subscribe to any “monilist” system; rather, he affirms a kind of Monilism in order to reconcile
divine foreknowledge with individual freedom. By doing this, he affirms God’s middle
knowledge, which posits that God’s foreknowledge does not necessarily determine things. Hence,
there is meaningful human freedom. The “pneumatological” emphasis refers to the view that
divine omniscience is based on pneumatological divine omnipresence in creation.
47

Kärkkäinen, Creation and Humanity, 368.

48

Kärkkäinen, Creation and Humanity, 9.

49

The interventionist and non-interventionist kinds of divine action respond to the
question of divine providence in dealing with the world. Whereas general providence explains
how God mantains and preserves the world, special providence explains God’s intervention, as
for example, responding to prayer and miracle. The question gains importance in modernity,
whose view of reality avoids opening reality to God’s might acts (as described in the Bible). At
the same time, deism seems theologically insufficient to explain God’s creation and mantainence
in reference to a view of a personal God. More recently, and correlating the understanding of
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He states:
As long as the Scripture principle stayed intact, the authority of Scripture
surpassed that of the sciences and philosophy. On the contemporary scene, the
fundamentalist and antimodernist movement known as creationism, with its
advocacy of an antievolutionary scientific paradigm as an alternative to mainline
natural sciences, represents this category.50
This means that the authority of Scripture endorses a pre-modern, interventionist view of
divine action that would be unacceptable to the common universal position of science.
Thus, he argues, what is needed is a “mutual interaction of Theology and Science.”51 This
engagement attempts “to negotiate between the legitimacy and necessity of contemporary
scientific principles and methods while at the same time critiquing the metaphysical,
ethical, and religious implications of the scientific paradigm.”52
The criticism in terms of metaphysics does not avoid metaphysics altogether, as if
observation and testing constrained all valid epistemology. Moreover, Kärkkäinen argues
that even science is aware that the universe, being infinite and growing, is only a fraction

divine action with modern scientific view of continuum, the Center for Theology and Natural
Sciences (Berkeley, CA) and the Vatican Observatory (Vatican City) proposed a noninterventionist object divine action, which acknowledges other forms of causality and influence.
For Karkkainen’s view and nuancing of a non-interventionist divine action, see Creation and
Humanity, 178–93.
50

Kärkkäinen, Creation and Humanity, 26.

51

Kärkkäinen, Creation and Humanity, 27.

52

Kärkkäinen, Creation and Humanity, 19. This legitimacy and necessity of the scientific
principles is noticed in the way that Kärkkäinen negotiates his views on naturalism. Among a
taxonomy of four options (antisupernaturalism, religion-friendly naturalism, theistic naturalism
and agnostic naturalism), he endorsed a nuanced view of theistic naturalism as argued by Arthur
Peacocke’s emergent monist view of a non-dualist God-world relationship. This would avoid an
interventionistic necessity of divine action, and its consequent abrogation of natural law. Ibid.,
33–34.
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of all that is to be known. Hence naturalistic methodology cannot prove or disprove what
is “beyond.”53
Kärkkäinen posits that the act of creation is established through a “robust
creational pneumatology” where God works from within and therefore acts by his
providence and inner action.54 Instead of arguing for a deterministic understanding of
divine providence (based on an ontology of classical theism), he argues for
indeterministic influence of God within this complex world.
The one-sided (unilateral) and the mutual-reciprocal activity between God and the
world explain the action of maintaining the created order. This means that God can act
upon the world, and at the same time be affected by the world. This also means that God
works through the regular law-like events of nature without necessarily breaking its
laws.55 This position dialogues with Noninterventionist Objective Divine Action, which
opens up space for miracles, only not in the sense of intervention that violates the laws of
nature.56 However, he criticizes its framework that assumes that God is outside of the
world and therefore God has to intervene. Instead, Kärkkäinen sees miracles as “law53

Kärkkäinen is aware that metaphysics is a necessity for the project, so he attempts to
reconvey a non-dualistic kind of metaphysics without using substance ontology as much as
possible, preferring instead a view of reality that favors relationality.
54

Kärkkäinen, Creation and Humanity, 64.

Kärkkäinen, Creation and Humanity, 192, writes: “Fine human beings cannot
experience God’s works without mediation.” Hence this view of “indirect action of God.”
55

56

As in the Humean accounts for miracles as breaking the regularities of natural law.
Instead, Kärkkäinen proposes, following Keith Ward, to see the world not as a machine bound by
laws, but within deeply panentheistic framework where God can act miracles not as interferences
or violations, but in a relational way. Kärkkäinen, Creation and Humanity, 191.
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transcending events.” 57 Kärkkäinen argues for trinitarian doctrine of omnipresence that
holds a theological account that affirms “God’s exceptional acts along with regular lawlike events.”58 In this way, the panentheistic account shows up by funding a multifaceted
divine action through the immanent presence of the Creator.
After this description of the major features related to the doctrine of God (the
primordial doctrine), we now turn to the last doctrine of theological architecture
considered here, namely, eschatology.59
Eschatology
The locus of eschatology is prominent in Kärkkäinen’s Constructive Christian
Theology, resembling Moltmann’s theological vision of the Christology of the way,
where the future comes to the present in a “continuity-in-discontinuity template.”60 This
means that the historical and eschatological claims are not disconnected, like the
previously established inner connection between nature and supernature.
Kärkkäinen, Creation and Humanity, 192, referring to Keith Ward, “Divine Action in
an Emergent Cosmos,” in Scientific Perspectives on Divine Action: Twenty Years of Challenge
and Progress, ed. Robert John Russell, Nancey Murphy, and William R. Stoeger (South Bend,
IN: Notre Dame Press, 2009), 297.
57

58

Kärkkäinen, Creation and Humanity, 187.

Kärkkäinen chooses to end his five-volume-series with “community” instead of
“eschatology.” However, he follows the traditional systematic order of doctrines in his Christian
Theology in the Pluralistic World. Although the choice of the theological order may not
necessarily be making a claim in itself, nonetheless it is noticeable and could interpreted in
different ways.
59

60

Kärkkäinen, Christian Theology in the Pluralistic World, 599.
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This eschatological conditioning of Kärkkäinen’s theology is recognizable in how
he treats resurrection. First, Jesus’s resurrection, and then, second, the soteriological
resurrection of humankind.
First, despite several proposals within the Christian tradition for relating Jesus’s
resurrection to his deity, Kärkkäinen argues that Jesus’s resurrection “signals the
consummation of history and creation in the coming of the righteous rule of God.”61 This
makes the resurrection of Jesus different than simply resuscitation as occurred elsewhere
in the biblical record (e.g., Moses, Lazarus). Instead, the resurrection of Jesus functions
as a futuristic sign, pointing to things that are about to come. Kärkkäinen argues for both
a historical and eschatological resurrection.62
Second, the resurrection of humankind only makes theological sense if it is
anchored in the resurrection of Jesus. Kärkkäinen posits an understanding of theological
desiderata for the resurrection of the body.63 Again, he seeks for a “radical middle
position” between the view of total cessation and no continuation between one’s death
and resurrection and the view that dualistic anthropological view of the soul that anchors
the continuation of identity.64 Kärkkäinen finds problematic both the nonreductive
61

Kärkkäinen, Christ and Reconciliation, 124.

62

Moltmann posits a historical crucifixion but an apocalyptic resurrection. Bultmann
posits resurrection as a non-historical event. Much of modern theological scholarship that uses
historical methodology cannot affirm the resurrection due to the Troeltschian rule of analogy—
that posits an event is historical if there is an analogical correspondence happening. Since there
are currently no resurrection events, then there can have been no resurrection then either.
Kärkkäinen, Christ and Reconciliation, 128–29. However, Kärkkäinen affirms that although
resurrection is metaphorical, it is nonetheless historical in the sense that the event happened in
history, but it also goes beyond history.
63

Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 119.

64

Throughout the project Kärkkäinen combats dualism of all kinds. However, it is not
clear if some kind of dualism remains in his project, mostly on the in-between state of human
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physicalism, where there is no space for a soul, and the gap theory, the non-existence of
the deceased in-between the moment of death and resurrection. The intermediate state of
the person—after death and before resurrection—is marked by a form of continuity-indiscontinuity, with some form of information-bearing of the deceased in God’s memory.
The person is held fast by God. He argues that the “Bible does not give a coherent picture
of what happens after physical death”; hence he sees ecumenical potentialities of his
project’s “radical middle” to connect the intermediary period with diverse ideas, such as
purgatory, paradise, and prayers for the dead.65
Related to this is the view of an unending form of hell. Kärkkäinen revises the
traditional understanding of hell by changing the emphasis from punishment and
suffering towards the integrity of divine justice and honoring the consequences of human
freedom.66 In doing so, he does not subscribe to universalism but supports an optimism
for the salvation of the religious other as viewed in his interpretation of Christ’s descent
into hell. He observes that issues in regards to human nature depend on one’s
comprehension of the nature of eschatology and the beyond.

nature after death and before the eschaton. Also, he argues for the plausibility of honoring the
memory of the ancestors in his communion ecclesiology. It is necessary to highlight that this
notion of contextuality between Christianity and native religious expressions that honor ancestors
already have an in-built ontological anthropology of life after death. He states that the theological
point of contention is “avoidance of idol worship” (Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 332), but
it seems to me that what is at stake is the status of the deceased ancestor. To honor the memory,
one has first to define to what this memory relates. Interestingly, Kärkkäinen uses the notion of
intermediate state to justify the ontological continuity of the deceased based on the memory of
God that makes possible the continuity of identity through the resurrection of the body.
65

Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 130.

Kärkkäinen, Christian Theology in the Pluralistic World, 581, states that “making hell
an absolutely unending form of damnation to all that may end up there does not necessarily
follow.”
66
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Kärkkäinen’s eschatology is marked by its view of revelation being historicaleschatological.67 Kärkkäinen argues that the events around Christian revelation require
historical factuality in such a way that revelation happens in history and as history. This
means that revelation does not belong to the realm of a supernatural non-historical
moment, but comprehends reality as a non-completed, open temporal historical process.
The features of this historical revelation are those of “promise,” rather than some
kind of static “deposit of truth,” pointing to the future turn and its anticipation as a
promissory note in the present. Or as he puts it, “it is making future ‘present’ in terms of
anticipation.”68 The fact that the promise of revelation is futuristic does not make it
utopian, because it is based on historical events.69 As usual, the characteristic of both-and
instead of either-or shows up once again.
The view of eschatology is characterized by three pairs: (1) personal and
communal hope; (2) human and cosmic destiny; (3) present and future hope. First, the
personal and communal hope discusses the tension between the personal recompense of
salvation as noticed in the personal destiny immediately after death (heaven, hell,
purgatory) as it relates to the restoration of the whole of humanity as seen in Jewish
eschatology (final day of judgment, day of the Lord). Kärkkäinen does not agree with the
idea of immortality of the soul as viewed in dualistic anthropology. Instead, he elaborates
67

Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 30–43.

68

Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 40. See also his view of the church as anticipation
and sign of the coming Reign of God in Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 291–92.
69

Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 42.
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a view of anthropology negotiating a certain anthropological view called
multidimensional monism.70
Second, his view on eschatology as human and cosmic is grounded in the
connection between the individual and the collective hope, or the destiny of the entire
universe.71 He proposes an “earthly eschatology” due to the fact of the eschatological
openness of creation through the work of the Holy Spirit. This openness makes the
eschatological creation operate within nature and history in such a way that the
“physicality—no more than time—are not so much ‘deleted’ as they are transformed,
made transcendent.”72
Third, eschatology is marked by present and future concerns about hope through
the presence of the Holy Spirit. This choice does not emphasize either one to the
exclusion of the other, but both. While liberationists favor a realized eschatology and
traditionalists an unrealized eschatology, Kärkkäinen posits the need for a future
70

This version of monism attempts to be provisional concerning the claims of
nonreductive physicalism. By allowing more than bottom-up physical causations through a view
of holistic ontology characterized by various aspects of dynamic relationship between the mental
and the spirit. Kärkkäinen, Christian Theology in the Pluralistic World, 184–85; Kärkkäinen,
Creation and Humanity, 306–49. He supports the usage of the term “soul” not in a dualistic
sense, but in a pragmatic linguistic way due to its appearance in the “Christian thesaurus”
Kärkkäinen, Christian Theology in the Pluralistic World, 185. However, because Kärkkäinen is
attempting to explain the gap between the state of man in between his death and the final
resurrection, he arrives at the suggestion that there would be eternity of the individual even before
resurrection. Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 131. It is not without good reason that he
advances a possible critique of his model targeting a “radical middle.” Kärkkäinen, Christian
Theology in the Pluralistic World, 183.
71

Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 19.

72

Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 88.
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orientation of eschatology without allowing an excuse for church passivity in terms of
liberation.73
This liberational activity functions as a “sign of a new creation” and as a “symbol
of God’s future.”74 This means that as a sign in the present (realization) it points to
something beyond itself in the future (unrealization). This sign found in the present may
appropriate the agenda of feminist, liberationist, ecological, and theological liberational
efforts, acknowledging that the present liberational results will remain partial while they
await future consummation.75
In contrast to replacement, recycling, and restorative models of eschatological
approaches to ecology, Kärkkäinen favors what Erns M. Conradie calls an “elevation
model,” which means that salvation uplifts and ennobles not only humanity through
redemption but the environment as well.76
Having considered the topic of eschatology, we turn now to the description of
Kärkkäinen’s missional theology observed in his ecclesiology and other theological loci.
73

Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 148.

74

Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 149.

Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 154, states: “While I also do not subscribe to a
hope based on ‘an assurance of continuing progress in history,’ I definitely do cast my hope on
‘divine intervention to defeat God’s enemies.’” It is unclear what he means by this divine
intervention since he argues for a non-interventionist objective divine action model in
protological creation. Kärkkäinen, Creation and Humanity, 164–93. It would be expected that
protological creation would follow the same divine action mechanism of eschatological
(re)creation.
75

76

Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 155–56. He alludes to the typology of Ernst M.
Conradie, “What Is the Place of the Earth in God’s Economy?,” in Christian Faith and the Earth,
65–96.
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Mission
In this section, I highlight the four aspects that are related to the concept of
mission in the thought of Kärkkäinen, namely, the trinitarian emphasis, the primacy of
the locality and its global scope of hearing voices from the margins, the missional
dimension of the liturgy and sacraments, and finally, the missional dimension of
interreligious relations.
First, the missiological project of the Constructive Christian Theology for the
Pluralistic World has its foundations—as do all the other doctrines—in the trinitarian
structure of the sending divine agency.77 So the triune God’s sending of himself connects
with the sending of the church, making mission intrinsic to the church.78 However,
whenever the trinitarian metaphor is appropriated, one has to be careful not to make this
transfer of meaning in a utilitarian manner, as Leonardo Boff suggests.79 The analogy
points to the following features of trinitarian ecclesiology: relationality, presence-for the
other, equality, nondomination, and unity and difference.80
77

Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 485, argues that the missional community follows
the Trinitarian movement of creation-salvation-consummation “into that divine movement to heal
and reconcile the world God has created.” He suggests that the ecclesiological community has to
follow the prompt of the Trinity, as indicated in his title “Community after the Trinity.” Ibid.,
278.
78

Hence, his claim that the church as mission should understand mission not as
something that the church does but as something that is essential to it and has multidimensional
implications for the church’s nature and existence. Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 336–44.
The missional nature does not impinge only on the ecclesiological terrain, but he states: “The
missionary nature of the church is a leading idea for this project.” Ibid., 336.
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Leonardo Boff, Trinity and Society, Theology and Liberation Series (Maryknoll, NY:
Orbis, 1988), 3. As argued in Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 285.
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Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 286–91. I will not comment on all features, but
only on those that I judge have theological implications for God, eschatology, and mission.
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This trinitarian features imported into ecclesiology present the generative power
of the doctrine of God within the other loci. Just as the relationality of the Trinity is
sustained through the principle of interpenetration (perichoresis), where the divine relates
to each other, so too the church ought to be a relational entity. Kärkkäinen states:
“Relationality implies that the church is more than an institution—‘people’ are essential
to the church.”81 This assertion says that what makes the church church—its
constitution—is the relationality of the people instead of the institution (or something
else).82
Also, equality is a given within social notions of the Trinity.83 This equality starts
from the non-hierarchical, non-dominative, notion of the Trinity (the monarchy of the
Father and issues related to subordinationism), and its theological implications affect
issues of gender, ecology, and ordination. All of these features give meaning to the
Trinitarian analogy of the church as communion.
These two examples of relationality and equality in themselves point to how
ecclesiology benefits from trinitarian thinking, and generate other missional impacts for
ecclesiology. See, for example, how a theological position on non-dominance is deduced
from a non-hierarchical view of God, given theology based on texts like 1 Cor. 11 to
81

Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 287.
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Obviously, the church is not a human institution only, so its relationality is correlated
with the constitutional presence of Christ and the Spirit, through the Word and administration of
sacraments. Kärkkäinen follows Miroslav Volf toward a minimal definition of ecclesiality that
would not require an episcopacy for constituting the church. See Miroslav Volf, After Our
Likeness: The Church as the Image of the Trinity, Sacra Doctrina (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans,
1998).
Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 288, claims that “full equality among the trinitarian
members has become such a canonical statement. . . .”
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justify patriarchalism and gender exclusivism for ministerial ordination. Again,
depending on how one envisions intra-Trinitarian relations, robust ecclesiology and
mission theology may assume theological positions in harmony with such issues.
If the doctrine of the Trinity is generative to missional thinking, the
ecclesiological tradition also conditions the missional dimension in Kärkkäinen’s
constructive theology. This takes the reader to the second point, namely the primacy of
the locality over universality. Kärkkäinen modifies the Nicean-Constantinopolitan marks
of ecclesiological constitution, transforming the adjectives into verbs. Ecclesial
characteristics that are traditionally used to describe the nature of the church—unity,
holiness, catholicity, and apostolicity—are interpreted in a dynamic and less rigid
manner. Following missiologist Charles Van Engen, Kärkkäinen understands that
ecclesiastical actions “underline the dynamic and missional orientation of the marks.”84
What is at stake is the localization-regionalization of the marks instead of them being
abstractions with a platonic overtone. The same trend is observed in Kärkkäinen’s notion
of communion ecclesiology, where he defines the church as a communion of local
communions, favoring empirical manifestation instead of appealing to the universality of
the church.85
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Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 306–7. Cf. Charles Van Engen, God’s Missionary
People (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 1991).
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Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 322. In this logic, the empirical church—the one in
time and history—has precedent and is where reality subsists. The same logic is noticed in the
discussion on the historic ecclesiological visibility-invisibility dilemma where one can easily
abstract the notion and talk about a concept that nobody understands—obviously nobody besides
God.
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This emphasis on the local rather than the universal serves models of the church
that endorse free-church ecclesiologies, contextual theologies, and emphasis on
theologies based on religious experiences rather than a metaphysical framework.86 This
emphasis on the locality/contextuality is nuanced toward the idea of global theology,
which acknowledges the difference of theology refusing to take universality in a
homogenizing way.87 Rather, the globalization and change in the demographics of
Christianity makes it imperative to hear these unheard voices through multiple
perspectives. This impetus responds not only to the new demographics of Christianity,
but also to the new developments of the global context.
Third, the missional dimension of liturgy and sacraments stems from the
eschaton. The performance of worship has an “anticipatory nature.”88 This does not
necessarily mean that the anticipation is a form of technical actualization of the real
presence of Jesus within the elements with a metaphysical trans-or-con-substantiation, or
even other interpretative semantics of the “this is my body” phrase. Instead, Kärkkäinen
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Thomas Joseph White observes that modern Christianity gave primacy to experience
and phenomenological description in history instead of an intellectual system, which is abstract
and attempt to a synoptic metaphysical view of reality. In consequence, White writes: “This way
of thinking leads into the contextual theologies of our time: liberation and feminist theologies,
dialogue with the world religions, and various forms of pragmatic evangelical theology . . . that
focus on the ethical and psychological concerns of our contemporaries.” Thomas Joseph White,
“Whether Faith Needs Philosophy: Philosophy Fertilizes What Postmodernity Would Sterilize,”
First Things 215 (August/September 2011): 47–51.
Dyrness and Kärkkäinen, “Introduction,” in Global Dictionary of Theology, vii–xiv;
Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen, Pneumatology: The Holy Spirit in Ecumenical, International, and
Contextual Perspective (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2002), 147. Cf. Justo Gonzalez,
Mañana: Christian Theology from a Hispanic Perspective (Nashville, TN: Abingdon, 1990), 49.
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Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 361.
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suggests the affirmation of real presence without a metaphysical detailing of how it is
present.89
Worship ought to be dramatic and participatory as a “body language.”90 Evidently
such a conception of worship as participatory would incline itself toward a view of
believers’ baptism that involves a faith response and participation rather than
pedobaptism. And yet Kärkkäinen’s ecumenical project insists on mutual recognition,
despite believer’s baptism being the theological norm.91 Overall, regarding the question
of baptism, Vainio and Urvas note that Kärkkäinen’s solution reflects the ecumenical
sensibilities of the Baptism, Eucharist, and Ministry document by the World Council of
Churches.92
Finally, the missional dimension of interreligious relations provides a design of
ministry that starts with the multilayered tasks or actions that the church does internally
to its members and externally to those the church attempts to reach.93 The multiple layers
89

Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 394. He recommends to take it as a theolougemon,
or simply a theological opinion rather than a doctrinal proposition. Obviously, the ontological
platonic duplicity plays a significant role in the mechanics of transubstantiation of the real
presence of Christ in the elements—body and wine. Since Kärkkäinen’s project seeks to avoid
any kind of duality toward a multidimensional monism, we would expect him to avoid these other
forms of ontological actualization of divine presence. However, he accepts the mechanics of
sacramental actualization of divine presence within an ecumenical non-conclusive provisionality.
Ibid., 393–96.
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Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 362.

Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 386, writes: “First of all—and this is ecumenically
of prime importance—all the churches should make concentrated efforts to learn to recognize the
baptismal practices of other churches.”
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Vainio and Urvas, “Constructing a Global Theology,” 304.
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The mission is perceived as: (1) evangelism and common witness, (2) healing and
restoration, (3) social justice and equality, (4) integrity and flourishing of nature, (5)
reconciliation and peace building, and (6) dialogue and interfaith engagement. Kärkkäinen, Hope
and Community, 345.
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of mission make it broad enough to reflect the dynamic, action-oriented view of the
community that embraces a free-church ecclesiology without subscribing to some form of
universal catholicity. I highlight the dimension of dialogue and interfaith engagement of
the Christian church with other world religions and the secular culture.94
This interfaith, interreligious engagement follows the ecumenical spirit of
reception, recognition of the otherness of the other, mutual learning, and the assumption
that all truth claims before the eschaton are provisional. The goal of such engagement is
not realistically to provide a full communion of theological commonality, but a partial
communion where hospitality can be practiced.95
An Analysis of Presuppositions that Influence Kärkkäinen’s
Concept of Missional Hermeneutics
Theological Presuppositions
At this point, before I analyze Kärkkäinen’s methodology related to missional
hermeneutics, it is important to describe further some of the language and uncover some
of the elements used in this analysis, focusing on the structure of theological
methodology in dissecting the condition of method, understood as an action that takes
place under particular circumstances with the intent to achieve a particular goal.96 I
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Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 443–83; see also Kärkkäinen, Doing the Work of
Comparative Theology, 1–12.
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Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 421–37.

Canale, “Interdisciplinary Method in Christian Theology?” 382–87, argues that the
conditions determine the actual shape of the methodology. The notion of condition is closely
related to cause and principle. Canale develops the notion of the conditions of theological
methodology drawing from the ontological Aristotelian terms asking for the causes (or principles)
of method and in epistemological Kantian terms asking for the conditions (the sense in which
something is necessary to happen). The four Aristotelian causes—matter, form, efficient, telic—
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provide the elements of structural methodological analysis by focusing on the
ontological, epistemological, and teleological presuppositions.
First, the ontological presuppositions of the structure of theological method
correspond to the broadest realities that constructive theology assumes in articulating its
agents, namely narrative and meaning. They are characterized by broadness and
inclusivity, and whenever one describes theological topics, one refers implicitly or
explicitly to such referents. These realities are the macro-hermeneutical principles of
reality that color the meaning behind all that is—whether identified as God, the cosmos,
or humanity. Each one of these realities is defined based on a complex dynamic between
presuppositions, cultural assumptions, and sources of authority. All of these elements
interrelate among themselves within an environment of basic operations.97
Second, the epistemological presuppositions correspond to the assumed
theological ideas related to the cognitive, affective, and experiential elements involved in
the production of the theological knowledge and its interpretation. Depending on how the
interpreter justifies belief, the interpretation may define a basic orientation on the overall
framework of intelligibility. These issues cover broad concepts such as views on truth
and truth claims, foundations of knowledge, the adoption of certain philosophical
positions as filters for engaging the theological data. Speaking theologically, these
elements impinge directly on basic elements of Christian theology such as the revelation-

focuses on the action of movement and change. The Kantian condition brings light to the
epistemological filters in which we organize the subject chaotic sensory perception as data.
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For more on macro-hermeneutical principles and how they operate in theology, see
Fernando Canale, “Deconstructing Evangelical Theology?” AUSS 44.1 (2006): 95–130
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inspiration process, hermeneutics, theological reason, the understanding of the nature of
systematic theology, and how theological knowledge is constructed/developed.98
Third, the teleological presuppositions correspond to the teleological function,
which works as the guiding end (telos) of theological activity. Since this study focuses on
the missional construction and development of doctrine, the telos is understood as the
outcome of Christian theology through the formulation of a missional doctrine and
existence based on the Trinitarian missional God. The elements to be explored are the
cultural and relational (ecumenical) elements that function as the background to the
notion of doctrine.
To the ontological, epistemological, and teleological presuppositions of
Kärkkäinen’s constructive Christian theology we now turn.
Ontological Presuppositions
The ontological presuppositions are the amplest categories that inform what is
ultimate reality within theological methodology. Despite the fact that many do theology
in a post-metaphysical way, excluding the possibility of making theo-ontological claims,
Kärkkäinen attempts to reform metaphysics, and consequently the doctrine of God, as I
have previously shown.
The kind of comprehensive metaphysical framework that is envisioned in this
process is a dynamic-relational metaphysics, rather than a substance ontological
metaphysical framework. This metaphysical choice is observed in the way that the three
98

For the description of basic elements of christian theology, see Fernando Canale, Basic
Elements of Christian Theology: Scripture Replacing Tradition. Berrien Springs, MI: Andrews
University Lithothec, 2005.
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principles of reality (God, humanity, and the world) are depicted throughout the entire
project.
The first principle of reality—the doctrine of God—is defined by “classical
panentheism” with a relational emphasis. The implications start with a trinitarian
relational view of the doctrine of God, where threeness has precedence over oneness.
This relationality and its dynamic view of reality affects different doctrinal loci.99
The choice of this dynamic view of the Trinity has massive implications for how
the God-world relationship operates, as it relates to issue of time, divine passibility, and
foreknowledge, among other divine attributes.100 The rationale behind this relationality is
manifold, but basically it substitutes substance ontology. In fact, it is important to note
that he attempts to justify his choice through the Bible and tradition, but he does not
expand the argument by supporting it biblically,101 contending that the static features of
The turn to relationality affects Kärkkäinen’s entire system. Within the doctrine of
God, an ontology of relations replaces substance ontology. Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation,
245–46, 283. Within ecclesiology, relationality is noticed in how the church as community
follows the pattern of the perichoretic communion of the Trinity. Kärkkäinen, Hope and
Community, 286. Within the doctrine of creation, the older “essential” concept of nature is
replaced by a socially constructed one. Kärkkäinen, Creation and Humanity, 47.
99
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Kärkkäinen understands that God relates to the world through within the world
because of its panentheism. This is possible by means of the pneumatological omnipresence. This
omnipresence not only conditions the agency of how divine providence may operate, it also
provides the justification for the foreknowledge of God by means of a modified monilism.
Kärkkäinen protests against divine timelessness, endorsing a flowing-time paradigm (instead of a
block-time view), and understands eternity as “boundless temporality of God.” This tensed
flowing-time allows the God-world relationship to be complex, meaningfully relational, and
pneumatologically guided.
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Kärkkäinen endorses the authority of Scripture with some notion of revelationinspiration with a propositional and experiential dimension of biblical truth. He also understands
inspiration from the perspective of “incarnation” as a guide of proper conceptualization.
Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 62, writes: “Incarnation, embodiment, means that the triune
God, in the project of divine revelation, is fully embedded in human realities.”
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classical theism are incompatible with the biblical portrayal of God.102 Despite the fact
that he sympathizes with Moltmann at several junctures in his theological claims,
Kärkkäinen’s panentheism has many aspects that approximate his thought with a nuanced
classical theism.103
The second principle of reality—doctrine of humanity—is depicted as a
multidimensional monism. This doctrine on the one hand attempts to avoid dualism, and
on the other it nuances Nancey Murphy´s non-reductive physicalism by stating an
integral and holistic anthropology where physicality is the ultimate that constitutes
human beings. This position upholds humanity as a psychosomatic unity. However,
dualism remains part of its anthropology as was observed in the doctrine of the
intermediate state of the dead, namely, the state of the human being in between death and
the eschatological bodily resurrection.
Karkkäinen attempts to harmonize the concept of imago Dei without a substance
ontology essentialist category. At the same time, he subscribes to an evolutionist
understanding of human beings. If humans were evolved, then there is no difference in
degree of nature between humans and animals, which would make the image of God
102

The static features are known as the bouquet of deterministic God who is timeless,
immutable, impassible, simple, and predicated by the omniscient, omnipresent, omnipotent.
Although he wants to distance himself from these features, he reinterprets many characteristics of
this view in a dynamic and relational way.
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He does reinterpret classical divine attributes as the omnis, and related aspects of
divine foreknowledge (Molinism) in such a way that makes his panentheism a mild one. The
main feature of his panentheism is his pneumatological understanding of divine agency, making
divine action from within since the world is within God. This understanding allows the theologyscience dialogue to prosper, and open doors toward dialogue with other religions.
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contingent on the flowing of time and the evolution of the species. Also, the sin-death
causation has to be critically reinterpreted based on some kind of sin event as alienation.
The third principle of reality—the view of the world—is described in an
emerging, dynamic, and evolutionary manner. He assumes a deep chronology of the
world according to scientific standards, and then nuances a scientific non-interventionist
framework where God is not denied but understood to act from within the historicalgeographical continuum or the spatio-temporal created realities. As Kärkkäinen argues, to
speak about nature is to speak about creation, but what he means by nature is embedded
in the assumptions of a macro-evolutionary view of nature. Kärkkäinen envisions divine
action in a non-interventionist way using the resources of the omnipresence of the Spirit
within the world. This is helpful, for it interprets God working from within the natural
causes and elements instead of from outside.
At the same time, Kärkkäinen criticizes the too narrow epistemology of
positivism as something that cannot be empirically verified since the universe is allegedly
expanding infinitely.104 So he assumes a scientific evolving view of reality but is not
constrained by its scientific, more restrictive, epistemology.
Fourth, it is necessary to clarify how Kärkkäinen understands the relationship of
God with time as a primordial presupposition in theological methodology that impinges
on the nature of reality. Kärkkäinen states that “whereas early Christian theology rightly
defeated the assumption of the eternity of the world, it also mistakenly placed God
104

The scientific continuity paradigm is nuanced and expanded by the future-oriented
eschatology that anticipates God proleptically. He appropriates this anticipatory notion from
Pannenberg and Moltmann.
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‘outside’ time and juxtaposed time with (God’s) ‘timeless’ eternity.”105 The concept of
time sustained in this project is a “flowing time” in which God is characterized by
temporality but at the same time is able to transcend it. This view temporalizes eternity,
avoiding a timeless notion of time, but at the same time it preserves God’s transcendence,
which is his freedom. So, God has his own time, and at the same time he participates in
time temporally as seen in the incarnation and resurrection of Jesus.106
At this point, I turn now to the epistemological overview as observed in the
conditions of God-human communication.
Epistemological Presuppositions
The epistemological presuppositions are the formal condition of theological
methodology. This theological epistemology embraces theological knowledge
(revelation, hermeneutics, reason). On the one hand, one has to take into consideration
the communicant God who reveals, whatever one may conceptualize the object or
concept of such revelation to be. On the other hand, one has to take into consideration the
theological human intellect, or the reception of such truths—both by the prophets
(receivers) and by the individual-community that collects and canonizes with the purpose
of using what it collects for the construction of religious norms, worship, liturgy, and
mission. In this way, in this section I briefly point out some of the presuppositions of the
revelation-inspiration-hermeneutics dimension, the presuppositions of the reception and
usage of these texts, and the postfoundationalist epistemology.
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First, Kärkkäinen argues that revelation has a multidimensional character due to
the incompleteness of the yet unfolding human history.107 However, at the present
moment the liberating aspect is based on its translatability, or its postcolonial
acknowledgment of different locations. Such translatability is the targeted hermeneutics
that understands revelation as always being contextualized in different localities.108
Though this translatability makes revelation dynamic, such dynamism does not
necessarily reject a propositional view of truth-claims. Rather, it broadens it.109
Kärkkäinen asserts that the problem of propositionalism is not its static notion, but its
limited view of other revelatory dimensions that mediate knowledge through symbols and
metaphors. So, it is a linguistic broadening that departs from a Platonist view of language
into a more experiential resignification of language and of its depicted referents.
Second, the canon of Scriptures and its revelation within the church seek to give
tradition a role that is regulated by the Scriptures. Kärkkäinen agrees with Vanhoozer
about the formulation of a dynamic tradition that develops things despite the closedness
of the canon.110 In the sense that theological epistemology is rooted in revelation, and
107

Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 53, argues that this unfolding in humans is what
constitutes the eschatological nature of revelation.
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Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 79, summarizes: “the inspiration of Scripture as
propositional, metaphorical, and symbolic—in keeping with the goal of constructing a pluriform
theology of revelation—has been established.”
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Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 101, argues that “it might seem that the very
notion of tradition suggests something frozen, unchanging, fixed. That, however, is not the case
with the Spirit-led tradition among the people of God. In biblical and theological understanding,
tradition is not a dead phenomenon. It is, as both Eastern Orthodox and Roman Catholicism
insists, a living, dynamic, and hence evolving process.”
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revelation has to assume a way of divine communication and canonization, Kärkkäinen
endorses Vanhoozer’s notion of canon vis-à-vis ecclesiastical tradition.111
Third, Kärkkäinen’s epistemology is post-foundationalist, as his methodological
vision makes clear.112 In fact, the introduction and the epilogue to Hope and Community
emphasize theological epistemology as enabling the relatively confident arrival at
theological conclusions. So, this project rejects self-evidence (evidentialism), absolute
truth-claims, and strictly propositional truth-bearing propositions. Instead, borrowing
Lesslie Newbigin’s book title, Kärkkäinen posits that a “proper confidence” is
conditioned by the possibility of error and the limitation of its own situatedness and
personal value-driven convictions and beliefs.113 This kind of knowledge is tacit (to quote
Polanyi) and deeply personal.114 This kind of epistemology may enable dialogue, but
probably not preaching.
Teleological Presuppositions
The teleological presuppositions refer to the missional goal of doctrine and
mission. The goal is related to the nature and function that establishes the ends (purpose)
of doctrinal construction. For example, the goal of a pen is to write, that of a cell-phone is
Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 100, states: “the Protestant principle of sola
Scriptura should not be understood as a way of rejecting or undermining the role of tradition, but
rather, as linking the two together. This is what Vanhoozer means when he says that the
canonical-linguistic model ‘affirms both the necessity of sola scriptura and the necessity, even
the inevitability, of tradition.” Cf. Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 183. Further description of this
relationship appears in the next chapter when Vanhoozer’s doctrine of the canon is examined.
111
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Discipleship (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1995), 1–15.
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to call or connect, the goal of a chair is to provide a sitting place. However, an essentialist
definition, although at first sight useful, may be simply wrong, for the usage of the same
object may provide different goals depending on the intention of the one who is using the
object (for instance, the chair may be used for something other than to sit down), or
simply may have a complete different analogical sense, like “the chair of the
department.” In this way, I acknowledge the influence of Wittgenstein’s insight on the
validity of language-games and life forms in impacting the nature and goal of doctrine
depending on its usage.115
Thus, one wonders: How does Kärkkäinen use doctrine and how does this usage
correlates with the teleological presuppositions of doctrine? Kärkkäinen’s constructive
theology intends to provide an account that is integrative (taking many theological
disciplines and theological sources into consideration), but also finding sources elsewhere
(religions, sciences, culture). This integration as a goal makes Kärkkäinen’s project
hybrid, interconfessional, interdisciplinary, and interreligious.116 Although a reader could
criticize this broad scope, such a hybridity extends the conversation to areas of interest in
pluralistic times. It is true that the goal of being relevant, dialogical, and ecumenical may
bring criticism from points of view associated with conservative Christian stances,
precisely in areas of soteriological exclusivism, the doctrine of revelation, and issues of
authority (sola Scriptura) and cosmology, among others. However, Kärkkäinen does not
115
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shy away from his goal, but instead takes hold of what he considers the best of tradition
with the purpose of critiquing and transcending it.117
Clearly, Kärkkäinen’s theology is not from a single confessional point of view.118
Rather, he emphasizes the comparative theological methodology which is a methodology
that fits pluralistic times better, enabling interreligious dialogue. And yet Kärkkäinen’s
constructive theology functions in a mediating way, making possible the meaningful
exchange between different religious bodies with the intention of finding convergence
and mutual recognition of theological claims.
Having uncovered some of the ontological, epistemological, and teleological
theological presuppositions, I now turn to some considerations on missional
presuppositions, namely the relationship of Kärkkäinen’s theology to culture and the
ecumenical thought.

Missional Presuppositions
The missional dimension of doctrine refers to some selected issues related to the
missional context in which the claims of the Christian message are embodied and the
locus in which encounter with the religious other occurs. Earlier, I outlined four elements
in describing the principal missional features in Kärkkäinen’s thought: the trinitarian
structure of mission, the emphasis on locality, the missional dimension of liturgy, and
117
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offering reasons for seeing Kärkkäinen as an evangelical-ecumenical-world theologian, his
conclusions of identifying Kärkkäinen with evangelicalism remain debatable due to the flexibility
and lack of precision of evangelicalism as an entity.
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interreligious relations. Now I seek to uncover some of the missional presuppositions of
his thought. Although some missional presuppositions are theological, like the trinitarian
structure of mission, here I delimit my analysis by focusing on both cultural and
ecumenical presuppositions.
Cultural Presuppositions
The cultural presuppositions of the teleological condition of Kärkkäinen’s
theological methodology deal with how culture is envisioned. Depending on how one
understands culture, it has an effect on the reception and formulation of theology by the
individual and community in the missional context.
Kärkkäinen’s project endorses a theological methodology that posits the qualifier
“post” (e.g., postmodern, postfoundationalist) as being an integral part of his theology,
leading one to imagine that his assumed definition of culture will follow such a trajectory
in his thought. The turn to postmodern and postfoundationalist thinking privileges the
historicity of the thought, the phenomenological description of the locality and the
concrete dynamics of theology through the lenses of the individual subject. Kärkkäinen
does exactly this. For he considers theology to be dialogical, inclusive, and contextual.
Throughout his series, he listens to voices from the margins, having in mind a global
approach to theology.
On the one hand, given that postmodern epistemology avoids sharing a common
or universal language of intelligibility and objectivity—with the exception, perhaps, of
scientific language—this leads to fragmentation, plurality, and the multiperspectival
nature of any kind of knowledge. On the other hand, without a universal or dominant
point of view, society as a whole becomes fragile and collapses. Without the unification
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of society, or a common core that holds everything together, there is only space for chaos
and nihilist social conditions.119
Similarly, this tension of locality versus universality has been an issue in
ecclesiology since nascent Christianity, followed by the expansion of the Christian
movement, and the centralization of notions of Catholicism to maintain the unity of the
church.120 An appeal to these metaphysical notions that compound the concept of
catholicity is easier in high church ecclesiologies, but in low church ecclesiologies such a
notion remains problematic, and potentially leads to fragmentation rather than unity.121
119

See, for example, the contemporary debate of political agendas pushing for globalism
and nationalism, with massive implications on economics and culture. On the one hand, the
globalist agenda pushes for international government, multilateral relations, and shared goals. On
the other hand, nationalism pushes for one’s nation independence, personal and collective
freedom, and self-determination. Yoram Hazony, The Virtue of Nationalism (New York: Basic,
2018), 16–20. Although this dissertation has nothing to do with politics, the nationalist versus
globalist agenda, and their tension, has a similar structure to that of contextual theology (with its
emphasis on the local) versus general theology (with its absolutist, dogmatic, universalist
emphasis).
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See, for example, how evangelicals and some protestants may be accused of
fragmentation due precisely to the lack of tradition, the lack of a higher notion of universality,
and the principle of subjective interpretation of the Bible (i.e., the priesthood of all believers) that
results in “pervasive interpretive pluralism.” Vanhoozer, Biblical Authority after Babel:
Retrieving the Solas in the Spirit of Mere Protestant Christianity (Grand Rapids, MI: Brazos,
2016), 1–33; See also, Alister E. McGrath, Christianity’s Dangerous Idea: The Protestant
Revolution—a History from the Sixteenth Century to the Twenty-First (New York: HarperOne,
2007); Peter J. Leithart, “The Future of Protestantism: The Churches Must Die to Be Raised
Anew,” First Things 245 (August/September 2014): 23–27; Peter J. Leithart, The End of
Protestantism: Pursuing Unity in a Fragmented Church (Grand Rapids, MI: Brazos, 2016).
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All of this discussion is relevant in Kärkkäinen’s theological construction because
he emphasizes both the contextual/global nature of theology (the term “glocal” has been
used, and merges both emphases) and the endorsement of a metaphysics, that provides a
kind of synoptic vision. This metaphysics is characterized by the rediscovery of
consciousness, emerging worldview, and dynamic and relational ontology.122 It is
precisely this dynamic metaphysics that unifies the project toward the systematization.123
But at the same time his views are not totalizing, as one can see by his broad engagement
with the religious other and scientific claims on reality. The dialogical, inclusive, and
hospitable nature of Kärkkäinen’s theology makes it a kind of “mediating theology,”
opening ways of engagement even with positions that are mutually exclusive or
incommensurable with his constructive project.
A reader could argue that his double emphasis on the context (locality) and
metaphysics (generality) is incoherent. For either one gives primacy to the local or one
generalizes into a view of the whole. The fundamental question to ask in response to this
dilemma is “What kind of metaphysics?” Kärkkäinen argues that metaphysics does not
function as tool to obtain a grand, privileged point of view, but as a help to “set
conditions and contours for speaking of God.”124 Kärkkäinen’s view on metaphysics,
then, is interpreted as a language rule, guiding the “conditions” and “constraints” of
122

Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 214.
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Kärkkäinen claims that he is not systematizing anything, that systematics is an
unfortunate description of the theological field due to its presumed totality and its naïve realist
approach to reality. He also claims that the order of the theological loci chosen do not have a
particular or rational theological order, namely (in order of publication): Trinity and Revelation,
Christ and Reconciliation, Creation and Spirit, Humanity and Sin, Eschatology and Community.
However, his 2019 primer on Christian Theology follows a more traditional systematic order.
124

Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 215.
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“speaking.” This view reminds one of the post-liberal project, which interprets religion as
a “grammar.” Thus, a kind of internalism is the natural outcome of such a view.125
Applied to the discussion on cultural presuppositions, this led to the logic that the truths
of Christianity may be valid only to its community—the cultural group that shares the
same rules for speaking about God. Whenever one approach someone outside of such a
culture (the religious other), the only possible way of intelligibility is by exchange of
information conditioned by the other’s own rules of religious language.
Another question that arises in reference to cultural presuppositions is: How can a
post-theological methodological view cohere with a particular view of postmodern
culture? Arbuckle argues that the main distinction between theories of cultures from
classicist, modern, and postmodern perspectives resides in the fact that the classicist
understands culture as a single entity, while the modern view acknowledges a plurality of
cultures both diachronically and synchronically. In distinction to those two, the main
difference in the postmodern view is that culture is understood as fragmented, as having
no pure or monoculture.126
With such a fragmented way of viewing reality, Kärkkäinen establishes his kind
of theology in a pluralist world. What this means is that he views the identity of theology,
Karkkainen’s dialogical and comparative method intends to increase understanding
and information of the religious other, but the question of truth is a different kind of question.
Urvas and Vainio, “Constructing a global theology,” 306.
125
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Arbuckle, Culture, Inculturation, and Theologians, xi, understands that a proper
theological foundation of culture in a postmodern view has to take into consideration webs of
symbolic and mythical meaning, systems of order and classification, boundary-maintaining
aspects of society, matrices for identity formation, orchestrations of human life, and systems of
negotiating differences.
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and theology’s communities, as negotiating boundaries based on their claims with their
cultural, theological, and religious neighbors.
These boundaries in modernist thought are clear and precise due to the objectivist
criteria. This view generates the likes of nationalism, fundamentalism, and theological
normativity (orthodoxy, heterodoxy, and heresy).127 Although Kärkkäinen’s theology is
postmodern, the “post” dimension in his theology affirms the boundaries instead of
fusing them. Despite the fragmentation of culture, one has to have a point of view,
without the need to produce a pan-culture—a universal cultural claim such as the first and
second generation of pluralists attempted to establish.128 Instead, Kärkkäinen affirms the
difference, and the dialogue between the different.
This acknowledgment is seen in his methodology for comparative theology,
which is necessary for interreligious dialogue. The choice of comparative theology,
instead of comparative religious methodology, implies the acknowledgment of its
religious location rather than a so-called neutral point of view.
Ecumenical Presuppositions
The ecumenical presuppositions of the teleological aspect of Kärkkäinen’s
theological methodology are central to the development of his constructive theology.129
Arbuckle, Culture, Inculturation, and Theologians, xxi; see also, Kärkkäinen’s paper
“Global Theological Challenges” presented at the Evangelical Theological Society (2019) in the
group of Theological Methodology, argues that global theology is not a kind of universal
theology, but the coming together of perspectives of different points of view with a dynamic
fellowship of local interpretations, similar to an act of negotiation.
127
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Theologians such as Paul Knitter and John Hick.

129

The Greek term oikōmenē is derived from oikos, which means house, dwelling place,
and by extension, household. It points to the inhabited world as a unit and the term has the
meaning of an administrative unit during the Roman empire (Bauer, BDAG, s.v., “oikōmenē”).
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Ecumenism is undoubtedly one of the most important and widespread theological
movements of modern times. As a result of more than half a century of ecumenical
activities, Christian history has been reinterpreted, theology is being transformed, and
Christian biblical studies are in flux. All these developments have an impact, whether
direct or indirect, on Christian doctrine in general.130
The primary historical meaning of ecumenism in a theological sense is the
description of something pertaining to the whole of the church, i.e. to the church
wherever it is in the inhabited world, or the reference to the church councils which had
attendees from all parts of the inhabited world, with a clear intent to describe
ecclesiastical validity.
However, the contemporary meaning of ecumenism springs from the concern to
understand divided fellow Christians with the intent to recover some kind of unity
amongst them.131 This larger purpose was systematically approached through several
different kinds of models of ecclesiastical unity—which is one of the marks of r the
church within the nicene-constantinopolitan mark of the church.
The models of unity are: (1) The cooperative-federative model, which consists of
the development of an alliance of churches with the purpose of working toward common
goals; 132 (2) The model of mutual recognition, which consists of the mutual
130

Diane Kessler and Michael Kinnamon, Councils of Churches and the Ecumenical
Vision (Geneva: WCC, 2000).
131

As observed in the documents of the Second Vatican Council and also the vision of
the World Council of Churches.
132

For example, Fédération Protestante de France and the Association of Theological
Schools in the US and Canada.
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acknowledgment that affirms that a certain kind of Christianity is a genuine expression of
Christianity; 133 (3) The model of organic unity, which endorses the merging of
denominations despite this affecting significant changes to one’s denominational
identity;134 (4) The model of church fellowship (koinonia), which is based on an
understanding of the gospel message and the sacraments.135
Kärkkäinen’s envisioned ecumenicity is most akin to the fourth model above. It
has a koinonia ecclesiology. Its inter-religious, interdenominational, and relational
emphasis is consistent with its relational ontology, which is dynamic and
epistemologically humble. Such epistemological humility makes room—where
previously there was no room—for humble dialogue and creating spaces of interaction of
its truth-claims.
Another area in which Kärkkäinen contributed toward ecumenical development is
in regard to the Pentecostal contribution to global contexts.136 This has become clear in
the 2010 centenary meetings of the Edinburgh 1910 mission conference. After one
hundred years, the majority of mission agencies were no longer from the west but from
non-western countries. Also, Pentecostalism has become the fastest growing Christian
133

For example, ten US denominations mutually recognized each other and formed the
Churches Uniting in Christ in 2002.
134

This model was followed by the United Church of Canada, a merger of Methodist,
Presbyterian, and Congregationalist churches (1925), the Evangelical United Brethren Church
(1968), among others denominations.
135

This model is based on the trinitarian view of the Godhead in communion, and it is
adopted by The Roman Catholic Church after the Second Vatican Council as an ecumenism of
koinonia instead of an ecumenism of return.
136

For his earlier contributions to the Roman Catholic and Pentecostal dialogues, see
Kärkkäinen, Spiritus Ubi Vult Spirat; Kärkkäinen, Ad Ultimum Terrae.
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body globally, bringing Pentecostal themes, like the Holy Spirit, to the forefront of the
ecumenical agenda.137
Although the Constructive Christian Theology for the Pluralistic World series is
not argued from a confessional Pentecostal point of view, the pre-eminence of
pneumatology in the overall project is noteworth.138 And yet, it remains to be seen
whether Pentecostals—members of a denomination that tends to emphasize missionary
proselytism, enthusiastic experientialism, and exploding growth in South America,
Africa, and Asia, will identify themselves with Kärkkäinen’s pneumatological
reappropriation. I imagine that Kärkkäinen’s project may resonate better with
Pentecostals from the global north, but his project may be received by Pentecostals in
other regions of the world as too accommodative to the contemporary situation, without a
proper emphasis on charismatic experience, a framework on the prosperity gospel, and a
definition of mission that is closer to evangelism and an encounter of power than on
dialogue.
Summary
I have argued in this chapter that Kärkkäinen’s missional doctrinal hermeneutics
are particularly evident in his doctrines of God, eschatology, and mission. First, the
doctrine of God established in this project is a classical panentheism, which he argues
137

For a list of contributions documenting key themes and Pentecostal contribution to
Christian mission, see Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen, ed., The Spirit in the World: Emerging Pentecostal
Theologies in Global Contexts (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2009). See also Kirsteen Kim,
Joining with the Spirit: Connecting World Church and Local Church (London: Epworth, 2009).
138

See for example, the role of the Spirit in salvation, Christology, continuous creation,
panentheism, cosmology, and mission. All of these areas receive a pneumatological
interpretation, which is usually not emphasized in the Christian tradition.
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better represents the dynamic view of reality than does classical, substance ontology,
which made sense at that time for the communities of the early church. So, there is a
dimension of ecclesiastical authority in defining doctrine, despite his claim of having a
canonical view of authority.
Second, the eschatological dimension of his theology is completely futureoriented like Moltmann’s and Pannenberg’s. He attempts for purging any dualistic
remnants of platonic substance ontology, but it seems to me that his attempt is
paradoxical at best and inconsistent at worse. He perpetuates apparent dualities in his
views of anthropology, the state of death, and the intermittent period in-between death
and the eschaton.
Third, the missional dimension of his theology is observed in the relationality of
the doctrine of God, and thus, by implication in the ecclesial dimension of worship,
liturgy, sacraments, and ecclesiastical existence. It follows the trajectory of the Vatican II
pilgrim ecclesia—the church on the way in koinonia, and it endorses a dynamic
ecclesiality that transforms the marks (substantives) of the church into verbs (actions).
Finally, one can see Kärkkäinen’s missional doctrinal hermeneutics in his
consistency in communicating the truth-claims of Christian theology comparatively with
other religious claims. His attempt does not endorse pluralism; rather, it takes into
consideration the different localities, and their ideas and beliefs, trying to put these
perspectives into dialogue with one another. This attempt to achieve theological certainty
is never final, but a proper confidence is achieved in those theological judgments that he
does establish.
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With all that in mind, we turn now to explore the missional doctrine hermeneutics
of our second interlocutor, Kevin J. Vanhoozer.
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CHAPTER 4

A CANONICAL LINGUISTIC APPROACH: THE MISSIONAL
DOCTRINAL HERMENEUTICS OF
KEVIN J. VANHOOZER

I analyzed methodologies that emphasize contextual-cultural and fixed-dynamic
models of theological methodology in chapter 2. These provide a spectrum of metaphors
that are often employed by what I am naming “missional doctrinal hermeneutics.” I then
analyzed Kärkkäinen’s theological methodology in chapter 3, noticing that his pluralistic
project tends toward the dynamic-contextual spectrum of the typology proposed. With
these models in mind, I turn now to the doctrinal description and analysis of Kevin
Vanhoozer’s theological methodology as it relates to his missional doctrinal formulation.
Kevin J. Vanhoozer: The Man and the Theologian
Kevin Jon Vanhoozer (b. 1957) is an American theologian who has been
professor of systematic theology at Trinity Evangelical Divinity School twice, from 1986
to 1990, and from 2012 to the present. Before that, he taught at Wheaton College (2009–
2012) and the University of Edinburgh (1990–1998). He earned degrees in Philosophy
and Religion (BA, Westmont College), attended a seminary (MDiv, Westminster
Theological Seminary), and completed a doctorate on the hermeneutics of Paul Ricoeur
(PhD, University of Cambridge).1 He has established himself as a specialist on
His 1985 dissertation was entitled “Stories and Histories of Jesus: Biblical Narrative,
Theological Method, and the Hermeneutic Philosophy of Paul Ricoeur,” published as Kevin J.
1
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hermeneutics and postmodern theology, using literary theory and other rhetorical
elements (e.g., drama, narrative) to conceptualize theological meaning.2 His theological
commitments lie with evangelical Reformed theology.3
Description of the Concept of Missional Hermeneutics
in Vanhoozer’s Theology
Doctrine
Vanhoozer claims that his theo-dramatic approach applied to doctrine is
“directive.”4 This directive manner of understanding uses the master metaphor of the
theater, with its main discursive category of “drama,” as a way to provide articulative
power for dogmatics.5 Vanhoozer problematizes the nature and task of dogmatics in

Vanhoozer, Biblical Narrative in the Philosophy of Paul Ricoeur: A Study in Hermeneutics and
Theology (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990).
2

Kevin J. Vanhoozer, Is There a Meaning in This Text?: The Bible, the Reader, and the
Morality of Literary Knowledge (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1998). This book is an example
of Vanhoozer’s dive into literary criticism and postmodern philosophers in order to rehabilitate
the concept of authorial intent.
Vern S. Poythress, Book Review “Remythologizing Theology: Divine Action, Passion,
and Authorship,” WTJ 74, no. 2 (Fall 2012): 445.
3

Vanhoozer writes, “doctrine directs the church to participate rightly in the drama of
redemption, and it assumes that one can participate rightly only if one has an adequate
understanding of what the drama is all about.” Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 77–78 (italics
removed). For Vanhoozer’s views on doctrine as a canonical practice and how scriptures were
used and abused in theology, see Kevin J. Vanhoozer, “Scripture and Theology: On ‘Proving’
Doctrine Biblically,” in The Routledge Companion to the Practice of Christian Theology, ed.
Mike Higton and Jim Fodor (New York: Routledge, 2015), 141–59.
4

On recent antitheatrical prejudice and Vanhoozer’s response to drama as a fitting term
to envision doctrine as directive, see Vanhoozer, Faith Speaking Understanding, 239–52.
5
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response to George Lindbeck’s postliberal proposal.6 After analyzing three main
theological approaches to Christian doctrine—the cognitive-propositionalist, the
affective-expressivist, and the narrative—he identifies irreconciled deficiencies of the
postliberal project. Then, to preserve what to him is proper usage of Scripture regarding
theological truth-claims, Vanhoozer proposes his canonical-linguistic, theo-dramatic
approach.7
The canonical-linguistic approach is a via media position in that it is
informational, expressive, and volitional. It takes up what Vanhoozer sees as the
advantages, but not the inadequacies, of each approach. The substitution of the
“canonical” instead of “cultural” points to Vanhoozer’s desire to continue to give
primacy to the canon, without falling into the arena of evangelical fundamentalism,
propositionalism, and conservativism.
The theo-dramatic qualification of doctrine—inspired by Hans Urs Von
Balthasar’s five-volume Theo-drama: Theological Dramatic Theory 8—takes into
consideration both the historical divine theo-drama found in the Bible, and the
Lindbeck’s cultural-linguistic approach avoids the pitfalls of both propositionalism and
experientialism at the same time by interpreting doctrine as a set of rules and grammar of
religion. For his theory, see Lindbeck, Nature of Doctrine.
6

7

The canonical-linguistic approach avoids the pitfalls of propositionalism, characterized
by modernistic absolute interpretation, universal and literal applicability, metaphysically-driven,
univocity, without ecumenical net worth. On the other hand, the affective-expressivist approach
interprets dogmatics as lyric expression, with the force of poetic communicative experience.
While the former conceptual propositionalist view assumes a realist view of language to objective
realities, the expressivist view of doctrine is nothing more than subjective perceptive expression.
At the same time, Vanhoozer further criticizes the postliberal view of doctrine as “storied
practices” as characterized by internalism.
8

Hans Urs von Balthasar, Theo-drama: Theological Dramatic Theory, vols. 1–5 (San
Francisco: Ignatius, 1988–1998).
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consequent ongoing development of the theo-drama by the community of believers by
means of fitting participation.
The theo-drama is marked by divine communicative action. The triune God
communicates himself through the canon.9 This communication assumes a certain
theological ontology that becomes the substance of the realities to which it refers.10 Also,
the medium of communication (as the canon) refers to theological epistemology, or of
making the conditions of theological knowledge possible.11 This communicative process
9

Storer, Reading Scripture to Hear God, 1–18, argues that Vanhoozer develops an
economy of communication focusing is God’s self-communication in Scripture. This emphasis on
God’s self-communication in Scripture is contrasted to the way in which God can reveal himself
sacramentally through other ways rather than Scripture. Storer claims: “While Vanhoozer’s
bibliology is one of presence, his ecclesiology is decidedly one of absence.” Ibid., 115. The
epistemological emphasis on Scripture as a locus of divine speech-acts may have the potential of
not seeing the broader work of the Spirit within the world and cultures.
10

Vanhoozer and Treier, Theology and the Mirror of Scripture, 46, presents a theological
ontology. At the outset, the question of theological unity among evangelicals is problematized by
the absence of a defined theological core with no magisterium to render judgments when facing
theological disagreement. This complicates the landscape for evangelical identity and
programmatic future. The proposal imagines the theological substance using a nautical analogy of
an “anchor” instead of static proposals (i.e., boundary or centered analogies). The anchor analogy
allows some doctrinal fixation and delimited flexibility. The substance of this “anchor”
corresponds to a Trinitarian, crucicentric emphasis (78–79). This proposal is not intended to be an
exact science, nor a method (126). The telos of such theology does not aim to produce
foundationalist knowledge, but the formation of wise judgments. These procedures access the
knowledge of God through the divine economy targeting what God is in himself. Although the
authors use the language of “being,” they are not interested in metaphysical speculation, but in
the divine identity that self-communicates in speech and acts in the soteriological narrative (66).
11

Vanhoozer and Treier, Theology and the Mirror of Scripture, 81–127, presents a
theological epistemology. It proposes a critical biblicism that gives theological currency to the
variegated literary forms and contents within Scriptures looking for patterns of biblical reasoning.
Its epistemic strategy is to validate testimony as reliable. The chapter reacts to naïve biblicism by
broadening the concept of authority pertaining intrinsically to the canon toward a larger domain
that includes its interpretative reception. By emphasizing “apostolicity” before “catholicity,” the
authors posit tradition with ministerial, derivative authority while maintaining sola Scriptura with
magisterial authority (117). The goal is to provide a blueprint that holds the tension between
theological unity in essentials and diversity in non-essentials for the sake of right understanding,
wise embodiment, and mission.
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intends to engage the community of faith in participation through the directive role of the
canon by means of kerygma, witness, and teaching. 12 A modern theologian would likely
say that Vanhoozer’s project is pre-critical, or that it assumes the possibility of
metaphysics and the study of being in general, and consequently of theological being in
particular, making the entire project invalid by modern epistemological standards.13
Nonetheless, modern theology and its epistemological limits overlook what I consider an
important point about Vanhoozer’s project, namely, the adequacy of epistemology to its
subject matter—God. With this in mind, I see Vanhoozer’s theology as a form of what
Oliver Crisp names “theology as confessional dogmatics approach” or the dogmatic task
to study theology theologically, by instrumentalizing nontheological disciplines aligned
to theology’s dogmatic task.14
In the “confessional dogmatics approach” one is reminded that theology has an
ecclesial focus, and it is precisely at this ecclesial focus that Vanhoozer’s doctrinal
method combines the epistemic realms of both “scientia” (knowledge) and “sapientia”
12

Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 274, suggests that besides the participatory-directive
aspect of doctrine, there is also an articulatory dimension. So, he writes, “doctrines articulate
ways that God is/acts in our historical time (i.e., economic Trinity), ways that correspond to the
way God is/acts in his own eternal time (i.e., immanent Trinity). He compares the doctrine to
schemas of interpretation, using language similar to Kant’s schematism—that rules phenomena
by applying categories to these phenomena in time. So, analogically, what the Kantian schema is
to time, doctrine is to the biblical divine action (theo-drama).
13

See, for instance, Hector, Theology without Metaphysics, 245, who claims that
theology’s pre-critical metaphysical program is bound to essentialist-correspondist
presuppositions about language and God. While Hector wants to emancipate theology from the
metaphysical weight of language of God-talk, Vanhoozer returns to metaphysics (theo-ontology)
by giving epistemological primacy to canon (theological epistemology) and the speech-actions of
the theo-drama.
14

Oliver Crisp, Analyzing Doctrine: Toward a Systematic Theology (Waco, TX: Baylor
University Press, 2019), 41.
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(wisdom). The emphasis on scientia highlights that the method intends to achieve realist
conclusions. However, it is marked by a series of “post-“ qualifiers (post-propositionalist,
post-conservative, and post-foundationalist). In regards to the post-propositionalism, he
argues for “aspect realism” or “minimalist realism.”15 Previously, in his Is There a
Meaning in this Text, Vanhoozer defended the validity of authorial intent against
postmodern literary criticism. Having prepared the hermeneutical framework and rebuked
the pervasive literary theory’s discomfort with authorial intent, Vanhoozer applies his
hermeneutical toolkit in the Drama of Doctrine, exporting the emphasis on authorship to
systematic theology by means of the epistemological primacy of the canon as divine
authorial discourse.16
The emphasis on sapientia is connected to how someone lives—or performs—the
forms of life prescribed and called for in the gospels according to the contemporary
situation, namely, the missionary context. Here again the notion of “directive” plays a
crucial role, leading to what Vanhoozer calls the performance of scripture by the
This nuance uses the qualifier “aspect” meaning that knowledge may be achieved with
some adequate security, despite the fact that it can be corrected. Vanhoozer uses the metaphor of
a map arguing that, similarly, theological knowledge does not mirror reality as a map, but that it
functions in an imaginative role. Hence, this position avoids epistemic absolutism.
15

Concerning Vanhoozer’s emphasis on the divine authorial discourse, this notion
remains connected to the sola Scriptura principle (or as he calls it, “practice”). He affirms that
“The ‘turn to practice’ in theology is to be welcomed and embraced, but not uncritically.”
Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 120. These practices—as ecclesial practices of reading and using
texts—may be used or misused, and therefore the cultural-linguistic project remains insufficiently
insular to critique. Vanhoozer, “Scripture and Theology: On ‘Proving’ Doctrine Biblically,” 144.
At the same time, the practices that Vanhoozer endorses, and claim where authority resides, are
those generated and governed by the canon. As a result, Vanhoozer avoids the word “principle”
in order to avoid abstract language that is connected to the cognitive-propositionalist camp. This
doctrinal formulation avoids static language by identifying Scripture as a script of a theater play.
The script itself is not only to be known, but to be played through a performance, giving direction
for one’s performance.
16
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church.17 This performance is both individual and collective, connecting the intersection
of ethics and doctrine, guided by the canon—the script of the performance. This
performance is not merely repetitious, or occurring by means of a formal application of a
rule or law. Rather, the church performs the theo-drama presented in scriptures by nonidentical repetition, maintaining identity despite change.18 So, the believer has the
mandate to continue the task of theology translating its biblical message into new
situations. It is clear that Vanhoozer connects this sapiential dimension of doctrine to
missional concepts, like, for instance, the categories of “contextualization” and
“translation,” in order to explain the performative appropriation of the script by the
ecclesiastical community.19
One question that has to be explained when defining doctrinal formation from a
Biblicist point of view is: What is preserved when doctrinal change happens? Vanhoozer
upholds doctrinal constancy-in-change by the preservation of sapiential “judgments”
instead of “concepts.”20 The phronetic aspect of theology is marked by theo-dramatic
Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 103, claims that “doctrine is direction for performing
the church’s Scripture.”
17

Vanhoozer, Drama, 131, claims that “theology is ‘according to the scriptures’ when it
passes on and participates in the ‘same’ (ipse) theodrama.” This non-identical repetition is
appropriated from Ricoeur, who makes the distinction between ipse-identity (the sameness in
continuity) and idem-identity (numerical sameness, i.e., immutability). This non-identical
repetition is the fundamental concept used to understand development in doctrinal formulations.
18

19

Since the usage of these concepts are of particular interest to me in regard to
Vanhoozer’s missional doctrinal hermeneutics, I will provide a further analysis of these concepts
below. For now, it suffices to state, for the sake of my overall argument, that the usage of these
missional concepts as framework for his notion of doctrine coheres with the intentions of this
project.
20

Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 331, defines phronesis (as applied to theology) as the
ability to achieve “[g]ood theological judgement.” This capacity for choosing right is based on
imagination, reason, emotion, and volition. Vanhoozer claims that the basis of theological
phronesis is by means of becoming virtuous through apprenticeship. In ethics, it favors a virtue
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emphasis on the practical reason dimension of these judgments.21 Theologically,
phronesis is connected with pneumatology, in which the Holy Spirit enables one to assess
the adequacy of judgments in relation to the situation.22
Vanhoozer bases his normative understanding of doctrinal development on a
plethora of metaphors that habilitate doctrinal change maintaining, at the same time,
stability of meaning (here, one has to remember Vanhoozer’s emphasis on authorial
intent, where the meaning is constituted by the source, instead of the reception, of the
text). This change is achieved through patterns of judgment and practices, making
doctrine and doctrinal development a hermeneutical enterprise.23
Vanhoozer’s hermeneutics of doctrinal development also appropriates the
Gadamerian usage of phronesis, which emphasizes the action of deliberating well about

theory rather than deontology. In theology, it brings pneumatology to guide the performance. In
hermeneutics, it appropriates the Gadamerian category of understanding that connects the
universal to the particular situation. In sum, Vanhoozer wants to interpret the appropriation of
doctrine in time and space as a practice instead of as an abstract principle.
Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 131. Vanhoozer uses the term modifying Aristotle’s
notion of teleological ethics, where one’s actions target what is good. This movement is not
principled or exact science, but depends on a given situation. It also appropriates the term as used
by Gadamer, who used phronesis as a hermeneutical model, particularly, the use of phronesis in
conducting conversations in a given interpretative tradition. Cf. Aristotle, Nichomachean Ethics,
Book VI.5, 1140b.
21

22

This enactment is connected with the theatrical improvising of an actor expanding the
Script (canon). For a full account of phronesis in theology, see Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine,
324–54.
23

By hermeneutical, this means that the theologian has to interpret both the biblical text
for its epistemological primacy, and concomitantly, the surrounding culture as found in the
missional situation. Putman, In Defense of Doctrine, 266, argues that “hermeneutical theories of
development also assist in the task of cross-cultural Christian mission.” Although a hermeneutical
approach does not need a formulaic methodology, it is a necessary “normative dimension” to
verify a fitting development from an erroneous one. Putman is right in observing the normative
dimension of doctrinal development as something that not only “does happen” but “should
happen.” As Vanhoozer mentions, to repeat the same thing in different circumstance is to say
something completely different.
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what to say and to do in particular situations.24 To understand “understanding” it is
necessary to apply or use that which one wants to understand. Note how this operates in
regard to jurisprudence. For instance, a legal understanding does not happen historically,
but by the application of a concrete ruling in a real situation. Thus, the understanding of a
law is not by means of abstract reasoning but by means of the concrete situation.
Gadamer likewise provides a different analogy in order to understand
“understanding,” namely, by calling that which happens in a conversation among
interlocutors the subject-matter of meaning. In this way, meaning is based neither on the
authorial intent nor the receptive community, but occurs over the course of exchange
among the interlocutors. Both examples—the application of law and dialogue—point to
practical reasoning (phronesis), which Vanhoozer’s dramatic approach appropriates for
comprehending “understanding” as regards doctrine.
After using Gadamer’s and Aristotle’s insights into the elaboration of sapiential
practical judgements, Vanhoozer returns to the theater analogy to understand how
practical theological reasoning operates by means of “performance.” The way that one
knows that one has understood the theological message is therefore not by reproducing it
by mere repetition, but by performing the inner logic of its message continuing beyond
the historical situation of the script of the biblical canon.25 To go beyond the Scriptures
Gadamer, Truth and Method, 312, asserts that understanding is “a special case of
applying something universal to a particular situation.” For Vanhoozer’s reappropriation of
phronetic theology, see Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 328–29; for Vanhoozer’s analysis of
Gadamer’s notion of the subject-matter of understanding, see Kevin J. Vanhoozer, “Discourse on
Matter: Hermeneutics and the ‘Miracle’ of Understanding,” IJST 7, no. 1 (2005): 5–37.
24

Kevin J. Vanhoozer, “A Drama-of-Redemption Model: Always Performing?,” in Four
Views on Moving Beyond the Bible to Theology, ed. Stanley N. Gundry and Gary T. Meadors,
Counterpoints: Bible and Theology (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2009), 155–56, posits that
25
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biblically—for questions about which the Bible itself is not explicit—is neither reducible
to a correct view of doctrinal teachings nor to providing correct theological answers.
Rather, this performances shape “our habits of thinking and imagining so that we become
people who habitually make good theodramatic judgments.”26
With these theoretical (scientia) and practical (sapientia-phronesis) epistemic
dimensions of doctrine in mind that endorse the directive function, I do not find
Dyrness’s critique convincing that Vanhoozer’s model is theoretical rather than
theatrical, in that Vanhoozer’s theodramatic, canonical-linguistic approach lacks
embedded imaginary power. 27 Although I grant that Vanhoozer’s project empowers a
theodramatic sapiential imagination, it seems to me that the theoretical side of the
judgments are necessary. Going back to Gadamer’s examples of law and dialogue: every
ruling still has a set of laws, principles, axioms, and even exceptions from which the
application has to be deductively inferred. Likewise, every dialogue has its premises,
contexts, and landscapes of meanings that depend on the commonality between the
interlocutors due to their finitude.
Although I grant that Vanhoozer’ s project is both theoretical and theatrical, the
operative power is the project’s imaginative framework. Vanhoozer draws upon
analogical explanatory tools from literary theory to articulate his own vision. I will
“Going beyond the Bible biblically is ultimately a matter of participating in the great drama of
redemption of which Scripture is the authoritative testimony and holy script.”
26

Vanhoozer, “A Drama-of-Redemption Model,” 178.

Justin A. Bailey, “The Theodramatic Imagination: Spirit and Imagination in the Word
of Kevin Vanhoozer,” IJPT 12 (2018): 455, claims that Dyrness misses the mark and the point of
contention is not the imaginary but the lack of the pneumatological dimension of theo-drama
within culture; see also William A. Dyrness, Poetic Theology: God and the Poetics of Everyday
Life (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2011), 74–75.
27
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highlight two frameworks, from literary theory and theatrical studies, that Vanhoozer coopts for the sake of doctrinal interpretation: dialogism and theatrical performance.
Dialogism: Vanhoozer critically appropriates Mikhail Bakhtin’s (1895–1975)
dialogical thought for doctrinal understanding.28 Putman helpfully documents some terms
that Vanhoozer appropriated from Bakhtin, such as “chronotope,” “great time,”
“perspective,” and “creative understanding.” Putman argues that Vanhoozer’s
appropriation of these terms is central to his view of doctrinal development, primarily in
the notion of “dialogical imagination.”29
Bakhtin’s main contribution to Vanhoozer’s proposal is in regard to the
borrowing of a new framework for understanding doctrine, namely, the dialogical and
expansive notion of discourse. Here, Bakhtin uses the term “polyphonic” instead of
“monologic.” Vanhoozer notes that “hard systematic theology” attempts to obtain a
synthesis in an effort to unify the discourse, or a kind of totalizing method. It also
attempts to transpose “representations” into “concepts.”30 Bakhtin, instead, highlights the
Putman, In Defense of Doctrine, 180, argues that in regards to Vanhoozer’s
hermeneutical theory and model of postcanonical doctrinal development, “the most persuasive
voice is not Gadamer but Russian literary theorist Mikhail Mikhailovich Bakhtin.” While it is true
that Bakhtin’s influence is predominant due to the dialogic toolset used to interpret doctrinal
development, and its significance for extending meaning beyond the text’s original context, I
have to object, in part, to Putman’s observation by contending that the missional dimension of
doctrine is just as important, or perhaps, even more central to doctrinal development, as for
example, we see in Andrew Walls’s notion of expansion of the Christian movement vis-à-vis his
notions of the “translatability” of Christianity. Walls, Cross-Cultural Process, 72–84.
28

29

Putman, In Defense of Doctrine, 180–87.

30

Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 269–70.
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dialogic potential of avoiding such theoretical violence. Hence, “the essence of drama is
dialogical action.”31
Yet, Vanhoozer’s intended “dialogue” or “conversation” does not follow
Gadamer’s notion of fusion (or confusion) of the horizons.32 Rather, Vanhoozer
maintains Bakhtin’s distinctiveness of each conversation partner. Conversely, theological
formulations do not seek to merge the biblical chronotopos (the historical-geographical
situated biblical literature) with the interpreter’s situation (the contemporary forms of
life).
Theatrical performance: the bouquet of theatrical metaphors as applied to
theology recalls Hans Urs von Balthasar’s use of the theo-dramatic.33 Vanhoozer
considers drama superior as a model to alternatives given that he envisions the nature of
the God-world relation as dramatic, with Scripture functioning as a dramatic script to be
performed. Vanhoozer writes, “drama thus offers an integrative perspective within which
to relate propositions, experience and narrative.”34 Hence, it is a mediating way forward
from the matrix of Lindbeck’s critique on the nature of doctrine. Vanhoozer further
develops the idea of performing the Scriptures advanced by his Doktorvater Nicholas
31

Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 270. Bakhtinian dialogism affirms that meaning does
not exist in the abstract but depends on an “irreducible community of two.” It functions in a callresponse mode where each participant offers their distinct vision, apart from one another. Susan
M. Felch, “Dialogism,” in Dictionary for Theological Interpretation of the Bible, ed. Kevin J.
Vanhoozer et al. (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2005), 174–75.
Gadamer, Truth and Method, 305, posits that “understanding is always the fusion of
these horizons supposedly existing by themselves.”
32

33

Balthasar, Theo-Drama. Yet Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 18, argues that Balthasar
focuses on the dramatic nature of the doctrinal content, while Vanhoozer’s project emphasizes the
dramatic nature of doctrine itself.
34

Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 101 (italics removed).
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Lash, whose essay “Performing the Scriptures” interpreted text as not only possessing
cognitive linguistic features but as functioning as a guide for specific human activities—
the text invites the interpreter to do something. Hence, the activity as an outcome is
fundamental to the interpretation of the text.35
At this point, I highlight five features that are adapted from theater studies for the
conceptualization of doctrine: First, “dramaturgy” as theology. The turn from theory to
drama intends to bypass the passive, detached, and overly cognitive emphasis of the
theological task in favor of a more participative, developmental, and holistic way of
theology as a Christian practice.36 Also, theo-drama occurs prior to human participation.
This makes the task of theology properly theological, that is, focused on divine selfrevelation (speech-act, divine discourse). Vanhoozer describes divine speech and action
as revealed theology as being “the backbone of mere evangelical theology.”37
The second feature is “script” as Scriptures and refers to the notion that the Bible
is more than a text to be mastered cognitively, but rather a directive guide to be creatively
performed by its company. This view attempts to correct dedramatized forms of
doctrine.38
For the essay “Performing the Scriptures,” see Nicholas Lash, Theology on the Way to
Emmaus (London: SCM, 1986), 37–46. See also, Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 101.
35
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Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 16.
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Vanhoozer and Treier, Theology and the Mirror of Scripture, 53
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Vanhoozer and Treier, Theology and the Mirror of Scripture, 53, understand scripture
as the “epistemology of the gospel.” The canon is given authoritative priority because it is “the
locus for God’s communicative action—past, present, and future.” Ibid., 124. This canonical
communicative action is a “covenant document”; hence it is relational criteria that rules the
community of faith in a didactic manner, making the dramatic form of scriptures a didactic
canonical direction to the community of faith. Ibid., 147.
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Third, “performance” as theological understanding. Some of the terms that refer
to theatrical improvisation are “offering” or an action to continue the narrative of the
play; the performance artist may “accept” or “block” the offering. Also, Vanhoozer
employs the term “reincorporation” to lead the performer to build up on a previous
narrative for making a coherent and unified whole. Moreover, the attitude of
“spontaneity” is central to the theatrical act and brings freedom for improvisation, but at
the same time it does not exclude training and discipline of the performer. Therefore, the
logic of improvisation follows the circumstances of the play and incorporates some of
these elements of offering into the larger story (“overaccepting”). All of these metaphors
imported from theatrical improvisation support a view of Christian actors fittingly
participating in the theo-drama.39
Fourth, the theatrical “company” is considered as the church. Vanhoozer focuses
his notion of improvision ecclesiocentrically as discipleship. He calls the church a
“theater of reconciliation” 40 The metaphors of sapientia, phronesis, and creative
understanding are all apt for the notion of disciples finding and playing their parts in the
larger drama, oriented by the Holy Spirit and assisted by their pastor (theologian). Bailey
argues that Vanhoozer limits the pneumatological work within the church’s theodramatic
imagination, and that he does not properly recognize the work of the Spirit outside the
walls of the church. Though Vanhoozer contends that there may be “vestiges” of God
working in the wider culture,41 Vanhoozer’s understanding of the scope of
39

Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 335–40.
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Vanhoozer and Treier, Theology and the Mirror of Scripture, 75.

Kevin J. Vanhoozer, “What Is Everyday Theology?: How and Why Christians Should
Read Culture,” in Everyday Theology: How to Read Cultural Texts and Interpret Trends, ed.
41
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pneumatological operations lacks a more robust “space of the Spirit’s work in the wider
world.”42
Fifth, the “director” as the pastor. Pastoral theology understands the pastor as
helping the players to play their part, find their identity “in Christ,” and perform with the
aid of the Holy Spirit.43
After surveying the operative terms for doctrine—dialogism, theatricism, practice,
and the theo-dramatic aspect of doctrine,— it is clear that Vanhoozer’s hermeneutical
reconceptualization of doctrine is both theorical and practical. In attempting this,
Vanhoozer tries to avoid a doctrinal conceptualization that is static (e.g., idem-identity)
and revisionist (one that loses its identity in the process of change).
In an era in which the perception of the value of doctrines is considered
antiquarian (meaning the past defines the present), and has an objectivist and cognitivist
orientation toward knowledge (doctrine as something that has to be believed), Vanhoozer
employs metaphors that add performative value, theological imagination, and judgmental
deliberation according to the situation. Why is this important? Neither deontological
impulses (reasoning based on principlizing approaches) nor situational (consequentialist)
reactions (reasoning that establishes the correctness of the position based on the

Kevin J. Vanhoozer, Charles A. Anderson, and Michael J. Sleasman (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker
Academic, 2007), 42–43.
Bailey, “The Theodramatic Imagination: Spirit and Imagination in the Work of Kevin
Vanhoozer,” 467. In fact, Vanhoozer’s pneumatological emphasis is on the improvisation of the
Christian life, leading to a fitting performance in the missionary context. Vanhoozer’s
pneumatology is not pervasive noticed in the natural world as viewed in many panentheistic
proposals. Rather, Vanhoozer focuses on the covenantal relationship between God and
humankind.
42

43

Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 449.
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situational context or consequences) suffice for the discussion of doctrine in a
postmodern climate, for they relativize the supremacy of the Scriptures. Vanhoozer’s
insistence on the pragmatic nature of doctrine (one does doctrine, and then one does
things in the light of such doctrines) follows practices that are performed within
communities, without making such practices or communities authoritative or normative.
Having described the basic components of Vanhoozer’s envisioned doctrinal
framework, what follows is the description of Vanhoozer’s understanding of the doctrine
of God. Again, the doctrine of God is the doctrine which conditions the entire
architecture of theology, and remains central to the conception of Vanhoozer’s missional
doctrinal hermeneutics.
God
Following his work on theological methodology, hermeneutics, and the nature of
Christian doctrine, Vanhoozer turns to the doctrine of God in Remythologizing
Theology.44 There he responds both to Rudolf Bultmann’s (1884–1976) program of
“demythologization” and to Ludwig Feuerbach’s (1804–1872) critique that religion is, in
reality, simply an anthropological projection of human values.45 Bultmann’s
demythologizing project reinterprets the biblical primitive worldview with existential
categories acceptable in a scientific worldview. The prefix “de” in “demythologizing,”
besides re-signifying the mythos of the text, also signals de-objectification in a post44

Kevin J. Vanhoozer, Remythologizing Theology: Divine Action, Passion, and
Authorship, Cambridge Studies in Christian Doctrine (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2010).
45

Bultmann, New Testament and Mythology, 155–64; Ludwig Feuerbach, The Essence of
Christianity, trans. George Elliot (New York: Prometheus, 1989).
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Kantian sense. In this approach, God cannot be considered an object to be known in the
space-time continuum.46 With regard to the other critique, the later Feurerbachian instinct
is the notion that humans project themselves on their deities, making theology a kind of
anthropology writ large.
What does Vanhoozer’s remythologizing of theology means? Basically that the
biblical interpreter should go back to the biblical mythoi themselves (the diverse literary
genre of Scriptures) and attempt to let the Scriptures project their own view of God, one
based on God’s speech-acts.
This connection between God’s being and its correlation to Scripture’s projection
suggests that Vanhoozer’s theo-ontology is rooted in the divine speech-act. Vanhoozer
calls his own proposal one that moves toward a “post-Barthian Thomism,” focusing on
the ontology of the trinitarian God, who reveals himself in action.47 This divine being-inact is found in the canonical theo-drama, and the conceptualization of God intended in
Vanhoozer’s vision has a dual emphasis on mythos and metaphysics, the intention being
that one infers the latter from the former. What does Vanhoozer’s Barthian and Thomist
emphasis mean? And why does it matter?
The Barthian emphasis in Vanhoozer’s hermeneutical remythologizing picks up at
the same place where Bultmann left off, namely at the biblical mythos. Karl Barth
explains the being of God using the gospel as its own principle of explanation, namely,
the revelation of God in Jesus Christ.48 So the starting point of dogmatics for Barth is not
46

Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 14–15.
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Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 198, 217.
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Barth, CD IV/3.2.
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with historical concerns (as it is for modern liberal Protestantism), nor with modern
epistemological prolegomena, but with the knowledge of the being of God. In short,
Barth thinks that theology ought to be theological theology.49
Barth’s quest for the being of God starts with divine acts, hence “agency—the
self-enactment of a person—is the fundamental concept for understanding divine
being.”50 The divine action is possible because God is a personal agent, who is selfsufficient, revealed, or mediated in His works in his revelation. This self-revelation
happens in the (event/act) of Jesus Christ.51
The emphasis on God’s being via Christological criteria makes Barth’s vision
apologetic compared to natural theology tendencies of achieving the knowledge of God
in a way other than as originating from God himself.52 In this endeavor, he focuses on a
49

Barth, after being educated into mainstream protestant liberalism—with all its
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century modern theological concerns—breaks with this modern
theological tradition by returning to the subject-matter of Scriptures, namely, God. He writes:
“Knowledge of God is not only the presupposition but also . . . the goal of all Christian doctrine
Barth, CD II/1, 204. As Christoph Schwöbel writes, “starting at the beginning does not mean
starting, according to the first dogma of modernity, with the question of whether we can know
anything about God. It means starting with the being of God.” Christoph Schwöbel, “Theology,”
in The Cambridge Companion to Karl Barth, ed. John Webster (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2000), 31–32.
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Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 202.

Bruce L. McCormack, “The Actuality of God: Karl Barth in Conversation with Open
Theism,” in Engaging the Doctrine of God: Contemporary Protestant Perspectives, ed. Bruce L.
McCormack (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2008), 212, writes: “To speak of Barth’s
doctrine of God as ‘postmetaphysical’ and to speak of it as christologically based [is] to say one
and the same thing.”
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Barth, CD II/1, 7, positions himself contra natural theology. He writes, “True
knowledge of God is not and cannot be attacked; it is without anxiety and without doubt. But only
that which is fulfilled under the constraint of God’s Word is such a true knowledge of God. Any
escape out of the constraint of the Word of God means crossing over to the false gods and nogods.”
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kind of knowledge of God that is based on God’s acts. He writes, “God is He who He is
in the act of His revelation.” 53
The point on which Vanhoozer agrees with Barth has to do precisely with
theology based on God’s revelation through his acts. This means that Vanhoozer also
wants to do theology theologically (i.e., about God instead of matters such as historical
reconstruction, human experiences, or symbolic meaning), and yet, the point at which
Vanhoozer goes beyond Barth is precisely in the broadening in scope of the
conceptualization of the divine act. Barth narrows God’s revelation exclusively in Jesus
Christ.54 Conversely, Vanhoozer offers not only a broader notion of divine
communicative action as found in Jesus Christ (Christological criterion), but also as
within Scriptural divine discourse found within canonical delimitation inasmuch as divine
canonical discourse also points to divine action.55
The Thomistic emphasis in the project goes further from mythos to metaphysics,
attempting to depict the ontology of God (how God is in himself) through his
communicative agency (how God is in his economy).56 The post-Barthian Thomistic
emphasis attempts to bring forward not onto-theology (metaphysics conditioning the
Barth, CD II/1, 257. Thomas F. Torrance and Geoffrey W. Bromiley, “Editor’s
Preface,” in CD II/1, vii, affirm that this actualism avoids the scholastic problem of separation of
the being of God and his actions and attributes, but at the same time Barth is also careful to avoid
the confusion that his works composes God’s being.
53

Barth, CD I/2, 513, intends to safeguard God’s freedom by making God’s word equal
to God himself speaking. He does not intend to merge God’s revelation with a biblical text.
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Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 207, writes, “if the present account goes beyond Barth, it
is only for the sake of including other instances of divine speaking and acting alongside the
Incarnation. . . The question is whether Barth unnecessarily delimits the set of divine
communicative acts by making divine ontology a function of the incarnate life of Jesus alone.”
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Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 27.
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theos of theology), but theo-ontology (an ontology that springs forth from divine-beingin-act as found in Scriptures) grounded in the biblical mythos toward a conceptualization
of twentieth-century Thomistic retrieval of the notion of being, not as static substance,
but in a dynamic existential act.57 Following Clarke, Vanhoozer interprets that the
Thomistic language of “being” should focus on “action.” Clarke contends that “the only
adequate criterion for discerning the presence of real being, one that is both necessary
and sufficient and that we all use in practice, whether we recognize it or not, is that of
action. . . . Real being makes a difference in the real world.”58 So, action is the operative
term for being. It is only possible to know being because it acts on others.
Thus, God as actus purus points to his self-revelation; however, every single
created being reveals itself by acting—and being acted upon. Clarke points out that it is
through action that one’s being self-reveals and self-communicates to others. So,
Vanhoozer’s “Being-in-communicative-act” appropriates the dimension of being that
interprets action as self-communication.59
Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 217, n. 137, writes: “with Barth I wish to respect the
priority of revelation (and mythos); with Thomas, I employ the resources of metaphysics (and
logos). Vanhoozer employs some contemporary retrieval of Thomistic thinking, using language
of substance, and yet avoiding at all costs the language of relationality as found in kenoticperichoretic panentheistic relational models. This retrieval does not interpret “being” as static or
changeless, which are ideas commonly associated with substance ontology. At the outset,
Vanhoozer, on the one hand, wants to affirm relationality as found in the personal covenantal
God; on the other hand, he does not want to concede to the language of relationality that lessens
the God-world ontological distinction.
57
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W. Norris Clarke, The One and the Many: A Contemporary Thomistic Metaphysics
(Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 2001), 31.
Clarke, One and the Many, 12, claims that “the whole key to a realist epistemology like
that of St. Thomas is that action is the ‘self-revelation of being,’ that it reveals a being as this kind
of actor on me, which is equivalent to saying it really exists and has this kind of nature = an
abiding center of acting and being acted on.” See also, Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 224.
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Note that Vanhoozer’s doctrine of God has a communicative analogy for
revisioning the nature of God, and avoiding kenotic-perichoretic relational ontologies,
without falling into a theology of perfect being of a static classical theism.60 This
revisioning of theo-ontology rehabilitates classical theism.61 However, he does not base
his doctrine of God on that previously adopted metaphysics per se (i.e., perfect being
theology), but he does base it on others via the so-called classical tradition.
Vanhoozer’s theo-ontology rejects the hypothesis of theology’s “fall” into
Hellenistic philosophy. Rather, the argument is put forward based on a
reconceptualization of the biblical mythos using a grand analogy of communicative
authorship.
Theologically, the burden of Vanhoozer’s argument is to reformulate classical
instincts on the doctrine of God by giving ontological currency to biblical
anthropomorphisms in such a way that maintains a covenantal relationality, instead of a
metaphysical relationality.62 However, one reader could argue that such a covenantal
relationality must correspond to a relational metaphysics. To this Vanhoozer, pushes back
for a kind of analogical reading that maintains a previously adopted view of the Godworld relation.
60

So Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 139–77.

Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 177, calls it “communicative theism” that “works a
variation on the classical model, incorporating the best of the new relational model while
simultaneously avoiding its defects.”
61

Vanhoozer criticizes what he names “kenotic-perichoretic relational ontotheologies” as
found in panentheism and relational theisms.
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Classical Theism. Vanhoozer proposes a “variation” of classical theism by
substituting causality for personalist communicative agency.63 I will highlight five
characteristics of his nuanced classical theism: First, Vanhoozer’s “communicative
theism” allows God to be free and sovereign. The “unmoved mover” becomes the
“unauthored author.” By employing the analogy of authorship of texts from Bakhtin’s
polyphonic paradigm, he gives theology a kind of framework for a dialogical God-world
relationship. Vanhoozer replaces the impersonalist causal language of some forms of
classical theism with personalist Trinitarian dialogical language.64
And yet, the reader might ask how God can be truly “dialogical” if God is the
only author in any meaningful sense? Is Vanhoozer’s purportedly dialogical language not
merely euphemistic? The answer to this question resides with the meaning of analogical
theological language and the spectrum of metaphorical dialogue as Vanhoozer
understands it, which seems to run counter to the reality of the relation itself.
Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 297, writes: “My ‘variation’ on classical theism is
perhaps better construed as a ‘retooling.’ The main improvement pertains to the shift in thinking
about God’s action in terms of somewhat impersonal causality to a more explicitly personalist
paradigm (i.e., communicative agency).”
63

64

This relationship exists primarily within divine perfections ad intra, and only then
overflows communicatively ad extra in the historical economy with the world.
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Second, Vanhoozer maintains the Creator/creature distinction at all costs.65
Theologically, this distinction is related to the doctrine of creation.66 The abrogation of
this distinction constitutes the main problem of the kenotic-perichoretic contemporary
approaches. As Vanhoozer sees it, relational approaches to the doctrine of God levels the
field by seeing the God-world relationship in a symmetrical relationship.67 Also,
Vanhoozer sees relational theism, such as the openness of God’s view on foreknowledge,
as diminishing divine sovereignty. The ontological distinction between God and the
world preserves divine freedom by making the world contingent, while God remains a
necessary being.68
Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 242, writes “the Creator/creature distinction
acknowledges God uniquely as the source of his own communicative agency.” This means that
God is self-sufficient and free, not depending on the creation to be his own self. Note, for
example, the way the ontotheological participation of panentheism, where creation’s participation
is metaphysically constitutive of God. Differently, Vanhoozer’s reading of the biblical mythos
suggests a covenantal participation, one that takes the theo-drama narrative as its precondition
(ibid., 280–81). Theologically, however, Vanhoozer roots the otherness of God—which is the
basis for the Creator/creature distinction—on the divine attribute of holiness. He says about
divine holiness that it “is more than a moral attribute; it refers first and foremost to the majestic
otherness and incomparability” (ibid., 248). Holiness, therefore, has a metaphysical and moral
sense, and the metaphysical sense is that which makes God distinct from all that is not-God.
65
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Following the grand analogy of authorship, this distinction is based on the Bakhtinian
concept of “outsideness” of an author in reference to his “hero” within the text.
67

Although, some could argue that there are relational approaches that explicitly
characterize the God-world relationship as asymmetrical, so perhaps Vanhoozer’s
characterization might present a false dichotomy. For such approaches see Daniel Castelo, The
Apathetic God: Exploring the Contemporary Relevance of Divine Impassibility, Paternoster
Theological Monographs (Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock, 2009), for a qualified impassibilist
approach; see also John C. Peckham, The Love of God: A Canonical Model (Downers Grove, IL:
IVP Academic, 2015), for a qualified passibiltist approach; cf. Robert J. Matz and A. Chadwick
Thornhill, ed., Divine Impassibility: Four Views of God’s Emotions and Suffering, Spectrum
multiview books (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 2019).
It is important to remind ourselves that Vanhoozer’s categorization of relational
theisms and panentheisms could be criticized as reductionistic as there are many qualified
manners to frame the issues of foreknowledge, and the ontological distinction. For there can be
relational theism with foreknowledge, and also, divine freedom and ontological distinction is also
affirmed by proponents of the openness of God model, although this cannot be affirmed of
68
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Third, springing from the first and second points above, Vanhoozer sustains a
view of God with classical theist guidance using a communicative analogical
reconceptualization. He calls it “dialogical theism,” meaning by “dialogical” that God
speaks (speech-acts) and waits for a response, making this responsiveness part of the
nature of God.69 However, Vanhoozer concomitantly avoids at all costs the reciprocity of
kenotic-perichoretic relational theism, making humans respond to the divine address
without assuming that such a response would affect God by something external to
himself.70 This he does by endorsing an ontological operative view, with the help of
Barth-Thomas-Clarke, where God’s being equals God’s being-in-communicative-act.71 In
this view, God is active, that is to say, he is a self-communicative agent (self-revealing,

process theisms. For further discussion, see David Ray Griffin, John B. Cobb, and Clark Pinnock,
Searching for an Adequate God: A Dialogue between Process and Free Will Theism (Grand
Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2000.
Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 187, writes: “The strategy to be employed in what
follows—extrapolating from God’s speaking to God’s being—has several advantages: (1) it
acknowledges the importance of beginning with God’s self-revelation; (2) God’s speaking is
firmly rooted in Scripture; (3) listening and responding to God (e.g., prayer) figure among the
most primary of Christian practices.”
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Vanhoozer uses language of a highly qualified impassibility in his earlier work. Kevin
J. Vanhoozer, “Introduction: The Love of God—Its Place, Meaning, and Function in Systematic
Theology,” in Nothing Greater, Nothing Better: Theological Essays on the Love of God, ed.
Kevin J. Vanhoozer (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2001), 1–29.
71

Following his former work on doctrine, he conceptualizes the doctrine of God in
communicative terms. Hence, God is viewed as God in communicative action. This move
changes the metaphor of substance ontology toward communicative-being-in-act ontology. A
person is the one who communicates. Hence, God is viewed as speaking and acting, which
consists of his being. The language of substance ontology is exchanged for an authorial
communicative master analogy, which adds dynamism and a nuanced interpersonal relation,
without conceding bi-lateral give and take between God and the world.
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self-expressing), without at the same time being passive or passible (being affected by
things external to himself).72
Fourth, Vanhoozer’s classical theism holds a nuanced relationality. He
understands that the Trinity a se enjoys communion and perichoretic relations in the
Trinity’s own immanent life, without following the panentheist relational inference that
this intra-trinitarian relationality is broadened towards creation, making creation a part of
God’s being.
At this point, and as a way of recapitulation, Vanhoozer’s doctrine of God takes
the form of “communicative theism.” Because this communication happens through actoriented ontology.73 This makes divine ontology dynamic rather than static. It remains to
be seen how Vanhoozer can maintain the God-world relationship dialogically without
falling into relational theism.
The God-world relationship is paramount in revealing the doctrine of God. God’s
relationship to the world is related to a certain view of how divine action operates. What
God does (divine action) follows on what God is (being, divine nature). At this point, I
will highlight divine action, and how Vanhoozer’s appropriation of Bakhtin’s poetics
helps to carve a middle way in regards to divine action between classical theism
72

Vanhoozer is right to affirm that the crucial question in the God-world relationship is
the study of divine passibility. However, it seems to me that his notion of dialogism is rather
metaphorical since God remains impassible, and hence cannot tolerate reciprocal action.
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The Thomistic view that sees God as actus purus and first Unmoved Mover is
associated with the view that God is timeless (outside time), where there is properly one act,
which results in various temporal effects. Thomas Aquinas, Summa theologiae, trans. Father
Lawrence Shapcote, OP, ed. John Mortensen and Enrique Alarcón (Lander, WY: The Aquinas
Institute for the Study of Sacred Doctrine, 2012), Ia.3.1. Vanhoozer’s action-oriented ontology is
Thomistic in a way that employs relational language metaphorically, but his metaphysical and
conceptual impassibilist rationale proscribes any meaningful reciprocal, bilateral relation.
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(interventionist-causative action) and panentheistic and relational theism (persuasive,
non-coercive, non-interventionist action).74
Vanhoozer views divine action in a qualified interventionist manner.75 However,
he notes that “the core concept in action is not bodily movement but bringing about a
change in the world—directly or indirectly—by an act of will, decision, or intention.”76
This interventionism, however, is not univocal. Hence, he differentiates the mode of
action from the action done.77 In other words, Vanhoozer’s notion of intervention is, on
the one hand, different than classical theistic causality.78 On the other hand, it is also
74

However, not all relational approaches are non-interventionist. In fact, process
theology and some kinds of panentheism prefer to see divine action in an internal manner through
persuasion, but at the same time other relational theologians (such as qualified passibilists and
open view theologies) may have space for both persuasion and strong divine action.
75

Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 210. As long one notes that God speaks, and all speech is
an act. He answers the question “Does God literally speak?” with a resounding yes, making
possible direct divine action.
76

Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 210.
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Vanhoozer claims that God acts literally (e.g., God literally speaks), but in a mode
different than humans (e.g., he does not need vocal cords for speaking). This is so because of the
Creator-creature distinction.
78

Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 306–16, argues that classical theist causality is
“monologic” and “strategic.” The first term, “monological,” as applied to divine intervention, is a
theological usage of Bakhtin’s rationale extracted from Dostoevsky’s polyphonic novels, where
an author authors (creates) “not voiceless” characters but free ones. For the author does not
determine in a single field of vision the voices and consciousness of the novel’s characters; rather
each one of them represents viewpoint, an independent consciousness, coexisting in dialogue. In
contrast to Dostoevsky’s polyphonic style, Bakhtin, in chapter 2, compared to Tolstoy’s novels,
has a narrative style that is “monolithically monologic; the hero’s discourse is confined in the
fixed framework of the author’s discourse about him.” Mikhail Bakhtin, Problems of
Dostoevsky’s Poetics, vol. 8, Theory and History of Literature (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1984), 56. The second term, “strategic” is an appropriation of Habermas’ notion
that if the agent is concerned solely with an outcome (consequence), one has to apply a strategic
action by using “weapons or good, threats or enticements” Jürgen Habermas, Moral
Consciousness and Communicative Action (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1999), 133. In short,
Vanhoozer wants to avoid such a unilateral, interruptive view of deterministic divine action.
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different than the kenotic-perichoretic approach that understands divine action as
“persuasion” or “influence” but in a non-interventionistic manner.79 Thus, he suggests a
mediating approach to divine action that, using the analogy of literature, he calls divine
interjection.80
This interjectional approach to characterize divine action is primarily within the
God-human relation instead of the God-natural world relation.81 This relation is an
interpersonal, dialogical, communicative one that avoids impersonal mechanistic
causality. And yet the distinction between Creator and creature qualifies this relationship
to be covenantal, and at the same time, asymmetrical and nonreciprocal.82
79

The kenotic-perichoretic approach emphasizes the freedom of the characters.
Vanhoozer, using the language of Bakhtin, calls it “radical polyphony”; where the author loses all
control, the polyphony may have the potential of becoming a cacophony. He links this noninterventionist divine action model with the mode of functionality of panentheism, and then
makes a connection with the death-of-author literary theorists Barthes and Michel Foucault.
80

However, one reader from the passibilist-relational camp could argue that the idea of
“free” characters in a novel must be metaphorical using a kind of equivocal meaning. For there is
no actual sense in which a character in a novel could have free agency relative to the author—or
to anyone else—since it is a fictional character. Thus, each character-hero may represent an
imaginary independent consciousness, but they do not actually represent any such independent
consciousnesses. What Vanhoozer intends to do is to avoid a unilateral, interruptive view of
deterministic divine action. However, it is not clear if he succeeds due to the fact of these tensions
of metaphorical free agency to an imaginary literary character.
81

Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 337 fn. 173, justifies this emphasis due to the fact that
Scriptures give primacy to the God-human relation in the context of a relational covenant.
However, he claims also that minimally God is able to intervene directly in nature, noting that the
analogia auctoris implies that God is the author of the book of nature as well. Hence, God’s
interaction with the natural world may be strategic (monological) as well as communicative (e.g.,
Jesus rebuking the winds and the sea, Mk 4:39).
Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 325, writes: “‘Outsideness’ names the asymmetrical,
nonreciprocal boundary that distinguishes author from hero and that is consequently an aspect of
their relationship.” Vanhoozer sees that the problem with reciprocity and mutuality as a defining
feature of the God-world relationship is that the covenant is kept even if people do not correspond
with covenantal love. However, one reader could respond to Vanhoozer’s nonreciprocal covenant
as problematic, for a nonreciprocal covenant would evacuate “covenant” of the meaning it seems
to convey throughout Scripture, reducing covenant to promise only.
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The main analogy to describe this God-world relationship occurs by using a
Bakhtinian dialogism extracted from Dostoevsky’s texts, which sustains a peculiar kind
of author-hero relation, one resembling the Creator-creature relation.83 Thus, Vanhoozer
makes the analogia entes (the analogy of being) into the analogia auctoris (the analogy
of the author). In this authorial framework, God creates authorially in dialogical fashion.
Bakhtin is credited for bringing to maturity the dialogical polyphonic novel, where the
hero (character) has his own voice, viewpoint, and consciousness.84 The author does not
talk about the hero, but with him. This means, from the novelist’s point of view, that
Bakhtin writes a discourse about discourse, where each character is given a viewpoint
that has meaning only in relation to his interlocutor in the chain of dialogue.
Another feature of the polyphonic novel is the notion of outsideness. The author is
outside of the novel and holds an excess of seeing (omniscience), and hence he is able to
bring the hero’s life events into a broader context. For instance, the suffering of a
personage in a story may seem to be negative at first sight, but with the development of
the narrative it ends up being good thanks to the narrative’s non-immediate context.
Accordingly, the author—characterized by his spatio-temporal outsideness—brings
aesthetic consummation to the literary plot of the hero for seeing her entire life
(character) from the point of view of its wholeness, and only from this wholeness angle
does the hero’s life obtain its meaningfulness.
Cf. See the essay entitled “The Hero, and the Position of the Author with Regard to the
Hero, in Dostoevsky’s Art found in Bakhtin, Problems of Dostoevsky’s Poetics, 47–77. See also
the long chapter “Author and Hero in Aesthetic Activity, Mikhail Bakhtin, Art and Answerability:
Early Philosophical Essays by M. M. Bakhtin, vol. 9, University of Texas Press Slavic Series
(Austin: University of Texas Press, 1990), 4–254.
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Bakhtin, Problems of Dostoevsky’s Poetics, 93. Cf. Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 330.
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As a result, outsideness in Vanhoozer’s conceptualization of the God-world
relation points to God’s transcendence (divine perfections, God a se and ad intra), which
makes his divine distinction an outcome of the divine “immensity” and “ubiquity.”85
Evidently, the descriptive language of a novelist (author) as related to his creation (hero)
is marked by these intra-features (the world within the text) as contrasted to the extrafeatures of the text (the world of the author). What Vanhoozer does is to co-opt this
distinction to describe divine action in time (history) and divine eternity (outsideness).86
The question that remains to be answered is: Can God be affected by the world in
a bi-lateral relation? Put differently, is God’s relation to the world reciprocal or
nonreciprocal? Vanhoozer maintains the ontological distinction, putting God in a
different category by himself, but at the same time free to self-communicate in the
economy of redemption history.87 In order to answer the question in consideration, one
John Webster’s view on divine perfections. John Webster, Confessing God: Essays in
Christian Dogmatics II (New York: T&T Clark, 2005), 91. See also Vanhoozer,
Remythologizing, 323.
85
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Vanhoozer is inconclusive about his views of divine temporality. Vanhoozer,
Remythologizing, 327 fn. 134, writes: “Minimally, my account requires me to say only that God,
as eternal, is ‘outside’ time.” When he discusses divine impassibility in response to kenotic views
on love, he claims that “God is ‘outside’ time,” and by this he means that God is “eternal” (ibid.,
453). At the same time, Vanhoozer posits that God can act in time through his missions in
dialogical relation to humanity.
It is important to remember that Vanhoozer does not endorse Rahner’s rule, which
some interpret as positing the reduction of the immanent (i.e., what God is in himself, a se) to the
economic (i.e., what God is for us) Trinity. Rather, he endorses the communicative aspect of the
economic Trinity revealing truly, but not exhaustively, the immanent Trinity (what God is in
himself). In this way Vanhoozer maintains divine freedom from creation, making his relation to
the world a non-necessary one, and affirming his larger critique of a panentheistic metaphysical
framework. For different interpretations of the rule, calling into question the rule itself, see
Randal D. Rauser, “Rahner’s Rule: An Emperor without Clothes?,” IJST 7, no. 1 (January 2005):
81–94.
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has to acknowledge that the issue of divine impassibility becomes the final referendum
on the God-world relationship and reciprocity.88
Note that at the heart of Vanhoozer’s proposal is the view that the being of God is
an “interpersonal communicative agency.”89 With that in mind, the reader may wonder
about the meaning of the prefix “inter” in interpersonal as it relates to the God-world
relationship. There is no question that the biblical mythos as described in the gospel of
Jesus Christ centers on suffering, but does this mean that Jesus’s suffering can be
predicated on the being of God by means of communicatio idiomatum (or otherwise)?90
Vanhoozer analyzes the claim among proponents of kenotic-perichoretic passibilists—
particularly Moltmann’s proposal—which affirm that the passion of Christ is central to
the ontology of God, and that therefore the kenotic vulnerability of God defines who he
is.91
Vanhoozer responds to this kenotic challenge of divine emotions by
distinguishing passion from affection. He postulates the term “passion” with a passive
sense, meaning someone acted upon from the outside, while he postulates affection with
an active sense with voluntary connotations. As a result, “God’s feelings are not passions
Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 391, writes: “The question of divine impassibility is
nothing less than a referendum on the whole of classical theism.”
88
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Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 388.
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The term comunicatio idiomatum means communication or exchange of properties,
used in Chalcedonian Christology to explain the relation between the human and divine natures of
Christ and how one affects the other. For a full definition, with historical usages, see Mike
Higton, “Communicatio Idiomatum,” in The Cambridge Dictionary of Christian Theology, ed.
Ian A. McFarland et al. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 108–9.
91

Jürgen Moltmann, The Trinity and the Kingdom: The Doctrine of God (San Francisco:
Harper & Row, 1981); Jürgen Moltmann, The Crucified God.
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but affections: ‘intentional active attitudes that he eternally chooses to take toward his
creatures.’”92
What Vanhoozer wants to provide—even if some may consider this metaphorical
re-definition of active vs. passive emotions as a rather occluding definition—is an active
nuancing of divine emotions in harmony with his previous divine ontology as being-incommunicative-action. This kind of divine emotion acts upon its objects of reference, but
it is not acted upon due to the fact of the asymmetrical relation between God and the
world.93 What Vanhoozer wants to maintain at all costs is God’s “freedom” and “selfdetermination.”94
But how does he do this? Vanhoozer interprets divine love in an active manner,
calling it a kind of communicative action.95 Following Barth, Vanhoozer concedes that
although God cannot be moved by the outside, he is a self-moved God. In this selfmovement he communicates his active affection to the world.96
In sum, the God-world relationship is marked by God affecting, but not being
affected by, the world. His love is unilateral. And yet, he relates to the world by having it
92

Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 404.

Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 410, interprets divine emotions as “covenantal concernbased theodramatic construal.” It is interesting how he appropriates Robert Roberts’s view of
emotions as construals. This means that emotions are a way “to construe something . . . , to
perceive, believe, or imagine it as such-and-such,” Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 409. This
construal takes form in a narrative construal. See also Robert C. Roberts, Emotions: An Essay in
Aid of Moral Psychology (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 78.
93

94

Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 433.

So Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 449. He affirms that “God’s compassion is less a
passion, than a power. God’s compassion communicates God’s self, effects a change in the world,
brings consolation, and its results are perpetual.” Ibid., 446.
95
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Barth, CD II/1, 370. Cf. Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 446.
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as an object of “covenantal” concern.97 Divine suffering—especially on the cross—is less
a vulnerability (Moltmann) than a power (Rom. 1:18), which is enacted by the voluntary
self-offered death on the cross.
With this view of some of few facets of Vanhoozer’s doctrine of God in outline, I
now turn to his view of eschatology.
Eschatology
Vanhoozer’s eschatology is systematically undeveloped. Yet throughout his
writings, eschatology has a hermeneutical emphasis.98 In this section, I survey his
hermeneutical usage in three steps: First, I highlight how eschatology as an epistemic
limitation operates in the thought of Ricouer (the subject of Vanhoozer’s doctoral
dissertation), and then how it affected his own epistemology against absolute truthclaims. Second, I demonstrate how eschatology works in Vanhoozer’s thinking in regard
to cultural interaction. The prophetic approach criticizes the culture in a way that suggests
that counter-cultural posture is viable by means of this eschatological point of view.
Third, I note the usage of eschatology as providing an in-breaking of history by means of
divine action. Also, using the thought of Bakhtin, Vanhoozer employs eschatology—the
Note that is not clear in what meaningful way “covenant” may refer to this view if
there are no relations or reciprocity, since covenants between God and humans in Scripture are
not unilateral. So, one may wonder what kind of covenant Vanhoozer is attempting to draw on.
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Vanhoozer has not written a monograph on this theological locus. Hence, his
eschatology is implicit rather than explicit. He does not formulate in detail notions on the end, the
destiny of human beings, heaven, hell, or the millennium, among other areas that are usually
related to this doctrine. Rather, Vanhoozer touches on eschatology hermeneutically throughout
his publications. In this section, I collected some of the main features of his published usages of
eschatological thinking in order to advance my proposal that missional doctrinal hermeneutics is
dependent on how one’s proposal fits the last of the doctrines of theological construction.
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completion of the narrative as a way to obtain unification and meaning despite the
fragmentation of human experience.
First, Vanhoozer’s earlier work Biblical Narrative in the Philosophy of Paul
Ricoeur, describes the notion of the “passion for the possible,” which encapsulates
Ricoeur’s expansion of Heidegger’s temporality and Kant’s limits of knowledge through
hermeneutical narrative. So, Ricoeur’s philosophical anthropology uses the notion of
futurity as a hermeneutical tool to expand the human limit for the possible that lies
beyond. The theme of future hope finds a place in the opening of human beings as
“forward-oriented” persons, always projecting themselves, hence the “project-forming
nature of the human will.99 Vanhoozer argues that Ricoeur’s project depends on
Heidegger’s notion of temporality, but instead of making the form of being’s temporality
as being-toward-death, Ricoeur finds the narrative reflection of human existence as a
form of more authentic existence.100
In Vanhoozer’s interpretation of Ricoeur, “hope” means “possibility,” which
functions as an epistemological counterpoint to “absolute knowledge.”101 In other words,
Ricoeur denies the possibility of achieving absolute “knowledge,” giving preference
instead to habilitate “imagination.” The realm of hope is the surplus of the limits of
knowledge. Vanhoozer writes: “In limiting human understanding and human action,
Vanhoozer’s doctoral work focuses on the philosophical anthropology and the
hermeneutics of Ricoeur looking for how he deals with biblical narratives. For more on
Vanhoozer’s analysis, see his first four chapters in Vanhoozer, Biblical Narrative in the
Philosophy of Paul Ricoeur, 22.
99
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Vanhoozer, Biblical Narrative in the Philosophy of Paul Ricoeur, 28.
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By absolute knowledge, Vanhoozer has in mind the Hegelian system of objectification
and his “transcendental illusion” of achieving knowledge of the “unconditioned”—God, self,
freedom. Vanhoozer, Biblical Narrative in the Philosophy of Paul Ricoeur, 40.
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Ricoeur believes that Kant has ‘made room’ for hope.”102 This creative imagination is the
way forward “to think what is beyond the bounds of objective knowledge.”103 Vanhoozer
sees Ricoeur’s turn to metaphor, poetry, symbol, and narrative as a way to habilitate that
which goes beyond what descriptive language can provide. It is simply possible to go
beyond and achieve a different “layer of reality.”104
Although the object of research found in Biblical Narrative in the Philosophy of
Paul Ricoeur pertains to Ricoeur’s thought instead of Vanhoozer’s, the notion of futurity,
hope, or eschatology embedded in Ricoeur’s philosophical anthropology has a
meaningful influence in Vanhoozer’s constructive systematic theological thinking. For
instance, Vanhoozer applies the category of eschatology as a way of non-absolutist
epistemology, where eschatology is connected to ethics particularly in regards to the
systematic theological temptation of absolutizing of theological knowledge.105
This eschatological orientation, when applied to epistemology, makes the truth
claims of systematic theology provisional as they await consummation. Vanhoozer cites
David Ford as affirming that the biblical theodrama “is an unfinished story; final
affirmations cannot be made yet; all are provisional until the consummation.”106 This
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Vanhoozer, Biblical Narrative in the Philosophy of Paul Ricoeur, 43.
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Vanhoozer, Biblical Narrative in the Philosophy of Paul Ricoeur, 46.
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Vanhoozer, Biblical Narrative in the Philosophy of Paul Ricoeur, 61.
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Vanhoozer and Treier, Theology and the Mirror of Scripture, 180, argue that it is
appropriate to speak of “eschatological” realism, signaling that apprehension of the truth is
partial, holistically integrated with life practices, involving growth in Christian community over
time.”
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David F. Ford, The Future of Christian Theology, Blackwell Manifestos (Malden, MA:
Wiley-Blackwell, 2011), 3.Cf. Vanhoozer and Treier, Theology and the Mirror of Scripture, 227
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posture allows a critical principle that generates a civility in theological engagement and
appreciation of traditions and different positions in the unfolding of diverging doctrinal
understandings.
Second, Vanhoozer characterizes theology as “prophetic.” This reminds us that
theology is confrontational toward the particular cultures that one inhabits.107 This
counter-cultural posture calls for phronetic judgments, embedded in wise forms of life, in
order to turn the practitioner of doctrine into action.108 “The church has a prophetic
ministry of forth-telling, forth-showing, and forth-doing the gospel, thus projecting the
world of the biblical text into the public square and onto the stage of world history.”109
Vanhoozer’s counter-cultural view of theology endorses Bevan’s counter-cultural
model as a prophetic model. This model takes culture seriously but does not give it final
authority.110 At the same time, this prophetic aspect is based on the “Protestant principle”
tied up with the “Scripture principle.” In other words, the subject matter of the theodrama as found in Scriptures has to guide the doctrinal corrections within time. Thus,
Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 355, writes: “The purpose of prophecy is to remind us
of God’s perspective on things.”
107
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Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 354.
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Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 354.

Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 119, writes: “Canonical-linguistic theology is thus as
willing to be countercultural as it is to be contextual—all for the sake of saying and doing what
the gospel requires in particular situations. To be countercultural means being at odds with the
prevailing powers—whether intellectual, political, social, or cultural—whenever they are working
against rather than for the theo-drama.” Here, Vanhoozer endorses Bevans, Models, chap. 9, “The
Countercultural Model,” 117–37 equating the counter-cultural with having a prophetic role within
theology. However, in my judgment Vanhoozer does not commit to any particular model of
contextual theology, because he affirms that phronetic judgment is a practice that is actualized in
action depending on the sensitivity of the practitioner vis-à-vis a given situation. At various times
he endorses translation, contextualization, inculturation, and the counter-cultural position.
110
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“prophetic theology is not utopian (“news from nowhere”) but eschatological (“news
from elsewhere”). Theology is prophetic when it bears witness to eschatological wisdom,
to the ‘economy’ of resurrection and Pentecost.”111
This qualification of theology by eschatology, within the theo-dramatic proposal,
broadens reality by including the eschatological not yet, which gives a surplus of
meaning. They are no longer held captive by a limited point of view, but they experience
the future reality by rehearsing the eschatological future event in the present.112
Third, Vanhoozer’s interpretation of the God-world relationship uses
eschatology as a category to describe the openness of the historical space-time continuum
for divine interaction, given the fact that God’s eternity means his outsideness of time.
After exposing the ontological distinction between time and eternity, Vanhoozer once
again transposes Bakhtin’s notion of “outsideness”—which allows the author to provide
aesthetic consummation of the hero’s life (plot)—into theology as equivalent to a kind of
eschatological completion of the person.
Bakhtin’s literary theory explains aesthetic consummation in the polyphonic
dialogue between the Author and the Hero (equivalent to the God-world relationship).113
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Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 357.
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Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 401, affirms that the church signals for the things
beyond, not as a sacrament, but as a “means of signifying the divine grace poured out in Christ
through the Spirit.” This pointing beyond is noticed in the way that the church celebrates its
liturgy. He writes, “What the church finally celebrates in the liturgy is historical and
eschatological reality: the reality of the already/not yet presence of Jesus Christ in our midst.”
Ibid., 410 (italics removed).
113

Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 316, uses the Author-authored (hero) analogy in order to
explicate the God-world relationship and divine action. Earlier he proposes a via media between
divine intervention as found in classical theism (monologic, strategic, unilateral) and divine
persuasion as found within relational theisms and panentheism (radical dialogic, communicative,
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The author by nature is outside of the hero’s plot.114 The hero has a limited point of view;
he does not now see himself as a whole, but understands himself only as time goes by.
There are elements that transcend the character/hero (i.e., his birth, his death). Even the
hero’s own last words are not his aesthetic consummation, because he cannot
consummate himself but has to be completed as a character by the outside author. By
contrast, the author has an “excess of seeing,” which functions in the novel as a kind of
“omniscience.” The author consumes her hero by seeing the hero as a whole (the life of
the hero from the perspective of her trajectory). Hence, the hero’s identity is postulated in
the novel only latterly. The whole life of the hero is consummated only at the end, and
therefore the meaningfulness of his life is found only in retrospect.115
Going beyond Bakhtin, Vanhoozer sees God—the unauthored author, outside
time—as the one who brings eschatological consummation, and therefore, wholeness and
meaning, to history and individuals. God by means of his creative action brings
unification of fragments of existence. Here, eschatological consummation means that
though individuals have only a point of view, without seeing the end or the whole,116 the

reciprocal). In opposition to interventionist divine action and non-interventionist divine action, he
proposes a mediating way, namely divine interjection.
Bakhtin’s thesis is that the author is “the bearer and sustainer of the intently active
unity of the consummated whole.” Bakhtin, Art and Answerability, 70. The wholeness and
completion that the hero receives cannot be achieved by the hero alone, but has to be received as
a gift from the outside. Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 325.
114

For Bakhtin’s description of the Author-hero relation, see his article, “Author and
Hero in Aesthetic Activity,” in Bakhtin, Art and Answerability. For the description of
Vanhoozer’s relation between author and hero as applied to theology, see Vanhoozer,
Remythologizing, 324–29.
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Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 445, discusses his alternative to divine passion as divine
compassion. He writes: “God, however, views everything sub specie theodramatis—from the
standpoint of the whole theodrama.” This means that divine compassion sees, judges, and acts
without sharing the suffering of humanity. This sympathy does not consummate evil (weak care,
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free and sovereign God brings consummation for he knows the whole and the end.117 God
does not sum up the individual’s life at death, but makes possible life-beyond and
perfects it.118
Also, eschatological completion relates to the in-breaking of divine action in
history. The doctrine of eschatology, for Vanhoozer, refers not only to last events, but
also to a way of divine interjection within historical events by means of conceptualizing
how the God-world relationship operates in practice.119 Vanhoozer writes:
Eschatology is connected to God’s time and to the way it breaks into human time
in order to establish God’s reign. God’s Authorial voice enters into human time
from God’s time—from the ‘outside.’ ‘Eschatology’ here refers not simply to last
things (i.e., the end of time) but to what is other than created time, and hence to
the possibility of the consummation of time and the whole order of creation.
History is the arena of human communicative agency, but it is open to triune
communicative agency and therefore has an eschatological dimension.120
principle of symmetrical suffering, also called, commiseration). Rather, God enacts his
compassion toward the sufferer asymmetrically. He remedies the situation in order to advance his
plan of divine compassion. Nevertheless, relational theologians would likely argue that
“compassion”—as used to define divine emotions (theopathy)—is empty if divested of
passibility.
117

Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 319–23, sees the divine attribute of omnipresence as
omnitemporality as well. That is to say, God is everywhere without having to extend spatially
himself. Divine eternity, outside time, can accommodate itself within time through incarnation.
Therefore, divine eternity (what God is a se) is compatible with human temporality in the way
that he communicates his being through the economy.
Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 328–29, writes: “The gospel is not only (1) the good
news that the end of the hero’s physical life is not the end of the hero’s story, but (2) the even
better news that the Author does not simply summarize my life-as-lived (as I would if writing an
autobiography), but consummates it by telling the story of my life as taken up into the perfect life
of Jesus Christ.”
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As Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 175, affirms: “Everything comes down to the way
theology conceptualizes the God-world relation.” Moreover, Vanhoozer’s main theological axiom
is the God-world distinction, and therefore, God’s action has to be different than other creatures.
He affirms: “God’s action is eschatological . . . Call it “eschatontology” or “theo-ontology” (Ibid.,
175).
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Clearly, “eschatology” is understood in terms of divine intervention from eternity
into time (history). The triune communicative agency can interfere (interject) within
history from uncreated time (eternity) because God is compatible with time and
history.121 The “eschatological dimension” of history is its openness to God. What
Vanhoozer is trying to sustain is the possibility of joining heaven and earth, eternity and
temporality, the point of contact of the created and the uncreated. This point of contact he
qualifies as an “eschatological dimension.”122
In sum, it would be unfair to judge Vanhoozer’s eschatology since he has not yet
developed one systematically. However, this survey demonstrates that the eschatological
dimension of Vanhoozer’s doctrinal hermeneutics intersects with issues of ontology
(broadening of reality) and epistemology (limits) in general, and relates to issues on the
God-world relationship in particular. With this in mind, I now turn to describing
Vanhoozer’s missional approach to doctrinal hermeneutics.
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This compatibility with time could be argued as a species of divine temporality.
Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 327, claims that “Minimally, my account requires me to say only
that God, as eternal, is ‘outside’ time. Whether this outsideness is construed in terms of
timelessness (Helm) or relative timelessness (Padgett) is a matter of secondary concern, provided
that proponents of these positions can also affirm that the eternal God enters into and acts in
human time.” It seems to me that Vanhoozer extends omnipresence to omnitemporality in a
manner that allows him to affirm both ambiguously. Vanhoozer posits that “God’s eternity is not
timeless but eminently temporal, possessing in simultaneity the successiveness . . . of beginning,
middle, and end.” Ibid., 323. This alleged temporality, in fact, resembles Augustine’s language of
divine timelessness. Saint Augustine, Confessions, trans. Vernon J. Bourke, The Fathers of the
Church: A New Translation (Washington, DC: Catholic University of America Press, 1953),
books 11 and 12.
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Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 328, also calls it an “eschatological dialogue.”
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Mission
The missiological project of Vanhoozer’s canonical-linguistic, theodramatic
approach springs from the doctrine of God, particularly from the immanent trinitarian
relations. Hence the thesis: “Scripture’s mission is tied up with the Trinitarian missions of
the Son and Spirit.”123 God (as the communicative agent) together with Scripture (as
human-divine communicative act) composes the first principles of theology, making
theology oriented to and participating in this theodramatic action.124
The triune God as the communicative agent is self-sufficient and eternal. Out of
his freedom, God communicates to those outside of him by means of “historical
missions.” So, mission is the movement from the part of God toward his creation in the
theodrama.125
The theodrama is also conceptualized as mission. Vanhoozer claims:
It is now time to draw together the various elements involved in doing theology—
gospel, theo-drama, the triune God, the Scripture principle—and to make their
connection explicit. The connecting link turns out to be mission. The theo-drama
is essentially missional, the enactment of God’s several overtures to the world; for
God’s communicative initiatives are first and foremost missionary movements.
Scripture is but one of these communicative initiatives: the gospel is a mission
123

Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 60.

Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 253, distinguishes God’s trinitarian perfection ad intra
(i.e., intra-trinitarian divine processions) from God’s communicative action ad extra in the
economy. The latter corresponds to the nature of the former. Then, he writes, “When directed ad
extra, the communicative action of God is perhaps better termed mission. Hence the economy of
communication is ultimately missional: divine communicative action involves the “sendings”
(missio) of Son and Spirit.” Ibid., 261. In doing this, Vanhoozer affirms the distinction of the
immanent and the economic trinity (against Rahner’s rule), but at the same time he relates it by
means of the missional dimension of the economic trinity without ever using kenotic language.
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Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 320–21, relates the discussion of “eternity” to God ad
intra, while he relates “history” or “time” to God’s economic relation to creatures ad extra.
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statement—a statement of the divine ‘missions’ of Son and Spirit. These prior
missions define the mission of theology.126
In this view, mission functions as an articulative principle or “connecting link.” It
springs from God’s trinitarian being-in-action (the way that God is in and of himself ad
intra), to God’s relationship with the economy (the way that God relates to the created
order ad extra). What happens next simply follows the dynamics of God’s mission, for
Scripture and theology mirror whatever previously happened in the divine being. God’s
mission sets the paradigm for the subsequent framework of both his canonical
communicative discourse (Scripture) and reflection about it (theology/doctrine).127
Note that Vanhoozer refers to “theology as mission.”128 By this, he is not saying
“theology of mission” (a disciplined discourse on the many fold conceptualizations of
historical, missiological, reflection), nor “missional theology” (an aspect of theology
turned to practice). Rather, Vanhoozer is qualifying theology as mission, which is a claim
that frames the entirety of theology itself (presuppositions, nature, form, applications of
theology). Ultimately, this claim intends to articulate theology within the larger
framework of the divine communicative action-oriented to canonical practices in wise
performances of the theodrama. As Vanhoozer says, “theology is always missiological to
126
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Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 72, summarizes: “The operative principle of the
analogia missio is communicative action; the orienting purpose of the analogia missio is the
creation of a community of truth and love.”
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the extent that the search for understanding requires us to speak that understanding into
new contexts.”129
This framework of missio is composed by a comissio—the commission to operate
the communicative action in mission and create a community. This is followed by
transmissio, or the communication aspect. Vanhoozer claims that the two leading models
for understanding theology’s task of transmission are translation and tradition.
Translation. This metaphor for theology is not without its difficulties. David
Kelsey argues that this metaphor tends to have a propositionalist dimension, “preserving
propositional content across different languages, culture and conceptual schemes.”130
Vanhoozer responds to Kelsey by arguing that translation should not be identified with
cross-language passing of information; instead, what is translated are “patterns of
communicative action.”131
Vanhoozer’s conceptualization of mission agrees with Andrew Walls’s claim that
Christians are to translate the gospel into the languages, thought forms, and practices of
other cultures: “Perhaps no other specific activity more clearly represents the mission of
129

Kevin J. Vanhoozer, Biblical Authority after Babel, 24–25, claims that the
contribution of systematic theology is precisely the fact that understanding happens in new
contexts. Vanhoozer contrasts biblical and systematic theology by affirming that while biblical
theology “describes what the biblical authors are saying in terms of their original historical
contexts in their own particular terms and concepts; systematic theology searches out the
underlying patterns of biblical-canonical judgments and suggests ways of embodying these same
judgments in our own particular cultural contexts, with our own particular terms and concepts.”
Ibid., 126 (italics removed). For Vanhoozer’s envisioned relationship between biblical and
systematic theology within the context of the mission of theological exegesis, see Kevin J.
Vanhoozer, “Interpreting Scripture between the Rock of Biblical Studies and the Hard Place of
Systematic Theology: The State of the Evangelical (Dis)Union,” in Renewing the Evangelical
Mission, ed. Richard Lints (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2013), 201–25.
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the Church.”132 Translation as a metaphor, as conceived by Walls, is affirmed to explain
well the development of doctrine and cultural contextualization. What is translated in this
model— using Vanhoozer’s communicative analogy —is not information from the
source text, neither is it assumed that translatability is impossible for practical reasons.
Instead, the subject-matter of that which is translated is the “theodrama: a pattern of
evangelical dialogical action; a way of truth and life.”133 This reading makes the
transmission of the gospel neither static, nor immutable (sameness transposition). Rather,
it brings a certain dynamism to the narrative of the theodramatic plot. The dialogue
occurs “en route,” in movement, not mechanically, and occurs in response to situations.
Tradition. The concept of tradition is defined as the transmission (“passing on”)
of the theodrama to different times and places without losing its identity, and
transforming into a different gospel. Since change is inevitable, Vanhoozer stresses that
“to repeat the same words in a new situation is in fact to say something different. The
challenge is not to resist change so much as to change in a way that would be faithful to,
even though different from, Christian beginnings.”134 The challenge that Vanhoozer
proposes is the criteria by which to define which changes are warranted by the Scripture
132

Walls, Cross-Cultural Process, 28; see also Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 131.

Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 131. As Walls points out, “Mission is not simply
about transporting the same contents to different lands; the missionary journey is partly a voyage
of discovery: ‘In mission studies we see theology ‘en route,’ and realize its ‘occasional’ nature,
its character as response to the need to make Christian decisions.’ Walls, Cross-Cultural Process
in Christian History, 146. The ‘movement’ of missions signals its ipse, not idem, character.”
Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 132.
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and which ones are not. He proposes that the best criteria for making this determination
are what he calls “canonical practices.”135
These changes in theology are able to maintain the Christian identity by
employing Ricoeur’s distinction between numerical identity (idem-identity) and narrative
identity (ipse-identity), where the former is marked by sameness in the sense of
immutability, while the latter is marked by constancy within change.136 Theology,
mission, and the development of theological thinking identifies with ipse-identity where
creative imagination faithful to theodramatic script guides the Christian encounter in new
contextual situations.
Moreover, another important point is the missional dimension of ecclesiology.
Vanhoozer’s ecclesiology is not sacramental but semiotic.137 That is to say, the church
functions as a sign of God’s future kingdom with the already but not yet dynamics.
Definition of canonical practices: “A canonical practice is a communicative practice of
the canon. Better, it is a habitual form of discourse used by the authors of the canon, human and
divine. . . A canonical practice, then, is a habitual form of authorial discourse, an established form
of communicative activity through which authors and readers relate.” Vanhoozer, Drama of
Doctrine, 127. Later he says that definition of canonical practice is “a communicative practice in
a canonical context with a covenantal aim.” Ibid., 216 (italics removed).
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Ricoeur defines ipse-identity as character of a person, who despite aging maintains the
same identity. Also, he calls keeping one’s word in faithfulness to the word given in the past
(promise) ipse-identity. Paul Ricoeur, Oneself as Another, trans. Kathleen Blamey (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1992), 116. Cf. Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 127.
Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 401, writes “Any sufficiently thick description of the
church must include something about the church being not only the people of God but the
presence of God in the world. . . .The present chapter stakes out a different position, namely, that
the Church is less a sacrament than a means of signifying the divine grace poured out in Christ
through the Spirit.” See also, Storer, Reading Scripture to Hear God, 106, who argues that
Vanhoozer’s covenant ontology leads to covenant ecclesiology, where God uses Scripture with an
“initiatory role in the economy of redemption while the church plays a responsive role in the
economy.”
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Hence, the church signifies an eschatological reality.138 Vanhoozer calls the church a kind
of “parable” (rather than a “sacrament”) of the kingdom, because the church points to the
dramatic nature of the communicative act of the gospel.
Vanhoozer calls the church a theater where the theodrama is played. Using Peter
Brook’s analysis of types of theater styles, a “deadly theater” repeats the play without
variation or creativity.139 Likewise, non-creative repetition in ecclesiology becomes
traditionalism, instead of tradition. This is equivalent of Ricoeur’s idem-identity.
Vanhoozer cites Augusto Boal’s revolutionary concept of the “theater of the
oppressed.” Boal argues that Aristotle’s envisioning of theater is oppressive. Originally,
Aristotle understood theater as providing society a kind of catharsis, a catharsis intended
to suppress or avoid whatever threatened the social order. As a result, theater conditioned
society to become passive, emptying it of its revolutionary impulses. Accordingly,
Vanhoozer applies this revolutionary style of theater to the church giving a liberationist
tone.140
I consider noteworthy Vanhoozer’s appropriation of this Marxist-liberational
impetus of transformation and action, which is employed with the performative emphasis
of theater. The difference between liberational theologies and the canonical-linguistic
participatory performance is that Vanhoozer links his transformational aspect to wisdom
Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 443, writes: “The church’s mission is ‘to represent the
reign of God.’ In everything that it says and does, the church is to be a dramatic sign that the
kingdom of God has come in Christ through his Spirit.”
138
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Peter Brook, The Empty Space (New York: Atheneum, 1968), 14, as referred to in
Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 403.
Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 404, writes: “At its best, the church, as the theater of
the gospel, is revolutionary, overturning idols and ideologies alike as it displays the first fruits of
eschatological reality.”
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and action (performance) instead of a specific ideology (e.g., materialist social
transformation). Also, this transformation is linked to the ultimate eschatological
transformation that ought to be appropriated in the present.
Vanhoozer also does not subscribe to what Brook calls the style of “holy theater”
which is ritualistic, and in today’s society has lost its meaning and power.141 Rather,
Vanhoozer endorses a “vital theater,” which breaks down the barrier that separates
theater and life, actor and audience. The spectator is more like a “guest” than a passive
audience member.
This vital ecclesiology is participatory, and this is at the crux of interpreting the
sacramental function within the mission of the church. Vanhoozer writes:
The church is a celebratory theater that, through its liturgy and its life, inserts its
members into the drama of redemption. This drama is really present in the life of
the church, and the liturgy helps us to see, taste, imagine, and live it. What the
church finally celebrates in the liturgy is historical and eschatological reality: the
reality of the already/not yet presence of Jesus Christ in our midst. This is theater,
but not as Aristotle conceived it, an imitation of nature. On the contrary, the
church’s liturgical mimesis works an imitation of grace—the grace poured out in
Jesus Christ.142
Vanhoozer’s notion of liturgy and sacraments is mimetic in the sense that these
copy or mimic the previous action of God. It points to history (to the past) and to eternity
(eschatology), making it a meaningful whole. However, what has to be emphasized is
precisely how the life of the liturgical church “helps us to see, taste, imagine, and live it.”
Brook, Empty Space, 47, asserts that “we do not know how to celebrate, because we
do not know what to celebrate.” This lack of knowledge of the substance of what to celebrate is
equivalent of the loss of meaning in the church’s rituals making them no longer with an effective
influence in society.
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In other words, how does this liturgical participation function to boost one’s theodramatic imagination?143
To respond to this question, Vanhoozer affirms that a “conversion of the
imagination” is needed.144 Since this imagination is also eschatological, functioning as an
orienting principle for fitting practice, naturally human beings do not see it as it is—the
theodramatic reality. 145 So, conversion allied to the liturgical service broadens the
epistemological take on what is real. Such a broadened view of reality enables one to
participate or perform one’s part correctly in the theodrama.
After surveying Vanhoozer’s conceptualization of doctrine, God, eschatology,
and mission, it is now time to analyze his presuppositions as they relate to the concept of
doctrinal missional hermeneutics.
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Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 438, refers to Richard Hays, who affirms that “The
cross becomes the starting point for an epistemological revolution, a conversion of the
imagination.” Richard B. Hays, “Wisdom According to Paul,” in Where Shall Wisdom Be
Found? Wisdom in the Bible, the Church, and the Contemporary World, ed. Stephen C. Barton
(Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1999), 113.
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Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 416, writes: “To see the church and world in theodramatic terms is to exercise a properly eschatological imagination that is able to discern what is
not yet fully or wholly present. The kingdom of God is not present the way that shopping malls or
thunderstorms are present.”
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An Analysis of Presuppositions That Influence Vanhoozer’s
Concept of Missional Hermeneutics
Theological Presuppositions
I begin by identifying selected presuppositions that influence the structure of
Vanhoozer’s theological methodology, namely the ontological, epistemological, and
teleological presuppositions as they relate to Vanhoozer’s missional hermeneutics.
Ontological Presuppositions
The macro-hermeneutical presuppositions are the larger assumed ideas and
concepts that affect the interpretation of the larger principles of reality, namely God,
humanity, and the world. It is true that these principles of reality are not necessarily
connected in a cohesive manner or in an explicit way. However, the task at hand is to
understand as far as possible the trajectories of the implicit ontological assumptions of
such principles. With this in mind, I first describe Vanhoozer’s metaphysics as it relates
to hermeneutics and the habilitation of the author within literary theory. And second, I
uncover Vanhoozer’s views in regard to God, humankind, and the world—the principle
of reality in theological methodology.
First, Vanhoozer’s metaphysical presuppositions are delineated through the
metaphysics of meaning. In the book Is There a Meaning in this Text?, he restores and
reshapes the metaphysics of the meaning by rehabilitating the author’s intention with a
rebuttal of non-realistic views of authorship.146 This rehabilitation of authorship responds
146

The discussion of realism and unrealism relates to the discussion on the locus of
meaning. Is it constituted before the act of interpretation in the text or is the meaning independent
of interpretation rooted in some form of intentionality? The battle for authorship has been a major
battleground within literary theory. For a survey on issues of literary theory, literary criticism,
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to Derrida’s deconstructionism and Fish’s neopragmatism. This makes the assumed
metaphysics of the author—and her interpretation—theological because postmodern
hermeneutics, as surveyed in contemporary literature theory (e.g., Barthes, Fish, Derrida),
gravitated toward the reader based on the assumed notion of the death of God, and
consequently, the death of the author.
Since deconstruction is the death of God in hermeneutical form, Vanhoozer
responds to deconstructionism by the possibility and rehabilitation of transcendence of
meaning. Such meaning may exist in the text independent of the reader, doing so in a
kind of hermeneutical realistic fashion. This metaphysical assumption to give priority to
the author is, consequently, connected to an ethical obligation of the reader to recognize
the face (or voice) of the other, and not his own image of projection, in the text.147
Nonetheless, the rehabilitation of the authorial intention is settled upon some
philosophical notion that makes meaning a speech-act, and the author as an agent of
communicative action. The emphasis as an action is based on the philosophy of Austin
and Searle, who posit that literary interpretation considers the text to be a complex
communicative act.148 This produces a stable basis for meaning.
However, the fact that the stability of meaning may be rooted in authorial
intentionality does not mean that the significance of the meaning cannot carry its
meaningfulness beyond the original intent within the spirit of the original direction. This

and literary history, see Antoine Compagnon, Le Démon De La Théorie: Littérature et Sens
Commun (Paris: Seuil, 1998).
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direction of interpretation beyond the original meaning not only maintains an enduring
significance, but also applies it due to perlocutionary effects.149
Second, Vanhoozer’s principle of reality is found in the way that he parses and
conceptualizes God, humankind, and the world, and how they interrelate. The ontological
assumptions are important, and become part of the macro-hermeneutical presuppositions
for the overall theological project. I parse these principles in the following order: God,
humankind, the world.
God. Vanhoozer’s theo-ontology claims not to be an exercise in perfect being
onto-theology, despite subscribing to classical theism. But a reader may question how
Vanhoozer’s classical theism relates to Thomas’s own theology that some would
characterize as an elaborate exercise in perfect being theology.
Thomas’s God is simple, meaning that God has no parts (is incorporeal). Since
change happens in matter, and God has no material parts in himself, he is pure act, and
consequently lacks potentiality to change (immutability).150 The non-physical existence
of God is linked, therefore, with God’s perfections, goodness and infinity, and other
metaphysical attributes as omnipresence. In particular, omnipresence is made possible
because God is the efficient cause of that which is created. The logic is this: God gives
being to everything that fills every place; thus He himself (analogically) fills every place,
much as a king is present throughout the kingdom by his power, although he is not
149

Vanhoozer, Is There a Meaning in This Text?, 320–45, adapts the authorial intent
argued by Hirsch and adds performative philosophy of language in order to sustain the distinction
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original meaning outside its immediate contexts.
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everywhere present. Hence, God is everywhere by his presence and power.151 When
asked about God’s immutability, Thomas calls for the metaphorical rationale to explain
Scriptural depictions of God changing.152 But, metaphysically, God cannot change due to
its non-contingency and perfection.
Vanhoozer nuances his adopted metaphysical classical view of God. He proposes
“being-in-communicative-act” with the help of Karl Barth, Thomas Aquinas, and Norris
Clarke’s ideas. Also, Vanhoozer calls it a “remythologized metaphysics” for it attends to
the biblical mythos.153
According to Vanhoozer, “a ‘theodramatic’ metaphysics provides a systematic
account of the categories needed to describe what God has said and done to renew all
things in Jesus Christ through the Holy Spirit.”154 This makes metaphysics theodramatic
and connects the view of ultimate reality with trinitarian divine speech and act. The
category that Vanhoozer has in mind here is that of “communicative action.”
Action as an operative term is taken from a Thomistic account via a nuanced
existential Thomist metaphysics, with a post-Barthian scope. A reader might contend that
Thomas Aquinas’s notion of being fits a stereotype of static substance ontology for
understanding the being of God (the so-called Aristotelian unmoved mover as applied to
Christian theology). However Vanhoozer—following thinkers that retrieve Thomas’s
151
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Vanhoozer, Remythologizing Theology, 222, writes, “the result: not ontotheology but
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metaphysics—claims that describing Thomas’s metaphysics as immutable (motionless)
substance ontology is far from correct (although Vanhoozer avoids using the scholastic
medieval terminology to build his case).
Norris Clarke explains the fundamental importance of action as the selfmanifestation of being for a proper existence of the universe. This is a step toward
understanding what it means to be real—as contrasted to mental—beings. Clarke claims
that one of the keys to Thomas’s metaphysics is that beings unveil themselves through
action. This unveiling is self-revealing, and self-communicative.155 The alternative
hypothetical question is: Could there be at least one completely inactive being? Clarke
answers with an emphatic “no.”
First of all, no other being could know it (unless it had created it), since it is only
by some action that it could manifest or reveal its presence and nature; secondly,
it would make no difference whatever to any other being, since it is totally
unmanifested, locked in its own being and could not even react to anything done
to it. And if it had no action within itself, it would not make a difference even to
itself. It would thus be indistinguishable from nothingness. In a word, it might just
as well not be. If all beings were such, there could not be a universe at all.156
Thus, a non-acting, non-communicative, hidden being is, for all practical
purposes, no being at all. Clarke’s thought focusing on being as acting (selfcommunicating) being’s nature makes the category of being dynamic rather than static.
One of the Aristotelian pairs in qualifying being—potency and act—emphasizes selfClarke, One and the Many, 31–32. He affirms, “to be a real being means to be actively
present to the community of tother real existents. Self-communicating, self-expressive action is,
therefore, the first transcendental property of real being as such that we have discovered.” (Ibid.,
60).
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identity (what remains, i.e., substance) despite change.157 While act reveals the present
state, potency maintains the openness of being to change its state. Clarke argues that
these categories are common in Aristotelian-Thomistic thinking, resulting in the notion of
being-in-act as always acting on one another. In fact, so goes the argument, this makes
the entire metaphysics of substance a communicative substance. In other words, being is
always acting on and being acted upon, hence establishing a relation. Clarke claims: “We
can say that both substantiality and relationality are primordial dimensions of reality. In a
word, to-be implies to-be together.”158
Vanhoozer borrows the soul of Clarke’s project—and puts it in service of beingin-communicative-action.159 He follows quite thoroughly the critical appropriation.
Vanhoozer wants to maintain the language of being—substance ontology—at all costs in
order to avoid the turn-into-relationality metaphysics viewed in the relational-perichoretic
157

These categories are one of the ways to explain the unification of the metaphysical
problem to reconcile the one (unification) with the many (plurality/diversity). Clarke warns: “It is
very important not to fall into a misinterpretation of substance that is widespread in modern
philosophy since John Locke, and still quite prevalent today, especially among empiricists and
phenomenologists, namely, that substance means something static, inert, totally unchanging and
immutable. This is not at all the case with either the Aristotelian or the Thomistic substance
(though it may be with some later versions). Self-identical is not the same concept as unchanging
or immutable. The proper way to express the authentic meaning of self-identity through
accidental change is this: ‘In an accidental change, the substance itself changes, but not
substantially or essentially, only accidentally.’” Clarke, One and the Many, 128.
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Clarke, One and the Many, 136. Although Clarke previously categorized substance as
essential (necessary), and relationality as accidental (non-essential), he argues that being is also
modified by system that bring a reality of order between substances in relation forming a new
unity.
It is important to note that Clarke’s Thomism departs from other interpretations. He
claims that his work “is not intended as a work of historical scholarship aimed at distilling the
exact thought in Thomas’s texts. It is, rather, a creative appropriation of his central metaphysical
themes, gathered in a systematic order—partly traditional and partly my own—which he himself
did not have the occasion to do.” Clarke, One and the Many, 1.
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approach.160 And yet he does not want to subscribe to a static view of substance ontology.
For this reason, his appropriation of Clarke’s description of being is central to
Vanhoozer’s project.
Different than Aquinas, Vanhoozer avoids the language of impersonal causality
(uncaused cause), favoring a personalist paradigm that he finds in communicative
agency. What does this mean? Since according to Clarke being is a center of action, and
the action reveals the nature of being though unveiling, “all knowledge of the real for us
must pass across the bridge of action as the primary self-manifestation of real being.”161
This means that being is a “kind of actor” on me. This Clarke calls a kind of “relational
realism,” which is best expressed through a personalist paradigm. As a result, on the one
hand, it is possible to avoid objectivist realism, which allows metaphysical thought. On
the other hand, it also avoids subjectivism, found in much of modern philosophy (such as
in Kant, German idealism, etc.). Clarke finds the personalist paradigm of inter-personal
relations the best mode of access to being.162 Hence Clarke identifies the “I” within the
“We” as the most fruitful starting point for his envisioned metaphysics, namely, “The
‘We Are’ of interpersonal dialogue.”163
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Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, chap. 3, describes and deconstructs its main features of
this hybrid model, composed by panentheistic and relational theistic approaches. He calls them
the “new orthodoxy” in contemporary theology.
161

Clarke, One and the Many, 35.

“The subjective and objective dimension of being should come together in a
harmonious balanced whole in the human person, a being with both an inside (not fully
objectifiable in universal concepts) and an outside (more amenable to such analysis). Hence it
seems wisest to try and understand the fundamental metaphysical concepts and attributes of being
as first experienced from within by ourselves then applied by analogy to other beings both below
and above us.” Clarke, One and the Many, 37.
162
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Clarke, One and the Many, 37.
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How does Vanhoozer appropriate all of this? The main aspect of appropriation is
the personalist qualification of “being,” by means of the emphasis on “action.”164 With
that in place, this metaphysical personalist paradigm is adapted to the personalist
covenantal paradigm of true and meaningful relation between God and his people. At this
point, one sees ambiguity again in his language, since he also affirms divine apatheia and
nonreciprocity. This “relation,” as Vanhoozer understands it, is explained by a series of
communicative analogies, such as Bakhtin’s literary view on authorship (dialogism) and
the theodramatic synoptic vision of reality.
In addition to this personalist ontology (being revealed in action), Vanhoozer also
adopts a post-Barthian emphasis found in scope not in substance. He expands Barth’s
view of revelation, to be found in Christ, to the entire canonical Scripture. The reader
may wonder how Vanhoozer’s project can be qualified as Barthian and Thomistic at the
same time. If Barth rebuts all kinds of natural theology and the analogy of being, how can
Barth be reconciled with Thomas Aquinas? Ontologically speaking Vanhoozer retrieves
Thomas, while epistemologically speaking he prioritizes Barth’s starting point of
theology in a carefully delimited and critical way.
Humankind. Vanhoozer’s anthropology is not developed in his writings. But he
does emphasize the hero (the created being) within Bakhtin’s appropriation as responding
to the Author by means of exercising his freedom. Thus, he somehow maintains divine
sovereignty and human freedom in a compatibilist manner.
Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 297, fn. 3, reveals: “My ‘variation’ on classical theism
is perhaps better construed as a ‘retooling.’ The main improvement pertains to the shift in
thinking about God’s action in terms of a somewhat impersonal causality to a more explicitly
personalist paradigm (i.e., communicative agency).”
164
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The World. Vanhoozer’s view on reality could be criticized as pre-modern
because of its transcendental horizon—the causal joint between heaven and earth. At
times it seems to me that Vanhoozer promises too much by affirming that his project
would not require “that one turn one’s back on contemporary science.”165 The impression
that the reader may have as a result of this claim is that Vanhoozer will reinterpret
creation theology with perhaps theistic evolution, non-interventionist objective divine
action, and other kinds of conciliatory theological moves, resulting in a restrictive
epistemology. However, this does not happen.166 He does sustain a metaphysics shaped
by the biblical mythos, in which divine intervention is operative within the human,
ecclesial, and natural level.167
In sum, Vanhoozer’s ontological presuppositions endorse a classical view of God.
The definitive move here is his endorsement of being-in-communicative-act. He
subscribes inconclusively to a purportedly “timeless” view of God, and to a personalist
substance ontological framework. Vanhoozer’s impetus for this positioning is to avoid a
distinction between Creator and creature.
I now turn to Vanhoozer’s epistemological presuppositions.
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Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 23.

Poythress particularly criticizes this over-promising trait of Vanhoozer’s, that certainly
frustrated Kantian readers. He says, “I am haunted by the concern that, in the desire to
communicate winsomely to modern theologians [post-Kantian ones], it may have failed to be
clear.” Vern S. Poythress, “Book Review: Remythologizing Theology: Divine Action, Passion,
and Authorship,” WTJ 74, no. 2 (Fall 2012): 455.
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Yet, he argues that his monograph does not enter the discussion of divine intervention
at the level of nature because his intended goal is limited to the God-world relationship at the
level of the covenant.
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Epistemological Presuppositions
The previous section treated the material principle of theology, namely, God and
the main principles of reality. Now, I turn to epistemological presuppositions as the
formal principles of theological methodology. In surveying Vanhoozer’s epistemology, I
highlight the following aspects of Vanhoozer’s epistemology: First, the relationship
between his ontology and epistemology; second, the way that epistemology validates
testimony; third, the dialogical epistemology emphasis; fourth, the ethical dimension of
Vanhoozer’s epistemology.
First, Vanhoozer’s epistemology springs from his ontology. This means that the
substance of theology—the triune God and his gospel—conditions the epistemic
framework that works through the communicative action. The epistemic aspect of the
divine ontology is related to the fact that divine being is God’s being-in-communicativeact.168 So, the simple fact that God speaks (communicates) carries significance for
understanding the divine discourse.169
Although Vanhoozer explains this discourse using many metaphors, mainly from
drama studies, he uses the metaphor of “mirror” (mimesis) to explain the logic of how
this divine discourse affects the actual doing of theology. Simply put: Christ mirrors God,
168

Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 271. This is the self-revealing and self-communicating
notion of act from which Clarke via Aquinas interprets being.
169

Vanhoozer as an evangelical Reformed theologian gives epistemological primacy to
the canon of scriptures. Reacting against narrow epistemological paradigms, he posits a kind of
rationality that justifies belief on the basis of testimony. Hence, he establishes a fiduciary
framework that gives epistemic authority to testimony as discourse. He grants validity to
Polanyi’s description of knowledge as personal and Plantinga’s justification of belief.
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Scripture mirrors Christ, and theology mirrors Scripture.170 That Vanhoozer as an
evangelical theologian makes Scripture the formal condition of theological methodology
is clear. This biblicist emphasis is an expected aspect of an evangelical theologian.
However, Vanhoozer distances himself from naïve conceptions of biblicism by adopting
a critical biblicism and critical realism. This critical approach qualifies Vanhoozer’s
postfoundationalist truth-claims as perspectival, always incomplete, but sufficient.171
Second, the epistemology of Vanhoozer’s theology gives primacy to
epistemology of testimony as valid. He endorses a fiduciary framework of testimony,
finding the epistemology of testimony to be non-reductive. 172 This means that testimony
is a basic source for justification rather than a reductivist one that necessitates a nontestimonially based positive reason to justify the testimony of someone.173 This emphasis
on testimony is further reaffirmed by the employment of Kierkegaard’s distinction
between the apostle and the genius. Whereas the genius creates originality, the apostle
See the title of the book that emphasizes “mirror” as an apt mimetic metaphor for the
relationship between theology and scripture. Cf. Vanhoozer and Treier, Theology and the Mirror
of Scripture. Note, particularly, how epistemology (canonical speech-actions) follows from divine
ontology (God and the gospel).
170
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See above how his eschatological dimension of doctrine carries epistemological
emphasis on finitude, incompleteness, and openness to be corrected.
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Vanhoozer finds support in Plantinga for validating testimony, and by extension, he
validates Scripture’s testimonial framework as valid. See Alvin Plantinga, Warrant and Proper
Function (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993).
173

Jennifer Lackey, The Epistemology of Testimony and Religious Belief, in The Oxford
Handbook of the Epistemology of Theology, ed. William J. Abraham and Frederick D. Aquino
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017), 208.
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receives the message from someone.174 This makes testimony—something said to
someone—not generative, but transmitted.175
Third, Vanhoozer’s epistemology of theology is dialogical. Vanhoozer’s theology
uses dialogism—in the Bakhtinian sense—to affirm theology as a non-reductive
conceptualization.176 The polyphonic canonical dialogical forms protect theology from
becoming a monological system of propositional abstractions. For this reason, Vanhoozer
calls the essence of the theodrama “dialogical action.”177 But, is Vanhoozer’s dialogism
hopelessly metaphorical? Dostoevsky masterfully gives the impression of dialogical
action in a polyphonic interchange between author and hero, but it all springs from him as
the single author, not from any actual other and certainly not from any personal dialogue
with another—it is at best an internal exchange given Vanhoozer’s theological
commitments.178
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Vanhoozer and Treier, Theology and the Mirror of Scripture, 91.

Lackey, “The Epistemology of Testimony and Religious Belief,” 205, affirms that the
standard view of testimony is not a generative epistemic source. Rather, despite the disputed
notion of transmission of knowledge through testimony, transmission carries a better explanatory
way for testimonial knowledge.
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This means that theology cannot be reduced to propositions, theory, or the impetus to
create a system. Alternatively, “Propositionalism entails a certain kind of system-building
scientia that eventually privileges one particular conceptual scheme.” Vanhoozer, Drama of
Doctrine, 268.
177

Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 270.

Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 366, writes about the God-world relationship: “The
triune God relates to the world, then, not only by producing discourse (Word) but by affecting the
human heart by, with, and through discourse (Spirit). The key to understanding the God-world
relation, I submit, is to understand better the nature of this communicative joint.” The God-world
relation—explained earlier as dialogism—is explained by means of an internalist understanding
(“human heart”) that resembles once again the Augustinian tradition.
178
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Another important question related to his epistemological dialogism is: How
would systematics even be possible if system-building by means of concepts, assertions,
propositions, is no longer appropriate? Perhaps Vanhoozer is rejecting only a particular
form of concepts, assertions, and propositions, for he employs them copiously in his
work. Vanhoozer answers by appealing to theological imagination. He argues that
The imagination is the power of the synoptic vision: the ability to synthetize
heterogeneous elements into a unified whole. The imagination is that cognitive
faculty that allows us to see as whole what those who lack imagination see only as
unrelated parts.179
The point of this quotation is that the synoptic vision is possible by the poetic sensitivity
of the interpreter dealing with the diversified biblical genre. The power of imagination
obtains a synoptic view of the whole, in a way that makes metaphysics possible. More
specifically, when applied to systematic theology, this imaginative power interprets
systematic theology through a soft, rather than, hard system.180
Vanhoozer’s epistemology of theology is soft—not hard—because of its
“aspectival realism.” This realism posits the independence of reality vis-à-vis the knower,
but at the same time it observes that such knowledge is never complete, only ever partial.
Randal D. Rauser claims that Vanhoozer’s project falls into pragmatism when it holds
this pragmatic view of truth and practice inherent in the view that doctrine primarily is
directive instead of reality depicting (propositionalism).181 Nonetheless, the knower is
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Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 281 (Italics his).
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The difference between a soft and hard system in systematic theology resides in the
difference in aspiration within the theological project. Vanhoozer’s project attempts to be
“adequate” instead of “absolute” knowledge. Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 288.
181

Randal D. Rauser, Theology in Search of Foundations (New York: Oxford University
Press, 2009), 261, argues that Vanhoozer’s project falls into pragmatism by super emphasizing
the adequacy of truth as the criteria to orient the practitioner into action. Moreover, the
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still able to know despite these limitations. Thus, this position upholds both truthobjectivity-rationality and provisionality-contextuality-fallibility in a creative tension.182
Fourth, Vanhoozer’s epistemology of theology is ethical. He proposes a
connection between one’s epistemic position and the good ends that make human life
flourish. Scientia is connected to sapientia. This means that theology is a science in the
sense that it functions as an interpretative framework for theological knowledge.183 But
this also means that theology’s task does not end in conceptualizations and intellectual
cognitive outcomes. Rather it intends to produce virtue epistemology.
According to this account, knowledge is less a matter of following correct
procedures (e.g., the scientific method) than of becoming the right sort of person,
a person of intellectual person of intellectual virtue . . . knowledge in theodramatic perspective has less to do with becoming a scholar and more to do with
becoming a saint.184
Vanhoozer’s emphasis on intellectual virtue does not resemble Aristotle’s
doctrine of the means, but instead points to the subjective features or dispositions of the
heart, habits learned under apprenticeship, and having a certain pneumatic consciousness
to perform their parts guided by the script within different contexts.

teleological condition to attain wisdom has the priority over the attainment of a realist truth.
Vanhoozer responds to this objection by not defending a theodramatic pragmatism, but a
theodramatic realism. Vanhoozer, Faith Speaking Understanding, 247–49. Although, Rauser
emphasizes Vanhoozer’s dependency on pragmatic action-oriented ontology, it seems to me that
Vanhoozer’s pragmatism does not resemble a teleological pragmatism. Rather, it resembles an
action oriented theological model which springs from its adopted ontology.
182

Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 293, chooses a via media between objectivist
foundationalism and postmodern versions of relativism.
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This theological science is an exegetical science allied to canonical fittingness.
Vanhoozer describes it within intrasystematic (coherence), extrasystematic (correspondence) and
intersystematic (coordination). The job of the theologian, therefore, is to articulate these concepts.
Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 298–301.
184

Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 303–4.
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This dispositional aspect of knowing operates as a “conversion” toward an
epistemology of saintliness, making explicit that theology’s task is incomplete unless it
prompts the interpreter to choose well (i.e., phronesis).185 According to Christopher
Taylor, ‘phronesis’ in Aristotle’s thought is the “excellence of the practical intellect . . .
consisting of a true conception of the end to be achieved by action and correct
deliberation about the means to achieve that end.”186 It is clear that the teleological
dimension of epistemology is connected to the epistemic one. Thus it is fitting that we
turn now to the goals of doctrinal formulation.
Teleological Presuppositions
Vanhoozer claims that his doctrinal proposal is not a theoretical proposal—its
intention is not to build theory—but a practical one that directs performance of those
communicants in the theo-drama. Hence, his project shifts from scientia toward
sapientia.187 This, he claims, is the goal of theology, to achieve wisdom and good
theological judgments.188 With that in mind, I parse how Vanhoozer’s teleological
sapiential feature is described:
Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 344, affirms: “Theology, as a species of phronesis, is
ultimately a matter of right judgements, not concepts.”
185

Christopher C. W. Taylor, “Aristotle on Practical Reason,” Oxford Handbooks Online,
accessed 3/10/2021.
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Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, refers in chapters 9 and 10 to what he calls “the
Canonical-linguistic Approach” part one and part two, respectively. Part one is devoted to
theology as an exegetical scientia, while part two is called sapientia. What does this mean? It
means that the historical-exegetical enterprise (exegetical science) is incomplete without the
guidance that doctrine provides in directing the church in the contemporary cultural context.
187

Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 103–4, asserts that “to view doctrine as dramatic
direction is to rethink the task of theology in terms of performing Christian wisdom.” See also his
affirmation of the teleological principle: “the aim of theology is wisdom: truthful action, action
that conforms both to what is the case ‘in Christ’ and to my particular circumstance” (Ibid., 115–
188
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First, Vanhoozer sees the method of theology as a practice.189 Or, better,
Vanhoozer believes that theologizing is less a method than an art. He agrees with John
Webster, who sees art as “those excellencies of action which are the appropriate means to
attain an end (the term is much to be preferred to the term ‘method’, which suggests
something more regular in its operations, and less alert to the varieties of ends).”190
With this assertion, Vanhoozer conceptualizes the practice of theology as based
not on a set of rules/principles from which one must infer or apply theorems to a given
problem, as viewed in the two-step, theory-practice distinction, but rather as practical
reason—i.e., as phronesis or action-oriented practice—facilitating the operation and the
discernment of the process of theological judgment and the justification of these given
judgments.
Second, the move from interpretation of Scripture to theology—and from
interpretation of Scripture to performance of Scripture—does not happen by deducing
from a principle or set of rules, but by means of interpreting theology teleologically. That
is to say, it happens by making it a means to achieve a certain end or good. This choice
gives emphasis to the particular situation, not to universals. Vanhoozer takes his notion of
phronesis from both Aristotle’s ethical thought and from Gadamer’s hermeneutical
16). This wisdom-oriented approach is attuned to the canon and “chastened” principlizing leading
to action. See Vanhoozer, “A Drama-of-Redemption Model: Always Performing?,” in Four
Views on Moving Beyond the Bible to Theology, 159. See also, Vanhoozer and Treier, Theology
and the Mirror of Scripture, 131–57.
189

Vanhoozer and Treier, Theology and the Mirror of Scripture, Part 2, analyses how the
implementation of the practice ought to be done, capitalizing on the idea of “practice” and “art”
instead of scientific methodology. Vanhoozer and Treier conceptualize theology as a sapiential
enterprise making wisdom the end or outcome of mirroring Scripture (i.e., teleological principle).
190

Webster, The Domain of the Word, 28, as referred to by Vanhoozer and Treier,
Theology and the Mirror of Scripture, 156.
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thought. With this in mind, understanding is part of the process of the dialogue, meaning
making conversation. Vanhoozer uses the notions of “play,” “improvisation,” and
“practical reason” to affirm that theology is like a “navigation” or “medicine”—a
practical discipline.191
This teleological aspect of doctrine he applies to both mission and tradition. They
are often related in Vanhoozer’s formulations. Vanhoozer favors the translation metaphor
for the transmission of faith as conceived by Andrew Walls, with the qualification of
Ricoeur’s ipse-identity (non-repetitious or narrative identity). But at the same time, he
calls the canon universal, the transcultural element that remains unchanged.192 So, I take
this double emphasis—canon and culture—as the poles of concern in the hermeneutical
spectrum. Vanhoozer wants to preserve at all costs the supreme authority of the canon
without letting the context be without importance.
At this point, it would be useful to analyze Vanhoozer’s cultural and ecumenical
presuppositions that underlie his work.
191

These examples from practical professions point out that the practitioner, for instance,
of navigation, cannot simply memorize a given set of rules/laws and mechanically apply them.
Rather, he has to embody the practice and respond to the given situation by means of appropriate
or fitting judgments.
192

He provides a further analogy for the meaningfulness of the canon outside of its
historical situation by appealing to Bakhtin’s notion of great time, where by being put into
perspective, the theo-drama increases in significance by adding interpretation throughout church
history.
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Missiological Presuppositions
Cultural Presuppositions
The cultural dimension of doctrine is important because theology has to be
performed within new contexts. This means that the performative agents will be required
to improvise wisely based on the script and cultural situation. Vanhoozer calls attention
to the necessity to exegete both canon and culture.193 This cultural reading assumes a
certain view of what culture is, and why cultural hermeneutics is important in the making
of theology.194
First, Vanhoozer claims that cultural hermeneutics is necessary for the task of
theology. The assumption regarding the need to study cultural products and frames of life
is that there is meaning in focusing on the product of things that humans do voluntarily as
opposed to involuntarily.195 In doing this, Vanhoozer distinguishes culture from nature,
which functions impersonally with causal laws to explain that which happens. In contrast,
human sciences are interpreted rather than explained, not through a grid of cause-effect,
but through a part-whole understanding. Vanhoozer claims, “Understanding culture is
thus a matter of discerning patterns, especially as these involve the relation between
embedded parts and their meaningful wholes.”196 The hermeneutical framework is
applied to cultural texts, which are all kinds of human products, with the intent to provide
193

Kevin J. Vanhoozer, “What Is Everyday Theology?,” 15–62.
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Vanhoozer obtains inspiration for his semiotics for discerning spirituality in cultural
forms from Dilthey, Geertz, and Augustine. He sees culture as a kind of a vision or worldview
that gives meaning to infinitely varied forms of human concerns.
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Vanhoozer, “What Is Everyday Theology?,” 21.
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Vanhoozer, “What Is Everyday Theology?,” 22.
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thick descriptions of culture’s multidimensional reality. Once this is done, the interpreter
ought to give a response from the theo-drama perspective shaping the theological
imagination based on the culture’s interpretative framework.
Second, Vanhoozer argues that culture does four things: communication,
orientation, reproduction, and cultivation. All of these actions of culture have embedded
in us a notion that culture communicates a vision of the whole—a worldview—and that it
shapes our imaginations by providing mental maps of reality, giving order and
meaningfulness to the world. It is reproductive because people naturally mimic their
environment’s power holders, adopting their ethos, hierarchy of values, and filters. All of
these intends to cultivate or form a certain kind of person. Obviously, the Christian
cannot exist without cultural influence, or avoid this powerful shaper of existence. For
this reason, Vanhoozer calls for cultural competence that enables a proper Christian
performance.197
Third, the hermeneutics of culture does not interpret culture per se, but culture in
relation to theological practices. In discussing contextual theology, Vanhoozer argues that
it is necessary to avoid cultural relativism, cultural determinism, cultural absolutism, and
cultural colonialism. Nonetheless, he identifies Scripture—and the gospel—as that which
makes theology transcultural. Note that he does not interpret any culture in itself as a
Christian culture, making the gospel neither a-cultural nor supra-cultural. The gospel is
localized in new contexts by means of translation into vernacular language (concepts), or
local cultures. In sum: “to contextualize is to do theology, prosaically. The spirit’s
Vanhoozer, “What Is Everyday Theology?,” 34, affirms that “the mission of the
church demands [cultural competence and Christian performance].”
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mission is to promote prosaic practices, where prosaic refers to the prose of Scripture and
to the prose of everyday life.”198 A reader could react to this view of contextualization as
insufficient, since Vanhoozer still finds in the canonical Scripture a kind of
“universal.”199 In fact, Vanhoozer supports “canonic universals” as a way to establish
biblical authority. If it were not for this universal pole, then the natural consequence
would be relativism due to the infinite number of contexts that would become normative
for the interpretative task. And yet, Vanhoozer balances this universal with the
epistemology of theological reception—missional non-repetitive identity—that is passed
through cultures in a dialogical, prosaic Spirit. In this view, culture is more like an
environment where the cross-cultural Christian movement expands its message within
new situations, rather than a constitutive human system of meanings. The phronetic
emphasis calls attention to theology’s adaptation through correct or right-fitting
judgments (practical reason).200
Ecumenical Presuppositions
The ecumenical presuppositions of Vanhoozer’s theological project is based on
the niceno-constantinopolitan mark of catholicity of the church. Whereas Vanhoozer
endorses the authority of Scripture, he also affirms the catholicity of doctrine.201 This
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Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 323.
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Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 344.
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Note also, that theology is prophetic, at times taking on a counter-culture emphasis,
rebuking and correcting the main standing acceptable to popular culture. Ibid., 354. For helpful
guidelines for interpreting culture theologically, see Vanhoozer, “What Is Everyday Theology?,”
59–60.
Vanhoozer upholds both canon and catholicity as poles. He writes, “canonicallinguistic theology employs the canonical and catholic principles as twin checks on local
performances.” Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 454 (italics removed). Vanhoozer considers
201
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universality affirms tradition as necessity even in a sola scriptura model, and yet he
claims that Scripture maintains its magisterial authority, while tradition is attributed a
ministerial authority.202
In general, Vanhoozer’s ecumenicity appropriates the term “koinonia” for the
ecclesial vision for church relations and inter-relations.203 But this fellowship—or
communion—is only possible provisionally before the eschaton due to the so-called
pervasive interpretive pluralism inherent within Protestantism.204 And yet Vanhoozer’s
protestant evangelical ecumenism envisions a multilevel framework that provides
engagement among Christian denominations based on a doctrinal taxonomy composed of
three different levels: first, a gospel level dialogue (first-order doctrines that feature God
and the plan of salvation); second, a ministry-level (second-order doctrines); third,
collaboration-level (third-order doctrines).205 The tension of such a theological fellowship

catholicity, as the final or teleological principle of the Reformation, as a kind of plural
interpretative community. Vanhoozer, Biblical Authority after Babel, 25.
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Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 151–86. One reader, though, could ask which
tradition? And whose interpretation thereof? In times where hermeneutical communitarianism
points to the unavoidability to interpret texts through inherited frameworks of understanding, it
seems that the goal of giving Scriptures final authority is more like an ideal, than an actuality.
Nonetheless, such an ideal may be worthy of pursuing by those committed to a theological
methodology that gives epistemological primacy to the canon.
Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 497, affirms: “The church, precisely as koinonia, is a
foretaste of that communicative truth, goodness, and beautify that is the substance of the kingdom
of God.”
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Vanhoozer and Treier, Theology and the Mirror of Scripture, 207. See also
Vanhoozer, Biblical Authority After Babel, 193, for the “already but not yet” distinction of church
unity. The emphasis on provisionality avoids visible or organic unity of ecumenicity.
This multilevel doctrinal framework is also called “dogmatic rank,” which posits that
“not all doctrines are created equal.” Vanhoozer, Biblical Authority after Babel, 204. The rank is
based on a taxonomy that distinguishes essential from non-essential doctrine. He calls first-level
doctrines “dogmas”; second-level doctrines as not disqualifying fellowship, only separation of
205
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is to balance the pole of apostolic fidelity to biblical truth and at the same time to affirm
the catholic concern for ecclesial fraternity.206
It is true that Vanhoozer concedes that his proposal is theological, instead of
sociological, possibly making it at times incoherent with other measures. However, even
with theological criteria it is not clear how to define which doctrines (or part of a
doctrinal loci) belongs to each level in terms of the hierarchy of importance, or
theological centrality.207 Also, Vanhoozer does not foresee any kind of inter-religious
(inter-faith) relations, what is sometimes called ‘wider ecumenism.’208
The reason why Vanhoozer does not intend this wider notion of ecumenism is that
the unity envisioned is obtained by an epistemic centrality of the gospel—which by
definition is a message. In his protestant vision “catholicity is not primarily geographical
(e.g., Roman) but qualitative (biblical).”209
This qualitative catholicity, as embodied by Protestantism, endorses a kind of
“strong denominationalism,” viewed as part of Christian missions with a transcontextual
ministries; and finally, third-level doctrines as “legitimate diversity of opinions” or doctrines with
a low degree of catholicity. Ibid., 205–6.
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Vanhoozer and Treier, Theology and the Mirror of Scripture, 196.
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Vanhoozer and Treier, Theology and the Mirror of Scripture, 219. For example,
Vanhoozer claims that while doctrines connected to God and the gospel are level one, the
doctrine relating to eschatological details are level three. The problem with such a qualification is
that eschatology is connected intrinsically with aspects of salvation history, e.g., protology.
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Barnes, Interreligious Learning, 3. But Vanhoozer does acknowledge the degree of
progressive engagement and reciprocity in the intended ecumenical unity. He argues for a
progressive engagement based on the convergence of dogmatic rank, from missional presence to
dialogue, fellowship, and collaboration.
Vanhoozer, Biblical Authority after Babel, 191. As he puts it, “The true catholicity of
the church is catholicity determined by the gospel.” Ibid., 215
209
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significance.210 This view of denominationalism is neither non-doctrinal (i.e., in the weak
version) nor hyper-doctrinal (i.e., in the radical version, fundamentalism). Rather, it has a
stable, healthy self-identity open to engaging others without fusion (or confusion) of
identity. Again, this engagement is envisioned through Bakhtin’s dialogism, endorsing
genuine dialogue by means of outsideness. The external point of view ensures an excess
of vision, an enlarged catholic scope of dialogue (that is transcontextual, transcultural,
and transhistorical), which situates each particular denomination with epistemic
humility.211
My final observation about Vanhoozer’s ecumenicity is in relation to his
modification of Lindbeck’s cultural-linguistic approach, which is intrinsically
ecumenical. Lindbeck makes doctrine a second-order rule for religious discourse, thus
avoiding first-order ontological truth-claims and opening an ecumenical orientation of
solving doctrinal disputes without, necessarily, doctrinal change.212 Vanhoozer’s
canonical-linguistic approach claims to be ecumenical. He writes, “catholic-evangelical
theology is ecumenical in the sense that it aims to foster a lively dialogue among
Christian voices across cultures and across centuries.”213 Although Vanhoozer further
qualifies this ecumenicity as centered in the gospel and bounded by the canon, the
210

This catholicity defines the scope of the reception of the gospel through culture,
history, and geography. He calls it “a Catholic-Evangelical Orthodoxy.” Vanhoozer, Drama of
Doctrine, 27.
211

Vanhoozer, Biblical Authority after Babel, 206–9.
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Lindbeck, Nature of Doctrine, 13, argues that the problem with absolutist doctrinal
propositions—static view, propositionalist, changeless, view of doctrine—is the impossibility of
“doctrinal reconciliation without capitulation.”
213

Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 29.
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question that has to be answered is how this criterion of ecumenicity shapes the epistemic
criteria: What is the gospel? Who defines it? Nonetheless, a centered and bounded
dialogue, although not fully free, is directed, marked, and possibly generative of
collaborations among those who agree with this delimitation.
Summary
I have argued in this chapter that Vanhoozer’s missional doctrinal hermeneutics
are intrinsic to his theological methodology. The doctrinal loci that make this explicit are
God, eschatology, and mission. First, Vanhoozer’s doctrine of God—a nuanced classical
theistic formulation—emphasizes being-in-communicative-action, a kind of
communicative metaphysics that connects the notion of being through a complex
interpersonal (personalist) dialogue.214 This communicative macro-view of reality will be
fundamental for missional doctrinal hermeneutics with reference to the way in which
Vanhoozer interprets the God-world relationship dialogically. Bakhtin’s dialogism,
applied to God as an outside author relating to his hero, is paradigmatic in establishing:
the fact that the author relates to his hero, while the hero can relate to his author without a
purportedly monologue; and the fact that the author remains outside, given that
outsideness is required. Analogically, God is viewed as this outside Author, unaffected
by the God-world relationship, thus in harmony with classical theism.215
214

This fundamental insight is retrieved from Aquinas through Norris Clarke.

Vanhoozer’s communicative theism attempts to avoid the kenotic-perichoretic view of
God—the view that sees relationality as replacement to substance ontology—while maintaining
the ontological distinction between God and creature. The God-world relation is interpreted by
means of a dialogical analogy, where God’s outsideness relates to his creation (hero), without at
the same time determining the hero.
215
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This communicative dialogical theism fits with Vanhoozer’s view of mission,
tradition, and development of doctrine. In fact, he uses Bakhtin’s dialogism and Walls’s
translational cross-cultural movement of Christianity to explain mission in
communicative terms. This means that the major analogy he uses to interpret theology
proper he also uses to qualify the movement of mission.216
Second, the eschatological dimension of his theology, as it relates to missional
doctrinal hermeneutics, is epistemological. Vanhoozer’s eschatological expectation of the
future reality makes any present judgment provisional, awaiting the not yet fulfillment of
the goods presented in the gospels. This eschatological dimension applied to God allows
for divine action and the consummation of the author’s hero (for the meaning of the
hero’s life can be obtained only in retrospect). Moreover, the eschatological dimension
applied to ecclesiology opens the way for a kind of (protestant-evangelical) minimal
ecumenism in history due to the universality (catholicity) of the church. However it also
affirms a maximal ecumenical account in the eschaton, an ideal that is centered in the
gospel and bounded by the canon.
Third, the missional dimension of doctrinal hermeneutics is the teleological
principle—namely communion with God and with others. For this reason, theology is
described with the goal to achieve wisdom. The product of theological reflection is more,
but not less, than information. It is an existential appropriation of being in Christ. The
rationality of theology allows a kind of practical judgment to take right decisions—
216

Vanhoozer uses mission as an operative term, starting with the intra-trinitarian
processions, reflecting into the extra-trinitarian economic missions through God’s speech-acts,
and then, through the church, continuing the communicative missional movement through the
continuation of the co-mission based on the previous divine missions ad intra and ad extra.
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centered in the gospel and bounded by the canon—within new contextual situations. The
missional hermeneutics avoid a two-step interpretation-application schema, instead
providing a sapiential dimension of hermeneutics and a fitting improvisation of living out
the gospel, taking seriously matters of location and context in order to perform the gospel
wisely.
Having analyzed Vanhoozer’s theo-dramatic and Kärkkäinen’s constructive
theology for pluralistic world methodologies, we now turn to a critical comparison of our
interlocutors’ missional doctrinal hermeneutics.
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CHAPTER 5
A CRITICAL COMPARISON OF VANHOOZER’S
AND KÄRKKÄINEN’S MISSIONAL
DOCTRINAL HERMENEUTICS

The previous discussion attempted to explain how the doctrines of God,
eschatology, and mission allied to theological methodology impinge on missional
doctrinal hermeneutics in Kärkkäinen’s and Vanhoozer’s theologies, and explored
important presuppositions and assumptions of their overall theological project as they
pertain to the missional dimension of doctrine. With this description and analysis in hand,
I now venture into a comparison and evaluation of their respective positions.
This chapter has three parts: first, I compare the missional doctrinal hermeneutics
of my interlocutors, as found in their conceptualizations on the doctrines of God,
eschatology, and mission. Second, I evaluate their views, situating them within my
mapping of missional doctrinal hermeneutical models (chapter 2), uncovering the issues
of conflicting views of interpretation and missional orientation. Third, I present some
synthetic remarks indicating how this work provides an embryonic trajectory for the
building of a heuristic device for missional hermeneutics.
Kärkkäinen’s and Vanhoozer’s Concepts of Missional
Doctrinal Hermeneutics: A Comparison
So far, the survey of my interlocutors’ missional doctrinal hermeneutics has
indicated that based on a structural analysis of the architecture of doctrine, there is a
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connection between doctrinal formulations and the missional dimension. Now I compare
my interlocutor’s notions of doctrine, God, eschatology and mission, pointing out the
meaningful aspects of missional doctrinal hermeneutics.
Doctrine
The question of how one interprets doctrine is itself conditioned by the overall
structure of theological methodology, and it is an area in which one can detect some of
the most significant differences between Vanhoozer and Kärkkäinen. In this section I
highlight the following points of comparison: perspectives on truth, postfoundationalism,
dialogism, and mode of doctrine.
Perspective on truth. Kärkkäinen’s systematic reflection targets truth. Hence, he
follows the tradition of the scholastics, focusing the study of theology on God himself
and everything in relation to him. At the same time, Kärkkäinen distances himself from
approaches that articulate theology primarily through the hermeneutics of human
experience (although he concedes that human experience is part of the theological reach,
but not in the way that theological liberalism envisioned it using expressive symbols
derived from experience).1 Kärkkäinen also distances himself from foundationalist
theological rationality that attempts to limit epistemology to objective, propositionalist
truth claims. Instead, he endorses Vanhoozer’s stated goal of the canonical linguistic
approach, declaring that “in contrast to postliberalism but in keeping with the stated goal
of the canonical-linguistic approach, theology must be interested in both the intratextual
1

Kärkkäinen, Christ and Reconciliation, 11.
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and extratextual ‘basis’ of its claims.”2 This means that Kärkkäinen does not see his
project as Lindbeck’s—affirming internal truth claims without correspondence to reality.
Rather, the agreement “with the stated goal of the canonical-linguistic approach” opens
up theology’s truth-claims to reality in general. I think that what he has in mind is that the
postliberal conceptualization of doctrines as rules of a community with a regulative
function are not sufficient to correct (or better arbitrate) among ecclesial practices. So
Kärkkäinen agrees that canonical authority has the ultimate authority in regards to the
usage of Scriptures in the church and in regards to defining the meaning of doctrine itself,
but at the same time canonical authority in a pluralist context makes his entire project
open to the hermeneutics of difference in dialogue, contextualization, and ecumenical
reception through hospitality.3
Vanhoozer’s stated doctrinal vision also targets truth, proposing a variation of
Lindbeck’s program, namely, the canonical-linguistic approach. The question of truth is
derived from the canon which receives epistemological primacy.
At this point, I remind the reader that the discussion of sources of truth is linked
to the question of scope, and that one of the main differences between Vanhoozer’s and
Kärkkäinen’s approaches lies in each one’s scope. Kärkkäinen’s project aims at Christian
truth by integrating knowledge not only from global (non-western) Christian sources but
2

Kärkkäinen, Christ and Reconciliation, 11.

3

One wonders how the dialects between biblical authority and its theological claims are
balanced with the interaction with the contemporary horizon of science and other world faiths,
and at the same time, it engages hermeneutics of difference—by engaging pluriform voices from
global representation, and advocates of race, genre, and class perspectives.
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also from other faith traditions.4 Differently, Vanhoozer’s canonical-linguistic theology
focuses on the canon as a norming norm, aided by the catholic (or universal) tradition.
This material condition is fundamental as a starting point for theological methodology. I
take to heart Keith Ward’s observation that this distinction makes Vanhoozer’s theology
confessional (absolute) while Kärkkäinen’s theology is mainly comparative, although his
starting point of reflection is confessional.5
For Kärkkäinen, the truth claims of other faith religions should not be relegated to
missiology or practical ministry, but have to be entertained by systematic thinking for the
sake of truth. This is the reason why Kärkkäinen borrows methodological insights from
comparative theology as well as Christian theology of religions. In Kärkkäinen’s words,
“to pursue the task of coherent argumentation of the truth of Christian doctrine, its claims
must be related to not only the internal but also the external spheres.”6 The external
spheres to which he refers are the truth claims of scientific positions and of religions
other than Christianity. Hence, his project can be considered a project from the
Kärkkäinen’s project aims at “a coherent, inclusive, dialogical, and hospitable vision.”
Kärkkäinen, Christ and Reconciliation, 13.
4

5

Keith Ward distinguishes between confessional and comparative theology. While
confessional theology has an absolute view of revelation, comparative theology focuses on God’s
wider work in the world. Keith Ward, Religion and Revelation: A Theology of Revelation in the
World’s Religions (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994); see also, Francis X. Clooney,
Comparative Theology: Deep Learning across Religious Borders (Malden, MA: WileyBlackwell, 2010), 44. Nonetheless, Kärkkäinen claims that despite the fact that it is comparative,
the theology he envisions is also confessional. In his words, “it is not confessional in terms of
violence and oppression but rather in a way that makes room for distinctive identities, different
testimonies . . . . Confessionalism is [not] a denial of the pluralistic nature of theology as a
discipline.” Kärkkäinen, Creation and Humanity, 6. However, although he claims
confessionalism, he envisions theology free of the straightjacket of confession and discipline
itself.
6

Kärkkäinen, Christ and Reconciliation, 24.
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perspective of religious pluralism despite the fact that he does not endorse the hegemonic
assumptions of pluralism as found in Hick’s non-absoluteness of Christianity.7
Kärkkäinen’s theological comparativism is rooted in his view on revelation. This
locus does define how the interpreter may see one’s particular doctrines: either definitive
and absolute because of its divine origin, or relative and pluralistic due to competitive
truth-claims of different traditions. As Ward puts it:
Aquinas’ view would be that theological assertions are certain because they
derive from biblical propositions which are given by God. There is no better
reason for making claims about God than that God reveals such truths in person.
God reveals truth to whomsoever God will; there need be no expectation that
there will be universal agreement; and one is justified in placing complete
confidence in what God reveals. This sounds a fairly convincing argument, until
one reflects that it could be, and is, used with equal force by Jews, Christians,
Muslims, Mormons, Hindus, and Jehovah’s Witnesses.8
Ward asserts that the certainty of one’s doctrinal correctness is ascertained by
means of correlation of how one views the notion of revelation, however one defines it.
Accordingly, revelation is conditioned by one’s view of God, the one who reveals. The
logic follows like this: If one is certain about his particular revelation, then it is possible
Hick’s pluralism is based on the interpretation of the claims of Christianity—as the
doctrine of the Incarnation—as non-historical, mythical, metaphorical, non-literal truths
providing a symbolic view of doctrine that has its value its function, not its referentiality in truth.
See John Hick, The Metaphor of God Incarnate: Christology in a Pluralistic Age (London: SCM,
1993), 53; John Hick, “The Non-Absoluteness of Christianity,” in The Myth of Christian
Uniqueness: Toward a Pluralistic Theology of Religions, ed. John Hick and Paul F. Knitter
(Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 1987), 30–32. Cf. Kärkkäinen, Christ and Reconciliation, 210–14.
Although Kärkkäinen values the articulation of Christian doctrine in pluralistic times, he argues
that “plurality and diversity of religions itself is not the problem.” Doing the Work of
Comparative Theology, 9. For the diversity of religions should be welcomed with hospitality, and
it is itself justified by the providence of God. However, Hick’s claims on universality and
reducing the ontological truth-claims of divergent religions into a common field of intelligibility
ultimately blocks dialogue instead of enhancing it.
7

8

Ward, Religion and Revelation, 6–7.
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to have epistemic certainty. Such certainty is the basis for religion’s authority to be a
missionary religion.9 It seems to me that Kärkkäinen does not grant this absolute certainty
(his project is postfoundational), but instead follows Ward in seeing doctrine as a tacit
framework of beliefs, both personal and conversational.10
Ward affirms a kind of “subjective certainty” due to the inherent ambiguity that is
found in revelation, shaped by the particular contexts of time and space.11 Going in the
same direction in regards to theological certainty, Kärkkäinen’s postfoundationalism
kicks in, removing indubitable certainty and making possible comparative theology. He
calls his non-absolutist view of revelation a “new way of thinking of revelation,”
attempting to be true to orthodox Christian tradition and “open” to other traditions (such
as world religions and non-western Christianities) and science.12
In contrast to comparative theology’s methodology, a confessional theology as
described by Ward is characterized as deduced from revelation into propositions. It is
rooted in a certain kind of self-evident authoritative revelation, which is settled and
definitive, enabling apologetics and mission.13
Ward, Religion and Revelation, 20, asserts: “It is in the end the historical particularity of
Jesus Christ, as the one and only incarnation of the true God, which gives Christianity ‘alone the
commission and the authority to be a missionary religion i.e. to confront the world of religion as
the one true religion.’”
9

10

Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 488.

11

Ward, Religion and Revelation, 26.

12

Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 16–17.

13

Ward, Religion and Revelation, 40, says regarding comparative and confessional
theologies: “One can therefore distinguish two types of theology. One is confessional theology;
the exploration of a given revelation by one who wholly accepts that revelation and lives by it.
The other may be termed ‘comparative theology’—theology not as a form of apologetics for a
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Although Vanhoozer’s project may be considered propositional, he also distances
himself from the reductionism of cognitive-propositional truth claims that are related to
objectivist naïve realism. Though he emphasizes such nuance, Vanhoozer tends to be a
confessional type, enabling a kind of missional theology. Vanhoozer’s canonicallinguistic hermeneutics affirms more, but not less, than propositionalist theology.14
Postfoundationalism. Kärkkäinen and Vanhoozer view the truth claims of their
projects as limited by their views of eschatology. Kärkkäinen’s project views revelation
as historical-eschatological. This makes revelation open to the future, and therefore,
provisional at the present.15 This eschatological provisionality is crucial for the
comparative theological proposal, for it creates space for comparing theological notes on
the different traditions, instead of evaluating the rightness of the tradition itself.
Vanhoozer’s project also uses eschatological thought as an epistemic limitation by
employing a Bakhtinian dialogical analogy of the Author-Hero relationship. This analogy
posits that the author consummates the hero’s plot by being outside of the hero’s horizon.
Hence, the author’s outsideness grants him an external perspective by giving meaning to
the hero’s life for his ability to see the hero’s life as a whole, hence giving meaning to his
entire life. Vanhoozer compares the author’s outsideness to God’s asymmetrical relation,
and yet God, by knowing the future, consummates the hero’s historical horizon in

particular faith but as an intellectual discipline which enquires into ideas of the ultimate value and
goal of human life, as they have been perceived and expressed in a variety of religious traditions.”
14

Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 266–72.

15

See, for example, how Kärkkäinen follows the so-called Theologies of Hope (e.g.,
Moltmann) in finding promise as a category to interpret revelation, thus avoiding absolutist truth
claims as found in modernist proposals of objective and universal rationalities. See Kärkkäinen,
Trinity and Revelation, 39–43.
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eschatological completion at the end, bringing consummation of the hero’s entire life
(plot).16
Dialogism. With this eschatological epistemic perspectivism, a kind of dialogism
is enabled in different ways. For Kärkkäinen, this realm of revelation broadens the frames
where the divine shows up, finding God’s revelation not only in Scriptures, but also in
cultures and religions; after all, God is a mystery as well as revealed. This view enables a
correction of natural theology as a pneumatological opening for the proposition and
symbolic dimension of religious truth. Hence, doctrine becomes an inclusivist area of
theological thinking due to epistemic delimitations and a pluriform, dynamic, liberating,
future-oriented ways of revelation.
For Vanhoozer, dialogism also affirms doctrinal postfoundationalism. Dialogism
functions as a way to explain not only the God-world relationship, but also as a view of
maintaining identity amid historical change. This is where narrative identity (ipseidentity) operates by negotiating and being shaped and reshaped within different contexts
and cultures. The anchoring of continuation is stressed, but openness is maintained to
avoid foundationalist objectivist theology. In such a way that doctrinal development may
be a form of expression of theology facing demands from the cultural context. In this
view, the Holy Spirit is operative in the Christian believer (disciple) who perform
fittingly in God’s mission, rather than more broadly in culture (as natural theology would
suggest). For Vanhoozer, the Spirit enables the performer to have sapiential phronesis to
respond fittingly with gospel and canonical imagination.
16

Bakhtin, Art and Answerability, 70. Cf. Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 325.
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Mode of Doctrine. Vanhoozer’s doctrinal proposal is directive. This means that
doctrine is more than informational; it is transformational as well. The directive aspect
takes the theater analogy to lead the actor-participant in the theodrama. Such performance
is not static, not a matter of blind-following. Rather, it occurs through fitting
improvisation. Vanhoozer uses the notion of practical reasoning (phronesis) to explain
how the individual and the church can translate biblical judgments into the contemporary
situation.
The mode of Kärkkäinen’s doctrinal proposal is integrative, connecting areas that
are often not integrated, reminiscent of a summa. Yet it seeks to integrate disciplines
inclusively—theological disciplines or others—that are of significance to contemporary
cultures, such as race, ecology, and violence, besides the more classical theological loci.
It values hybridity and intersectionality for mixing different disciplines and
methodologies. The goal of the project is to be “interconfessional, interdisciplinary, and
interreligious.”17 This integration is possible thanks to a view of hospitality that does not
succumb to the first generation of pluralistic thought. Rather, it affirms the confessional
location and biases of every theological thinker with which he interacts.18 The dialogism
occurs by engaging widely, putting forward the agenda of global theology, and interfaith
dialogue.
17

Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, xvii.

Winston Dwarka Persaud, “Articulating Christian Doctrine in the Pluralistic World of
the Twenty-First Century,” Dialog 59, no. 4 (Dec 2020: 341, reviews Kärkkäinen’s global voices
by affirming that the inclusivity is the strength of the work. However, it notes that the adjectival
nature of the introductory remarks of each author “might be read as an ideological label.” VeliMatti Kärkkäinen, “Author’s Introduction of the Project and a Response to Reviewers,” Dialog
59, no. 4 (Dec 2020): 377, replies that is “inevitable” for the scope of global engagement.
18
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God
The doctrine of God is the place where differences show up regarding
Kärkkäinen’s classical panentheism and Vanhoozer’s communicative theism— a nuanced
classical theism. At first, both Vanhoozer and Kärkkäinen could be considered to be
“middle way” theologians.19 They frame their proposals by enabling a via media that
avoids extremes while benefiting from a maximum correspondence with tradition and the
Bible.20 This model of framing the issues by targeting a balanced, middle way is
common, reminding one of the political awareness of Anglicanism’s via media and the
sensitivity of Cardinal Newman, which is by itself a missional strategy of creative
theological compromise.
Trinitarian structure. How does Kärkkäinen’s trinitarian doctrine of God affect
his constructive theological proposal? Kärkkäinen’s constructive project has an explicit
Trinitarian structure. Although he does affirm that his work is not systematic and that the
order of the volumes could be changed, the choice of logical progression in ordering the
theological topics speaks for the priority of the theological construction. Kärkkäinen
Vainio and Urvas, “Constructing a Global Theology,” 303, observe: “Traditionally, one
central function of modern systematic or other constructive theologies has been to chart a ‘third
way’ between the extremes. This has been the goal of Friedrich Schleiermacher, Adolf von
Harnack, Rudolf Bultmann, Karl Barth, George Lindbeck, Alister McGrath, Kevin Vanhoozer,
Paul Hinlicky, and also Kärkkäinen.” In regard to Kärkkäinen’s classical panentheism, he
considers a “radical middle” of traditional theism critical in harmony with scientific impulses.
Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 228.
19

20

Kärkkäinen aims for a moderate panentheism. He seeks to avoid process theology and
stronger versions of panentheism that conflate God and the world and remove God’s freedom. At
the same time, he critiques classical theism as a static and inappropriate rendering of the early
church. Similarly, Vanhoozer avoids what he calls kenotic-perichoretic theism as misleading and
theologically unwarranted, while at the same time he nuances classical theism in order to find a
kind of active relationality that sees divine emotions in a way that makes God personal and
relational, but at the same time impassible.
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starts with Christ and Reconciliation (vol. 1), followed by Trinity and Revelation (vol. 2),
Pneumatology is treated in Spirit and Salvation (vol. 4). Thus, a trinitarian structure is
firmly affirmed, with the emphasis on Pneumatology supporting the panentheistic
agenda.
The Trinity might be considered a structuring principle of the entire project,
implying that the religious comparative emphasis should not be diluted within the waters
of pluralism.21 The choice of its starting point is rather significant—the doctrine of
Christ.22 The emphasis is not only on his divine nature, but also on Jesus’s earthly life
and ministry with all its ethical and soteriological implications. The choice to start the
project with Christology emphasizes the position taken in the project to do theology
based on the Bible and revelation, and yet without simply absolutizing this special kind
Kärkkäinen recognizes that his project upholds “the centrality of the Trinity as the
structuring principle, as stated in the project-at-large.” Kärkkäinen, “Author’s Introduction of the
Project and Response to Reviewers,” 377. One of the implications of such a centrality is that “the
word Trinity is a time-honored shorthand for speaking about the unique claims of the Christian
understanding of God.” David A. Cunningham, “The Trinity,” in The Cambridge Companion to
Postmodern Theology, ed. Kevin J. Vanhoozer (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003),
186. These unique claims are even more important once Kärkkäinen’s project attempts to engage
other religions. It is a well-known fact that “the doctrine of the Trinity had traditionally been
understood as arising out of the distinctiveness of Christian revelation.” Cunningham, “The
Trinity,” 191. Therefore, the project’s starting point is confessional—it confesses the Trinity. But
it uses the terms “hospitable,” “dialogic,” “inclusive” for the sake of pragmatic engagement. For
his earlier approach to the role of the Trinity among theology of religions, see Veli-Matti
Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Religious Pluralism: The Doctrine of the Trinity in Christian Theology
of Religions (Aldershot, UK: Ashgate, 2004), 164–84.
21

22

Kärkkäinen, similarly to Moltmann, turns to Christology as a gateway to the Trinity.
However, while Moltmann focused on the cross of Christ in order to find his “apathy axiom,”
understanding God’s being through the suffering of the crucified God, Kärkkäinen also
understands God in relational, pathetic ways. However, he also focuses on Jesus’s earthly life and
ministry, along with his soteriological dimension. All in all, the choice to start the systematic
presentation with Christology is epistemological, namely, the principle that states that knowledge
of Christ leads to knowledge of his Father (Jn 14:9). Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 257.
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of revelation, which would make it difficult for the project to fulfill its comparative
intent.23
Vanhoozer’s trinitarianism is characteristic of an evangelical theologian in the
Reformed tradition. He posits that a trinitarian doctrine of God has to follow the biblical
narrative of the gospel. As he affirms, “the gospel is unintelligible apart from the Trinity,
and the Trinity is unknowable apart from the gospel.”24 This means that the doctrine of
the Trinity should be pursued with regard to the biblical narrative with the purpose of
identifying the divine identity based on God’s revelation.25 This identity is primarily
observed by divine action, understood by speech-acts.26
Relationality. A postmodern doctrine of the Trinity highlights relationality as one
of the common features, and shows up most of all in our interlocutors.27 Kärkkäinen’s
23

Kärkkäinen, by starting with Christology and by avoiding unitive pluralism, intends to
engage comparative theology with other faiths without what Knitter calls universal divine
revelation or a process view of reality. Paul F. Knitter, No Other Name?: A Critical Survey of
Christian Attitudes toward the World Religions, American Society of Missiology Series
(Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 1985), chapter 9, proposes an alternative to the evangelical, protestant,
catholic, and liberationist models, namely a non-normative, theocentric Christology, in order to
understand and relate to other religions. Kärkkäinen’s trinitarianism avoids any theocentric
pluralist approach.
24

Vanhoozer and Treier, Theology and the Mirror of Scripture, 56. Italics removed.

Kevin J. Vanhoozer, “The Triune God of the Gospel,” in The Cambridge Companion
to Evangelical Theology, ed. Timothy Larsen and Daniel J. Treier (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2007), 19, urges us “to think about God biblically, according to the Scriptures
that attest Jesus Christ, rather than following cleverly devised conceptual or cultural myths.
Accordingly, we begin our survey of the doctrine by asking where evangelicals have obtained
their view of God: from the gospel, Greek philosophy, or both.” Evidently, Vanhoozer goes on to
argue that one locates the identity of God in the gospel itself.
25

Vanhoozer, “The Triune God of the Gospel,” 26, writes: “We best come to know other
persons not through charts that list their personality traits, properties, or vital statistics, but by
listening to stories about what they have said and done or, better yet, by watching them in action.”
See also, Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 222; Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 44–48.
26

Cunningham, “The Trinity,” 189–90, argues that relationality as an emphasis is a
reaction to modernist enthusiasm for classification and distinction. This kind of tendency—
27
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doctrine of God values relationality endorsing a “classical panentheism,” replacing
substance ontology for relational ontology. This view understands God as primarily three,
and only then asks for unity.28 This coalesces with the trinitarian relational turn of
personhood as communion. Here, Trinity is understood as a primordial ontological
concept.
Vanhoozer’s doctrine of God is also relational although it upholds the
distinctiveness of the God-world relation. Vanhoozer criticizes what he calls a “kenoticperichoretic relational ontotheology.” The main problem of interpreting “to be” as “to be
in relation” is the confusion between personhood and personal identity. Vanhoozer
interprets divine personhood as ontological prior to the relational. But how does this
become operative? Vanhoozer upholds a classical theistic ontology, and explains it with
the analogy of the author-hero dialogic, making God a dialogical author.29
This analogy of the Author-hero is dialogical in nature. By differentiating
Tolstoy’s monological and Dostoevsky’s polyphonic dialogism, Vanhoozer opts for a
dialogical model that understands God as an author who authors the world. And yet, the
Author is considered outside the world of the hero in order to bring consummation to the
hero’s complete life story. This outsideness is explained, in theological terms, as divine
sovereignty—i.e., the “Godness of God.” Vanhoozer describes such outsideness: “[it]

common within the natural sciences—exercised a negative impact on the doctrine of the Trinity,
with its paradoxical trinitarian classification (e.g., oneness and threeness). In contrast, the
postmodern tendency as applied to the doctrine of the Trinity tends to value interdependence and
relationality in diametrical contrast to modernistic and hierarchical classificatory schemes.
28

This is a feature also followed by Moltmann and Pannenberg. Cf. Moltmann, The
Trinity and the Kingdom, 92–93; Pannenberg, Systematic Theology, 1:330.
Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 298, writes: “God is to our world, I submit, as an author
is to the world of his or her text.”
29
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names the asymmetrical, nonreciprocal boundary that distinguishes author from the hero
and that is consequently an aspect of their relationship.”30 However, this outsideness does
not mean indifference, but it points to divine transcendence. It becomes obvious that this
kind of notion goes against any panentheistic conceptualization that sees God and the
world on a similar ontological level (at least as some version of panentheism).31
Vanhoozer’s conceptualization of the God-humankind relationship is internalist in an
Augustinian fashion.32 God calls humans who then respond with interpersonal dialogue.33
In comparing Vanhoozer’s and Kärkkäinen’s relational aspect of the doctrine of
God, it seems to me that both tend to value relationality as a way to react against a static,
unilateral God-world relationship. Both affirm divine freedom, but Kärkkäinen
emphasizes relationality in reference to “mutuality” and “reciprocity,” while Vanhoozer
emphasizes “self-determination” and the ontological God-world distinction.34
30

Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 325.

Vanhoozer interprets the God-world relationship in dialogical terms: “a dialogical (i.e.,
covenantal) unity within an even greater dialogical difference (i.e., authorial outsideness).”
Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 331 (italics removed).
31

Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 366, writes: “The triune God relates to the world, then,
not only by producing discourse (Word) but by affecting the human heart by, with, and through
discourse (Spirit). The key to understanding the God-world relation, I submit, is to understand
better the nature of this communicative joint.” Vanhoozer does not deny that God operates his
actions on the world (natural laws), but since the covenant is primarily relational, God impinges
his action on those who enter into the covenant.
32
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Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 382.

Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 239, writes: “God does not ‘need’ the world;
creation is not necessary to the Deity because he created the world out of his absolute freedom,
the loving God cannot not be related to creation. In other words, while creation cannot exist
without the Creator, God can exist without creation.” Similarly, Vanhoozer, Remythologizing,
433, wants to preserve God’s freedom in order to emphasize his self-determination in distinction
to the world.
34
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Divine action. Kärkkäinen revises the non-interventionist objective divine action
project (Nioda), which attempts to reconcile divine intervention and the scientific
paradigm.35 He proposes a Trinitarian theology of divine action that upholds the
operation of God unilaterally (creation), but also within the natural process employing a
“robust pneumatological doctrine.”36 At the same time, Kärkkäinen expands divine action
asserting that God can work in creation both in a “one-sided” manner as well as through
“mutual” participation. He recognizes that this one-sidedness makes his model “less”
panentheistic, employing some aspects of the classical account of God-world
relationship.37 As he puts it, “an important step toward a comprehensive, ubiquitous
theological account of divine action is to affirm God’s exceptional acts along with regular
law-like events.”38 This comprehensiveness makes room for directive divine action (e.g.,
miracles) and indirect divine actions (pneumatological action within the laws of nature).
However, since human beings can only experience God through mediation, even the
directive actions are, in reality, indirect. And miracles can only properly be interpreted
through the eyes of faith, thus calling for a plurality of interpretations.
Vanhoozer’s doctrine of God is also action-oriented. Divine action is perceived in
communicative terms, and thus God’s being is better described as being-inKärkkäinen, Creation and Humanity, 179–80 criticizes the Nioda’s dualistic tendencies
and its assumption that God is outside the world, hence the tendency to talk about intervention,
intrusion, and other terms that put divinity outside the realm of world events.
35
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This pneumatological doctrine means that God is omnipresent to all his creation—or
the world—and therefore can influence all in a dynamic way. Kärkkäinen, Creation and
Humanity, 185.
37

Kärkkäinen, Creation and Humanity, 186.
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Kärkkäinen, Creation and Humanity, 187.
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communicative-act. This means that rather than pursuing the divine ontology via the
notion of God’s being, Vanhoozer sees action—i.e., speech-act—as related to the selfcommunicative-revelatory aspect of God. This notion is connected to a personalist
paradigm of God that posits that the acting subject functions as a center of action, which
reveals being. The best way to understand being is by seeing it as an actor impinging on
me in some way. Hence this action paradigm adopts the paradigm of “interpersonal
dialogue.” 39
This action-oriented model serves Vanhoozer’s communicative theo-ontology,
which functions as a master analogy to understand the nature of God, and the God-world
relationship with a theodramatic metaphysics.
Vanhoozer’s divine action model is interventionist. Different than Kärkkäinen’s
robust pneumatological dimension of intervention from within, Vanhoozer establishes
that God is outside, in harmony with classical theism. Outsideness is a fundamental part
of how Vanhoozer sees God’s Godness—the transcendental way in which God is out of
the human plot, but at the same time God may be able to interject himself within the
hero’s story by virtue of his divine sovereignty throughout the process, consummating the
hero’s life, by interpreting the end of the hero’s life as larger than biological life,
subsuming it within the life of the living Christ.
I conclude that the notion of action is fundamental to establish Vanhoozer’s
personalist divine ontology as being-in-communicative-act by linking the being of God
with his self-communicatory-revelation. While for Kärkkäinen action can also be
39

Vanhoozer adopts this action-based ontology through a critical appropriation of Norris
Clarke’s Thomistic action-oriented metaphysics. Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 222–28.
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considered personalist, for him divine action has a broader reach by employing the
pneumatological, panentheistic, omnipresence that reaches the world from within, instead
of from outside.
Eschatology
Kärkkäinen’s eschatology follows a template of “continuity-in-discontinuity”
emphasizing a radical middle by holding together both sides of personal-communal hope,
human-cosmic destiny, and present-future hope.40 He ends the project by evoking
Moltmann’s The Coming of God: “In the end is the beginning,” meaning he believes
there are additional possibilities for a theology of hope that takes seriously the
intersection of history and eternity.41 Whereas the continuity dimension is due to his
commitment to contemporary theology, the discontinuity dimension emphasizes
traditional theology.42
This tension balances eschatological proposals that often tend to emphasize only
one pole of the hyphenated words. The “continuity” side emphasizes that eschatology is
“this-worldly,” meaning that that which is promised to come in the future is “already”
40

Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 17.

41

Jürgen Moltmann, The Coming of God: Christian Eschatology, 1st Fortress ed.
(Minneapolis: Fortress, 1996), xi, echoing Ernst Bloch, affirms that “‘the end of Christ—after all
that was his true beginning,’” he continues, “Christian eschatology follows this Christological
pattern in all its personal, historical and cosmic dimension: in the end is the beginning.” Cf.
Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 484.
42

Kärkkäinen, Christian Theology in the Pluralistic World, 599, holds both modern
theological paradigm by endorsing a scientific evolutive protology and a theistic view of God
biased toward immanentism, employing a panentheistic view of God and a non-interventionist
objective divine action model. On the other hand, the discontinuity dimension is seen in the
trinitarian unfolding of eschatological consummation, having space for future redemption without
being escapist.
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present now. The “continuity” refers to the present or Kärkkäinen’s liberationist
eschatological emphasis, which functions as anticipating the consummation through
liberatory praxis. These actions do not substitute the future consummation (“not yet”), but
are part of it in the present, particularly as a way for the church to live into its missionary
calling.43 This liberationist sentiment—adopted by eco, feminist, and other kinds of
praxis-oriented theologies—is endorsed not only at the level of praxis but also at the
conceptual level. In this way, Kärkkäinen favors what he calls an “elevation model” of
the Christian eschatological theology of creation. This model, different from the
“replacement,” “recycling,” “restorative” models, seeks to give space for eschatological
completion, fulfillment, and consummation, but it understands salvation as ennobling
nature via the incarnation of Christ.44 Here once again the trinitarian structure of theology
instrumentalizes incarnation as determinative for the correct understanding of the relation
between grace and nature.45
Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 149, writes: “The missionary church participates in
the liberative work for its own sake; that is, helping people in need is a Christian ‘thing,’” and
“the church is the symbol of God’s future.” Here Kärkkäinen calls the mission of the church
liberative, and makes it anticipatory and semiotic of God’s future, that is to say, God’s future
intervention is anticipated in the present.
43

Kärkkäinen’s project aligns with the elevation model, where Christology and
incarnation open doors to understand the relation between nature and grace, where creation is
elevated/ennobled via the manner that divinity entered the realm of creation through incarnation.
Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 156.
44

This elevation (“ennobling”) model is non-disruptive. It is significant that when
Kärkkäinen discusses “heaven” he does not see a complete disruption. Rather, he sees heaven
coming down (N. T. Wright). Again, his ecological sentiments, and his care for creation, do not
contradict the final judgment and renewing of the created order. Clearly, the principle of
continuity-in-discontinuity is seen in the discussion of the joint relation between time and eternity
as it relates to “heaven.”
45
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Kärkkäinen’s eschatology is all-pervasive in his theological project—the
“(Omni)Presence of Eschatology.”46 For him, eschatology is not simply a theological
locus referring to the “last things,” but it pervades the entire doctrinal construction. This
is observed particularly in the relationship between protology and eschatology. For
example, when Kärkkäinen touches upon the question of evil, he does so making
scientific biological macro-evolutive protological assumptions, which function as a
worldview.47 Thus, he has to redefine the sin-death causality by naturalizing death as
disassociated from the human fall as depicted in Scriptures.48
Kärkkäinen’s eschatology is also pervasive in a different sense, namely, “the
pneumatologically loaded eschatological openness of creation,” allowing a kind of
consummation that upholds the cosmic dimension of the restoration based on a cosmic
Spirit.49 Indeed, Pneumatology is central for the divine action project that wants to go
46

Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 7; Kärkkäinen, Christian Theology in the
Pluralistic World, 523.
Kärkkäinen, Creation and Humanity, 202–3, writes: “A foundational difference
between entropy and evil is that entropy can be said to belong to the goodness of creation as it is a
necessary requirement for growth and change (at least in our kind of world). Of evil we can
hardly say the same, even if God has allowed it and is able to bring good out of bad.” See also,
Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 163, where he writes: “The four-billion-year evolutionary
history of our planet alone would disqualify any proposal that leaves the reason for suffering until
the last seconds of the timeline, as it were, until the appearance of humankind and its sinfulness.”
47
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After discussing teleological views of understanding of evil vis-à-vis theodicy (the
Irenaean view of the development of character through suffering), Kärkkäinen is inconclusive
about the value of evil. However, he can affirm, at minimum, a kind of consequentialist natural
theodicy. He defines “consequentialist natural theodicy” thus: “natural evils are an unintended
by-product or consequence of God’s free choice to create the kind of world in which we live, an
evolving world.” Kärkkäinen, Creation and Humanity, 204. Since there is natural evil and since
ultimately the problem of suffering cannot be solved here and now, it is put on hold until the
eschatological consummation.
49

Kärkkäinen, Christian Theology in the Pluralistic World, 549.
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beyond the traditional centrality of eschatology as destiny of the soul (the individualistic
Augustinian legacy), or avoid modern theologies that de-eschatologize future
eschatologies (as in Kathryn Tanner’s ‘eschatology without a future’). Similar to
Moltmann’s scope, Kärkkäinen’s project is cosmic. He argues that a key argument in the
project is that “Christian hope of the eschatological consummation, as much as it means
to humanity, also includes the whole of God’s creation.”50 This broad scope fits with the
broader view of the project, namely that the Trinitarian God is pneumatologically
pervasive in the cosmos, cultures, and religions, in such a way that one has to be sensitive
and hospitable to find truth and the transcendent in the other.
Vanhoozer’s eschatology is systematically undeveloped. Yet it functions
epistemologically in tandem with his postfoundationalism. Though one does not have
access to absolute truth from this side of the eschaton, God consummates the individual’s
life story by being at the end (“outside”). It seems that there is a relation between
eschatology, eternity, and outsideness of time (timelessness). The implications of a
classical view of God do facilitate this kind of epistemic limitation rationale.51
In the theodramatic metaphysics, the plot of divine acts that directs the canonical
map starts with creation (right cognitive functioning), fall (distorted cognitive
50

Kärkkäinen, Christian Theology in the Pluralistic World, 549.
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Kärkkäinen also subscribes to postfoundationalism, which removes epistemic absolute
certainty, but at the same time allows the theologian to have a “proper confidence”—a term
borrowed from Lesslie Newbigin’s book title—to be used in rigorous theological engagement,
but knowing that one’s theological conclusions can only be considered “convictions and beliefs.”
Kärkkäinen, Doing the Work of Comparative Theology, 277. This attitude is based on the fact that
theological conclusions are sustained upon a comprehensive network of other beliefs upon which
theological thinking is sustained. So, at the end of the day, one’s conclusions demand faith in
other beliefs. Cf. Lesslie Newbigin, Proper Confidence, 1–15.
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functioning), redemption (restored cognitive functioning), followed by consummation
(perfect cognitive functioning).52 The last act, the eschatological consummation, is the
last chapter of the history of salvation plot, as applied to the idea of cognitive
provisionality, and the drama’s eschatological orientation thus enables a confessional
epistemology, epistemic humility, and civil wisdom in engaging in dialogue.53
Moreover, the eschatological dimension in Vanhoozer’s project is ethical and
performative. His entire project is action-oriented phronetic performance attuned with
pneumatological guidance. Vanhoozer’s pneumatological guidance contrasts with
Kärkkäinen’s. Whereas for Kärkkäinen the Spirit is all-pervasively “blowing” in the
entire cosmos,54 Vanhoozer considers the Spirit to be more internalized—working within
humans’ hearts.55
Lastly, related to the nature of God, Vanhoozer understands eschatology as a way
in which God breaks into history through divine action. This in-breaking assumes that
God is outside time/history—a corollary aspect of the God-world ontological
distinction—and divine intervention in this view can happen via the “eschatological
dimension” of history with its openness to God.56 Kärkkäinen also sees history as opened
52

Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 302–5.
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Vanhoozer and Treier, Theology and the Mirror of Scripture, 227–29.
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Kärkkäinen, Christian Theology in the Pluralistic World, 549, claims that the
“pneumatological[ly] loaded eschatological openness of creation points to a final consummation
in which matter and physicality—no more than time—are not so much ‘deleted’ as they are
transformed, made transcendent.”
Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 189, calls this reception of the Spirit “a hermeneutics
of pneumatic reception,” which is a kind of a performance of the Spirit that the believer does
through “canonical practices.” Ibid., 216.
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Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 328.
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to God’s actions; however, since Kärkkäinen subscribes to a cosmic pneumatology that
makes a non-interventionist objective divine action possible, for him God operates
immanently, within history.57
It would be pertinent at this point to comment briefly on how the eschatological
views as engaged by my interlocutors impinge on missional hermeneutics. I begin with
Vanhoozer’s epistemic eschatology. On the one hand, it reduces the missional force in
actions like evangelism, for it is a fact that fundamentalist absolutist epistemology fuels
certainty and proselytism. On the other hand, epistemic humility and provisionality
facilitate engaging the dialogical other, a theme that Kärkkäinen would gladly welcome
through hospitality and “proper confidence.”
Furthermore, Kärkkäinen’s “elevation/enabling” model seems more friendly
towards engaging cultural, natural, and religious frameworks, to the point that one may
find natural bridges of pneumatological action in the world, whereas the counter-cultural,
prophetic model may fuel a kind of apologetics that may be useful in gaining others for
their own particular perspective, although this might hinder dialogue.
I now turn to mission as it relates to this project.
Mission
There are similarities and dissimilarities in how Kärkkäinen and Vanhoozer
understand mission. I start by noting that both interlocutors’ views of mission are rooted
Kärkkäinen’s theology of creation posits an “open universe”, where the process of
emergence is constantly at work (evolution). Kärkkäinen, Christian Theology in the Pluralistic
World, 131. This process is possible because Kärkkäinen’s pneumatology facilitates
panentheism’s immanence in the natural processes without at the same time reducing God’s
transcendence. Ibid., 332.
57
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in their views on God. The missio Dei concept is central to the understanding of both
Vanhoozer and Kärkkäinen. Vanhoozer argues that it is from the Trinitarian processions
(immanent Trinity) that overflows the economic Trinity (the trinitarian missions). The
theodrama in which the church finds itself is a continuation of this movement. What
remains to be explored is the ontology behind Vanhoozer’s theodramatic economic
missions (divine and human), the point of contact between God and man, and the cash
value of his “relationality.” For his “communicative” classical theism makes difficult any
real relationship with the world.58 Rather, the relation becomes only metaphorically
established because, in fact, there is no reciprocity and mutuality in the divine being in
order to maintain the unaffected otherness of God.59 The being-in-communicative-act is
dynamic and covenantal in an analogical sense, and the response of the hero to talk back
to his author only happens metaphorically due to the non-reciprocity of the relation.
Kärkkäinen also understands mission springing from the missio Dei. The concept
of “relationality” is taken from the Trinity in a dynamic way (Ziziolas) and understood as
“communion.”60 This view of the relational Trinity is imported into the economy and the
Vanhoozer’s classical theism is strict in order to maintain the creator-creature
distinction, God’s outsideness, in such a way that the God-world relationship is analogically
conceived. As Peckham distinguishes it, “A major difference between strict classical theism and
moderate classical theism involves whether God can engage in real relationship with the world—
relationship that is real from God’s perspective rather than being merely a relation of reason.
Moderate classical theism affirms that God is really related to the world but not essentially related
to the world. God needs no world.” John C. Peckham, Divine Attributes: Knowing the Covenantal
God of Scripture (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2021), 254.
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For Vanhoozer’s employment of Bakhtin’s Author-hero relationship as applied to the
God-humanity relation rationale, see above, chap. 4.
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Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 266.
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church as a “communion of communions.”61 Kärkkäinen’s classical panentheism is
relational—it adopts an “ontology of relation” (LaCugna) to understand God’s essence as
relations. Yet, this theological understanding does not see problems in affirming divine
freedom, the contingency of the world, or divine passibility defined in voluntary way, not
by necessity. So Kärkkäinen’s panentheistic missio Dei means that the relationalcommunion of the Trinity is expanded in the ecclesiastical communion, and this
communion is constituted by real relations.
While Vanhoozer’s missio Dei evokes the economic Trinity in theodramatic
missions, allied by our participation. Vanhoozer’s impassibilist view of divine emotions
avoids language of God-human reciprocity, even though Vanhoozer attempts to balance
his view with a redefinition of emotions, differentiating passive and active dimensions of
divine emotions.
Let me also point out that Vanhoozer and Kärkkäinen hold a post-Vatican II
ecclesiology, in that they observe that the nature of the church is missionary.62 Hence
they negate the dichotomy of ecclesiology proper—the churchness of the church
(being)—and its mission and ministry of the church (doing). As the council says: “The
61

Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 317–35.
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This observation of missional aspect of ecclesiology is a consensus in ecumenical
circles. The WCC’s document “Together Towards Life: Mission and Evangelism in Changing
Landscapes,” argues for ecumenical statement that reaffirms the church’s purpose. The document
states that “the church exists by mission, just as fire exists by burning. If it does not engage in
mission, it ceases to be church.” (57) Thus, the document describes mission for the Christian
church as an “inner compulsion” and even “a test and criterion for authentic life in Christ” (67).
Although the document does not conflate the term church as mission, it refers many times to the
idea of “church in mission” (111), meaning “motion,” “movement,” or an action that flows from
church’s pneumatological being (ecclesiality).
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pilgrim Church is missionary by her very nature.”63 Vanhoozer claims that the
theodrama—which includes divine activities and includes the church—is mission.64
Theology is also called “mission,” with a definition that simply upholds a kind of allencompassing notion that uses “mission” as a broader category.65 Similarly, Kärkkäinen
says that his ecclesiology intends to be in “keeping with an emerging ecumenical
consensus,” and that thus “we should define…the church as mission.”66
This broader conceptualization of mission is evident through an embodied
understanding of mission, which is much more than the cognitive aspect. Vanhoozer’s
mission emphasis—as mentioned in analyzing his doctrinal rationale—is participative.67
Second Vatican Council, “Decree on the Mission Activity of the, Ad Gentes, 7
December, 1965,” in Vatican Council II: The Conciliar and Post Conciliar Documents, sec. 2
(hereafter cited as AG). In this decree, it is clear that mission is the paradigm of world
evangelization, with the understanding that the church is viewed as “sacrament of salvation” (AG,
sec. 5). The decree defines “missions” as “undertakings by which the heralds of the Gospel, sent
out by the Church and going forth into the whole world, carry out the task of preaching the
Gospel and planting the Church among peoples or groups who do not yet believe in Christ.” (AG,
sec. 6) This definition emphasizes evangelization; however, the decree further highlights other
healing actions in broader terms, thus defining the activity for everyone, “Since the whole church
is missionary, and the work of evangelization is a basic duty of the People of God” (AG, sec. 35).
63
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Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 68–69.
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Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 71.
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Kärkkäinen, Christian Theology in the Pluralistic World, 456.
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Volf understands the structure of the church as pneumatological participation of its
members, whereas the question of church structure is usually approached as related to the
question of office. Thus the Catholic church conceives of structure through rightly appointed
(meaning ordained) office, while Protestants understand it using theological concepts such as the
priesthood of all believers. One must define what constitutes ecclesial structure. In the words of
Volf, After Our Likeness, 222, “if the structures of the church really are to be the structures of the
church rather than structures over the church, then the church must take precedence over its
structures.” Volf suggests that themes like communion and participation take primacy over office.
“The church lives through the participation of its members, that is, the laity and the office
holders, and is constituted through them by the Holy Spirit.” Ibid., 222. After surveying
Vanhoozer’s and Kärkkäinen’s missional ecclesial theologies, it seems to me that participation is
a key concept of their projects.
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Doctrine leads to theodramatic performance, using phronetic judgments to find a way of
fitting participation for all kinds of believers regardless of status. Put another way,
theological performances function best if done by amateur performers.68 Kärkkäinen, on
the other hand, affirms a missional existence as multidimensional69 and polycentric.70 I
think that both thinkers reflect the reality that mission is more than organizations
(structure), doctrinal assent (truth), social concern (action), or existential forms of life
(subjective appropriations). Rather, mission englobes them all pneumatically,
acknowledging personal involvement in a connected way.
Kärkkäinen’s and Vanhoozer’s Concepts of Missional
Doctrinal Hermeneutics: An Evaluation
I turn now to analyze the concept of missional doctrinal hermeneutics of both
Vanhoozer and Kärkkäinen, and inquire into how their comprehensive view of doctrine
impinges on how some of their missiological assumptions condition their theological
outcomes. However, before I tackle these issues, I must consider how their theologies are
configured as a form of discourse, its structures, scope, and comprehensiveness.
Williams argues for two kinds of systematicity in systematic theology. Type 1
theology proposes ‘theology’ as “a body of prose intended to give a reasonably
68

Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 441.
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This multidimensional mission includes evangelism and common witness; healing and
restoration; social justice and equality; integrity and flourishing of nature; reconciliation and
peacebuilding; and dialogue and interfaith engagement. Kärkkäinen, Christian Theology in the
Pluralistic World, 474.
70

Polycentric means that it is not bipolarly organized in clergy and laity. It assumes a
general call of the entire church, instead of just some part of it. Kärkkäinen, Christian Theology
in the Pluralistic World, 497.
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comprehensive account of Christian doctrine, ordered locus by locus.”71 Type 2 theology
refers to “theological writing in which the treatment of any one locus indicates, at least in
some measure, how it is informed by other loci or how it will itself determine the shape
of others.”72 Williams suggests that what differentiates type 1 from type 2 systematic
theologies is not their comprehensiveness (for type 1 intends to cover all loci while type 2
focuses on just one), because even type 1 cannot be as comprehensive as theology’s
subject-matter—God and all things in relation to God.73 In this sense, Williams suggests
that even type 2 theology gestures towards comprehensiveness, and presents an impetus
towards connectedness to some degree.
Before presenting my evaluation of the doctrinal interconnections of Kärkkäinen
and Vanhoozer, it would be appropriate to distinguish their scope of vision. Kärkkäinen
ought to be considered as a type 1 systematic theology, for it attempts to be
comprehensive in a summa-like effort, journeying from locus to locus toward an end. 74
Yet he admits that that nomenclature system is “most unfortunate.”75 Nonetheless, his
project is a system—without the notion of totalization or exhaustive or absolutely
conclusive remarks. For this reason, he prefers to call his project a constructive theology
instead of a systematic theology, conceding however that these terms are synonymous,
71

Williams, Architecture of Theology, 1, argues that this type 1 theology has few
examples in Christian history, becoming a paradigm through the discursive genre of Aquinas’s
Summa, among other scholastics.
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Williams, Architecture of Theology, 2.
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As proposed by Aquinas, Summa Theologiae, 1.1, 3.
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This is evident in his five-volume A Constructive Christian Theology for the Pluralistic
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Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 3.
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except for the connotation of being totalizing that he wants to avoid.76 Vanhoozer
presents separate doctrinal loci without the intention of providing a complete systematic
theology. Hence Vanhoozer’s project is a type 2 theology in William’s estimation,
gesturing toward comprehensiveness through his theodramatic programmatic proposal.
For instance, Vanhoozer’s Drama of Doctrine deals specifically with theological
methodology but it impinges on issues of ecclesiology. Although his Remythologizing
focuses on the doctrine of God, it also assumes issues of anthropology and the world.
These are just some examples of how systematicity operates within type 2 theologies.
One could argue that a comparison of Vanhoozer and Kärkkäinen is asymmetrical
since they belong to different categories of theology (Kärkkäinen’s project belongs to a
type 1 while Vanhoozer’s is a type 2 systematic theology). Such asymmetry would
become clear precisely within the locus of “eschatology,” since Vanhoozer’s eschatology
is underdeveloped systematically. So, how can one compare their eschatological
constructions if one of the theologians has not developed his? I concede that if this
project had its subject-matter in “eschatology,” then this lack of symmetry between my
interlocutors could possibly make the research itself incompatible. However, the project
is not about this specific locus (eschatology), but on a specific dimension of doctrine,
76

Although Kärkkäinen concedes to the term system, his project does not attain what one
would call foundationalist footing. Rather, similar to Vanhoozer, he endorses a
postfoundationalist framework in terms of coherence theory informing the structure of his
theological project. Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 2–3. Williams asserts that coherentism
assures the truth of its claims by their lateral relation to one another, rather than a ‘vertical’
relation as found in foundationalist claims. Williams, Architecture of Theology, 14.
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namely, missional doctrinal hermeneutics, and takes the loci God, eschatology, and
mission as they relate to the missional doctrinal dimension.77
Postfoundationalism and coherence function as criteria of rationality used to
evaluate the manifold parts of their synoptic view of my interlocutor’s theological
project. Coherence—as a criterion—adopts the law of non-contradiction.78 This law has
long been an operative logic for avoiding illogic and unintelligent theological conclusions
in major historical theological issues.79 Although theology—however defined—warrants
its claims based on Scriptures (and depending on the model, other normative sources),
one has to evaluate whether Scripture itself adopts such a law of non-contradiction.80
Although Vanhoozer’s writings on systematic theological topics target key themes,
without pretending to be read as a summa in terms of comprehensiveness, they do present a high
degree of coherency between their topics. The writings of Vanhoozer are ad hoc, but
systematicity is evident in the development of their ideas, particularly as those are related to
theological ontology.
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Aristotle, “Metaphysics,” Book IV, 1584–99.
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Williams, Architecture of Theology, 25–28, exemplifies the law of non-contradiction
by citing the Trinitarian debates (oneness and threeness) and the nature of Christ (man and God)
as put forward in order to avoid non-contradiction within their own historical limits. Whether
patristic theology or the apologists adopt this Aristotelian law knowingly or unknowingly is
immaterial to the discussion. What is central to this dissertation is that rational intelligibility is
central to the missional impetus—to explain, to make known, to proclaim—in
expanding/transmitting the Christian message, and the realities that warrant the validity of the
message.
In regards to Old Testament literature, Kenneth Bergland highlights that “the
phenomenon of literary tension and dissimilitude seems rather pervasive in the HB.” Kenneth
Bergland, Reading as a Disclosure of the Thoughts of the Heart: Proto-Halakhic Reuse and
Appropriation between Torah and the Prophets, Beihefte zur Zeitschrift für Altorientalische und
Biblische Rechtsgeschichte (Wiesbaden, Germany: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2019), 49. He argues
that literary coherence—such as found in the law of non-contradiction—did not exist in ancient
Old Testament times. Therefore, such discrepancies (as found in legal texts and its reusage within
the prophetic literature of the HB) should be taken in a neutral manner, using terms such as “
‘dissimilarity,’ ‘dissimilitude,’ ‘differences,’ ‘diversity,’ ‘variation,’ ‘inconsistency,’ and
‘tension.’” Ibid., 50. Hence, Bergland suggests that it is mandatory to letting go of the
Aristotelian law of non-contradiction as applied to biblical interpretation, replacing it with an
expansionistic creative reusage of normative texts taking into consideration forms of life. While it
is true that the complexities of biblical literature may appear chaotic, Bergland’s suggestion of
80
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Regardless of biblical complexity, and the contention to letting go of the law of noncontradiction, one should maintain a minimal law of non-contradiction as apparent in
Scripture, for tensions should not be confused with contradictions (e.g., OT monotheistic
claims). Otherwise, there will be little sense in theologizing. Also, it is clear that the
missional impetus of theology requires coherence, not rejecting possible tensions within
its synoptic vision.
Kärkkäinen’s Missional Doctrinal Hermeneutics
The interconnection between God, eschatology, and mission in Kärkkäinen’s
missional doctrinal hermeneutics assumes the coherentist theory of truth which
undergirds the relation of these loci to each other.81 Rescher claims that coherence is
concerned with the relation of propositions not as atomistic, but between each other.82
Similarly, theological (doctrinal) coherence seeks to interpret these selected doctrines in

avoiding coherence would invalidate the discipline of systematic theology as an infelicitous
result. Perhaps one could qualify that his target is the definition of literary coherence as a
restrictive scientific precision, whereas, in fact, coherence would not necessarily avoid tension or
dilemma, for not all tensions are logical paradoxes (unresolvable cases). In such a way, that
coherence would be more like an impetus, an ideal or direction. It seems to me that Bergland
reduces coherence to a degree that it invalidates systematicity in an unnecessary, unprofitable
manner. If one considers coherence—the rationality behind the systematicity—on two levels (an
actual and a theoretical), one may be able to affirm that the theoretical dimension would be
something necessary for discursive purposes (ideal), while an actual coherence would be
impossible, due to the chaotic phenomenon of texts, life forms, and contingent historical
situations. Williams, Architecture of Theology, 5. Note that Pannenberg acknowledges that no
argumentation is possible—in theology or in another discipline, without the basic recognition of
the principle of identity or contradiction. Pannenberg, Systematic Theology, 1:21.
Williams, Architecture of Theology, 31, claims that “this principle in turn indicates
why theology is necessarily systematic.”
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Nicholas Rescher, The Coherence Theory of Truth, Clarendon Library of Logic and
Philosophy (Oxford: Clarendon, 1973), 32.
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their inner-relationship, interweaving theological ideas in constructing the overall
argument.
What Kärkkäinen seeks to do is to depict his missional doctrinal hermeneutics as
appropriating the context in which he writes, a theology reflective of plurality in society,
and in particular one reflective of the religious dilemma of incommensurable theological
scoreboards and the scientific dilemma that attempts to invalidate religious claims.
Kärkkäinen’s treatment of constructive theology instantiates a form of systematicity
organized by classical theological structure, but tinctured by concerns which spring forth
from a set of modern civil values such as hospitality, dialogue, and inclusiveness. Hence,
his constructive theology is “integrative,” meaning that it integrates many different
aspects of theological and non-theological disciplines.
This orientation of theological methodology is determined by a term that recalls a
religious category, namely, personal conversion.83 Kärkkäinen says that his theological
orientation is the outcome of four-fold conversion experiences: to ecumenism; to global
theology; to interfaith or comparative theology; and to an engagement with science and
religion. All of these conversions direct Kärkkäinen to dialogue with the other, consider
foreigner theological positions, understand differences, find points of contact, and
conclude without finding consensus but possibilities for further engagement.
Without conceptual elaboration, the term “conversion” reveals a change in trajectory,
but it can also indicate that once conversion is realized, a missionary zeal is taken over or adopted
by the one converted. It is precisely this impetus that guides Kärkkäinen’s project, namely, the
desire to reach out laterally within Christian denominations and across religions. Although
anyone that attempts to have such a large scope inevitably falls short due to the overspecialization dynamics of current scholarship, nonetheless the ambitious goal sets a kind of
agenda for future practitioners of theology, one that assumes and interacts with the pluralistic
assumptions of current times.
83
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Dialogue as a category of theological reflection is a phenomenon that became
prominent in the second half of the twentieth century.84 It is a tool that particularly
features in the ecumenical age, giving a broader alternative spectrum for the
understanding of mission, one that was earlier defined as “proclamation” but now goes
under the name “dialogue.” Wrogemann categorizes the dialogical with many types and
levels of intention, but the one that most accurately characterizes Kärkkäinen is the
information dialogue type.85 It is unapologetic in the sense that it does not try to convince
the other; rather, it attempts to seek for a common ground of correlation and to do so in a
thematic manner.
Kärkkäinen’s notion of the dialogical has a practical reason for engaging the
religious other, starting with the learning of a different set of information about the other
in order to lead to witness. Kärkkäinen argues that the view of truth of Christian theology
84

Before, mission was understood primarily as proclamation, but from the second half of
the twentieth century forward a broader category to respond to the global situation became
imperative. See for, example, Second Vatican Council, “Declaration on the Relation of the
Church to Non-Christian Religions, Nostra aetate, 28 October, 1965,” in Vatican Council II: The
Conciliar and Post Conciliar Documents, ed. Austin Flannery (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical,
1975), that focuses on the other religions as they relate to Roman Catholicism. See also the WCC
theological consultation on “Dialogue in Community” (1977), in Chiang Mai, Thailand, as a
reflection on establishing guidelines for interpersonal encounters. These guidelines were first
published in 1979. Cf. World Council of Churches, “Guidelines on Dialogue with People of
Living Faiths and Ideologies,” accessed 4/14/2021.
https://www.oikoumene.org/resources/documents/guidelines-on-dialogue-with-people-of-livingfaiths-and-ideologies.
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Wrogemann, Intercultural Theology: A Theology of Interreligious Relations, trans.
Karl E. Böhmer, 3 vols. (Downers Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2019), 3:305–12, categorizes
different kinds of interreligious dialogue depending on the intention of the dialogue. (1) Contact
dialogues: the encounter of two groups without the intention to discuss any particular topic. For
example, one religious leader bringing greetings at a significant gathering of another religious
group; (2) Information dialogues: marked by the intention to know more about the religious other.
In this case, there is a form of reciprocity; (3) Consensus dialogues: the intention to find a
transreligious truth or common ground, or at least points of convergence, between the parties; and
(4) Persuasion dialogues: which seek to persuade one of the two dialogue partners.
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cannot be internal only—meaning related only to the established Christian sources of
authority—but it should also relate to external spheres, based on human experience.86
And yet, the goal of the dialogue is not obliterating differences or achieving consensus,
although the question of truth and the cultural diversity of society make this effort
necessary.87
Another feature that is pertinent in the analysis of Kärkkäinen’s concept of
dialogue is the location of discourse as it relates to the balance of power. For it is one
thing to argue for engaging the religious other depending on whether the discourse comes
from a majority or minority point of view/situation. The location—or the space of the
discourse—conditions the content of the discourse. Kärkkäinen does not argue from
Egypt or Sri Lanka, where he would be found in the minority side, but from California—
a location that champions western-type pluralist democratic values.88
Having analyzed the dialogic in Kärkkäinen, it would be useful to see how the
missional doctrinal hermeneutics relates to his doctrinal construction. Following the
relational turn, Kärkkäinen’s doctrine of God adopts a “classical panentheism” that
privileges relationality within the Trinity, extended to models of ecclesiology, and to
86

Kärkkäinen, Christ and Reconciliation, 24, argues that the coherence of Christian
theology is both internal and external based on the fact that religions are an “essential part of
human experience and experience of the world.” This means that Kärkkäinen understands that the
religious experience, is a universal phenomenon and universally available, the knowledge of the
other religious experience may be commensurable, despite the differences of the tradition.
87

Kärkkäinen, Christ and Reconciliation, 28–29.
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Wrogemann, Intercultural Theology: Theology of Interreligious Relations, 3:318,
writes about the dialogical in reference to the location as central for the semiotic perspective.
There is a relevance of the “places” and “spaces” of the dialogue.
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koinonia ecumenism. The principle of relationality is an operative term and impinges
even on the view of an emerging, dynamic, and macro-evolutionistic reality.
The God-world interconnection he views through panentheism, in which God’s
presence and action occur within the natural realm by the power of the Holy Spirit. The
God-world relation is instrumentalized by a kind of divine action that happens from
within the world, in a non-objective interference manner.
The God-eschatology connection is present through the omnipresent
eschatological principle of continuity-in-discontinuity, connecting the historical and the
eschatological, the personal and the cosmic destiny, and the present and future hope. The
future destiny, as viewed in traditional eschatology, is not denied, while present
liberational efforts are affirmed as eschatological anticipations.
The God-mission connection is highlighted by the mutuality as expressed by real
relations. God is not apathetic ad intra; consequently, God ad extra flows through real
relations between God and humanity, which make significant, real, impact in God. The
suffering, passible God can be affected by what is non-God. This mutuality is significant
as a model for mission, particularly, to the notion of dialogue—which assumes a mutual
relation of give-and-take dynamics. The suffering God models a church that goes into the
world to establish real relations.
Such relations are guided by the vision of God. This becomes particularly clear
after Kärkkäinen compares and contrasts his doctrine of God through theistic
perspectives, and then narrows his attention to the topic of God and violence. Yet
Kärkkäinen might appropriately be criticized for choosing his examples selectively—as,
for example, when he contrasts the pacifist non-violent Christian position with some
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violent alternatives in other religions.89 Yet, his logic of a non-violent religion derives
from a non-violent theology of creation, which in turn derives from a non-violent God.
He writes:
Christian theology of God, and derivatively, theology of creation are not based on
violence, nor on a battle of the deities, as in many ancient myths; they are based
on the divine pronouncement of the goodness of creation (Gen. 1:31), which
refuses to ontologize violence, war, and conflict. Diversified unity, loving and
accepting embrace of the other, and peace are ontologically founded in the triune
God.90
Thus hospitality and inclusivity, which are possible thanks to a non-violent
disposition, derive from a particular view of God. Kärkkäinen justifies his view of a nonviolent God in the NT (vis-à-vis the OT and ancient worldviews) as the denial of an
ontology of violence based on the view of progressive revelation, namely, the progression
from the violent (ancient, primitive) toward the non-violent (modern, contemporary).91
While it is true that one may ascertain that this may be interpreted as a myth of progress
rationale, which is established by an improper understanding of complex data of ancient
paradigms regarding the administration of justice, what calls attention to the issues that
concern the God-mission interconnectivity is how he proposes the many ontologies of
violence to be defeated based on an attribute of God. Consequently, Kärkkäinen suggests
a kind of “diversified unity” that finds its justification in the ontology of the Trinity rather
than in the pluralistic democratic values of contemporary society.
Lynn Hofstad, “The Challenges of Comparative Theology: An Assessment of
Kärkkäinen’s Doing the Work of Comparative Theology,” Dialog 59, no. 4 (Dec 2020): 345,
points out what appears to be Kärkkäinen’s selectivity of comparing the best of one tradition with
the worst of other, such as in the comparative examples of non-violence and ecology.
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Kärkkäinen, Doing the Work of Comparative Theology, 83.
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Kärkkäinen, Doing the Work of Comparative Theology, 83.
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One could justifiably ask: Is Kärkkäinen projecting contemporary values upon the
Trinity? If so, the projection rationale would reduce theology to an anthropology
(Feuerbach), but it does not look as if this is the primary intention.92 The theological
movement is a movement of derivative logic. God is like x; the world is related to God;
Thus, the God-world relationship ought to be derivatively marked by x. The reader may
substitute x for relationality or non-violence, among other divine attributes pertinent to
the project.
At this time, it seems important to visualize how Kärkkäinen’s project fits in our
previous missional hermeneutical model in theology (chapter 2). A caveat: the two
mappings provided in chapter two of the dissertation are heuristic, and could be
constructed in different ways.93 Two observations might be useful: first, models are
descriptive but not exhaustive tools.94 Second, since I have organized the models within
poles, one has to be reminded that there is a spectrum between the poles with nuances
and polyvalent positions.95
92

Vanhoozer criticizes the kenotic-perichoretic relational models as a kind of projection
based on contemporary accepted worldview models that replace Hellenistic classical ontology
that emphasizes substance and essence as differentiated from contingent realities, such as
accidents.
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Map one explores contextual theologies and presents, on the one hand, the identityoriented model (e.g., translation model) bending to the source, while the other pole represents the
cultural/anthropological emphasizing the target, rather than the source. Map two explores
theological orientations and presents, on the one hand, a fixed approach of theological orientation
based on the “canonical” and “paleo-orthodox” models that tend to establish the identity of the
source. On the other hand, the dynamic approach has affinity with the dynamics of the context.
94

Bevans, Models, 112, understands models in a complementary/descriptive manner
instead of exclusive/systematic way. This means that models are heuristic, and their employment
depends on the situation and circumstance.
95

Wrogemann, Intercultural Theology: Theology of Interreligious Relations, 3:215,
writes that there is “an entire spectrum of different positions between the poles of recognition and
rejection within the complex contexts of interreligious constellations.” This is applicable for the
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Having established these constraints, and based on the description of
Kärkkäinen’s overall project, his missional theological hermeneutics tend to be
categorized near the pole that gives epistemological primacy to a model oriented to the
context.96 Although Kärkkäinen does not focus primarily on experience, the practice of
entertaining the cultural dimension of the missional situation and accommodating some
of their ontological presuppositions bend his project to the target rather than to the
source-dimension.97 Three examples support this claim: First, Kärkkäinen adopts a
relational turn in his doctrine of God and view of reality. Although he argues that this is
scripturally and traditionally warranted, he affirms that it communicates better with the
current—i.e., dynamic and emerging—philosophical view of reality.98 Second,

discussion, otherwise the reduction of a variegated data with two poles only would be predicated
as an instance of binary thinking and an over-simplification to the point of distortion.
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Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 52, holds liberating and inclusive hermeneutics.
This means that he understands that God’s revelation is dynamic and multidimensional finding
the sources of theology not only in the classical locus (as for example, in Scripture), but also in
the experience of human suffering. This makes his view of revelation rooted in the historical
experience. Although Kärkkäinen also endorses “translation” as a characteristic of revelation, his
description does not emphasize the source-text relation. Rather, it focuses on how translation in
Christian mission was fundamental for resistance to colonialism enhancing the indigenous cause.
Ibid., 55.
It is true that Kärkkäinen’s methodology states that it partakes in the canonicallinguistic approach, precisely in terms of the linguistic turn and postfoundationalism. However,
whereas Vanhoozer attempts to uphold the sola Scriptura principle through canonical practices,
Kärkkäinen is more interested in resourcing his project with a broader ecumenical selection from
the protestant side of the Christian tradition. He balances his occidental theology with the impetus
of ecumenical theology, and the desire to engage perspectives from the margins. However, his
theological constructions do not give epistemological primacy to scriptures, but instead take a
multiplex approach to theological sources.
97
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Kärkkäinen, Trinity and Revelation, 229, argues that this development, from
Hellenistic Judaism on the expansion of the Christian faith within the Graeco-Roman worldview,
was “necessary and useful for the purposes of the church’s mission in its then-contemporary
world.” By contrast, in contemporary times “the rise of science and (modern) materialism [meant
that] theology was drawn to new contextualizations of the doctrine of God.” Ibid., 229–30. The
panentheistic choice is justified both in terms of biblical narrative and “contextualization of
insights from the surrounding cultures.” Ibid., 232. It is clear that contextualization in this regard
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Kärkkäinen adopts a non-interventionist objective divine action which allows his project
to be accepted within a scientific worldview—the dominant worldview in contemporary
western society.99 This changed worldview has implications for theology and Kärkkäinen
adopts this emergent view of naturalism within a theistic framework.100 Third, the
adoption of a missional emphasis shaping the critical contextualization of theology in
order to identify plural paradigms in a pluralistic society. This can be seen in
Kärkkäinen’s choice of pneumatology—a plural paradigm. Although scientific
naturalism challenges Kärkkäinen’s assertions about the spirit(s), Kärkkäinen maintains a
spirit-filled cosmos and affirms the existence of the spiritual world through a
panentheistic framework.101 This widening of the spirit toward embracing plural realities
enlarges the reach of the spirit in all areas of life, religious and secular.102
is a consequence of a kind of “category translation” from an ancient ontological framework
toward a contemporary one. This new contemporary framework, as a consequence, conditions the
theological realities (God, humankind, and the world).
Kärkkäinen, Creation and Humanity, 27, endorses a “critical mutual interaction”
between theology and sciences. His robust creational pneumatology makes possible a
panentheistic view of God, which endorses an immanent presence of the creator. This enables “a
viable theology of continuing creation (providence) and the possibility of continuing divine
action.” Ibid., 64. This is the bridge to connect divine creative action with the view that the world
develops through evolutionary process as well.
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Kärkkäinen, Creation and Humanity, 102–6, 152, credits a compatibility between
contemporary evolutionist theory and a theistic view of creation. He affirms that this assessment
has to be theological and to avoid literalist biblical interpretation. Such a compatibility may
interpret God’s action in the world through natural law by means of a continuing presence and
action within the world itself. For a conceptual comparison between competitive worldview
alternatives, their assumptions, and their controlling effects on reality, as exemplified by
evolutionist and biblical narrative models, see Flavio Prestes III, “Worldviews: Concepts or
Narratives? An Integrative Definition to Assess Their Controlling Effect in the Biblical and
Atheistic Evolutionary Models,” AUSS 57, no. 2 (2020): 267–304.
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Kärkkäinen, Spirit and Salvation, 95.
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Kärkkäinen, Spirit and Salvation, 198.
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With that in mind, I turn to evaluate Vanhoozer’s missional doctrinal
hermeneutics.
Vanhoozer’s Missional Doctrinal Hermeneutics
An attentive reader may have formed the impression that Vanhoozer distances
himself from systematicity as presentations of doctrines, and instead understands
theological work to be concerned with a way of life (performance) rather than a set of
beliefs (cognitive). Nevertheless, he still presents an account of the latter. This
observation may be explained by the way that Vanhoozer wants to avoid
propositionalism, by engaging in poetic and literature’s manifold metaphorical language
to understand truth and the Christian life.103 When Vanhoozer decides to focus on the
directive (performative) dimension of doctrine, it means that he wants to emphasize the
volitional and not only the intellectual aspect of religion.104 While it is true that
Vanhoozer wants to present a pragmatic usage of doctrine due to the current status of
doctrine as antiquarian and marginalized both in the academy and in the life of the
church, one cannot deny that the volitional aspect does not invalidate the knowledge
(propositional) aspect of doctrine through knowing as an intellectual act.
Vanhoozer attempts to distance his theodramatic approach from the outcome that
his project is based on theoretical propositions (concepts), favoring, instead, the adoption
This is what is meant by the ‘linguistic’ in Vanhoozer’s ‘canonical-linguistic
approach’, as well as a nod to the ‘linguistic’ in Lindbeck’s cultural-linguistic approach to which
Vanhoozer attempts to present an alternative.
103

This volitional aspect is central in Vanhoozer’s missional doctrinal hermeneutics.
Once Vanhoozer establishes that God is missional, that the entire theodrama is the outwardly
flow springing from God’s very being, toward the economy. Vanhoozer identifies the
individual—and the community of disciples—as participating in this mission. Hence Vanhoozer’s
missional theology is participative.
104
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of phronetic judgments that the individual has to achieve within the constraints of
canonical imagination and the missional situation. It seems that the volitional dimension
(the subjective response) is rooted in propositional knowledge—such as in the “in Christ”
motif, the gospel, and theodramatic metaphysics, which are all expressed in propositional
forms and which are all warranted by a particular construction of the gospel.
This becomes clear in the way that Vanhoozer understands the God of the gospel
and the gospel of God: God, as subject, performs a series of speech-acts rendering a
story, which is consistent with his own character. God is portrayed missionally, that is to
say, outwardly. His being is revealed in communicative act, pointing to a divine ontology
that sets the agenda of missional theology. It therefore also ought to define its
interpretation.
Action is the key term of the interpretation of being in Vanhoozer’s framework.
Having adopted speech-act theory as applied to God, and starting from the premise that
God reveals himself by his Word, which creates, promises, covenants, among other
divine actions. Vanhoozer affirms that humans may know God precisely by his speech
and action. Similar to Barth, Vanhoozer disqualifies the natural theology project that
intends to arrive at the knowledge of God by natural reason without special revelation.
It will be in the biblical canon that these divine speech-actions, once recognized
by the interpreter, are transposed into the configuration of divine attributes
(characteristics). Theology mirrors Scripture; Scripture mirrors God. Since God is a
missionary God (flowing outwardly), and Scripture is a missional text (to be read aloud,
within a community in liturgy, with a certain purpose, for the sake of others), then
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following this framework theology also obtains a volitional aspect to condition the heart,
producing action that generates change and makes hearers into doers of the Word.105
This conceptualization makes theology a mimetic discipline. Differently than
Aristotle’s understanding of mimesis (as degenerating art due to distance from what is
real), theology’s mimesis copies God’s speech-acts as found in the biblical canon. Hence,
the interpretation of doctrine itself is not missional, unless God himself also is not
missional. And yet, the divine processions and economic missions of the Trinity prove it
to be otherwise.
Anthony C. Thiselton argues that Vanhoozer’s doctrinal hermeneutics is a
“Hermeneutic of Temporal and Communal Narrative.”106 Why? Because of Vanhoozer’s
use of plot narrative in Christian theology, either by narrative or drama. Hermeneutically,
such a choice to conceive doctrine assumes “temporal logic, plot, narrative structure,
narrative coherence, and telos.”107 It is particularly interesting that the interconnection of
God-eschatology-mission as it relates to missional doctrinal hermeneutics interprets the
theodramatic, missional God, who overflows from ad intra to the economy (origination),
in which the church is found engaging in mission (participation), with the eschatological
telos of communion and reconciliation with God (consummation).
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Kevin J. Vanhoozer, Hearers and Doers: A Pastor’s Guide to Making Disciples
through Scripture and Doctrine (Bellingham, WA: Lexham, 2019), argues that discipleshipmaking is the business of theology.
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Thiselton, Hermeneutics of Doctrine, 62.
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Thistleton, Hermeneutics of Doctrine, 65.
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Vanhoozer’s theo-drama starts from a conceptual understanding of doctrine that
leads to mission in real life.108 He understands theology as a practice (“believing
practice”), something that has been done (divine speech-acts) and that ought to be done
(theodramatic improvision). But, if practice/action/performance were to be the center of
Vanhoozer’s doctrinal model, then one could affirm that his approach would be
pragmatic or liberational (orthopraxis). However, Vanhoozer is also interested in
orthodoxy as something based within the canonical script that directs interpretation,
particularly the interpretation of God as cohering with the larger metaphysical theodrama.
Here again Thiselton interprets Vanhoozer’s reconceptualization of
propositionalism as saying that theology is more, but not less than propositions. Thiselton
suggests that the language of proposition obscures rather than enlightens, and therefore
that the term “‘ontological’ [should be used] to denote biblical truth-claims rather than
becoming sidetracked into a different universe of discourse about propositions and types
of propositions.”109 It is evident that Vanhoozer does make theo-ontological claims.110
What he avoids is defining doctrine in a reductivist manner as a deposit of truth or
information in a restrictively cognitivist manner. Rather, he finds doctrine directive,
cognitively-informed, affectively embodied, and pragmatically targeted.
Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 2, writes: “Doctrine, far from being a matter of
abstract theory, is actually the stuff of life.”
108
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Thiselton, Hermeneutics of Doctrine, 78.

Vanhoozer, Remythologizing, 43, writes: “the gift calls for thought, thus engendering
what for lack of a better term we could call ‘theo-ontology’ or the ‘theodramatic of the exodus.”
Vanhoozer’s perspective of the theological task is simultaneously historical, ontological, and
eschatological. Ibid., 30.
110
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At this time, it seems important to visualize how Vanhoozer’s project fits in our
previous missional hermeneutical model in theology (chapter 2). Vanhoozer’s missional
theological hermeneutics tends to be categorized near the pole that gives epistemological
primacy to identity orientation with the source. Vanhoozer’s canonical-linguistic method
is a doubly-emphasized approach in the canon and missional situation, but the direction
of dependency is from the source to the target. And yet, this direction of dependency is
not necessarily interpreted in a linear manner, for Vanhoozer does not claim that the
missional theological outcome (improvisation, mission, development of doctrine) is
deduced from doctrinal principles. Rather, the emphasis is sapiential and in the domain of
judgments rather than concepts.
Vanhoozer’s employment of “translation” as a missional model connects Andrew
Walls’s missionary movement definition of the propagation (“transmission”) of the
gospel as if Christ were growing. This understanding is rooted in metaphors such as
“incarnation,” “indigenization,” and “contextualization” of the message in different
missional situations.111 Moreover, Vanhoozer sees mission as tradition by employing a
hermeneutical theory of identity: the Ricoeurean plot identity of sameness-in-change—
ipse and idem-identity. Hence Vanhoozer’s missional hermeneutical model has a
synchronic (one gospel as translated to many cultures at one time) and diachronic identity
dimension (one gospel remaining the same despite the contingency of history).
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Walls, Cross-Cultural Process, 28; Cf. Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 131.
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Missional Doctrinal Hermeneutics: Synthetic Considerations
This study has provided a relatively complex discussion that may be used to
interpret doctrinal formation and its relation to mission in a general manner.112 The main
theological factor is the fountainhead of theology itself, namely, the doctrine of God. This
study demonstrated that the doctrine of God has generative power, conditioning and
giving shape to the entire architecture of theology. It has shown that how one perceives
the divine nature and the God-world relationship affects all other theological work one
does. 113 This discussion has uncovered from a methodological point of view that
“missional” as a qualifier of God should be taken as a meta-attribute, functioning as a
quality which qualifies all other theological qualities as missional.114 By this I do not
mean that this quality operates as a unitive or central quality. My claim is much more
tempered. Simply put, “missional” as a quality does not have its value in and of itself, but
rather it extends to qualify all things in relation to God in a relational way.115
112

Although it is correct to affirm, in regards to missional and interreligious theology,
that non-theological factors are as important as theological factors. One cannot overemphasize the
place of theological and religious factors. This distinction is based on the fact that theology tends
to interpret a perspective of standardization and systematization in general. However, the
missional context is ambiguous with inclusive and exclusive mechanisms, with non-static
boundaries, and polyvalent relations. Wrogemann, Intercultural Theology: A Theology of
Interreligious Relations, 3:214–17, 25. Nonetheless, the theological factor, although not
determinative by itself, is an important dimension, to say the least.
113

This pervasive missional dimension is better attested in the literature in missio Dei as
qualifying God, the missional dimension of biblical texts (micro-hermeneutics), but it does not
reach the level of discussion that befits doctrine (meso-hermeneutics), and ontology (macrohermeneutics).
To take “missional” as a meta-attribute that qualifies the entire pipeline of theology is
similar to what Paul Tillich does by taking “holiness” as a meta-attribute: ‘that quality which
qualifies all other qualities as divine.’ Paul Tillich, Systematic Theology, 3 vols. (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1951–1963), 1:273.
114

In such a way that “missional,” if taken as a governing concept, would modify how
other attributes should be understood. I have observed that regardless of whether one subscribes
115
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No matter how one defines ‘theology’ (no matter how diverse and complex that
tradition is)—whether as reflection on the divine (personal or impersonally conceived);
or of subjective faith (‘a feeling of absolute dependence’); or as reflecting and mirroring
scriptures; or as grammar that rules the community; or as a libertarian ortho-praxis; or as
propositions that objectify God making God one object among other objects; or as ground
of all being, relation, and reality; or as mystery that renders the theologian to bend her
knees engaging negative apophatic theology—, to take the missional dimension of God at
face value is to see the outcome of this reflection in an outward manner, regardless of the
metaphysical framework of preference.116 This adoption of “missional” for theological
and doctrinal hermeneutics may be possible even if one subscribes to an internalist view

to the classical or other emergent tradition, the interpretation of God is favored to reflect
dynamism either by appealing to metaphorical language or to more literalistic language in
analyzing divine ontology. This understanding springs from the fact that all God-talk goes beyond
the constrains of language with meta-social predications. Hence, theological language either
might be silenced in mystery or might be put forward by a kind of analogical reasoning in
speaking positively about God-talk.
116

These preferences for adopting a metaphysical framework may be uncritically adopted
in a cultural sense by the influence of the power brokers through the process of normalization of
judgment or “pressure to conform to. . . [a] model.” Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The
Birth of the Prison, trans. Alan Sheridan, 2nd ed. (New York: Vintage, 1995), 182. This
phenomenon has been documented by Foucault’s study of the punishment and discipline of the
non-conforming in a given society. Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, also
presents the idea of scientific paradigms as having normalization (“normal sciences”) with
accepted models of explanation crystalized by classic authors, textbooks, teachers, characterized
by cumulative growth of knowledge, solving of remaining problems, and resistance to alteration
or replacement of paradigm. The replacement of paradigm happens when one faces a crisis,
marked by scientific and non-scientific factors. Hans Küng posits that change in theological
paradigm also happens following the same logic. Usually, change is a result of a crisis, alongside
individuals losing faith in the current paradigm, followed by the social adoption of the new
paradigm by young advocates. Once the new model prevails, there are typically three possible
outcomes: the new model is absorbed by the old; the new model replaces the old one; or the new
model is simply archived. Küng, “Paradigm Change in Theology,” 3–31. What Foucault, Kühn,
and Küng are observing is the normalization is something that happens to bring conformity by
means of a historical, scientific, or power-related paradigm.
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of religion, or is captive to modernistic privatization of religion due to the adoption of a
secularization of society theory.117
This missional dimension of theology as the production of discursive practices in
an outward manner benefits from the interdisciplinary dialogue between systematic
theology and missiology, which is at the center of this dissertation. Missiology
contributes to systematic theology by providing its concerns or real-life problems. It
values the situation-oriented reflection. At the same time, systematics provides
missiology with concepts and tools in order to bring power of analysis and to validate
logical conclusions, besides a cohesive account of God’s economic actions and plan of
salvation.118 And yet, there is still a gap to be bridged between these methodologies
toward a “significant overlap and cross-fertilization.”119
At this point it seems useful to provide some of the implications of missional
doctrinal hermeneutics and some of the trajectories covering some basic components,
processes, and goals of this missional kind of doctrinal analysis.
The Basic Components of Missional Doctrinal Hermeneutics
The basic components of missional doctrinal hermeneutics are the rationale
behind the connection link between contextuality and universality in regards to the
composition of doctrinal formulations and reach. Doctrinal formulations assume that a
117

For even an introvert can be extrovert in his own distinctive manner. Analogously,
even if one subscribes to the privatization of religion, there may be ways in which the missional
shows up expanding its meaningfulness into public discourse.
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Sexton, “Missional Theology’s Missing Ingredient,” 391.
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John R. Franke, Missional Theology: An Introduction (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker
Academic, 2020), 62.
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certain group of people recognize a certain doctrinal construction as authoritative and
valid beyond an individual (reach).120 The logic behind a doctrinal conceptualization is
that the doctrine is valid in a general manner. It binds together those who subscribe to it,
regardless of their particular situations. On the one hand, missional theology calls the
universalizing tendency of theology to acknowledge that missional theology is
contextual, that is to say that the local situations—the historical, socio-political, and
geographical aspects—ought also to be taken into consideration besides biblicaltheological interpretation. On the other hand, these particular situations and gospel
embodiments ought to find a kind of core that may be claimed as a doctrinal binding
upon those who identify themselves with a particular religious group.
John Franke understands “missional theology” as constituting only the particular
situation, not the general. He writes: “Theology is not a universal language. It is situated
language that reflects the goals, aspirations, and beliefs, of a particular people, a
particular community. No statement of theology can speak for all. . . . Because theology
draws from contemporary through-forms in theological reflection, the categories it uses
are culturally and historically conditioned.” 121 The rationale behind Frank’s tendency to
favor the situational dimension of theology is based on the avoidance of objectivism and
120

On the one hand, the creeds may have negative dimensions—judging and excluding—
by formulating boundaries that separate the authentic from the non-authentic Christianity, which
is used with a juridical function. Leith, Creeds of the Churches, 9. On the other hand, the creeds
or doctrinal formulations may have a positive dimension of unity and mission. Donkor affirms,
“the role of a statement of belief in preserving the church’s theological unity is significant
because that unity contributes to the promotion of the mission of the church.” Kwabena Donkor,
“The Role of the Statement of Beliefs and Creeds,” JATS 16, no. 1–2 (2005): 108. This feature of
creeds or doctrinal formulations may be interpreted as a constitutive function of beliefs.
121

Franke, Missional Theology, 72.
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transcultural point of view as unwarranted as related to doctrinal formulation. This stress,
while partially true, if not calibrated may tend towards belief in the subjective nature of
truth common within post-Enlightenment epistemology and cultural relativism. Thus, the
notion of beliefs as a product of consensus may please communitarian systems, while the
notion of doctrinal formulation as a synoptic vision of truth may be conducive to systems
that assume a high view of scriptures. Perhaps there might be a dialectical tension
between a claim on the community consensus and the claim on biblical truth.
The missional doctrinal hermeneutical basic elements are defined by their
theological commitments and presuppositions. If doctrinal formulations may be near the
identity-oriented models, some metaphors are better fitted to identify the pole of authority
(“translation” and kinds of “contextualization”). This identity-oriented theological
formulation assumes that the message can be fittingly translated due to its
commensurability.122
Alternatively, whenever the missional doctrinal hermeneutics tends toward a
contextual-oriented approach, such missional hermeneutics privileges the acceptance of
the macro-hermeneutical assumptions of the targeted cultural environment, that is to say,
it appropriates the built-in cultural presuppositions of doctrinal construction through a
‘category translation,’ shifting from one ontological framework, usually understood as
outdated, to a more contemporary one.
122

The model is discussed calling for transculturality, husk and kernel metaphors,
principlizing, essence/accident particularities of the message, etc. All of these hermeneutical
guidelines to interpret the phenomenon of sameness and change in doctrinal formulation and
intercultural communication (transmission) of the message are simplistic in that they assume a
platonic duality of temporal historical elements that are transient while there is an essential aspect
of the core message, which is the truth, and therefore remains as the dogma/doctrine.
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Another basic component is the fundamental influence of the doctrine of God and
its ontological assumptions as primarily making God the subject-matter of theology,
instead of faith, experience, or anthropology. Theology—and, consequently, “missional
theology”—ought to be conceived theologically, with God as its subject-matter.123 And
yet many missional theologians understand the task of theology to be a second-order
reflection on the primary texts of Christianity. Take, for instance, John Franke, whose
definition of second-order missional theology is defined epistemologically rather than
ontologically.124
The question that arises is this: Is theology necessarily a second-order enterprise
(talk about God-talk)? If so, theology would be simply historical descriptions (secondorder) of what Bible writers portrayed (first-order) about God. However, theology—and
missional theology—may talk about God hermeneutically.125 If theology is maintained as
second-order, then theology becomes a reflective enterprise of a particular community.126
123

Thus Karl Barth, John Webster, and Kevin Vanhoozer.

Franke, Missional Theology, 77, claims that “The Christian church’s creeds and
confessions can best be viewed as an extended series of second-order interpretive reflections on
the primary stories, teachings, symbols, and practices of the Christian faith.” He continues his
definition of the nature of theology as “ongoing, second-order, and contextual” (Ibid., 78). This
means that all theology is local and shaped by its particular context.
124
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For an analysis of the leap from second-order to first-order claims present within
dogmatic theologies that intend to describe divine ontology, see Torrance, “Can the Truth Be
Learned?,” 143–64. In contrast, for a critique of first-order descriptions toward a second-order
view of theological constructions, see Lindbeck, Nature of Doctrine, 24.
126

This tendency favors theological frameworks that see theology as local, culturallybounded, and as historical descriptions.
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Alternatively, if theology is maintained as making first-order claims, then what is
entertained is the question of truth itself.127
Theology as first-order reflection makes possible a theological theology, but at the
same time it might be criticized as projectionist, ideological, and short-sighted.128
However, regardless of one’s conceptualization of theology, which is based on its
assumptions, one has to qualify its claims with provisionality and correctability. As a
parenthetical note, this provisionality gains epistemological weight within the
eschatological perspective that makes claims with a “proper confidence” without
indubitability.129 And yet, this provisionality makes it possible for the theologian to make
minimal theo-ontological claims, based on their alleged sources of authoritative
theological data, without the provision that such theological conclusions are definite and
non-expandable.130
I have observed that the epistemological commitments of missional rationality
employed in the method conditions the relation between universality and situatedness.
Donkor, “The Role of the Statement of Beliefs and Creeds,” 97, suggests that the
debate that ascertains whether theology is a first-order or second-order task “presupposes an
understanding as propositional with a cognitive content or if it is defined as an encounter
(experiential) without a content to be communicated.
127
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For a critique of Christian theology as projection, see Feuerbach, Essence of
Christianity. The ideological critique is found whenever someone or a group claims as absolutist
its own point of view, regardless of other plausible competing alternatives. Finally, theology may
risk being myopic if it does not recognize the fact that it may be wrong, designating those who
disagree with one’s positions as enemies. For this is the complete opposite of dialogue,
inclusiveness, and hospitality. Violence may be the consequence of such a projectionist,
ideological, and myopic theology.
129

Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, 486; Vanhoozer and Treier, Theology and the
Mirror of Scripture, 227.
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Peckham, Canonical Theology, 253–56.
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Whereas systematic theology has been often correlated with universalistic claims binding
to the church through dogmas, doctrine, fundamental beliefs, confessional formulations,
the rationality behind the constructive formulations tend to be foundationalist.131 These
doctrinal formulations operate by means of objectifications of truth as a photo of
theological reality that gains consensual authority once promulgated or voted by an
authorized process of canonization/elevation of a position, which naturally excludes
alternative options. The usage of this agreed upon “formulation” sets absolute standards
socially, usually defining who belongs and who does not. At times, the ecumenical
doctrinal documents suggest inconclusiveness and areas of mutual recognition, despite
the disagreements.132
On the other hand, there are also non-foundationalist proposals that recognize
radical contextuality, and that identify all kinds of theological construal as merely
reflecting culturally conditional forms. These tend to adopt a pluralist approach to
missional theology. These kinds of formulations identify the pneumatological guidance in
all kinds of formulations, and avoid the language of orthodoxy for its sociological
131

It is important to remember that theological outcomes may carry the weight of
independent theological formulations and official theological formulations. Whereas the former is
related to the judgment of the individual, a judgment evidently adjudicated by a method which is
always a rational way of public discourse recognized by a community that endorses a
scientifically acceptable method, the latter is marked by official authoritative religious
establishment, and is “canonized” by one’s own community’s tradition.
132

The notion of boundaries in postmodern times has lost public approval as a totalizing
idea. Instead, in practice ecclesialities have been marked by more fluid parameters. There are
dogmas that are officially endorsed but practically not followed through. Also, there is the issue
of reception ecumenism—with the intent to find common ground of agreement, which makes
possible cross-religious and cross-denominational ecclesio-learning. For a discussion of receptive
ecumenism that takes into consideration the hermeneutics of doctrine from the perspective of
Roman Catholic ecclesiology, see Gregory A. Ryan, Hermeneutics of Doctrine in a Learning
Church: The Dynamics of Receptive Integrity, Studies in Systematic Theology (New York: Brill,
2020).
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oppressive homogeneous normalization.133 A non-foundationalist doctrinal rationality
never achieves a general (universal) status, with the result that missional theology loses
its overarching theological amalgama that brings unity to a certain body of beliefs. Thus,
it fits better in non-denominational, non-confessional structures.
In the middle there is a postfoundationalist epistemology, adopted in different
ways by both Vanhoozer and Kärkkäinen, which recognizes the validity of coherentist
epistemology without the necessary objectivist view of theology as static biblical truth,
and at the same it does not collapse into the opposite kind of relativistic tribalism. A
postfoundationalist rationality as applied to missional doctrinal hermeneutics finds in its
sources the necessary correspondence against which can be ascertained its rightness and
fidelity. It claims bold theological assertions, but its epistemic certainty is minimal due to
the lack of an objective, finite, and sinful, epistemological apparatus for obtaining
knowledge.
In this way, missional doctrinal hermeneutics may feature catholicity (with a
universal and global reach), implying that the whole church may agree on common
features of the Christian faith regardless of cultural particularities. Whereas some see
catholicity as a theological feature of the church that may have several reasons—for
John R. Frame, “Intercultural Hermeneutics and Shape of Missional Theology,” in
Reading the Bible Missionally, ed. Michael W. Goheen (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2016), 97,
claims that “One of the most significant elements of nonfoundationalism for missional theology is
its commitment to contextuality. . . . This nonfoundational approach to hermeneutics and
theology places emphasis on the local, the particular, and the practical, rather than on the
universal, the general, and the theoretical.” This emphasis on the local makes missional theology
committed to “radical contextuality.” Ibid., 98–99; He further claims: “The quest for a
transcultural theology is also theologically and biblically unwarranted.” Franke, Missional
Theology, 72. For a more fully developed argument of going beyond foundationalism, see Grenz
and Franke, Beyond Foundationalism.
133
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example, the unification based in apostolic succession; Vincentian consensus; ecumenical
creeds and confessions; canonical core (a minimum agreed upon universal acceptance as
a source of theology)—missional doctrinal hermeneutics features locality/contextuality,
where the missional situation may provide questions and problems that arise, instead of
free-floating problems in the abstract. This emphasis on contextuality rightly calls for an
in-depth notion of pastoral or congregational theological reflection which then is held
dialectically with the universal dimension of doctrine.
The Processes of Missional Doctrinal Hermeneutics
The process of missional doctrinal hermeneutics answers the question: How can
someone transpose the cultural, historical, and social bridge to make the theological
(however defined) relevant to the missional context targeted people? How can a doctrinal
missional metaphor, such as ‘translation,’ ‘contextualization,’ or ‘inculturation,’ among
others, gain cash-value? I have provided a detailed explanation of some models in chapter
2 in reference to the steps toward “translation,” and other metaphors that function within
the hermeneutical task to explain doctrinal development, mission, and contextualization.
While it would be simple to acknowledge a linear process, in reality the missional
dimension of doctrine can only really be comprehended in a non-linear paradigm.
I highlight two aspects that validate the usefulness of this non-linear theological
approach. First, missional doctrine does not come out of deduction from rules or
principles. It has been observed that “principlizing” approaches, or the application of a
juridical mindset as applied to doctrine, is insufficient due to the life-forms of the
particular situations. The linearity, although logically consistent, assumes hegemony on
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the source-communication-target process.134 Rather, I have observed some categories that
become useful, such as practical wisdom—phronesis—and dialogue. These categories,
although having multiple meanings, provide an understanding for the missional
hermeneutical process as a non-linear way where wisdom is not merely an outcome but is
present throughout the missional process. Dialogue in the same way is non-controllable
and open ended by its own definition. Otherwise, if dialogue could be controllable, it
would close interaction, without a genuine contribution of the dialogical other.
The second aspect of non-linear process is how theological outcomes may spring
up in the form of discourse as negotiation between that which is a theological fixed point
(constant) from that which is transient (context). In this negotiation, the sources of
theological authority will function with hermeneutical lenses in selecting, organizing,
engaging, and giving perspective and prioritization within the hierarchy of theological
sources. This non-linearity would function differently in a canonical theology as
compared to a comparative kind of theology.
A canonically oriented theology, while giving epistemological primacy to the
canon (assuming that the canon is coherent and unified within the polyphonic genres
presented within it), engages the situation missionally. Non-linearity in this sense means
that the theological outcome may originate not only from the starting-point of the canon,
but from other areas as well. Questions may come from diversified forms-of-life that are
not addressed explicitly in any way in the Bible, in the culture, or in the ecclesio134

The main weakness of such a dual—kernel and husk—approach is the lack of
acknowledgment of cultural conditioning of both sides of the process, namely, the source and the
target. The hermeneutical transposition in a dual approach is inherently propositional and has
highly cognitive liability. It tends to essentialize the truth of the source-text as a timeless
proposition to be transposed into the contemporary, targeted situation.
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tradition, but canonical theology ultimately may claim that the answers to these questions
ought to be coherent and correspond appropriately with the theological construction
found in the authoritative canon.
A comparatively oriented theology finds non-linearity in dialogue and reception
from other traditions and perspectives with hospitality. Dialogue rejects mono-linearity,
for it emerges in a free conversation. Although Kärkkäinen’s project fixes the points of
contact in the classical Christian doctrinal locus, even if the corresponding doctrine finds
incommensurability with the ‘other’ worldview/religion, the choice ought to be taken as
one starting point of an interreligious relation instead of its destination. The rationale
behind this approach is hermeneutics of commonality.
However, both processes of theological construction, transposition, and expansion
have fixed and dynamic aspects. The canonical model, for example, is guided by a fixed
hermeneutical starting point envisioning a dynamic outcome, while a kind of comparative
model starts with a dynamic starting point assuming the pluralistic framework, and yet it
argues not from nowhere but embodied within a particular tradition and context.
The Goal of Missional Doctrinal Hermeneutics
Once I have surveyed the basic components and the processes of missional
doctrinal hermeneutics, it is time to suggest three goals that may be defended from my
survey of this intended missional doctrinal vision: (1) the pervasive missional notion of
all doctrinal loci, (2) the participatory goal of doctrine, and (3) the telic consummative
notion of doctrine.
First, the goal of missional doctrinal hermeneutics is to articulate the gospel,
building up its salvific teaching components (several doctrinal loci) for the sake of others.
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Theology interprets biblical teaching topically, following an ordered and logical doctrinal
locus, structured at times through the format of question and answer. Missional theology
filters these topics through the lenses of being missional as a meta-attribute of God,
importing it into all loci of theological architecture. It envisions God’s missionary
activity as generative of human missionary participation. Doctrinal models that privilege
the canon target making theology theological, namely, to derive minimal theo-ontological
implications through first-order claims about God. By contrast, doctrinal models that
understand the conditioning of all language to locality, and therefore, the cultural
conditioning of the canon itself, understand the theological outcome as second-order
claims, that is to say, the claims are the understanding of a certain community, and
therefore is located and defined in non-universalistic ways, facilitating a plurality of
theological interpretations.
Second, the goal has also a participative dimension. It recognizes the social
location of interpreters and disciples. Doctrinal formulations are directive (Vanhoozer) in
the sense that doctrine does not function as abstract truth only; rather, they make claims
on the interpreter/disciple making the church overcome the introverted ecclesial life.135
Missional hermeneutics is praxis oriented, with a direct involvement of its practitioners,
135

This introverted ecclesial life is found within postliberal intra-systematic truth claims.
Lindbeck, Nature of Doctrine, 50–51, 66, 87; also, the privatization of religion as subordinative
effect from the secularization of society may push religious truth-claims to the margins of the
social marketplace of ideas, by making any meta-social idea not valid based on the canons of
public reasoning. See Habermas and Cronin, Faith and Reason in a Post-Secular Age. The
introverted ecclesial life may also be explained based on the colonial paradigm that made the
local congregation introverted, reserving the missional emphasis of the church to parachurch
organizations while the church has only pastoral role, besides the correlation of mission with nonwestern (non-Christian) territories. Michael W. Goheen, “A History and Introduction to a
Missional Reading of the Bible,” in Reading the Bible Missionally, ed. Michael W. Goheen
(Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2016), 7.
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through the phronetic existential dimension. Vanhoozer’s analogical examples highlight
the pneumatological performative witnessing of the theodramatic gospel, whose reception
is creatively and faithfully done with a biblically generative imagination, rather than
through deduction and inference.
Such a missional embodiment brings up the notion “for the sake of the other,”
which in biblical language, means “for the sake of the world.” Hence the cross-cultural
setting assumes a dialogical mindset that assumes that the sent ones ought to know the
other.136 Kärkkäinen’s impetus in providing a comparative theology paradigm indicates
that Christian doctrine has to be missional not only in its dimension and intention, but
also in the reach of its dialogical partners.
Third, the goal of missional doctrinal hermeneutics also may signify, besides the
notion of intent (direction, trajectory, objective), the notion of consummation. The fin or
telos may mean to consume something, a fulfillment of the whole.137 Christianity since
136

Goheen argues that mission interrupts the work of systematic theology for its
emphasis in instrumentalizing the discipline’s theological outcome for the sake of the nations. He
understands the goal of missional theology as equipping the church for its missional calling for
the sake of others. Hence, there may be two aspects: the missional formation/embodiment
(“formed by the gospel”), and the purposefulness (“for the sake of the nations”). Michael W.
Goheen, “A Missional Reading of Scripture for Theological Education and Curriculum,” in
Reading the Bible Missionally ed. Michael W. Goheen (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2016),
309, 14. Also, Bosh, Transforming Mission, 16, citing Martin Kähler, reminds us that the NT
writers were not scholars interested in ideas for the sake of ideas; rather, they were all
missionaries who took the questions and dilemmas of their local situations and were “forced to
theologize” about them. This situationally generative theologizing is not correlationist in a
Tillichian sense, where questions from cultural and human experiences of ultimate concern are
answered by religious symbols. Rather, this missional theologizing is based on questions which
arise from the concrete situation instead of as free-floating abstract problems. Thiselton,
Hermeneutics of Doctrine, 3–5.
137

This broad definition of telos—meaning end, purpose, consummation, fulfillment,
among other semantic nuances—was brought to my attention by the study of the word as it relates
to the gospel and the law. See, Robert Badenas, Christ the End of the Law: Romans 10.4 in
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the beginning frames its claims in historical linear rationality with a consummative telic
flow in the eschaton.138 This eschatic aim impinges on missional doctrinal hermeneutics
by asserting that any formulation before the eschaton is provisional, the force of its
claims is made with a proper confidence and without absolute certainty awaiting
eschatological consummation. The eschatological telic pulling force drives the historical
formulations and reformulations, their reception of doctrine, in a never-ending process.139
The eschatological dimension fulfills the Christian hope as the final act of the
historical theo-drama, instead of ahistorical transposition from historical to nonhistorical, from historical time to atemporal eternity. The eschatological continuity-indiscontinuity dimension emphasizes that the missionary driving force to proclaim the
eternal gospel—with its historical footing—composed by God’s outward economic
missionary work provides the final frame of reference in which all kinds of human

Pauline Perspective, Journal for the Study of the New Testament Supplement Series 10 (Sheffield,
UK: JSOT Press, 1985), 38–79.
138

See, for example, how the apostolic creed identifies the historicity of the Christian
message in the phrase that Jesus “suffered under Pontius Pilate.” This phrase of mentioning a
concrete historical pagan figure in a rather narratival confessional short formula highlights the
fact that Christianity is rooted in historical events. Any alternative proposal of demythologization
or of existential reappropriation diminishes Christian claims, pushing them to the realm of values
instead of facts, removing the basic assumptions that make the gospel narrative plausible.
139

The task of the translator is never ending; once a classic is translated, it has to be
retranslated ad infinitum (Benjamin, “The Task of the Translator”). Similarly, once a formulation
is made in systematic theology, it automatically becomes historical theology. The historization of
doctrine reminds the reader that the process toward truth calls new interpreters, who based on
their own contexts may have to provide theological formulations anew. I sympathize with
Vanhoozer, who agrees with Richard Muller’s observation that “as soon as a theologian publishes
a work of systematic theology, it becomes historical theology.” Vanhoozer, Biblical Authority
after Babel, 199. Although systematic theology claims are normative, they transition into
historical theology due to the historical conditionality of all conversations. This reality points to
the never ending process of theological reflection, taking into consideration the variegated
contexts, languages, and local forms of reception and expression of the Christian message.
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experiences may be referred to, obtaining its meaningfulness, giving life a broader
dimension than biological life, and delivering the cosmos from its materialist restraints.
Summary
This chapter compared and evaluated Kärkkäinen’s and Vanhoozer’s missional
doctrinal hermeneutics. At this point, let me briefly summarize my interlocutors’ main
features as it relates to doctrine, God, eschatology and mission; followed by a summary
of my evaluation of their overall missional doctrinal hermeneutics project.
Doctrine. The comparison between my interlocutors highlighted that
Kärkkäinen’s doctrinal constructions are postfoundationalist, that they are integrative,
have comparative intent, and navigate within a pluralistic frame without selfrelativization. Vanhoozer’s doctrinal constructions are postfoundationalist, participative,
confessional, canonical-linguistically directive with the intent of informing and
transforming.
God. The comparison also highlighted that Kärkkäinen’s doctrine of God is a
middle way, a classical panentheistic approach, one that is trinitarian and thus has a
relational ontology, The God-world relationship happens pneumatologically and
immanently from within, with a non-interventionist objective divine action, due to
Kärkkäinen’s extensive accommodation to the dominant contemporary scientific
worldview. Vanhoozer’s doctrine of God is also a middle way, but one of communicative
theism. It is trinitarian in intending to find in communicative analogies a metaphorical
way to describe the God-world reciprocal relations, but without conceding to relational
theism. His view on divine action is interventionist, without the urge to respond to the
scientific worldview.
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Eschatology. The comparison highlighted that Kärkkäinen’s views on eschatology
focused on the continuity-in-discontinuity dialectics, viewing this doctrinal locus in an
all-pervasive way. The panentheistic view avoided dichotomies of historical temporality
and timelessness, for God does not need to be placed outside time as in the classical
tradition. Although it is systematically underdeveloped, Vanhoozer’s eschatology has an
epistemological dimension that highlights his postfoundationalism, and functions as a
telic consummation for his drama—that follows the divine acts from Creation to
consummation. Thus, it fulfills the plot of human and cosmic existence, bringing
meaning through such fulfillment.
Mission. The comparison highlights that both Vanhoozer and Kärkkäinen
understand the missio Dei paradigm as generative. Kärkkäinen’s missional enterprise is
based on divine relationality, which in turn is based on a relational ontology. This
ontological assumption acknowledges that the concept of relationality is pervasive
throughout the other systematic loci, especially on his ecclesial views. Kärkkäinen’s
ecumenical emphasis brings a hint of hospitality and openness not only to other
theological Christian ideas and marginal voices, but also by welcoming insights of the
religious other. Vanhoozer’s missional emphasis is participatory, with a performative
emphasis drawn from his theatrical analogy. The outcome of his theology is discipleship
transformation. Theology as connected to wisdom is connected with the ability of making
theological judgments faithful to the canonical source and sensitive to the missional
situation.
Now I offer a summary of my descriptive-evaluative task, and an embryonic
synthetic consideration, with reference to my interlocutor’s missional doctrinal
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hermeneutics. Kärkkäinen’s missiological hermeneutics is a type 1 theology (attempting
comprehensiveness of topics and seeking coherence). The missional impetus of
Kärkkäinen’s overall project is to integrate many voices, the polyphony avoiding
modernistic absolutization of truth-claims. The project finds in the dialogue the way
forward in a pluralistic age. The plurality angle of argumentation makes the project
relevant in a post-Christian and scientific age. Kärkkäinen’s project is accommodative,
tending to be context-oriented, privileging the target context rather than the source-text in
identity-oriented metaphors. Vanhoozer’s project is type 2 theology (not attempting
comprehensiveness, working on singular themes), also attempting to provide coherence
in its conclusions. Its canonical-linguistic approach provides a way forward to
propositionalist and expressivist alternatives, using tools from communications, literary,
and theater theory to affirm the canon- and author-centered hermeneutics. In regard to
doctrinal construction, Vanhoozer’s rationale puts his project near the source-text by its
emphasis on “translation” and on canonical primacy in formulating doctrine.
After providing an analysis and evaluation, and after highlighting the contrasts
and similarities of my interlocutors’ project, I attempted to suggest the implications of
this systematic-missiological study for understanding better the basic contours, processes,
and goals of missional doctrinal hermeneutics. I now turn to the concluding remarks of
this study, where I will draw out further implications of my problem and overall thesis.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

This dissertation explored missional doctrinal hermeneutics by surveying some
models and the systematicity of the doctrinal interconnections in reference to the Godeschatology-mission relation within the writings of systematic theologians Veli-Matti
Kärkkäinen and Kevin J. Vanhoozer. This chapter summarizes the chapters and the
implications of the findings, and makes suggestions for further research on this topic.
Summary
This dissertation has explored missional doctrinal hermeneutics by surveying
missiological and systematic issues, providing case studies of these issues from the
writings of two contemporary systematic theologians. The purpose of the study was to
address the divergences of Vanhoozer’s and Kärkkäinen’s missional doctrinal
hermeneutics, emphasizing how their doctrinal formulations impinge on their view of this
missional dimension of doctrine. I decided to focus on their concepts of God,
eschatology, and mission in order to have a starting point and a concrete theological
comparative point that functioned as an interface of theological coherence.
Two aspects marked the survey: first, missional doctrinal hermeneutics, which I
defined as the missional dimension of doctrine. This term I used as a way of connecting
the agenda of missiology and systematic theology. In doing this I surveyed both the fields
of theological methodology and missional theology. I touched on other fields, such as
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comparative theology, ecumenic studies, linguistics, philosophy of language,
epistemology, and metaphysics, among others, in so far as they connected with my
primary purpose. Second, the doctrines surveyed in my interlocutors’ theological project
were God, eschatology, and mission, with a special emphasis on how theological
methodology articulates these loci, and focusing on the systematicity and coherency of
their construction. It is true that the nature of systematics is broad, and although I have
chosen these three loci, interconnections with other loci (e.g., anthropology, creation,
revelation-inspiration, providence), became inevitable. But, again the focus on God,
eschatology, and mission provide the material condition for my systematic analysis of my
interlocutors’ missional doctrinal hermeneutics.
My analysis on Kärkkäinen’s and Vanhoozer’s theological conceptualization
followed a descriptive approach (chapters 3–4). However, my main goal was not a work
on historical scholarship aimed at distilling atomistically and with precision my
interlocutors’ ideas, although I have attempted to describe their views on selected aspects
of their theologies. Rather, the analysis of each individual part of the project attempted to
provide the connecting links so one might be able to glimpse the whole.
Whenever I described the theological systems themselves, Vanhoozer’s and
Kärkkäinen’s postfoundationalism meant their theologies did not become closed and
totalizing systems. Instead, I present their doctrinal approaches using a coherentist
criterion. So, I thought the best method of proceeding was to provide a description,
looking at the parts, discovering the connecting links, without assuming that their
doctrinal content was right or wrong based on my own theological criteria, but rather
seeking to understand the soul of my interlocutors’ projects. Once this was grasped, the
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exercise changed into a doctrinal analysis, comparison, and evaluation, with the intent to
provide a rationale of missional doctrinal hermeneutics.
Chapter 2 maps missional doctrinal hermeneutics, without however being
exhaustive, but exploring concepts, metaphors, models, and types of missional doctrinal
hermeneutics. The question that I pursued is the language of sameness (static) and
dynamism (movement) in theology, doctrinal formulation/development, and missional
paradigm shift. A reader could argue that by framing my conceptual map within these
terms, I situated and already biased my entire project toward my conclusions. Apparent
reductionism is unavoidable in any kind of mapping. However, this reduction does not
necessarily mean a negative reductionism, for such a tool provides a perspective that
gives a congruent vision in regards to analysis of multiple conceptual paradigms that are
put in perichoretic perspective. Thus, I could not avoid having a starting point, though
which one I chose is, I concede, somewhat arbitrary.
Nonetheless, my survey showed that the project of some contextual theologies
opposes the vision of theology as a universal enterprise, because such a dogmatic notion
of doctrinal formulations—however defined, be that as dogma, creed, doctrine, or
fundamental beliefs—attempts to provide a particular view of the whole (God’s point of
view). This theological outcome, then, is associated with non-theological factors, and
may be forged out of or mingled with narratives of power, exclusion of alternatives,
normatization, and at times even abuse. Granted that such missional doctrinal
hermeneutics focused on the missional situation and the context life-forms of the
community, nonetheless the generalization of the doctrinal formulation ought to be
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maintained in a dialectic tension, for doctrine by its nature assumes construction,
ecclesial acknowledgment, and a tool of identity formation vis-à-vis the gospel narrative.
This dialectical tension is observed particularly in chapter 2 where I drew
attention to two poles among the models surveyed: on the one hand, the tendency to
privilege the identity based on the source text, provided a view of teaching easily
constructed as doctrine (general, universal); and on the other hand, models that tend to
privilege the context, at times known by its anthropological or experiential aspects, but in
general that can be formulated as the multi-form identification with the missional
situation, followed by the adoption of categories of understanding presupposed by the
context. This adoption negotiates theological and non-theological values and facts
between the confession (identity marker) and contextual ethos (diversity marker) by
means of a category transposition of some of these items with an accommodative
rationale and the obtaining of relevance, receptive openness, and actualization (updating)
of the ancient worldview.
Chapter 3 provided Kärkkäinen’s vision of his missional doctrinal hermeneutics. I
observed that his constructive theological project for a pluralistic world adopts a
Trinitarian relational ontology which imports relationality to his classical panentheism
and his ecclesiology. In his view, the God-world relationship is immanent,
pneumatologically non-interventionist, and accommodates into a theistic naturalist
worldview. Kärkkäinen’s theology is integrative, comparative, global, and
postfoundationalist; he is a “middle way” theologian. His theology’s style is hospitable,
inclusive, contextual, and dialogical. His dialogue partners are treated from the
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perspective of Christian systematic theology, and yet, some of their insights are included
into the theological agenda, providing insights for Christian theology.
The “middle way” theology or mediatory style is all pervasive. First,
Kärkkäinen’s doctrine of God is classical panentheism, adopting some elements of
classical theism (like divine freedom for the contingency of the world). He adopts
panentheism in order to privilege relationality, but his panentheism envisions a personal
God (instead of a ground of being), and he distances himself from process thought.
Second, his eschatology holds a continuity-in-discontinuity style, affirming dialectically
an emphasis on the present and the future, providing an equilibrium against problems of
traditional eschatology (futurist oriented), and liberal emphasis (present noneschatological transformation).
Chapter 4 articulated Vanhoozer’s vision of missional doctrinal hermeneutics. I
observed that his theodramatic, canonical-linguistic approach is confessional,
participatory, canonically identified in sapiential appropriation within the missional
context. His view of God follows a nuanced classical theism (“communicative theism”)
characterized by God’s being as a being-in-communicative-act. This means that theology
mirrors Scripture, which registers divine speech-acts. This canonical epistemological
primacy is based on an evangelical confessional view of theological interpretation of the
canon vis-à-vis scientific critical methods of scriptural interpretation.
This theological methodology enables a macro-hermeneutical view of reality
that sees the God-world relationship from a polyphonic dialogical perspective, following
a Bakhtinian analogy of Author-hero understood to be similar to the God-humankind
relation. In this view, God is outside temporality, independent of creation, and is
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unaffected by what is non-God, having the features of divine ontology of the classical
tradition, but shifting the ontological away from perfect being theology toward divine
action as revelatory of God’s being. Within the canonical depictions of divine speechacts, the covenant expresses a kind of relationality, which Vanhoozer affirms, by means
of analogical theological language, for such a relationality is described as non-reciprocal
due to divine aseity. Vanhoozer highlights the ontological distinction between God and
the world, contrasting his proposal with what he describes as kenotic-perichoretic
relational ontologies in contemporary systematic proposals.
Vanhoozer’s conceptualization of God—communicative, interventionist,
missional—impinges on his view on theology as missional. Theology functions as a
construction mirroring scripture, which mirrors God’s speech-acts. This mimetic
structure makes theological formulations an outcome of the missionary translations of the
eternal gospel within the local, contextual missional situation. In Vanhoozer’s estimation,
what is transposed with the missionary expansion is not concepts—i.e., abstract
propositions—but theological judgments (phronesis), which is a practical reasoning
aspect of theology, working as an embodiment and ability to take a right decision
depending on the input of the situation. He explains this theological process with the
notion of theatrical improvisation and the practical professions analogy as for example
navigation (you know how to navigate not by memorizing rules and principles, but by
responding to the situations with a set of directive guidelines).
In regards to missional doctrinal hermeneutics, Vanhoozer’s doctrinal formulation
connects theological interpretation of scripture with narrative (drama) hermeneutics. This
makes him emphasize the adoption of the ‘translation model,’ which privileges the source
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text, namely, the canon. The model is centered in the gospel and bounded by the canon.
The ‘translational model’ understands the missionary movement as multicultural
translations using Andrew Walls’s missional understanding of transmission of the
message. This spread makes catholicity (universality) a part of the missional dimension
of doctrine, namely, the extensiveness of the message in space and time, as ways of
interpreting the message fitting its testimony to its local situation.
In chapter 5, I compared and evaluated both Kärkkäinen’s and Vanhoozer’s
missional doctrinal hermeneutics. This comparison showed similarities and
dissimilarities. I begin with the similarities: both are middle way theologians, in that they
argue by positing their theological claims as a via media between alternatives. This style
of argument of nuancing is in itself a missional dimension of finding alternatives to
exclusivist theological positions; both are missional systematic theologians who
acknowledge that the missional dimension of doctrine springs from the nature of the
triune God. The concept of missio Dei regardless of Vanhoozer’s communicative
classical theism or Kärkkäinen’s classical panentheism has a generative function
impinging upon missional dimensions on other systematic theology loci. Both
theologians are postfoundationalists, postmodern, make extra-systematic truth-claims,
and yet understand their finitude and reformability before the eschaton.
There are also significant dissimilarities: Kärkkäinen provides a comprehensive
systematic theology that moves loci by loci, while Vanhoozer presents singular topics.
Although Kärkkäinen claims to be confessional, his systematics is more comparative and
informational; Vanhoozer’s project is confessional and directive (transformational);
Kärkkäinen’s project is integrative (connecting disciplines, sciences, dialoguing with the
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religious other) while Vanhoozer’s project is canonical in dialoguing with Christian
tradition and using metaphors to avoid the limits of modernistic assumptions within
evangelicalism (propositionalism, fundamentalism, among others) and contemporary
theology (kenotic perichoretic relational turn).
In a nutshell, Kärkkäinen’s doctrinal formulation is comparative, integrative, and
ecumenical, privileging the contextual/dynamic pole of missional doctrinal hermeneutics
assimilating the macro-hermeneutical assumptions of the targeted missional situation,
while Vanhoozer’s doctrinal formulation is confessional, directive, participatory,
privileging the source theological authority fixed pole, and establishing the direction of
dependency from the canon as theological authority to the missional situation.
The contribution of this analysis to missional doctrinal hermeneutics is to
establish missional theology as reflecting more than simply the contextual theological
reflection of a particular community, and at the same time, providing theological
generalization by formulating doctrine/dogma/fundamental beliefs (or its equivalent). On
the one hand, the contextual nature of missional theology leads to the fragmented and
perspectival nature of knowledge. On the other hand, the generalist nature of doctrine
maintains consensus, agreement, and catholicity/universality. Both concreteness (locality,
context) and generality (universality/constant) ought to be in dialectical tension, enabling
the hermeneutical non-linear processes for making the Christian message intelligible, at
the same time faithful to the theological normative sources while relevant to the
missional situation.
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Having taken this detour to describe the territory surveyed in this dissertation, I
turn now to the implications of the thesis.
Implications
The thesis of this study demonstrated that missional doctrinal hermeneutics
arbitrates between the usage of theological sources, which are generative to doctrinal
construction/development, and appropriation in the missional situation. The negotiation
of transposition of Bible truth, gospel message, and biblical ethical imperatives into
contemporary settings depends on the level of direction of dependency and
(in)commensurability between ancient biblical and contemporary worldviews.
The processes of this transposition of categories—explored in this dissertation as
‘translation(s),’ ‘contextualization,’ ‘inculturation,’ ‘incarnation,’ ‘phronetic
improvisatory performance,’ ‘reception,’ ‘dialogical imagination,’ ‘ruled community
appropriation,’ ‘pneumatological embodiment(s),’ ‘trans-cultural hermeneutics,’ ‘intercultural hermeneutic,’ ‘comparative theology,’ ‘existential demythologization,’
‘naturalization of meta-social worldview,’ ‘critical appropriation,’ among other current
alternatives—have multiple explanatory rationalization models for the interrelation of the
source-text (identity marker) with the target-contextual situation (contextual marker), the
universal and the particular. Although some of the missional doctrinal hermeneutical
models present steps for taking concepts into new situations (see chapter 2), this linear
rationalization sounds unnecessarily troublesome for the complex dynamics of mission.
Although the commission of Matt. 28:20 presupposes that Bible teaching ought to
obtain intelligibility according to the missional context, there are many teachings that are
not directly addressed by either the Bible, or doctrinal constructions (i.e., systematic
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theology, doctrines). It goes without saying that the field of cross-cultural missions and
cultural engagements may generate crucial questions that will push hermeneutical
thinking beyond the domain of the Bible and Tradition. At this moment, a non-linear
process of missional doctrinal hermeneutics will provide a rationalization model for
receiving such questions, and a fitting answer, faithful to the theological source
commitments of the model, and at the same time, a coherent response to the issues raised
by the missional encounter. One should not forget that non-theological aspects of
doctrinal formulation are as important as the theological ones. By non-theological factors
I do not want to dichotomize the Bible (theological sources) as theological from the
missional context (cultural, historical-spatial locations) as non-theological. The missional
situation is itself theological for it assumes a theological account of culture,
anthropology, and worldview, among other aspects. And yet the non-theological factors
may function with intersectional power of insight for broadening—and criticizing—
theological reasoning.
A model oriented to the canonical primacy, such as the canonical-linguistic
approach, does emphasize the God-canon-theology relation based on a communicative
view of God (“being-in-communicative-act). In Vanhoozer’s estimation, the crossing—
from the canonical source toward the doctrinal formulation relevant to the targeted
missional situation—is fixed in the canon because there is the absolute point of reference
in God himself who communicates through his speech and actions. At the same time, it is
dynamic, because there is a non-identical repetition of phronetic appropriation by
recipients of such a communication, followed by embodiment and transmission.
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A model oriented to the contextual primacy, such as the anthropological and
cultural models surveyed in chapter 2, provides an accommodative rationale to
contemporary categories, seeking cultural relevance and dynamic reception. The
comparative approach of Kärkkäinen, although affirming allegiance to biblical authority
and ecumenical sensitivity, is sympathetic to the missional situation through the
dialogical and integrative approach.
The goal of missional doctrinal hermeneutics is to maintain a dialectical relation
between the general function of doctrinal formulation and first-order descriptions of the
theodrama, deriving minimal theo-ontological implications of the realities depicted from
the theological sources elected within its theological methodology. At the same time,
however, it is necessary to recognize that the missional situation avoids the objectivation
of any universal claim, together with the fact that any theological conclusion before the
eschaton ought to remain provisional.1 As a second-order construction, theology situates
itself within the boundaries of community, history, and the socio-location of speech,
which naturally provides the boundaries of its horizons and its constellations of meaning.
The dialectical tension remains important as a tool to avoid, on the one hand, the
homogenizing and universal validity of beliefs that may prompt abuse and violence due
to power stakes beyond the orthodoxy consensus, and on the other, the dialectical relation
avoids doctrinal stances to turn into opinion, subjectivity, and ultimately doctrinal
nihilism and fragmentation.
1

This provisionality should not be interpreted as theological uncertainty leading to
theological nihilism. Rather it may produce other theological virtues, such as theological
humility, dialogical openness, and a proper confidence. Alongside, the attitude of theological
provisionality recognizes that the hermeneutical spiral continually invites one’s theological
claims to be compared—and reformed—accordingly to its theological sources.
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Let’s see how Vanhoozer’s and Kärkkäinen’s doctrinal teleology conditions each
one’s missional goal. Vanhoozer’s doctrinal teleology is based on his material
condition—basic characteristics that endorse a canonical theology, with the missional
crossing—from the source to the target—facilitated by the analogy of the translation
metaphor, a sapiential understanding of doctrine, and a view of the pastorality of doctrine
by focusing on action and participation.2
Kärkkäinen’s doctrinal teleology is based on his overall ecumenical reach. His
goal is to present a constructive Christian theology where plurality and pluralism are the
norm.3 His starting point is broadly traditional Christian resources, and thus he engages
the other, empowered by a pneumatological view of God’s action outside of the
boundaries of the church and of reality as a whole. This is possible by means of a wider
view of revelation and a revisioning of natural theology.
This author is sympathetic to the efforts of both interlocutors, whose theological
projects have an affinity with both models surveyed in this dissertation. On the one hand,
the identity-oriented models privilege the source (identity marker), while the contextualoriented models give primacy to the missional situation (diversity marker). The pulling
2

Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine, 70, 106, says that the overall goal of mission, broadly
interpreted, is community and communion. This view gives doctrine a pastoral purpose, namely
to direct the disciple to a “fitting participation” in the theodrama. Ibid, 111. This view of doctrine
makes it a pragmatic kind of view, guided to ethical embodiment of canonical directions.
Vanhoozer writes: “the aim of theology is wisdom: truthful action, action that conforms both to
what is the case ‘in Christ’ and to my particular circumstances.” Ibid., 115–16.
3

The sensibilities of such a plural world are marked by cultural, ethnic, sociopolitical,
economic, and religious diversity, alongside the adoption of the scientific macro-hermeneutical
presuppositions. Kärkkäinen, Hope and Community, xvi.
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tension of both poles protects the doctrinal formulation process, avoiding any negative
extreme that might accompany each model.
And yet, this author favors the pulling force of the canon as normative, while at
the same time acknowledging that the non-linearity in the missional doctrinal
hermeneutical process allows the input of questions that arise from the missional context,
which the canon itself does not ask. In this process, a canonical imagination may be
operative in answering the contemporary missional situation congruent with the theoontological implications deduced from the canon. The difficult test is always to verify
what are the lines that distinguish between the legitimate differences found in global
Christian expressions and differences that are not faithful to the gospel and the canon.
All in all, this survey of missional doctrinal hermeneutics unpacked some of the
main features, processes, and goals of the missional dimension of doctrinal interpretation.
This survey showed how a theology of God, as a starting point, conditions the remaining
theological loci and the missional situation (Vanhoozer), while the choice to prioritize
God-and-world (Kärkkäinen) widens the horizons and the craft of theology to
relationality in every direction and dimension.
Here, I draw three conclusions regarding the ways in which Vanhoozer’s and
Kärkkäinen’s missional doctrinal hermeneutics diverge, and in diverging determine how
one conceives the doctrinal formulation. First, Vanhoozer’s and Kärkkäinen’s divergence
is based on a view of how theology ought to function in the life of the church. The
function for Vanhoozer is directive and informational-transformational.
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The function for Kärkkäinen, on the other hand, is comparative and ecumenical.4 I
understand Kärkkäinen’s ecumenicity to prompt him to seek relevance among the several
Christian traditions and world religions. Although he does not endorse the firstgeneration unitive pluralism, his WCC involvement and dialogical-hospitable-inclusive
agenda make him emphasize mission as witness and presence, rather than mission as
proclamation. Vanhoozer’s emphasis on the directiveness of mission, and his
endorsement of the translation model is closer to the Lausanne covenant’s overall goal,
which criticizes the WCC’s goals of ecumenicity.5 The notion of revelation is central
here, for if special revelation is seen as providing the theological material data, any sort
of dialogue will be considered a non-theological matter. Rather, when Kärkkäinen
redefines revelation in wider terms—by adopting natural revelation—and a notion of
pneumatology that rehabilitates insights and truths of other world religions and extracanonical, extra-ecclesial truth-claims, it provides a notion of the dialogical as
theological. This redefinition of revelation or truth-claims is somehow connected to his
view of a panentheistic God as immanent in the world.
Second, missional doctrinal hermeneutics springs from the notion of missio Dei.
So, how one defines how God enters into his missionary relations with humankind and
I am not inferring that Kärkkäinen’s theological function is not transformational. What I
am inferring is that his emphasis is not directive/participative and transformational. One reader
might argue that Kärkkäinen’s relational theology allows real reciprocity and mutuality in the
God-world relationship. Consequently, the relational conception of God may transform human
lives, the church, and the world in emerging ways. Thus, I read Kärkkäinen’s theological function
indirectly as transformational, that is to say, an outcome of his synoptic theological view. And
yet, the function of Kärkkäinen’s theology has a comparative and ecumenical emphasis.
4

5

See the Lausanne Congress of World Evangelization of 1974, and the missiological
outcome to guide future missionary engagement within evangelical agencies. Cf. Henning
Wrogemann, Intercultural Theology: Theologies of Mission, trans. Karl E. Böhmer, 3 vols.
(Downers Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2018), 2:105–29.
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the cosmos define how God is in himself. Although both Kärkkäinen and Vanhoozer
prize relationality, their explanatory modes differ radically based on their view of
relationality. Vanhoozer posits a non-reciprocal relationality, imagining God from the
outside, in order to maintain the ontological distinction between Creator and creature.
Even with Vanhoozer’s explanation of God’s emotions as having an active sense,
relationality is apparently metaphorical. The issue of religious language and the shift
from the metaphorical/analogical to the ontological is a subject for further exploration
elsewhere.
Kärkkäinen envisions a relational, passible, panentheistic God who is related to
the created order in a non-interventionist manner from within the created realm. He
maintains God’s transcendence and immanence, and understands the omni-attributes
without falling into perfect being theology. The shift from substance ontology toward an
ontology of relations is present comprehensively in the entire architecture of doctrine,
and helps Kärkkäinen to bridge the theology-science gulf.
The discussion of the God-world relationship on which my interlocutors focus
demonstrates that Vanhoozer’s primary impetus against relational theo-ontologies, or as
he calls it, “relational perichoretic onto-theologies” (“the new orthodoxy”) is its
contemporary projection of a currently acceptable view of reality, which is acceptable
within contemporary post-holocaust ecclesial culture (an apathetic axiom) and in a
scientific worldview which prizes relational ontology (a “category translation” from the
Hellenistic worldview of classical theism into a theistic option coherent with a scientific
worldview). Hence, he argues contra the relevancy rationale. On the other hand,
Kärkkäinen adopts a relational ontology, arguing that it has biblical and traditional
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backing, which is allied to the urge to contextualize the ontology into contemporary
frameworks of modern society—specifically our modern scientific worldview.
Thus, regardless of the diverging opinions which are presented by my
interlocutors in regards to the God-world relationship, one cannot overlook that the
rationale behind their views on God impinges on how one interprets some of the
metaphors of missional doctrinal hermeneutics, such as “translation” and
“contextualization,” with special emphasis on how one relates its religious language and
the shift from the metaphorical to the ontological.
Third, the missional doctrinal hermeneutics of Kärkkäinen and Vanhoozer diverge
as regards their dialogical vision. Kärkkäinen’s dialogical framework makes his
comparative work central to his constructive theology, engaging truth-claims of the
religious other. His inclusive vision does not seek for a minimum baseline of
commonalities; rather, it seeks commensurable aspects from the perspective of a
“confessional” agenda. His is a kind of witness through information exchange. He even
invites scholars from other world religions to do the same, from their particular
perspectives. This dialogic framework is made possible by its postfoundationalism, which
avoids absolute claims and objectifications. And yet, although it may be claimed that
different religions have incommensurable points of contact due to the fact that words
themselves carry different meanings, because of its different constellations of intrareferentiality the comparative project provides a kind of dialogical imagination that hears
and attempts to correlate, adding theological knowledge.6
6

In this view, the proper noun God in Christian theology may not mean the same in
Hindu theology—even if one attempts to show the differences, and to study the logic behind the
theological constructs. In this view it would be impossible to talk meaningfully about the other,
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Vanhoozer’s levels of engagement increase in their degree of dialogue depending
on their confessional commonalities. Their ecumenicity functions at different levels. On
the one hand, Vanhoozer does not understand every doctrinal formulation to hold the
same importance. By adopting a hierarchy of value, he does provide a degree of
engagement by correlation to the gospel narrative. So, his doctrinal hermeneutics is
exclusive in terms of core gospel doctrines—God and gospel—while inclusive in regards
to third-level doctrines. It does not correlate with truth claims external to canon, although
he uses categories from literary and theater theory as a way to bring elucidation to his
doctrinal hermeneutics.
All in all, these three aspects—doctrinal function, the God-world relationship, and
the nature of the dialogic—make these two interlocutors’ missional doctrinal
hermeneutics diverge, and this reality influences the entire architecture of their theology
and defines how their missional dimension of doctrinal hermeneutics may operate.
Regardless of such differences, the missional doctrinal hermeneutics of
Vanhoozer and Kärkkäinen are not mutually exclusive in regards to the model to be
followed. The choice of each model depends on the presuppositions and theological
commitments, and the scope of the project. This conversation remains open for further
development, particularly in awaiting contributions from the field of missional theology,
theologies of mission, comparative theology, intercultural theology, systematic theology,
mission studies, and ecumenical studies.

because of the objectification and reductionism that such an approach would cause to the body of
knowledge surveyed in other religious traditions.
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Further research
What might be some avenues of further research on the intersection of missional
doctrinal hermeneutics related to the triad God-eschatology-mission in particular, and for
the field in general?
1. With reference to missional doctrinal hermeneutics, how can one understand
the relationship between doctrinal hermeneutics and the “pastorality of doctrine” given
the relationship of the system (coherence) as it relates to life (contingency)?7
2. The research surveyed missional doctrinal hermeneutics; the connection that
was suggested was to pursue the missional dimension of doctrine. The nature of the
object of this research as doctrine focused on the rational or theological arguments.
However, further research could be focused on nonverbal aspects of doctrine, such as the
missional dimension of rituals and the symbolic dimensions of doctrine as expressed in
the doxastic dimension of the ecclesial life that could be approached through semiotic
reading of texts, rituals, cantillations, body movements, objects involved, clothing, and
architectural ecclesial disposition, for example.
3. The study on Vanhoozer’s canonical-linguistic approach and Kärkkäinen’s
constructive Christian theology for the pluralistic world highlights how a theological
interpretation of scripture, and comparative theology rationale may empower missional
theology as it relates to evangelical ecumenical engagement. One could develop further
This discussion of the “pastorality of doctrine” as related to missional doctrinal
hermeneutics is touched on in Thiselton’s Hermeneutics of Doctrine and in Ryan’s Hermeneutics
of Doctrine in a Learning Church. Whereas Ryan unpacks this doctrinal hermeneutical discussion
as regards receptive ecumenism with an original proposal, Thiselton argues from the perspective
of doctrinal analysis, with multiple windows for furthering the conversation as it relates to
missional doctrinal hermeneutics.
7
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the negotiations between religions, culture, identity, and biblical authority on issues of
doctrinal formulation and levels of ecumenical engagement, nuancing their claims in
pluralist times.
4. One could develop the systematic connection of the doctrine of God and the
mission of the church further by attending to the relations between God’s life ad intra
and God’s life ad extra economic missions, or the correlations between the ecclesia ad
intra and how the church relates ad extra. Although there are several monographs that
relate the doctrine of God to the ecclesial life,8 a further contribution could be made by
extending the consequences of an envisioned doctrine of God into issues related to the
pastorality of doctrine, such as the making of a community, intercessory prayer,
suffering, forgiveness, the consolation of death, and the sacramentality of life.
5. This study in missional doctrinal hermeneutics primarily explored the
conceptual and methodological structures of Vanhoozer’s and Kärkkäinen’s theological
projects. A further study could be made by contextualizing their projects historically,
within the framework of twentieth- and twenty-first-century ecumenical missionary
developments, such as WCC documents, post-Vatican II Catholic developments, and
Neo-Pentecostal pneumatology, among other issues.
Finally, this dissertation contributes to a systematic analysis of some missional
concepts and to the architecture of doctrine with the intention of bridging and of mutually
holding the general nature of doctrine (as a kind of consensus generated and adopted by a
community), and, at the same time, the particularities of the contingent situation. For it is
8

See, for example, Volf, After our Likeness; Paul S. Fiddes, Participating in God: A
Pastoral Doctrine of the Trinity (Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox, 2001).
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in the contingent situation that reception occurs, and it is this that provides an
environment of intelligibility. This locality of the missional situation functions as a soil in
which the Christian good news is seeded, nurtured, and developed, always anew through
manifold cultures, historical periods and locations.
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